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Let us not say that nations are ungrateful. At a given

moment, a man has been the conscience of a people. By
glorifying that man the people attests the existence of its

own conscience.

Letter of Victor Hugo to the Gonfalonier of

Florence on the centenary of Dante,
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Vicfor Hugo at his Work.

Photogravure by Goupil et Cie. From drawing

by A. Marie.
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THE LIFE, TIMES, AND WORKS

OF

VICTOR HUGO.

VICTOR HUGO was born at BesanQon, on the

seventh day of Ventose, in the tenth year of the

Republic (the 26th of February, 1802). His father,

Joseph Leopold Sigisbert Hugo, belonged to an old

family which was of some note in Lorraine as early

as the fifteenth century. It was one of those vigorous,

prolific races, with numerous and widely extending

branches, that are always found in such large numbers

on that gallant frontier, that foster-mother of heroes,—
races whicli spread their roots down amid the obscure

depths of the toiling masses on the one hand, and on

the other rise to tlie level of the loftiest and most illus-

trious houses among the nobility. We may, with every

probability, reckon among the ancestors of Victor Hugo,

Jean Hugo, whose son Georges, a captain in the army
of Ren^ II., Duke of Lorraine, and married successively

to Jeanne de Blamont and Chr^tienne Guyot, obtained

on the 14th of April, 1535, letters patent of nobility for

himself and his descendants. Several officers, one of

whom was killed at Denain, and a bishop, who was the

author of some historical works, are also on the roll of

our poet's ancestors. A genealogical tree of the Hugo
family was drawn up by D'Hozier in the eighteenth

VOL. XXX. — 1



2 LIFE OF VICTOR HUGO.

century. Its arms are ; Azure ^ on a chief argent two

martlets sable ; on the escutcheon a vol banneret azure

bearing a fesse argent. During the wars of which Lor-

raine was the theatre in the seventeenth century, and

especially when the dukes were deprived of their duchy

(1661-1697), there were great reverses of fortunes, affect-

ing high and low, throughout the province, and many
families were exiled and ruined. Kecent researches tend

to establish the fact that the grandfather of the poet,—
Joseph Hugo, a son of Jean Philippe Hugo, who was
a farmer at Beaudicourt, — was, towards the close of the

eighteenth century, a master joiner in Nancy, and that

he and his second wife, Jeanne Marguerite Michaud, a

native of Dole, were among the married couples crowned

at the Fete des Epoux held in that town on the 10th of

rior^al, year V.

The mother of Victor Hugo, Frangoise Sophie Trdbu-

chet, was the daughter of a ship-owner of Nantes, who
possessed several farms in Brittany. She was related to

Constantin Francois de Chassebceuf, the Volney of " Les
Euines," and to Count Cornet, a prominent figure in the

politics of the Consulate and Empire.

Leopold Hugo was enrolled in the service at the age

of fourteen. Seven of his brothers also became soldiers.

Three were slain in the lines of Wissenburg, where Louis,

surnamed by the family Louis XVII., because he was
the seventeenth of the eighteen children of Joseph Hugo,
was wounded. He afterwards reached the rank of sene-
ral of brigade. Francis Juste became major of infantry.

Leopold was attached to the staff from 1791 as quarter-

master, became secretary to General Alexandre de Beau-
harnais, and enjoyed the friendship of Kldber and Dessaix,
— a friendship that only ended with their death. Sent
to La Vendue as adjutant-major captain, he distinguished

himself by acts of heroism and generosity which we shall
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have occasion to refer to in a special criticism of "Quatre-

vingt-treize." He returned to Paris after Quiberon, and

was appointed reporter to the second council of war, of

which the registrar was Pierre Poucher. While in

Nantes he had found a home in the family of the ship-

owner Trdbuchet, a widower with four daughters. He
sought the hand of one of them, Pranqoise Sophie, a

young girl of slight form and with features of singular

delicacy and refinement. The suit of the brave and loyal

officer was favourably received, and the marriage was
celebrated in the Hotel de Ville of Paris. It was a civil

marriage merely, for at that time a bridal pair seldom

found it necessary to have recourse to the church. The
registrar soon followed the example of the major. There

was a second marriage. At tlie weddinr' breakfast Ldo-

pold Hugo said to his witness, Pierre Poucher :
" Do you

have a daughter ; I '11 have a son, — and we '11 set them
up liousekeeping some time or other. Here 's to their

health
!

" At that time destiny was the servant of con-

querors. This jovial declaration was prophetic.

Lahorie, Moreau's chief of staff, had served as a

private soldier under Lc^opold Hugo, in 1793. He now
])rought his former officer to Bale, where he was esjDC-

cially attached to the person of Moreau. He fought at

Engen, Moeskirch, Biberach, Memmingen ; was the first

to cross the Danube, amid a hail of musketry, on a

plank flung over a broken arch, and was named major

on the field of battle. He became acquainted with La
Tour d'Auvergne. He was in command at Luneville

when the Congress assembled there, and won the friend-

ship of Joseph Bonaparte, the plenipotentiary of Prance.

He had already two sons, Abel and Eugfene, when he

was appointed to the command of the fourth battalion

of the 20th demi-brigade, then quartered at Besancon.

There his third son was born, having the wife of au
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aide-de-camp of Moreau for godmother, and General

Lahorie for godfather. " Hugo is a northern appellation,

"

said the godfather, " we must mellow it by a southern

cue ; we must supplement the German by the Eoman. "

i\nd so, as the godmother was named Marie, the child

was called Victor Mario Hugo. Does Hugo, " my Saxon

name, " as the poet says in the " Ode to the Column,

"

come really from the word hugu or hugi, which in the old

Teutonic language signifies " intelligence, " " spirit, " and

corresponds to the Latin ingenium, the Scandinavian

hugr, the Gothic hugs, from which is derived hugjan,

to thiiih 1 Would not a simpler derivation bring it

from the Germanic vocable lioh, lioiig, meaning great, in

ancient Gothic, hauk, hoch, in English, high, huge ? It

is for the etymologists to decide.

Six weeks after his birth, the child was carried off to

the Isle of Elba, and then to Corsica. After some time.

Major Hugo was summoned to join the army in Italy,

and determined to send his family to Paris. At Cal-

diero, he supported for three hours the entire attack of

the enemy. But nothing could restore him to the good

graces of Napoleon, who never forgot his friendship for

Moreau. Joseph Bonaparte, then King of Naples, was,

however, deeply attached to him, and determined to

give him employment. Major Hugo was commissioned

to capture Era Diavolo. The enterprise was considered

almost impossil)le ; but in five weeks the robber patriot

was taken. The lucky officer was in consequence ap-

pointed colonel of Iloyal Corsica and governor of Avel-

lino. He now sent for his family, and Victor came to

Italy, crossed the Apennines, and saw Florence, the

Adriatic, Kome, and Naples. Although very young at

the time (the journey took place in the autumn of

1807), he has preserved some precious memories of this

expedition. He remembers dwelling for several mouths
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at Avellino in an immense marble palace, split from top

to bottom by a wide crack, and perched over a ravine

green with nut-trees. He was inscribed as a child of

tlie company, on the muster-roll of the regiment. After-

wards the father was called to Spain by King Joseph,

and the mother and children set out again for Paris.

Here they dwelt in that house in the Impasse des Feuil-

Inntines, whose garden was " in the middle almost a

tield, in the background almost a wood. " Here Lahorie

found a refuge when pursued as an accomplice of

Moreau. He liked to explain Tacitus to young Victor.

He was soon to meet liis death with Malet, both accused

of conspiracy.

Leopold Hugo, now a general, governor of the pro-

vince of Guadaxara, and a count in high favour with

the court, wished to have his family with him once

more, and they obeyed the summons.
At Bayonne, the future poet, not less precocious than

iJante and Byron, had the first revelation of love. He
was possessed by a silent and mystic ecstasy, a vague
and delicious aspiration of soul and sense, an instinctive

and pure exaltation on seeing and hearing a demure and
graceful little maiden with brown complexion and deli-

cate features. It was the sudden awakening of uncon-
scious adolescence between the first faint gleams of the

virginal dawn and the thrills of the rose-flush of morn-
ing. Of these innocent sensations, these first fruits of

the timid and curious heart, this divine sentiment of

inelTable desire and infinite devotion, he has kept in a

corner of his memory the ever fresh and intoxicating

tiower, — the frail and infantine flower hardly half-

unclosed, but so sweetly and delicately perfumed with
a fleeting and immortal perfume. It has been his desire

to record, to sing, these emotions, at once limpid and
deep ; he has long been haunted by the idea of a book
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which he would entitle " Souvenirs of a Child of nine

Years. " But he has not time for it, he says, to-day.

Does he not also tell us that a vast romance, whose con-

ception is complete in his thought, but whose subject

he does not even hint at, will be lost to the world ?

But, no! nothing will be lost; he will have leisure to

realize all his projects. We will not and cannot doubt

it.

Beyond the Pyrenees the journey was strangely pic-

turesque. It was made in a huge lumbering carriage,

protected by the escort which guarded the treasury of

the Imperial army, consisting of two thousand men and

four cannon. The first halt was at Ernani, the second

at Torquemada ; then came Burgos, with its cathedral

and the tomb of the Cid ; Valladolid and its theatre

;

Segovia, gothic and Arab ; Madrid, and " the great

painted chambers of the Masserano palace. " Abel

became one of the royal pages. Eugene and Victor were

sent to the College of the Nobles in tlie Caille Ortoleza.

The pupils were aroused every morning at five o'clock

by a liump-backed dwarf, a study in scarlet, with tan-

gled hair, red woollen vest, blue plush breeches, yellow

stockings, and shoes the colour of iron-rust. All the

boys were princes, counts, or marquises ; they answered

to such names as Frasco de Belverana, Elespuru, and

Eamon de Benevento.

If I relate these details, it is because they are singu-

larly significant: the sensations of tlie child always
remain fresh and vivid at the bottom of the heart of the

man ; they determine the originality of his character

and form the very roots of his intellectual and moral

life.

In 1812 the military situation was beginning to look

threatening; it was becoming necessary to make prepa-

rations for crossing tlie Pyrenees again. Madame Hugo
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and two of her children returned to the garden of the

reuillantines. The head-master of a lyceum offered to

take charge of the boys, but the mother kept them with

herself. And so it was in their power to amuse and
educate themselves in freedom, to buy a pasteboard

theatre, make pieces and play them, while France was a

prey to invasion, while their father was twice defending

Thionville against the Allies. On the 29th of March,

1814, they were awakened by the roar of cannon.

Madame Hugo was forced to lodge a Prussian colonel

and forty soldiers.

Abel had fought in Spain. He was an officer, and

therefore emancipated. Not so the cadets of the house-

hold ; and General Hugo, on returning to Paris, was
inclined to think the education they were receiving was
not of a sufficiently solid character. He sent them to

the (Jordier-Decotte boarding-school. There young Vic-

tor's passion for versifying became a fever. He made
verses on Poland and chivalry, translations in rhyme,

tales, epistles, madrigals, enigmas, acrostics, a poom,
" The Deluge ;

" a comic opera, " Chance is good for

something;" a tragedy, " Irtamfene ;
" another tragedy,

" Athfelie ; Or, The Scandinavians ;
" and a melodrama

in three acts, with interludes, " Inez de Castro. " His

imagination, full of brilliant recollections, enriched

with the thousand treasures gathered during the odyssey

of his wandering youth, was already overflowing with

opulent waves of confused harmony, the prelude to the

universal symphony he has so marvellously scored.

It was intended, however, that Victor should enter

the Ecole Polytechni(|ue, and he was following the

course of experimental and mathematical sciences in the

college of Louis le Grand. But what a singular mathe-

matical process was that of Hugo ! He seemed to have

no conception of the classical method. He never cared
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to reach the goal by the beaten track, and imagined an

original solution for every problem. He drinv every-

thing out of himself, renewed and created everything.

Like Pascal, he would at need have invented geometry

over again. He discovered instinctively that he was,

according to his own expression, " a romantic mathema-
tician. " But we are not therefore to suppose that he

left uncultivated this singular intuition of his. Noth-

ing in that vast brain has lain fallow. Long ago he

began an " Essay explaining the Etfects of spherical

Form, " and we have reason to expect that it will soon

receive the Knishing touch. It is the fruit of profound

meditations, and abounds in genial digressions on the

unknown, in explorations of startling audacity in the

regions of the impalpable, in sudden illuminations flung

across darksome worlds, in discoveries of equal simpli-

city and grandeur. It may be the starting-point of the

transfiguration of algebra ; the life, the soul of supreme
abstraction are yet to be revealed.

It was his habit to write every evening in a note-book
his impressions of the day. Under date of the 10th of

July, ISIB, tliese words may be read: "I would be

(Jhntcaul)riand or nothing. " He was then fourteen. In
1<S17 he sent three hundred verses to the Academy on
the subject assigned for the annual poetical prize, —
" The Advantages that accrue from Study in every Situa-

tion of Life. " The Academy saw in the following
distich an attempt at mystification :

—
" And I, who ever courts and cities fly,

Have scarcely seen three lustres pass me by."

In any case, it came to the conclnsion that the bard
was somewhat too young to be crowned ; but he was
mentioned and quoted in the report of M. Eaynouard,
M. Campenon took him under his protection.' M. de
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Neufchateau addressed verses to the young aspirant, and

even prevailed on him to write a comparative study on
" Gil Bias " and the Spanish romance of Marcos Obregon

de la lionda, which, when finished, he printed under his

own name without changing a single word.

Abel Hugo, whose part in the intellectual movement
of the Restoration has not yet been estimated at its just

value, had gathered around him a circle of artists and
literary men. The young poet could not find himself

in better surroundings. The comrades met at dinner on

the first day of each month. One of their projects was to

publish a collective volume of novels. Victor promised

to write his in a fortnight. The pledge was fulfilled in

less than that time, and it was the only one fulfilled.

His romance was called " Bug-Jargal. " His brother

Eugene had just obtained the prize of a silver lily for

an " Ode on the Death of the Duke of Enghien " at the

Jeux Floraux of Toulouse. With " The Virgins of

Verdun, " " The Restoration of the Statue of Henry IV. ,

"

and " Moses on the xs ile, " Victor won the degree of

" master " in these celebrated games. " Tlie child is sub-

lime !
" said ChJ^teaubriand.

But all the efforts of Engine and Victor to persuade

their father to abandon the idea of forcing them to enter

the Polytechnique and to let them devote themselves to

literature were vain. The general, little of a sentimen-

talist, and still less of a royalist, turned a deaf ear.

They thought they might do without his consent, and

the general withdrew the very moderate allowance he

had hitherto made his sons. But their mother was

indulgent, and her confidence in their future was such

that they could not allow themselves to be discouraged.

After the holidays in 1818, they did not return to

school. Victor entered his name on the list of law

students, and, with Abel and Eugene, founded " Le
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Conservateur littdraire, " a periodical review which it

was their object to make the complement of " Le Con-

servateur politique " of Chateaubriand. It lasted from

1819 to 1821. Victor was the editor-in-chief. We find

in it, under all forms and almost on every page, a mixture

of prose and verse, book reviews, dramatic criticism,

humorous letters, novels, and romances. At least a third

of it must be rightfully assigned to Victor. " These

years of journalism," says the " Biographie des Coutem-
porains, " " formed a decisive period in his life. Love,

politics, independence, chivalry and religion, jioverty and
glory, obstinate devotion to the struggle with fate that

bespeaks an iron will, are all evidenced by him, and all

at the same time reach the elevation that constitutes

genius. Everything flames and writhes and melts in

his inmost being under the fires of passion, under the

burning sun of his fierce youth ; and we see issue forth

that mysteriously blended nature in which the lava

boils under the granite, an armour at once burning and

solid, tlie sword-hilt dazzling with pearls, the blade

brown and sombre, — verily a giant's armour tempered

in volcanic lakes. " He essayed his powers, recognized

and made otliers recognize his intellectual strength.

Lamartine, Vigny, Soumet, Emile Deschamps, the Duke
of Rohan, Lamennais, flocked to his side. The Socidtd

des bonnes lettres was founded, and there he read the

effusions of his genius. He had already faith, he had

already passion. He loved Adele Toucher, the daugh-

ter of his father 's old friend, and was loved by her

;

but between them they reckoned only thirty years.

When the feeling that possessed them was noticed by

their parents, they were separated for a time.

But Victor was to meet with another terrible blow,

^NTadame Hugo fell seriously ill, and on the 27th of

June, 1821, she died. The general again offered to
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defray all the expenses of his sons if they would adopt

another profession than that of literature. Although

almost without resources, Victor's answer was a de-

termined refusal. " Le Conservateur littdraire " had
ceased to appear. He remained alone in his poor lodg-

ings, in the midst of bustling Paris, abandoned to him-

self. He could not support this isolation. With the

courage of despair, he went to M. Foucher and demanded
the hand of his daugliter. Very naturally, M. Foucher

put off the marriage until the position of his future son-

in-law should be a little less precarious. Without
weakness, but not without anguish, the poet set to work
with renewed energy. He wrestled on with a gloomy
ardour, a concentrated flame. He looked a child, and

yet must needs conquer men. He had a duel with an

officer of the gardes-du-coiys, who tore a journal he had
half read out of his hands in a caf(^ at Versailles. He
seemed to find a bitter joy in braving destiny. Alfred

de Vigny and Gaspard de Pons were his witnesses. He
was wounded in the left arm. He recalled his sensa-

tions on the occasion later, when he created the Didier

of " Marion Delorme.

"

He was not more fortunate, alas ! than Marius in
" Les Misdrables. " He lived for a whole year on seven

hundred francs. The letters he then wrote would fit

marvellously into the framework of the chapter with
the caption, " A Heart under a Stone. " He began
"Han d'Islande, " the love-passages in which were in-

tended for the eyes of his betrothed. He had collected

under the title " Odes et Podsies diverses " a selection of

his verses published in the " Conservateur; " but he had
not the wherewith to meet the expenses of the printing.

Abel took the manuscript without saying what he in-

tended to do with it. The volume appeared in June,

1822. Its .success was rapid and great. Louis XVIII.
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read the Odes ; he also read an intercepted letter, in

which the youthful poet offered an asylum to a friend of

his childhood implicated in the conspiracy of General

Berton. The king was touched, and allowed the author

a pension of a thousand francs from his privy purse. It

was tlie golden key of happiness.

General Hugo now consented to the marriage of his

son with Adele Toucher, and was kind enough to make
the demand for her hand in person. The wedding was

celebrated in the month of October, 1822, in the same
church of St. Sulpice which had been hung with black

the year before for the mother of the bridegroom. On
the evening of the wedding feast, Eugene was seized with

a fit of madness, — a calamity that had been dreaded for

some time. He never recovered his reason, and died in

1837. The supreme joys and sorrows of humanity were

thus to clash together successively in the life of the poet

as they do in his works. He might then write the drama
of those tragic " Twin Brothers " of whom one mounts
upwards into royal splendour and is named " Louis the

Great," while the other sinks into unfathomable darkness

and is named "The Iron Mask."
" Han d' Islande " was brought out in the early part

of 1825; it gained for the romancer the friendship of

Charles Nodier, and a new pension of two thousand

francs. Here we only give a passing glance to this

and other productions of the master, it being intended

that each work shall receive its special notice in another

part of the " Livre d'Or."

Witli Soumet, Guiraud, Emile Deschamps, Victor Hugo
founded the " Revue Fran^aise." It did not last long;

the Academy insisted on its suppression as a special con-

dition for the election of Soumet. He published some
verses in the " Tablettes romantiques " and also in the
" Annales romantiques," edited by Abel Hugo. From
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1825 he declared "war against the demolishers," who
were annihilating the marvels of our national architec-

ture. At this period began his intimate companionship

with the two Dev^rias, Charlet, the architect Eobelin,

the painter Louis Boulanger, the great sculptor David,

and the other artists whom Abel used to take to dinner

under the arbour near Vannes, and to listen to the "con-

fused strains of Mother Saguet's violins." He had now
learned to form a truer estimate of General Hugo. The
general had said :

" We niust give him time ; the youth

holds the opinions of his mother, the man will have those

of his father." The man went to Blois, where the father

fastened on the breast of his son the ribbon of a cheva-

lier of the Legion of Honour. He left to be present at

the coronation of Charles X., at Rheims. He then visited

Lamartine at Saint-Point. He was afterwards near being

lost in the fissure of a glacier during an excursion into

Switzerland, undertaken in company with Nodier, at the

expense of Urbain Canel, a publisher whose bankruptcy

prevented the issue of the record of the journey.

In the month of January, 1826, "Bug-Jargal" re-

modelled by the author, made its appearance. The
" Ode to the Column," which had the place of honour

in the " Journal des D(5bats " sometime in February,

1827, inaugurated the liberal evolution of the poet.

"Cromwell," written for Talma, and intended for the

Comddie Fi'ancaise, appeared in a volume with the

famous i)reface after the great tragedian's death, in

the month of December following.

General Hugo, to whom the "Cromwell" was dedicated,

came to Paris to be present at Abel's wedding. He died

there suddenly, in the Rue Plumet, on the 28th of

January, 1828. He was not only a good soldier, but a

good military writer as well. He has left an historical

journal of the two blockades of Thionville, in 1814 and
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1815, two very interesting volumes of memoirs on the

war of La Vendde, and a treatise on fortified places,

which he refused to sell to foreign governments, and

which was lost in some portfolio of the Ministry. He
lived long enough to know his granddaughter Ldopoldine

and his grandson Charles. Franc^ois Victor and Adfele

Hugo were born after his death.

" Amy Robsart," a piece founded on Sir Walter Scott's

" Kenilworth," which Victor Hugo had begun in con-

nection with Soumet, but finished alone, was handed over

to his brother-in-law Paul Foucher and produced at the

Oddon. There was almost a riot on its appearance, and

the drama was interdicted. But from that time the poet

was accepted as the head of the new literary school He
became tlie centre of the brilliant youth of the C^nacle,

with Sainte-Beuve and Musset at their head. The editor-

in-chief of the " Journal des Ddbats " invited him to

spend the summer in his country-house ; and under

Merimee's guidance he entered a salon where he met
Benjamin Constant and Stehndal. Bdranger received

him as a friend in the prison of La Force. " Les Orien-

tales" (January, 1829) excited lasting enthusiasm. The
following montli, the long and magnificent struggle of

the poet against the deatli penalty was inaugurated by
the appearance of " Le dernier Jour d'un Condamnc^."

in spite of these triumphs, in spite of an interview with

M. de Martignac and an audience with Charles X., he
could not succeed in producing "Marion Delorme."
But "Hernani," played on the 25th of February, 1830,

was tlie splendid consecration of his renown.

After the overthrow of Charles X., " Marion Delorme "

was produced and applauded on the stage of the Porte

Saint Martin, on the 11th of August, 1831. " Notra
Dame de Paris" had been published six months before;

and three months later appeared " Les Feuilles d'Au-
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tomne," a work in which the happy father of a family-

is revealed with such penetrating emotion. The unique

and celebrated representation of " Le Roi s'amuse " oc-

curred on the 22d of November, 1832. The year follow-

ing, " Lucr^ce Borgia '' and " Marie Tudor " were two
brilliant victories. In 1834, the success of " Le dernier

Jour d'uu Coudamnd " was rivalled by that of " Claude

Gueux." Then, in " Littdrature et Philosophic melees,"

Victor Hugo collected his miscellaneous pieces and early

criticisms. In 1835 came "Angelo" and "Les Chants du
Cr^puscule." "Esmeralda" was given with the music by
Mademoiselle Bertin in 1836.

On the 1st of July of the same year, Emile de Girardin

founded " La Presse," the prospectus of which was drawn
up by Victor Hugo.

" Les Voix intdrieures " was published in the summer
of 1837, and " Euy Bias " on the 3d of November, 1838.

Four verses of the poet saved Barb^s from the scaffold, on

the 12th of July, 1839. The spring of 1840 saw "Les
Eayons et les Ombres."

Victor Hugo had presented himself as a candidate for

admission into the Academy in 1836; the Forty preferred

M. Dupaty. He presented himself in 1839; they pre-

ferred M. Mole. He presented himself in 1840; they

preferred M. Flourens. In 1841 they preferred nobody

;

he was received on the 2d of June. He was afterwards

to receive in turn, on the 16th of January and 27th of

February, 1845, Saint-^Iarc Girardin and Sainte-Beuve.
" The Burgraves," to which the letters on " The Rhine "

in 1842 had been a kind of preface, did not meet wnth the

success it deserved at the Tlieatre Franrais, on the 7th of

March, 1843. The author, who, in consequence of certain

regrettable incidents in his literary life had concluded

to shut up in his portfolio " Les Jumeaux," finished in

1838, determined never to produce a new play on the
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stage during the remainder of his life. He has kept his

word.

Auguste Vacquerie and his schoolmate at the Lycde

Charlemagne, Paul Meurice, had become the friends of

Victor Hugo. The father of M. Vacquerie placed his

property at Villequier at the disposal of the master.

There L^opoldine Hugo was betrothed to Charles Vac-

querie, the brother of Auguste. The marriage took place

in the spring of 1843. On the 4th of September follow-

ing — a fateful date, which took from the poet a beloved

daughter, and later restored to him his country — hus-

band and wife, during an outing on the Seine, met a

tragic death in spite of the desperate devotion of the

husband.

This sudden and sinister termination of an existence

which was extremely dear to him overwhelmed the un-

fortunate poet. Twice had he to endure the pitiless

assaults of fortune. Yesterday, a burst of idiotic malev-

olence against his most solemn dramatic creation ; to-

day, the destruction of his purest hope ! The gates of

the dawn were closed. He concentrated his thoughts

in his affliction ; he sought the meaning of his destiny

;

he held counsel with his conscience. It was a moment
of solemn reverie, of doubt and anxiety, of healing

silence, of mysterious preparation and profound gesta-

tion, — a halt between two trials, the twilight end of a

first stage. A career had been traversed. To return

backward was not to be thought of. What path was he

to pursue under the clouded skies ? One of those suc-

cessive personalities, one of those distinct beings out of

which the evolution of a human existence was com-

posed, was in him giving place to a new type, still

vague and wavering.

Having become infinitely too superior to the literary

level of the day to expect that his literature could be
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comprehended for a time, Hugo resolved to transfer his

energies to active life. He turned to the regions of

politics, hitherto unexplored by him. He was a favour-

ite with the royal family. Invited in 1837 to the fetes

given at Versailles on the occasion of the marriage of

the Duke of Orleans, he had been made an officer of the

Legion of Honour, a grade in which he still continues

;

and the duchess received him with tliese gracious

words :
" The first building 1 have visited in Paris has

l)een your Notre Dame. " He spent several evenings in

familiar conversation with Louis Philippe. The dynasty

needed thinkers, fruitful intelligences, living forces. At
the time, Victor Hugo saw in the constitutional mon-
archy " a useful transition from royal legitimacy to pop-

ular sovereignty. " Being an Academician, he was in

one of the categories from which the peers of France

were recruited. He accepted the peerage on the 13th

of April, 1845.

Twenty years before, at the beginning of 1820, Alex-
ander Souniet had written to Jules de Kesseguier :

" Our
young Victor Hugo sends you a thousand expressions of

his gratitude. The head of this child is exceedingly
remarkable, a veritable study of Lavater. I asked him
what he intended to be, and whether he was resolved to

devote himself solely to literature. He answered that

he hoped to be one day Peer of France; and he will

be
!

" He mounted the tribune of the Chamber of Peers
for the first time on the 18th of February, 1846, and
made a speech in defence of the rights of authors to

their literary property. Between 1846 and 1848 he
spoke in behalf of the Poles, urged the adoption of

measures for the protection of the coast, and advocated
the return of the Bonaparte family to France. In the
latter discourse (delivered on the 14th of June, 1847)
he warned the Government to bestow a more active

VOL. XXX. — 2
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attention " on the masses, on those numerous and labo-

rious classes of the people, who were so courageous,

intelligent, and patriotic, and among whom so many
poisonous as well as useful germs were fermenting.

"

The revolution of February overturned the dynasty

of Orleans. The social question, that menacing enigma,

that inexorable sphinx, reared its head in presence of

the (Edipuses of modern politics. On the 1st of April

the " Ev^nement " was founded. The contributors to

the journal were Thdophile Gautier, Auguste Vacquerie,

Paul Meurice, Auguste Vitu, Charles and Fram^ois

Victor Hugo. Its motto was :
" Intense hatred to an-

archy, tender and deep love for the people. " At the

elections on the 5th of June, Victor Hugo was elected a

representative for the city of Paris. By his harangue

on the national workshops on the 20th of the same
month he revealed clearly what his attitude on the

questions of the day was henceforth to be ; he protested

tirmly against schemes which tended to transform Pari-

sian workmen " into the pretorians of a riot at the

service of a dictatorsliip. " He spoke on behalf of the

liberty of the press on the 25th of June, the raising of

the state of siege on the 2d of September, the abolition

of the death penalty on the 15th, against the reduction

of the grant for the encouragement of art and letters,

and in February, 1849, in favour of the completion of

the Louvre, where he would install the Institute, " and
thus seat the senate of intelligence amid the products

of the human intellect. " In May, he was elected to

the Legislative Assembly, his name standing tenth on
the list of the twenty-eight deputies for Paris. In his

own words, " the year 1849 is a great date " for him.

Then a decisive light flashed on liis soul, and there was
an absolute rupture with the past :

" In 1848 I was a

liberal merely ; I became a republican in 1849. " On
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the 9th of July, he said :
" I am not one of those who

believe that suffering can be suppressed in this world,

— suffering is a divine law; but I am one of those who
think and hope that misery can be suppressed. " Had
he not already made a profession of his socialist faith ?

He was no new convert. On the 15th of January, he

delivered a discourse of singular power and beauty on

the liberty of teaching; in it he demanded the emanci-

pation of the future,
— "the right of the child, more

sacred than that of the father. " He inveighed on the

5th of April against the law of deportation, " the blood-

less guillotine. " On the 20th of May, he uttered the

most admirable plea that has ever been heard in favour

of universal suli'rage, and on the 17th of July opposed the

revision of the Constitution and congratulated the French

people on having " laid the first stone of that immense
edifice which would yet be called the United States of

Europe.
"

" Oh, this is too absurd ! " cried Montalembert.
" What extravagance !

" exclaimed Mold.
" These poets !

" said Quentiu Bauchart.

On the 21st of August, 1849, the Peace Congress, held

at Paris, was opened by Victor Hugo. He defended his

son Charles in the Assize Court on the 11th of January,

1851 : the latter was accused of speaking evil of the

penalty of death. On the 6th of February, he opposed

the grant demanded by Prince Louis Bonaparte. The

prince, on his return from exile, had gone to see Victor

Hugo, and said to him in presence of the Academician

Saint-Priest :
" Why should I attempt to be Napoleon

over again ? Whv, it would be more than an ambition,

— it would be a crime. Why tliink me a madman ? I

am not a great man, and shall not follow in the path of

Napoleon ; but I am an honest man, and when the

Eepublic becomes a reality I shall pursue the course of
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Washington. " Later on, Victor Hugo visited the Elys^e

four times; but after the disavowal of the letter to

Edgar Ney, he divined the conspirator in the president,

and was on his guard. We all know what heroic energy-

lie exhibited during the coujj d'etat. " The soldiers

have strapped on their knapsacks, the batteries are made
ready ; if there is fighting, it will be terrible, " observed

Charras. " There will be fighting, " Hugo replied ;
" you

have proved that colonels can write like poets, — it is

for poets now to fight like colonels. " He took five

hundred francs in gold, gave all the other money at his

disposal to his wife, and when she said, " What are you
about to do ? " he answered, " My duty !

" " Do it !

"

she replied, embracing him.

Then began the unequal struggle of right against

might. On the 2d of December Victor Hugo dictated

to Baudin the proclamation outlawing Bonaparte; the

next day he found his fellow-representative dead in the
Faubourg Saint-Antoine. He was no longer in safety

himself at his house. A devoted friend, Madame
Juliette Drouet," vainly sought a retreat for him. She
met only with distrust and ingratitude. He passed a

night with a friend of his brother Abel, and from the
3d to the 7th of December found an asylum with M.
Henry d'Eschamps, then with M. Sarrazin de Mont-
ferrier. Alexander Dumas wrote to him that a reward
of twenty-five thousand francs was offered for his head.
He visited the barricades in the Quartier des Halles
and in the Eue Tiquetonne, the Eue Montorgueil and
the Hue Mauconseil. He kissed the bloody forehead of

a murdered child. When all was lost, he abandoned
Paris and France. He arrived in Brussels on the 14th
of December, took up his residence in the Place de
I'Hotel-de-Ville, and on the next day began the " His-
tory of a Crime. " The proscribed were constantly
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bringing him the necessary documents. The book was

finished in May, 1852, but was not destined to appear

until the 1st of October, 1877, and then as a warning

against a new outrage on liberty. His next work was
" Napoleon the Little. " In France, his name was erased

from the roll of the Literary Society of Paris ; in Bel-

iiium, the law which bears the name of its author,

Faider, was framed for his expulsion. He embarked at

Antwerp, crossed a corner of England, and on the 3d of

August, landed in Jersey. In 1853 appeared " Les

Chatiments.
"

Never can the foresight, the decision, the patriotic

devotion, the force of character and grandeur of soul

which Victor Hugo gave proof of during these troubled

and tumultuous years be sufficiently admired. The
revolutionary flood that ingulfed Lamartine, but tem-

pered the metal, Jiierro, which is the flesh and blood,

the very substance of the poet, of the athlete. He
emerged invincible, almost invulnerable, like the hero

of old, the son of the goddess Thetis. It was a sublime

new-birth. The Victor Hugo of exile is as superior to

the Victor Hugo of the time preceding 1848 as Dante is

to Petrarch, .<$}schylus to Sophocles, Prometheus to

Hercules. He receives a letter from France :
" Shall we

vote against the Empire, or abstain ?
" He answers

:

" In presence of M. Bonaparte and his government, a

citizen worthy of the name does but one thing, and has

but one thing to do, — to load his gun and await the

hour.

"

Before the tombs of his dead companions, Jean
Bousquet, Louise Julien, F(^lix Bony, and before the

great dates of human revolutions, he stands erect on his

lonely rock, beaten by the ocean, as on an immense
pedestal, and cries aloud :

" Ye dead who surround and
hear me ! a curse on Louis Bonaparte ! Be his name
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execrated ! No scaffold when victory coraes, but a long

and infamous expiation for that wretch ! A maledic-

tion on him under every sky ! A malediction on the

violators of the rights of men and the laws of God.

"

After appealing to the tomb, he appeals to the senti-

ment of exile :
" ye proscribed ! 1 call to witness the

hemlock that Socrates drank ; the Golgothas the Christs

have climbed ; the Jerichos the Joshuas have prostrated
;

the burning coals the Porcias, the spouses of the Bru-

tuses, have swallowed ; the stakes from which the

Husses have cried, ' The swan shall rise again !
' I call

to witness the seas that environ us, and which the

Columbuses have leaped across. I call to witness the

stars above our heads which the Galileos have ques-

tioned. Proscribed, truth is eternal
;
proscribed, liberty

is immortal !

"

Weary, sick, abandoned, and condemned, oppressed

with bitterest sorrow, a prey to all kinds of calumny,

to all kinds of treasons, to all kinds of moral and physi-

cal sufferings, Hugo is yet never faint-hearted, never

hesitating; never does the thought of taking a step

backward occur to him. Around him all is growing

sombre ; but he fears not phantoms, and he knows the

niuht is never so black as when the dawn is near. He
was expelled from Jersey as he had been from Brussels.

He found a refuge in Guernsey. Mazzini wrote to him,
" Italy is leaning to the side of kings ; raise her up.

"

His answer to the Italians is :
" Scorn the offers that

are apparently made to you ! Be on your guard, and

have faith ! Distrust kings, trust God! " And he pub-

lished " Les Contemplations. " To the Bonapartist am-

nesty he opposed this declaration :
" When liberty shall

return, I will return. " And he published " La Ldgende

des Sifecles. " Kecalled one day to Jersey on the occasion

of the Garibaldian subscription, he said, " It is the gran-
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deur of hospitality that she renders those who suffer

worthy of her. Should the vanquished of the unjust

Cause ever come hither, receive them as you have re-

ceived us. Misfortune is one of the sacred forms uf

right. And,— understand it well,— of those wlio may
he vanquished I except none. " He interceded with the

T^'nited States for John Brown :
" If the scaffold were

erected, the radiant Union of that glorious Eepublic

would have for bond the noose of the gibbet ! Such a

bond would slay her !
" He appealed to Belgium to

spare those who were condemned to death for the affair

of Charleroi ; seven were saved. He founded in his

own house tlie Weekly Dinner for Poor Children.

England and America followed with more than a hun-

dred thousand dinners of the same kind.
" Les Mis^rables " appeared, and was at once trans-

lated into all languages. It was the Gospel of the

people. The European press offered a banquet to the

proscribed author in Brussels, and the exile proposed a

toast to the press, — " the living clarion that sounds the

awakening of the nations. " " Eleven years ago, " he
said, " you saw me depart from among you almost a

young man. You find me now grown old. My hair

has changed ; but my heart has not changed. " He suc-

ceeded in having Eosalie Doize rehabilitated. He wrote
at Geneva, " Death to death !

" On the appeal to him of

Alexander Herzen, whose letter contained these words,
" Help, mighty brother ! Tell to us the watchword
of civilization !

" he summoned the Prussian soldiers to

become men.

"William Shakespeare" was published in 1864; it

preceded by a year the fine translation of his son Fran-

cois Victor. In 1865 appeared " Les Chansons des

Kues et des Bois ;
" in 1S68, "Les Travailleurs de la

Mer. " The author was elected a member of the Com-
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mission for the erection of the statue of Beccaria, and

on the Centenary of Dante wrote a letter expressing his

reverence for the poet. He obtained the pardon of the

Fenians, and demanded that of Maximilian. He went
to Brussels in 1866 to witness the marriage of his son

Charles with the ward of Jules Simon. His journey

afterwards through Zealand was a perfect ovation.

In 1867, on the occasion of the Exposition Uuiver-

selle, was published the " Paris Guide," to which most

of the famous writers of the time were contributors.

Victor Hugo wrote the preface. The native land of the

exile, though distant, was filled with his personality.

Invisible but present, he was the presiding spirit of the

new evolution of minds. Never before had such a pro-

digious spectacle been seen : Trance and the world,

which had been plunged in the dark abyss of an ambus-
cade, were brought back to the light by the mere potency

of the ideal. An example beyond price this ! A
supreme revenge of the human conscience and of divine

justice

!

" Hernani " was revived at the Comt^die Franc^aise

on the 20th of June and was received with enthusiastic

acclamations. " Euy Bias " was in preparation at the

Oddon. But when " La Voix de Guernesey " was pub-

lished, " Hernani " was sus})ended and " Euy Bias
"

interdicted.

The year 1868 was a cruel year for Victor Hugo. His

first grandson died in March, and Madame Victor Hugo
expired in August. " She was, " in the words spoken

above her grave, " the wife of the greatest man that

lives, and her licart was on a level with his genius.

Her capacity for comprehending him made her almost

his equal. " Ah, the pity of it, when loved ones vanish

into the night of the tomb!

The " Kappel " was founded in the spring of 1869 by
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the two sons of the poet, with Henri Eochefort, Auguste

Vacquerie, and Paul Meurice. The " Homme qui rit
"

made its appearance the same year. " Lucrfece Borgia "

was revived in February, 1870.

On the 27th of April, Victor Hugo, consulted on the

plebiscite, wrote :
" To the solidity promised by ruin, to

the light offered by darkness, to the blunderbuss which
is behind the mendicant, to the visage which is behind

the mask, to the spectre which is behind the smile, we
say. No !

"

The war ; Keichshoffen ; Metz blockaded ; Sedan ; the

4th of September! On the 5th, Victor Hugo was in

Paris. " Citizens, " he said, his eyes full of tears, " you
repay me in one hour for nineteen years of exile. " He
summoned the Germans to respect the great city.

" Paris cannot be destroyed. The dispersion of its

stones would be the dispersion of ideas. Scatter Paris

to the four winds, and you will only succeed in making
out of each grain of that dust the seed of the future.

"

A reptile of the German press hissed, " Hang the poet

from the top of a pole !
" While Paris was besieged,

public recitations of " Les Chatiments " formed its prin-

cipal entertainment. The proceeds of the performance

at the Porte Saint Martin, and the collection made in

Prussian helmets at the Opera, sufiiced for the casting

of two cannons, — Chdtiment and Victor Hugo !

At the next election, 214,169 votes sent the late exile

to the National xVssembly. He spoke against the igno-

minious peace, " because the honour of the country must

be saved. " Then, as the treaty did not stipulate that

the representatives of Alsace-Lorraine should disappear

from the French Assembly, he proposed that his col-

leagues should invite them to keep their seats in that

Assembly and in all future National i\.ssemblies of

France, until the day when they could return their
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mandates to their constituents in the same way they

received them. When the question of transferring defin-

itively the seat of government to some provincial city

was brought forward, he said to those who feared to

return to Paris :
" There are several of us here who have

been shut up in Paris, and who have been witnesses of

all the phases of that siege,— a siege the most extraordi-

nary of any recorded in liistory. The demeanour of the

people was admirable. I have said so before, and I

will say so again. Every day suffering and heroism

increased in the same proportion. Nothing could be more

affecting than that transformation : the city of luxury

became the city of misery; the city of effeminacy

became the city of combat ; the city of joy became the city

of terror and death. During the night the streets were

entirely dark, yet not a crime. I myself have walked

alone through that gloomy and deserted Paris every

night, almost from one end of it to the other. I met
many who were suffering and many who were famished,

— persons in want of everything, of lire and bread ; well,

there was absolute security. The bravery of Paris out-

side its walls was paralleled by its virtue within them.

Two millions of men gave this memorable example, —
an example rising to unexpected heights of greatness.

Those who have seen it can never forget it. The women
were as intrepid in presence of famine as the men were
in presence of battle-. Never was there a finer struggle

with all calamities in all quarters and at the same time.

Yes, the people suffered ; but do you know how ? They
suffered with joy, because they said to one another, ' We
suffer for the country !

' Paris hoped for your gratitude,

and it is rewarded with your suspicion. But what has

Paris done to you ? It has devoted itself for all. It has

done more than saved the life of France, — it has saved

her honour. You are told not to enter Paris, for the
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Prussians are tliere. What does that matter ? The Prus-

sians indeed ! As for me, I disdain them. Before long,

they are fated to submit to the domination of that Paris

which they threaten with their cannon, and which
enlightens them with its ideas. Henceforth the sojourn

of the Prussians in France is dangerous, particularly for

the king of Prussia. " He added :
" The Prussians have

dismembered France, do not decapitate her !

"

On the eiglith of March, Victor Hugo descended from

the tribune amid such cries as these :
" You do not

speak French !
" " Bring that to the Porte Saint

Martin ! " " Impostor !
" " Corrupter !

" " Apostate !

"

" Drinker of blood ! " " Wild beast
!

" " Poet
!

" " Death
to him !

" He wrote immediately :
" Three weeks ago the

Assembly refused to hear Garibaldi ; to-day it refuses

to hear me. Very good ; I send in my resignation.
"

On the loth of March a family sorrow came to add to

the poet's sorrow for the country ; his son Charles died.

He was at Brussels, where he had to go through certain

formalities in the interest of his orphan grandchildren

Georges and Jeanne, when a civil war succeeded a for-

eign war in Paris.

On the 15th of April appeared the verses entitled
" Un cri :

" —
"Have brothers, then, been homes to slay each other thus ?"

On the 21st of April, the " Pas de repr^sailles
:

"

" Yea, Jiulas I would save, if I were Jesus Christ !

"

The 6th of May, " Les deux trophies :
"—

" What ! do we dare to mangle our France with our own hands 1

"

In a letter published in the " Independence beige " of

the 27th of May, Hugo offered an asylum in his house,

at 4 Rue des Barricades, to the fugitives whom the royal
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government refused to recognize as political refugees.

During the night of the 27th or 28th his house was

attacked, and an attempt was made to stone him while

standing between Jeanne and Georges. The son of the

Minister of the Interior, who was one of the assailants,

was condemned to a fine of one hundred francs ; and for

the second time the man who was assailed was expelled

from that inhospitable soil. As soon as the " Eappel
"

could appear again, he returned to Paris and demanded
an amnesty, — " amnesty at once, amnesty above all !

"

In April, 1872, he gave " L'Annde terrible," and "La
Liberation du territoire. " His dramas also appeared on

the stage, one after the other, and were received with

universal enthusiasm. In 1872, " Euy Bias ;
" in 1873,

" Marion Delorme " and " Marie Tudor. " In November,

1877, " Hernani " was revived at the Comddie Frangaise.

On the 9th of December the poet thanked the theatre

and the Press at a dinner in the Grand Hotel :
" It is

good that the literary world should cast its reflection on

the political world. It is good that our peaceful regions

should give to regions that are troubled that great

example, concord, and that fine spectacle, fraternitij.

Corneille, the old and great Corneille, when he felt that

he was about to die, uttered that great, that final cry,

'Ah, though about to die, I yet would dazzle still !

'

Well, I will say,

—

' Ah, though about to die, I would bring peace to all."*

On the 14th of March, 1878, appeared the second

volume of the " Histoire d'un Crime. " " Les Mis^rables,
"

dramatized by Charles Hugo, was revived on the 2 2d

of the same month. On the 29th of April came a new
poem, " Le Pape ;

" and on the 1st of June the dis-

course on the centenary of Voltaire :
" Gentlemen, " he
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said, " the nineteenth century glorifies the eighteenth.

The eighteenth proposes, the nineteenth concludes. Since

night issues from thrones, let light issue from tombs !

"

On the 17th of June, Victor Hugo delivered a dis-

course at the opening of the International Literary

Congress. He advocated a system called Le domaine

puhlic payant, according to which all works of the in-

tellect would become national property on the death of

the author, a percentage of the profit being assigned to

his heirs. Never had he uttered finer or more pregnant

words than on this occasion. Auguste Vacquerie wrote

on the day after :
—

** Who could liave heard without a feeling of deepest emo-

tion, without chi[>[)iiig his hands, tliat admirable passage on

tlie necessity of light for minds as well as for streets, so

that those malefactors, those night-thieves, those assassins,

error, superstition, and falsehood, ma}^ no longer prowl

about their recesses and lurk in their darksome corners ?

And then, that other not less admirable passage in which the

speaker defies the men of the past, observes tlieir efforts with

a spirit of simple curiosity, and invites them 'to invent a

Syllabus great enough for France, an extinguisher great

enough for the sun!'"

It was the year of the Exposition Universelle. Victor
Hugo was unremitting in his labours. After a day of

ceaseless toil he had a fresh attack of herpes, a disease

to which he had been recently subject. Absolute rest

was prescribed for liim, and this he found for some time
in Guernsey. On the 20th of February, 1879, he pub-
lished " La Pitid Supreme. " He had just, with Louis
Blanc, accepted the presidency of the Ctnnmittee formed
to relieve the wants of amnestied prisoners. On the

18th of May, he spoke at the banquet organized to com-
memorate the abolition of slavery ; he said :

" To make a

new Africa, to render the old Africa amenable to civili-
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zation, such is the problem. Europe will resolve it.
"

And he concluded with a magnificent description of the

continent that was to be humanized, — Africa porten-

tosa. He delivered an oration at Chateau d'Eau on

behalf of the Workmen's Congress at Marseilles. " For

the past four hundred years every step taken by the

human race has left a deep trace behind it. We are

now entering upon great centuries. The sixteenth cen-

tury will be known as the age of painters, the seventeenth

as the age of writers, the eighteenth as the age of philoso-

phers, the nineteenth as the age of apostles and prophets.

To satisfy the nineteenth century, it is necessary to be the

painter of the sixteenth, the writer of the seventeenth,

the philosopher of the eigliteenth ; and it is also neces-

sary to have, what Louis Blanc has, the sacred love of

humanity which constitutes an apostolate and discloses

a clear vision of the future that is to be. In the twen-

tieth century war will be dead, the scaffold will be dead,

hatred will be dead, royalty will be dead, dogmas will

be dead ; but man will live. For all and above all, there

will be one great country, — the entire earth ; and one

great hope, — the entire heavens. All hail, then, to that

glorious twentieth century which shall own and be owned

by our children. The only question of the present time

is the question of Inbour. Tlie political question is

solved. Tlie Ilepul)lic is made, and nothing can unmake
it. The social ([uestion remains. It is terrible, and yet

it is simple. It is a question between those who have

and those who have not. The second of these two classes

must disappear. To accomplish this, labour is all that

is needed. Let us then have faith ! Labour is life, and

thought is light.
"

" Notre Dame de Paris " was revived after being

revised by Paul Meurice. On the 25th of February,

1880, the Com^die Fran^aise celebrated the fiftieth
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anniversary of the first representation of the first

drama offered by A'ictor Hugo :
—

" The gulden nuptials that forever link

Heriiani and his glorious renown,"

as Fraugois Coppde tells us in " La Bataille de Hernani."

After the last act, the curtain rose and revealed a bust

of the poet crowned with laurel. Sarah Bernhardt

then stepped forward, and holding a golden palm-branch

in her hand, added to the enthusiasm of the ovation

by reciting in her peculiarly musical voice some ringing

verses appropriate to the occasion. She repeated them
at the banquet given to Victor Hugo by the Press

;

then M. Emile Augier sj)oke as follows :
—

" How many there are, dear and glorious master,

among those who are here to render you homage, —
how many there are who had not attained the age of

manhood, nay, how many there are who were not yet

born, when the immortal work whose fiftieth anni-

versary we celebrate to-day burst upon the French

stage ! The first artists to whom was allotted the

honour of interpreting it have all disappeared. Twice

have they since been brilliantly replaced. Generations

have succeeded one another, governments have fallen,

revolutions have multiplied ; but the w^ork has survived

men and things, has been listened to with ever-increasing

delight, has grown ever younger with the advancing

years ; and it would seem as if it has communicated to

the poet something of its own eternal youth. Time has

no hold on you, dear master. You know not decline

;

you pass through every stage of life, yet still outstep

not the limits of the age of virility. For more than

half a century the irresistible flow of your genius has

covered the world with its ever-ascending tide. The
furious resistance of the first period, and the fierce
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rebellion of the second have melted away into universal

admiration. The last refractory spirits have yielded

to your power, and you present to-day the rare and

magnificent spectacle of a great man present at his own
apotheosis and conducting himself his triumphal car,

which the insulter no longer pursues. When La

Bruy^re, before the assembled Academy, hailed Bossuet

as Father of the Church, he was speaking in advance the

language of posterity; and it is posterity itself, dear

master, that surrounds you here ; and it is posterity that

hails you now and proposes this toast : To the Father !

"

" Religions et Eeligion " appeared on the 29th of

April. In July, Victor Hugo spoke before the Senate

in favour of amnesty ; and on the 1st of August he

delivered an address at the Distribution of Prizes of the

Society for Elementary Instruction. He published
" L' Ane " in the month of October. On the 26th of

December a solemn fete due to the initiative of M. Oudet,

senator and mayor of the city, was held at Besancon.

Its object was to inaugurate with appropriate ceremonies

the memorial plate which the Municipal Council had
placed on the front of the house where Victor Hugo
was born ; the plate represents a lyre crossed by a branch
of laurel and a bronye roll bearing this inscription :

—
VICTOR HUGO.

26 r:feVRIER, 1802,

Paris, the city of Victor Hugo's adoption, the city

whi(;h he has consecrated "the capital of all peoples"
in the dedication to "L'Ann^e terrible," could not
remain behind Besanqon. The 26th of February, 1881,
witnessed tlie magnificent demonstration organized to

celebrate the triumphal entry of the master into his

eightieth year; it will be described at length in the
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second part of the " Livre d'Or." On the 9th of May,

M. Herold, senator and Prefect of the Seine, brought the

following letter to Victor Hugo :
—

''Dear Master, — I place in your hands, — (1) The copy

of the decree which changes the name of the principal part

of Avenue d'Eylau into that of Avenue Victor Hugo. (2)

The copy of the report in accordance with which this decree

was passed. (3) The copy of the decree which gives the

name of Place Victor Hugo to the quadrilateral formed hy
the avenues of the Trocadero and Eylau and the streets Mig-
nard and Spontini. This square seems quite a suitable place

for the erection of a statue."

A committee was at once formed for the erection of

this statue; it included the most illustrious names of

intellectual Europe. A subscription was immediately

opened ; the hope of M. Herold is likely to be soon

realized.

In May, 1881, " Les Quatre Vents de 1' Esprit" was pub-

lished ; in December, " Quatrc-vingt-treize " had a brilliant

success at the Theatre de la Gait^. " Torquemada " was
published in May, 1882 ; and we have no hesitation in

saying that others are to appear in due order. Every
one has heard of the famous " trunk of the master-

pieces," almost bursting with unpublished works. From
it shall issue odes, romances, dramas, books of science

and reveries, epics and fairy stories, " La Quiquengrogne "

and " Le Fils de la Bossue," lately announced, are, I

think, not among them ; but the following certainly are

:

" Le Theatre en Liberty," " Les Drames de 1' Invisible,"

" Les Jumeaux," " La Grand ' Mfere," " L ' Epde," " Peut-etre

frfere de Gavroche," " La Foret mouill^e " (in which
flowers and trees talk), "Homo," "Pages de ma vie,"

" Toute la Lyre," " Souvenirs d 'un enfant de neuf ans,"

" La Vision du Dante," " Les Coleres justes," " Les
VOL. XXX.— 3
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Annies funestes," " Histoire des Edvolutions intdrieures

d'lme ame honnete," "Essai d'explication sur les effets

de la forme sphdrique," " Le Dossier de la peine de mort,"

the third series of " La Ldgende des Sidcles," " La Fin de

Satan," and "Dieu." This is not all. Every day the

treasury grows larger ; for the poet, following the ancient

precept, lets no day pass unmarked by some splendid

line. May he, for the honour of France and the happiness

of humanity, see the return of many such glorious anni-

versaries as that of the 27th of February last I

In 1820, at the age of eighteen, Victor Hugo put this

question to the men of letters of his time :
" Have

you in your ranks the os niagna sonatumm, the mouth
capable of uttering great things ; the ferrea vox, the

voice of iron? The man who will not bend before

the caprices of a tyrant or the fury of a faction ?" This

man was to be the poet himself. He has fully realized

the ideal he dreamed of at eighteen ; he has made of it

the soul of the new era. Has he not won more victo-

ries than all the field-marshals of the Kings of Prussia,

revealed more unknown lands than all the Livingstones

of old and new England, discovered more stars than all

the Leverriers of the world ? His peaceful conquests

are conquests that Ijear fruit eternally ; his radiant

creations are constellations inhabited by superior mind,

by a divine humanity. Most assuredly men shall no

more say, " The Age of Bismarck " or " The Age of Grant,"

than they have said, " The Age of Marlborough " or " The
Age of Frederick II.

;

" but as there has been " The Age
of A''oltaire," there will perhaps be " The Age of Victor

Hugo." However this may be, certainly none is more
worthy than he to represent before a grateful posterity

the hundred years of heroic struggles and grateful labours

which he has lived or which he may live.



THE PORTKAITS OF VICTOR HUGO BY THE

WRITERS AND THE ARTISTS.

IN"
the summary biography just given, we have thought

it necessary, in order not to interfere with the logi-

cal continuity, the coherency and harmony of the facts,

to avoid all digressions, however strong might be their

interest, which would destroy its proportions and enlarge

its framework beyond the measure intended. A short

view, then, of the manner in which Victor Hugo regu-

lated his life and being at the ditTerent periods of his

existence is its necessary complement.

Portraits have been made of the poet successively in

every department of art which it is curious to compare

with one another. The first description of him was
given in a single line :

" He is not longer than a knife,

"

said liis mother when lie made his entrance into the

world ; and his brother, the fat Eugene, exclaimed dis-

dainfully when he saw the new-born, " Oh la b^bete !

"

The physician condemned him at once. His own ac-

count of himself is that he was then

" A pallid l)abe that neither saw nor spoke,

So frail, it almost seemed some phantasm fleeting

;

A babe for which the world had no kind greeting.

But, ah ! the love that in the mother woke
At sight of that poor head that like a reed

Sank on its breast 1 It looked as if indeed

That cradle for its bier it soon woiUd need."
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The head of the child seemed, in fact, too heavy for the

body, and rested on the shoulders ; but the shoulders

were broad, the chest spacious and solid. And, then,

his mother was determined that he should live:—
" Oh, the love of the mother! the love that we never forget!

God shares it amongst ns, and then multiplies that miraculous

bread

!

Oh, table that ever before the hearth of the father is set

!

Where each has his share, yet for each the whole of the banquet

is spread."

For several years the child continued sickly and lan-

guid, weeping in silence. Then he began to grow
strong: "Victor," wrote his father to the boy's grand-

mother, from Spain, " shows great aptitude for study.

He is quite as serious as his eldest brother, and very

thoughtful. He speaks little, and always to the pur-

pose. I have been often struck by his observations.

He has a very sweet appearance. " When his mother
led him to Madrid, he quickly, says a writer who knew
him intimately, grew familiar with all the aspects of

the old Spain. " So keenly and so early did he see and
appreciate its manners, customs, beliefs, and passions,

so familiar did he become with the very accent of the

Castiles, that any one would take him for some chival-

rous young Spanish nobleman at the time he was con-

ducted back to France in 1812. He had the gait, the

demeanour, and the gravity of an adolescent Don Juan,

combined with an ardour that inspired him with enthu-

siasm for whatever is beautiful in the poetry of the

sacred and chaste springtime of life.
"

After his first successes at the Academy, Victor Hugo
was visited by Lamartine, who records his impressions

in the following terms :
" On the ground-floor of an

obscure house at the back of a court, a grave, melan-

choly, and busy mother was hearing the lessons of some
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boys of different ages ; they were her sons. She showed
us into a low hall, somewhat isolated from the rest of

the building, at the farther end of which a studious

youth was either reading or writing ; his head was
handsome, massive, and thoughtful. This was Victor

Hugo, the man whose pen is the charm or the terror of

the world at present.
"

In 18.30, ten years later, Th^ophile Gautier saw our

poet for the first time, the day after the appearance of

" Hernani. " " The most striking feature in Victor

Hugo, at first sight, was his forehead, which rose like a

marble monument above a face of wondrous calmness

and earnestness. That forehead did not reach the pro-

portions we find later in the works of David d'Angers
and of other artists, but it was in truth well-nigh super-

human in its beauty and fulness. The vastest thoughts

might find their home within it; and on it might rest

a crown of gold or a chaplet of laurel, as on the brow of

a god or a Ctesar. It was set in a frame of briglit chest-

nut hair, which fell at some length on the neck. His
face had neither beard nor moustache nor whiskers; it

was closely shaven, its singular paleness being relieved

and illuminated by a pair of tawny eyes, keen as an

eagle's. His sinuous lips, depressed at the corners,

gave evidence of firmness and will-power; when they

opened in a smile, they revealed teeth of dazzling white-

ness. His costume consisted of a black frock-coat, grey

trousers, and a small lay-down collar ; it was faultless

and correct in every particular. No one, of a truth,

would ever suspect that this perfect gentleman was the

leader of the bearded, dishevelled band that was the

terror of the smooth-faced bourgeoisie. Such did Victor

Hugo appear to us in our first interview with him, and

the image then presented has never faded from our

memory. We cherish that portrait as a precious posses-
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sion, — that fine, young, smiling face, radiant with

genius, and diffusing around it a sort of phosphorescent

glory.

"

Quite recently, the master said, with his ever-genial

and luminous smile, to some friends gathered around

his table one spring evening :
" Between ourselves, now,

I can affirm, without any foolish reference to the past,

that the artists who have represented me in the flower

of my age have not flattered me, •— oh, by no means

!

They have generally given me a gloomy aspect, an

attitude of grimness and mystery ;
" and leaning towards

his fair neighbour, he added gaily, in a voice above a

whisper, " I assure you, madame, I was not at that

period as stern as my pictures might lead you to

believe. I was even a rather pretty lad ; they have made

me ugly by trying to make me beautiful. " Some one

observed that expression is what gives the greatest

charm to the human countenance, and that even the

best artists rarely succeed in reproducing this faithfully.

The conversation ended with these words :
" A person

can be well represented only l)y an artist who has a full

comprehension of his sitter. " If this is so, Victor Hugo
was certainly in great danger, from the beginning, of

never meeting with a perfect interpreter.

Says Jules Janin :
" Fancy to yourself an amiable

countenance, a facile smile, an opulent gaiety, a loud

laugh, and a constitution of iron. He was as good-

humoured during his hours of freedom as he was silent,

retired, and laborious during his hours of inspiration.

Few people have seen him at work ; he hides himself in

order to work, as a person might hide himself in ord(?r

to do evil; and when his mind is big with travail, all

kinds of exercise agree with him, — a gentle promenade

in the shades of evening, or a rapid walk under a fiery

8un. Meanwhile, he is arranging and writing every-
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thing in his head, and does not pause until the entire

work is accomplished. During these laborious and de-

lightful moments, he seldom recognizes even the beings

who are dearest to him, who fly at his approach, such

is the great reverence that surrounds such great toil

!

He loved the young women of the times of old, he loved

the ancient names of history and the recent names of

the new poetry. Oh, what a marvellous talker he was,

when he was inclined to unbend, and when, in the

midst of a circle enchanted by his genius, "he gave free

play to his harmless and boisterous merriment ! It was
above all when lie found himself the centre of his own
intimate circle that his happiness and joy were without

bounds. He was blessed, at an age when the provident

liardly dare even to dream of marriage with an adorable

and adored wife, and four children, beautiful as a poet's

dream,— two boys and two girls; and we have glimpses

at every moment of that happy little world, already so

proud of the father's glory, in the divine elegies that

have sprung from his noble heart. This innocent family

was his charm and his strength ; it gave him courage, it

kept him at his labours ; wlien he was depressed, it rein-

vigorated him ; it added a new delight to his triumphs.
"

After the death of the daughter to whom his heart was
devoted, after the days of struggle and the nights of

anguish of the second Republic, after the barricades red-

dened with the blood oE a tragic disaster, there was a

change in the appearance of Victor Hugo. In the pro-

found meditations of exile ; with the breath of the

northern breezes blowing on his cheeks ; with the

mournful knells rung on the sands by the bitter waves
of the implacable ocean ; amid gloomy memories and

dawning hopes ; between the tears of spectres and the

chant of souls, — the physiognomy of the poet, kneaded
by the interior power of thought with more vigour than
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by the fingers of a Michael Angelo, was transformed like

his very genius and transfigured like the physiognomy
of his verse, which had then learned to reflect, reveal,

vivify, and exalt in sovereign and matchless rhythms,

in sonorous symbols, in irresistible outpourings of divine

harmony, the infinity of Nature and the mystery of

humanity with all their cruelty and caressing embrace,

all their dazzling lights and bewildering marvels. " To
Hugo, " exclaims Gautier, " the years that bend and
weaken and wrinkle the genius of other masters seem

but to bring fresh strength and energy and beauty. He
ages like the lions. His brow, cleaved by august furrows,

rises under a mane longer, thicker, more bristling, and

more dishevelled than ever before. His nails of bronze

have sprouted. His yellow eyes are like suns within

caverns ; and when he roars, the other animals are still.
"

Does not this striking image, this superb metaphor, seem

to be a veritable portrait ?

At the present moment, the countenance of the master

has assumed lines of peculiar grandeur. The angles

have rounded, the features are ])ctter proportioned, more

firmly accentuated, and broadly and definitely blended

into an imposing plenitude. The energetic and pater-

nal head is illuminated by the radiance of the visionary

look in the eyes. " It is no longer," wrote Baudelaire,

" into the leafy and flower-clad environs of the great

city, or on the busy quays of the Seine, or amid noir.y

swarms of children, that his feet and eyes wander.

Like Demosthenes, he converses with the waves and the

winds. Formerly he used to roam alone in haunts bub-

bling with luiman life; to-day he walks in solitudes

peopled by his thoughts. And for that reason he is

perhaps now greater and more singular than ever before.

His reveries have become tinged with a solemn colour-

ing, and his voice has deepened, as if rivalling that of
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the ocean. But then as now, he was and is always an

image of Meditation walking.
"

Thdodore de Banville, who, after a separation of ten

years, met Victor Hugo again at the famous banquet of

" Les Misdrables, " in Brussels, wearing all his beard

under his silvery hair, made this fine cameo of him in

1866 :
" When I look on the two busts by David, one

surnamed Hugo-Dante, and the other Hugo-Virgil ; one

young, grave, and mild, depicting the passionate lover

of Nature ; the other gloomy and reserved, set in its long

mane of hair, and crowned with the epic laurel of the

victors, — and when I see again in my memory the real

Hugo of to-day, no longer white and pale, and with a cer-

tain want of firmness in the flesh, but compact and vigor-

ous, tanned and made almost swarthy by the breezes of

the sea, with an eye of fire, nose more aquiline, hair free

to arrange itself as it wills, ear of exquisite delicacy, a

white beard thrown into relief by a long, silky mous-
tache and imperial black as jet, — I cannot prevent my-
self from thinking the Hugo of the present more beautiful

and more true than the Hugo of 1835, just as I cannot
help preferring the Hugo of the ' Li^gende des Sibcles ' to

the Hugo of the ' Feuilles d'Automne. ' The forehead

also, less excessive than formerly, is modelled anew with
more firmness. In the era of his romantic triumphs,

Hugo was but a god ; to-day he is a man. "

Jules Claretie, his companion on his return to Paris

in 1870, and since then his constant visitor, gave this

other picture of liim in 1874 :
" The shoulders are broad,

the muscles solid, tlie head powerful. His complexion,
once pale, has assumed a reddish tint. The wind of the

ocean has coloured his cheeks, which are framed in a
fine beard, literally silvered. His hair, white and stiff,

rises boldly over a forehead shining and bulging, — that
vast forehead that has remained legendary; under it.
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open blue eyes, now irritated or impassioned, now
sparkling with wit or illumined with kindness, by
turns contemplative and mocking. His voice, a finely

pitched guttural, is somewhat sharp ; his gestures are

exceedingly elegant, denoting the politeness of another

age, before we were alHicted with Anglomania and the

Britannic handshake. His affability is quite noticeable

and peculiar to himself; to add something further, in

spite of all his glory, he is distinguished by a natural

timidity of long standing, and springing from a just

pride. There is a fine graciousness in him united to

genius, a wonderful charm evolving itself from a won-
derful man. Such is Victor Hugo at home, Victor

Hugo receiviiig his guests, recalling his literary recol-

lections, or playing with his grandchildren.
"

After listening to his beautiful discourse at the cen-

tenary of Voltaire on the 30th of May, 1878, Camille

Pelletan wrote these lines :
" The poet speaks slowly.

His voice, deep and loud, hurls each word as if it were

a thunderbolt. Hardly any gesture accompanies his

elocution. The ))()wer of liis attitude, the grand and
severe expression of liis face, are enough to impress his

language with extraordinary force. At the first word,

the majestic and mighty eagle-sweep of the great poet

is recognized. I know of nothing more pathetic than

his manner of approaching the genius of Voltaire by the

recital of the execution of Galas and Labarre. How
marvellously did the master leave his own impress on a

subject which had been so often treated before ! His
simplicity and his grandeur were equally remarkable.

You honrd the bones crack under the iron bar of the

executioner. The whole hall held its breath ; and when
with one magnificent phrase and in one of those dra-

matic bursts which are familiar to him, Victor Hugo,

after transfixing his audience with horror by his picture
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of the torture of the victims, showed Voltaire uttering

the first cry against these monstrosities, a tempest of

bravos filled the hall with its tumult. But all he said

before was effaced by the magnificent imprecation against

war, against massacre, which burst out in different

passages of the discourse, and which towards the end
was developed with, a grandeur that stunned his

audience.
"

Such was Victor Hugo in 1874 and 1878 ; such almost

is he to-day. His step is a little heavier ; his gesture a

little less ready ; but his head keeps all its power, all

its expression, all its radiance. The magnificent silver

liair still stands up straight, thick and cut short, above

the wide and lofty forehead, " one of the finest labora-

tories of thought tliat are in the world. " He has still

tlie fine, light beard, snowy and silky, framing in its

glorious softness that powerful and noble countenance,

that " lion's face," as the poets have said; for all that

at first might have seemed to belong to the eagle has

expanded and grown strong in its leonine fulness. His

complexion is that of the fresh rose which brightens the

beautiful evenings of j\Iay ; and it gives evidence of the

glowing ardour of the fresh and pure blood beneath,

which neither the winter of age nor the cold breath of

sorrow has been able to chill or enfeeble. The voice,

clear-toned, deep, and pliant, has still its sonorous,

metallic ring, though the phrases may be shorter and

the words more carefully prolonged than formerly ; his

teeth have lost nothing of their dazzling whiteness, nor

his lips of their sinuous, delicate curves. Nothing more

delightful can be conceived than the smile of that

mouth, at once patriarchal and youthful, through the

fleecy tufts of the snowy beard. It is like the kiss of

the spring on the frost of winter. It brings before our

mind the verse in " Booz endormi, " —

•
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" His heard was silvery as an April stream."

Sometimes the smile is completed by a loud and frank

burst of laughter which rises and falls and rises again

like a volley of sparks from a slumbering fire that has

been suddenly brought to life. The eyes are not quite

the " yellow " eyes of the lion imagined by Th(5ophile

Gautier, nor the " blue " eyes seen by Jules Claretie.

Small, limpid, and deep as unfathomable wells of

brightness, as infinite openings in the firmament, they

preserve their matchless vivacity under the folded but

active lids. It might be said that they have no fixed

or peculiar colour, that they are points of pure light, of

mobile transparency, and that they change according to

the hour, the atmosphere, the season, like deep waters

that reflect the lights and shadows of the landscape.

They take their tints successively from all the shifting

aspects of the moment and of life. They reflect by

turns, pensively veiled or gaily sparkling, all the

phenomena and all the emotions of surrounding Nature,

— at one time disclosing the pearly grey of a lovely

winter afternoon, or gleaming with the metallic flash of

a sword-blade ; at another, brown or purple as the wave

when it beats on the green seaweed or on the dark-hued

rocks ; now scintillating like the diamond sands of a Pac-

tolus, or with reddish glimmers of a quivering twilight

;

now bathed in faint light or silvery shadow like a star

under the willows of a peaceful lake; and now inun-

dated with a sudden rush of flame, like the fire-flushed

Orient when the sun springs to life in the azure. The

look, which has such caressing, such familiar softness

in ordinary conversation, abruptly and naturally takes

at some cliance allusion, some simple word recalling

lofty thoughts an intense concentration, a solemn tone

suggestive of meditation. Afterwards, his ideas descend

to a more ordinary plain, and without perceptible tran-
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sition or effort the conversation takes its usual character

of free and careless intimacy; the look that was sublime

becomes a look of kindliness and mirth. These little

eyes, with their swift-glancing, penetrating sharpness,

have often reminded me of a passage in Buffon on the

eyes of birds, in which he discovers two membranes
more than in ours :

" The organ of sight in birds is far

superior to that of man. A hawk can see a lizard at

the highest point of its flight. The eagle passes with

ease from a stormy atmosphere to a region of calm above

the clouds. " The eyes of the great thinker under their

quivering lashes call up the image of the swoop of the

wings of the eagle, which at a bound leaps to the zenith.

At times the master emphasizes his words by a slow

and reserved motion of the hand. But his habitual

gesture is to pass his fingers lightly and quickly down
the hair or beard, under the temples or ear. The deli-

cacy and strength of his hands are astonishing; and
Gautier was right when he spoke of his " nails of

bronze.

"

The most celebrated busts of Victor Hugo are the two
in white marble by David d 'Angers, which Thdodore de

Banville calls Hugo-Dante and Hugo-Virgil. David
began his work by tracing the siinple profile of the poet

in the medallion of 1828, which was made use of in the

execution of the figure in bas-relief on the tomb of

General Toy. The Hugo-Dante is owned by ]\I. Paul
Meurice, and has appeared on the stage of the Thdfitre

Franqais, on the evening of the " Golden wedding of

Hernani. " The Hugo-Virgil, crowned with laurel, is

in the house of the poet himself, at the end of the

veranda opening upon the garden. At the bottom of

the bust, on the left, may be read these letters in capi-

tals, engraved on the plate and tinted in red :
" A son

ami Victor Hugo, P. -J. David d 'Angers. 1844." It
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was after reading the letters on the Ehine, that the idea

occurred to David of crowning the Master. On sending

his work to Madame Victor Hugo he wrote :
—

*' Madame,— Kindly accept this bust of your illustrious

husband. Give an asylum to this work, which I abandon
with regret; for I feel how far it is from realizing all that

with which m}'^ admiration for a noble and powerful genius

has inspired me. The crown of laurel with which I have

encircled his head has been added without his knowledge.

I have but anticipated the verdict of the centuries. It is not

a flattery. In placing the symbol decreed to great men on
the bust, I think I am the interpreter of the numerous
admirers of the immortal poet. The future will confirm the

thought of the sculjitor."

Victor Hugo wrote the following words to the artist

from Marine Terrace on the 26th of April, 1854.

''Dear and great DxVvid,— I have received your kind

and noble letter, as well as the interesting page it enclosed.

I am happy that ni}^ book has been after your heart. Dear

friend, envy me, envy ns all! It is good to be proscribed.

I bless my destiny. Considering the times in which we live,

I know not if proscription be an evil ; but I know that pro-

scription is an honour. my sculptor! one day you put a

crown on my head, and I asked you, ' Why ? ' You foreknew

the proscription ! I gras}» your hand, poet of marble !

"

On the 21st of June the poet said in a letter quoted

by Sainte-Beuve, " The Republic proclaimed throughout

Europe by France will he the crown of my white hairs.
"

M. Leopold Hugo, the son of Abel Hugo, has another

bust in his house. It was sculptured before the works

of David, by M. Venot d'Auteroche, and represents the

poet as he was at twenty. The bust by Jehan Duseigneur

(1831) is one third larger than life, and is very expres-

sive in its homely simplicity ; but the eyebrows are too
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Photogravure by Goupil et Cie. From original
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harshly marked. There is also a bust in bronze by
G. Lebceuf, which was exposed at the Salon of 1866.

Another in terra-cotta, by M. Schoenewerke, has been

installed in one of the wings of the Oddon by direction

of M. Duquesnel. The lofty and proud expression

given to the face makes this bust poetically beautiful.

The last bust of the master, by M. Victor Vilain, was
a great success at the Salon of 1882. In it the expres-

sion of august thought and the expression of natural

kindness of heart are blended with marvellous skill

;

the grandfather and the man of genius are both

indicated.

Portraits of Victor Hugo after nature are few.

Auguste de Chatillon exposed a full-length portrait of

the poet under No. 34-4 at the Salon of 1836. He is

seated, and his son Francois Victor is standing between
his knees. Louis Boulanger painted another portrait of

the master in 1839. Heim has placed him among the

figures in the " Lecture au Thdatre Franrais, " to be

found in the museum of Versailles. A portrait by M.
Chiffart was sent to the Salon of 1868. Every one has
seen the work of M. Bonnat in the Salon of 1878, so

masterly in finish and expression. An immense canvas

of M. Moncliablon in the Salon of 1880 represented

Victor Hugo standing before the sea on the coast of

Guernsey. It is needless to mention the historic or

legendary pictures in wliicli the poet figures; our read-

ers will recall the three " Nuit du 4 " sent to the Salon
of 1880 by MM. Henry Gervex, Paul Robert, and Paul
Langlois. They will also recall the statue of Gustavo
D^loye, " The exiled poet, " which represents Victor
Hugo in the character of Orpheus (1867).

Among the engraved portraits the most noticeable

are the two lithographs of D^veria. The first (1828)
has seldom been reproduced, and is, says Gautier,
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" beautiful as a work of art, grand and free in its lines ;

"

the second (1829) has been copied frequently. Also the

etching of Cdlestin Nanteuil (1833), surrounded with

vignettes in compartments, inspired by the works of the

poet; the lithograph of Julien (1835), of Lafosse, after

a daguerreotype (1848) ; the different engravings made
after photographs by Charles Hugo in 1851; the etching

by Maxime Lalanne in " Chez Victor Hugo, " the book

of M. Lecanu (1864) ; the medallion of Edmond Morin

(1864); the Bacot photograph (1865); the Baudrau and

De la Blanchfere heliogravure after the Nadar photo-

graph (1867) ; the lithograph of M. Penauille, after the

Bertall photograph (1869) ; and more recently, the draw-

ings of L. Plameng, Vierge, Frdd^ric and Felix Edgamey,

St(3phane Pannemaker, not to forget the engravings after

photographs of Carjat, Pierre Petit, Garnier, Walery,

etc.

The most interesting of the caricatures are a drawing

by Mdrimde, made in 1840 at a sitting of the Academy,

and those signed by Dantan, Daumier, Grandville, Gill,

Pilotell, Le Petit, and Gilbert-Martin. M. Aglaus

Bouvenne published a catalogue of all the portraits of

the poet in 1879. MM. Philippe Burty, Inspector of

the Pine Arts, and A. Gouault, Librarian of the Faculty

of Caen, are preparing a complete iconography, both

historical and analytical, for which they have already

collected nearly a thousand works, originals and copies.



THE HOUSES HE LIVED IN.— HIS

PEIVATE LIFE.

THE house in which Victor Hugo was born is a

three-story building, and dates from the early

years of the eighteenth century. It is No. 140 on the

Grande-Rue of Besanqon, and opens on the Place Saint-

Quentin, facing the old-time Rue Rondot Saint-Quentin,

to-day Rue Victor Hugo. The Hugo family occupied

the first story, which is approached by a flight of stone

steps, with wooden balusters. The new-born child

stayed only six weeks at Besancjon ; the man never

returned. The memorial plate was executed by M.

Willemot, after designs by M. Bdrard, the city archi-

tect.

When the family came back to Paris from Elba and

Corsica, they settled down in No. 24 Rue de Clichy.

The square of La Trinitd to-day opens on the site of this

building. The poet has still some recollection of it:

he remembers a court with a well and a trough under

a willow, and that there was a goat in the court, — the

goat of Esmeralda, perhaps ! Towards the end of 1807,

mother and sons set out to join the father at Avellino.

In the Ode entitled " Mon Enfance " we have several

far-away memories of this journey into Italy, — Mont

Cenis, the Adige and the Arno, Turin, Florence, " for

pleasure ever ready, " Rome, —
" That in her tombs' recesses is still aglow with life,"

VOL. XXX. —

4
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and Naples, which Vesuvius " with its fiery canopy

covers.

"

" I wandered through Europe enslaved, in the midst of our conquer-

ing bands.

And, ere I had entered on life, grew familiar with various lands."

The father being ordered to Spain, the family returned

soon to Paris. Madame Hugo, with her Voltairean pro-

clivities, had little fancy for the beauty of the fields,

but found much enjoyment in a pretty garden ; and for

the sake of the garden she took up her abode in the

Impasse des Feuillantines on the ground-floor of No. 12,

a house belonging to the former convent over which

" The sombre dome of the Val-de-Grace

Upraised its frowning head."

" At the back of the garden were several large trees

which concealed a half-ruined chapel. To-day trees and

chapel and house have disappeared. A great street,

useless enough for that matter, passes over them.

All that is left of the Feuillantines is a little bit of turf

in a decrepit corner of a wall between two new build-

ings. In January, 1871, a Prussian bomb selected this

little spot to fall in. " The children went to a school

kept by Father Larivi^re, an Oratorian who had married

during the Eevolution. When their hours were free,

they played under the foliage with Paul Fouclier and

his sister Adele, the " Pcpita " of a romance after-

wards. There, the future poet " lived among the

flowers, " sometimes looking through the broken panes

at the interior walls of the chapel incrusted with

shells, which had become the asylum of Lahorie.

The day after the illuminations which greeted the

birth of the King of Rome, they started on the route

for the Pyrenees.
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" I saw the convents and the keeps of Spain
;

The slender spires that, springing to the skies,

Make Burgos' niinster glorious to all eyes

;

Irun, wood-roofed ; Vittoria's towers which fain

Would reach the heavens; and scornful Valladolid,

Whose haughty princes are too proud to heed

If rust the chains around their courts defaces,

—

This only proves they spring from ancient races."

During this journey there was a certain spectacle

which moved deeply the future author of " Torquemada. "

He saw the people of Madrid dragging through the

streets of the city in triumph the instruments of torture

which they had taken from the prisons of the Holy
Office. Some time after their return to Paris, the Hugo
family had to move from the Feuillantines. A new
section of the Eue d'Ulm was to be made through it.

They left December 31, 1813, and went to live on the

ground-tloor and on a part of the second story of an

ancient hotel of the time of Louis XV. , with wide car-

riage-way and very small garden, in the Eue du Cher-

che-Midi, almost facing the quarters of the Council of

War. In the autumn of 1814, the two younger brothers,

Eugfene and Victor, entered the Pension Cordier-Decotte,

Rue Sainte-Marguerite, where they remained until 1818.

Their mother at that time inhabited in succession a

ground-floor in the Hue des Vieilles-Tuileries, and a third

story in the Rue des Petits-Augustins, in a building

connected with the old convent, then a museum, and on

the site of the court of the ftcole des Beaux-Arts of

to-day. At the beginning of 1821, Madame Hugo, who
had partially recovered from a fit of illness, and who
wished to inhale again the air of a garden, went to live

on the ground-floor of a house bearing the number 10 in

the Rue de M^ziferes, where she died. Her son Victor

continued to occupy one of the rooms for some time

after, and then went to lodge with his cousin, a student,
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ill a garret of No. 30 Eue du Dragon. They had two

little apartments between them.

An article in the " Conservateur litteraire " gives an

account of an excursion into Brittany. It contains a

description of a rustic wedding, " to which " says the

narrator, "we were invited, D'Auverney and I."

Auverney, the name of a farm belonging to the family,

was one of the pseudonyms of the young poet. He
spent several days with the Duke of Eohan at La Koche-

Guyon, whose ruins served him as a model for the tower

of Vermund the Outlaw in "Han d'Islande. " He re-

sided for a short time before his marriage with his

brother Abel, in the Eue du Vieux-Colombier. He
passed a part of the summer of 1822 at Gentilly, with

the family of his betrothed. The young couple com-

menced housekeeping at No. 37 Eue du Cherche-Midi,

which they left for No. 90 Eue du Vaugirard in 1823.

In the spring of 1825, the poet, with his wife and the

baby she was nursing, paid a visit to his father, then

residing on his property at Blois, close by M. de Talley-

rand. It is referred to in some verses of the " Feuilles

d'Automne :

" —
" The house you can see yonder, white and square,

Stone-walled, with roof of slate, and resting fair

At bottom of the verdure-mantled hill;

It seeks not to avoid the curious eyes

Of passing strangers, but with gay good- will

Looks out upon the world. On each side rise

Two orchards; 't is my father's home, and still

Hath power to move me."

From Blois, the poet and his father made a trip to

Sologne, where the General owned a farm of eighteen

hundred arpents in the middle of bogs and brushwood.

A poem in the " Chansons des Eues et des Bois " is

headed the " Fuite en Sologne,

"
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" It is evening, a goblin is creeping

On the roof of Cologne's manor-hall,

And the wells like pale mirrors are keeping

In their bosom the shadows that fall."

His next journey was to Rheims, for the coronation

of Charles X. The decorators while arranging the dra-

peries, had defaced the old cathedral so brutally that

the future author of " Notre Dame de Paris " was able

to pick up and carry home with him a head of Christ in

the garden of Olives from among the shattered sculp-

tures. Soon after this, occurred the excursion into

Switzerland. He visited Lamartine at Saint-Point. He
next saw Geneva and the ancient street of the Domes,

Sallanches and Chamouni, the Arve white with foam

and the Lac-Vert, the Nant-Noir and Mont Blanc. He
returned by Lyons.

In 1828, we find the poet established with his young
family at No. 11 Rue Notre Dame des Champs, on the

first story of a house " which was approached through an

avenue planted with trees and leading to a garden whose
laburnums touched the windows of his rooms. A lawn
extended to a rustic bridge, hidden in summer amid a

mass of foliage. " It is the house celebrated by Janin,

— "a humble house between two rustling poplars ; at

the foot of the poplars a bank of turf. A flight of six

steps is before the door, and in the house, open to the

sun, or on the turf, or on the doorsteps, you were sure

to come on children, ruddy-cheeked, joyous, half-naked,

and smiling. That little corner of the earth loved of

the heavens was the home of song, of laughter, and of

hope. Ancjulus ridet. It was in this small garden that

the little Ldopoldine used to recite the " Two Archers,

"

beginning in a clear monotone, and when she came to
" It was Satan

!

" changing it for a delightful little

modulation expressive of sadness and terror. " Oh,

"
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the happy father would cry, kissing her, " don't you

make my verses beautiful
!

"

Here were written " Marion Delorme " and " Hernani.
"

There were so many visitors that the owner, a worthy

woman living on the ground-tloor and fond of a quiet

life, begged her tenant to seek another lodging. At the

beginning of 1830 he changed his domicile to the second

story of a house in the Rue Jean Goujon. In connection

with " Hernani " he received several anonymous letters,

of which the following is a fair specimen :
—

"If you do not at once withdraw your lilthy piece, you

shall soon lose the taste of bread."

One night, about two o'clock, he was writing at his

working-table when a pistol-shot came from the street

and broke a pane of glass. The ball passed within a

few inches of his forehead and made a hole in a jjicture

of Boulanger behind him.

The poet had formed the acquaintance of M. Bertin,

the editor of the " Journal des D^bats, " with whom he

spent the autumn at Les Eoches in the valley of La
Bievre, with his wife and children. There he composed

several of the poems in the " Feuilles d'Automne,

"

among them the verses entitled " Bifevre :
" —

" A river at the back, with cliffs well wooded
;

There, spacious fields, with clumps of tall elms studded, —
A wealth of creeping vines have clasped their boles;

Here, meadows, with swart mowers; there, willows drooping

Along the bank, like girlisli bathers, stooping

To lave their tresses in the stream that rolls.

" A brawling ford amid the waters fishful

That shows the bare limbs of coy gleaners, wishful

To wade unseen; large fields of golden grain,

Clear springs; white walls by shadows streaked with sable.

And cottages with many a pitch-black gable ;

Ravines whose ochre sides ai'e scarred by rain."
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Three of the finest poems in " Les Contemplations "

have also been written in this delightful retreat,— "A
Andr^ Ch^nier " (Les Koches, July, 1830) ;

" Le pofete

s'en va dans les champs" (Les Roches, June, 1831);
" Oui, je suis le reveur " (Les Eoches, August, 1835).

In October, 1832, during the rehearsals of "Le Eoi

s'amuse," the Hugos flitted from the Rue Jean Goujon

to No. 6 Place Royale. A fine staircase of stone led to

a lofty and spacious suite on the second story. Paint-

ings by Louis Boulanger, Auguste de Chatillon, Dev^ria,

and Nanteuil, with statuary from David d'Angers and

Jehan Duseigneur, adorned the apartments. Thdophile

Gautier came to reside in a house which formed an angle

with that of Victor Hugo. The great reception hall,

whose famous dais was covered with a flag taken at

Algiers in 1830, became a real museum, in which the

taste of the poet found expression at will. " I see him
still," says Thdodore de Banville, " in those vast

chambers, once the home of Marion Delorme, as he wel-

comes all the genius and beauty of Paris. How full

of enchantment were those evenings in the Place Royale !

In the drawing-room in the rear, around an immense

mass of flowers, were seated the women, young, lovely,

smiling, magnificently robed, proud of enjoying the hospi-

tality of the great poet; there also Madame Hugo did

the honours with surpassing graciousness. Then came

the grand drawing-room, whither pressed a crowd of

men and women, of whom not one was uninteresting or

commonplace, of whom there was not one who was not

in harmony with the splendid decorations such fetes made

necessary. The two chimney-pieces, facing each other,

adorned with curious mirrors and chandeliers of gold,

the large red curtains of old silk damask, the antique

furniture, had a great and impressive character of their

own; and the embrasures of the windows were so wide
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and deep that each of them became a little salon to

which you could retreat and chat freely. In the

dining-room, decorated with old arms, the crowd was

greater still. It consisted of young people, apparently in

a great hurry, going and coming, writing or drawing in

open albums ; among them might be found every man
who has since become celebrated. In summer, espe-

cially, the scene was simply intoxicating. The folding-

doors of the apartments remained open ; the perfume

of flowers and foliage entered through the windows,

and there was high festival on the Place Eoyale as

well as in the drawing-rooms. In the dining-hall of

which I speak there was a magnificent dais which had
belonged to Madame de Maintenon ; and the jesters of

the more insignificant journals took it into their heads

to say that this dais was placed beneath a throne

destined for Victor Hugo. In reality it rose above an
ordinary divan on which any one who liked might sit,

the poet excepted. Eeigning over his age by the grace

of genius, and swaying souls feverish with enthusiasm, he
had little need to play at being monarch. He had, in

good faith, quite another task to accomplish. He was
there, as everywhere, affable, kindly, thinking of every
one, forgetful of himself, and retaining nothing of the

old aristocracy but its exquisite politeness and winning
courtesy. A guest in his house was at home, free to

dispose of everything at his good pleasure, to warm
himself in the genial atmosphere of affection and tender-

ness around him. It was real and genuine hospitality,

such as is found in the palaces of kings, and also in the

huts of wood-cutters."

One evening, as Victor Hugo was returning to the

Place Eoyale, after having done his mental labour, walk-
ing as usual, he was attacked and knocked down by
a band of robbers at the corner of the Eue des Tournelles.
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Some passers-by came up and the assailants took flight.

Is there not an allusion to this adventure in " Les

Misdrables " ?

After the Kevolution of February, the poet took up
his residence at No 5 Eue de 1' Isly, near the Saint-

Lazare railway station ; then at 37 Eue de La Tour

d'Auvergne on the first story of a solitary house from

which there is a view of all Paris. Here were gathered

gothic stained-glass, carved furniture, great drawings

by the master himself, Boule clocks, ivories, medallions,

busts, Venetian mirrors, Holland lustres, Chinese idols,

porcelains of Saxony and Japan, a bed with gilded

mighty pillars and gilded back, an old movable reading-

desk with a Bible illuminated like the Saint Barth^lemy of

"Les Misdrables." Victor Hugo has told us in "Paris

and Kome," at the beginning of the third volume of " Actes

et Paroles," of the disinterested invasion by the June
insurgents of the rich apartments in the Place Koyale.

He was not long an exile until all these marvels, col-

lected with such loving care, were brought to the

hammer. A correctly at+ired citizen carried off the

mariner's compass of Christopher Columbus, " La Pinta,

1489," which the insurgents had respected. Gautier and

Janin have consecrated some melancholy pages to this

sale after the proscription, almost as sad as a sale after

death :
" Yonder were his arm-chair and the glass out of

which he drank. That chest of drawers has his arms

engraved on it, in that case he stored his manuscripts

and books. All has been sold, even to the alarm-clock

that awoke him in his yovith ; a working printer took it

away with him. And it was one of the women hymned
by Balzac, a woman in the full perfection of her fortieth

year, who carried off the rich mirror in which the charm-

ing Esmeralda admired herself, and in which was

reflected Notre Dame de Paris in a thousand flowery
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lozenges. That piece of oak-carved furniture with its

two leaves ; that large tray on which The Triumph of

Bacchus is depicted in its thousand varied phases; the

tapestry on which is wrought an amorous scene from the

' Romance of the Rose,' and that lustre borrowed from
' La Femme hydropique,' and those landscapes after

Watteau, and those Gipsies of Nanteuil,— all have been

sold. He had bought them for our sake first, for his

own next. He was never content except we found our-

selves at ease in his arm-chairs, and except our creed was

that his good old wine was improved by being drunk

from his big glasses blazoned with the arms of Charles

the Bold. Still, do not imagine his admiration was

exclusive, and that he was fully satisfied with the

beauties of the Middle Ages and the grace of the

Renaissance. He admired Charlemagne, and was not

disposed to be shocked at Madame de Pompadour. He
felt a genuine passion for these figures with their

delicate contours ; for these rosy sheep in a blue meadow

;

these shepherdesses with their soft, wavy outlines ; these

gaily plumed flute-players, and tliese waters swarming

with Nereids almost naked. The delight and amusement

of the child in all that glitters and flashes, in all that

laughs from gold, silver, ivory, or pewter, from the

stone-ware of Normandy or the lacquer-ware of Coroman-

del, was his. He took pleasure in the sparkle of glass-

ware, or in the glow of the bronze torches borne by an

African slave with uplifted foot. He was fond of

Cordovan hangings and twisted copper-work. Pot-bellied

and writhing monstrosities did not repel him ;
the very

jumble of different forms of art was pleasing to his

gluttonous eyes. And so you might see in that pande-

monium of all the arts a Blessed Virgin side by side with

a Marguerite of Burgundy, a hairibino in the soft lap of

Madame Du Barry, an entire flock of sheep of Lancret
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close to the bas-reliefs of the Parthenon. He had a

right to his freedom, as he knew when to stop at the just

limit, beyond which the devotion to these fantasies

becomes a snare for genius and a misfortune for talent."

Victor Hugo's travels and excursions, between 1830

and 1848, are referred to in " Les Voix intdrieures,

"

' Les Eayons et les Ombres, " " Les Contemplations,

"

" Les Chansons des Eues et des Bois, " — in the poems
dated at Meudon, Chelles, Crdteil, the Terrace near

Enghien, Lagny, Triel, Saint-Germain, the forests of

Compifegne and Fontainebleau, Trdport, Granville, Saint-

Valery (1836), Malines (August, 1837), Cauteretz and
Biarritz (August and July, 1843), Caudebec, Ingouville,

Etretat, Villequier (1839-1847). In the summer of 1843

he travelled farther than Cauteretz and Biarritz. He
wished to see Spain once more. He crossed Biscay,

Guipuiscoa, and Catalonia. His guide, who was far

too like a brigand for comfort, deterred him from going

to Eoncevaux. In the summer of 1838 and 1839
occurred the journeys into Belgium, Ehenish Germany,
Alsace, and Switzerland, which furnished the material

for the letters collected and published under the title of
" Le Ehin. " When the coicp d'etat succeeded, he took
up his abode for a time in a poor lodging over a tobacco-

nist's shop, in Brussels, at No. 27 Grande Place, opposite

the Hotel de Ville. His dwelling was dark and dingy,

with a narrow door. " We ascended by a ladder to this

miserable den of a Peer of France. The door was open.

We entered the home of the outlaw as we lately entered
the home of the poet. " He was sleeping there, stretched

on the carpet ; and " his sleep might have been taken for

that of a child, so calm and regular was his breathing.
"

In Marine Terrace, Jersey, the poet's entire furni-

ture consisted of an iron bedstead and some chairs, but
he had immensity for his horizon. His house stood
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isolated on the border of the ocean. It had but one

story, with a flat roof with balconies. Beneath the

windows " ran a long wall, against which beat the

waves ;
" then the vast shore and the vast sea. He

looked on the spot as merely a camping-ground. Yet
there " Les Contemplations " and " La Ldgende des

Sifecles " were begun. In Ilauteville House, Guernsey,

he was really settled. " Having no longer a country, " he

wrote to Jules Janin, " I wish at least to have a roof.

"

Auguste Vacquerie, who amused himself with photogra-

phy during the enforced leisure of exile, has preserved

some precious photographs taken in Guernsey and Jersey,

notably on the blank pages of a copy of " Profils et Gri-

maces " presented to Madame Paul Meurice, — views of

the most admired sights in the two islands ; interiors of

the two households, portraits of the families, of friends,

and even of the household pets, Mouche, Lux, Chougna,

Ponto, and Sdnat, who bore this distich on his collar

:

" What am I ? Dog. — My master ? Victor Hugo. — And my name ?

Senat. Now please conduct me to the place from where I came."

" We are living in a much-dreaded abode, " wrote M.
Vacquerie in 1856. " Nobody dared to stay in it. It is

gloriously situated, is very vast and very comfortable,

and lias not found a tenant for nine years ! A reverend

gentleman who had the boldness to hire it for a year,

left hastily at the end of six months. Why ? Because

a woman walks there who killed herself !
" He added :

" Every one in the house works. The daughter composes

charming music. The eldest son writes romances and

dramas ; his brother translates Shakespeare. Madame
Victor Hugo is writing the Life of her husband. She

is making a book true in two senses, accurate and sincere
;

it will be the natural complement to the work of Victor

Hugo, for the life explains the work.
"
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Hauteville House is, from the threshold to the roof, a

creation of Victor Hugo. He has spent three years in

completing it, and his mark is everywhere. The inte-

rior resembles him ; it is a work of art as much as his

writings, and is as much characteristic of him as a book

or a poem. All around are the tokens of his strangely

personal inspiration, and of his supremely unexpected

and original magnificence of conception. He has with-

out extraneous aid become the master of all the arts and
trades necessary to give the impress of his own individu-

ality to all his surroundings. His home is the direct

and material emanation of a genius at once inventive,

fruitful, elastic, and potent. It is a palace built by

his fantasy for his imagination to dwell in, — an archi-

tectural vision of fairy-land. This invaluable building

will surely become some day a national property ; and

thither from all quarters of the world shall come as

pilgrims all who care for the things of the intellect and

the soul.

Its first appearance is by no means favourable. Haute-

ville House is reached by a little steep street which

winds up to the cliff' above the town. But no sooner is

the threshold crossed than the visitor is under the spell.

You enter through a vestibule in the middle of which

rises a sort of structure, supported by oak columns,

carved in the purest style of the Eenaissance, on the

lintel of which are painted in relief the principal sub-

jects of " Notre Dame de Paris. " On the right and left

are two bronze medallions of Victor Hugo and his sec-

ond daughter, made by David d 'Angers. Above the

doors maybe read the inscription: "Ave. Eat, walk,

pray. Love and believe. " Then comes a second vesti-

bule, from which starts a spiral staircase lit at the top.

The dining-room is inlaid with mosaics of Dutch faience

of the seventeenth century in blue and white, and oddly
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shaped vases of flowers are strewed here and there ; it

is divided by three oak stalls adorned with old paint-

ings on the panels. At the head of the great oak table

is placed the ancestral arm-chair, sella defunctorum,

surrounded by a chain, and bearing these words :
" The

absent are there. " Other legends scattered about are,

" God, " " Man, " " Country. " " Dwellers in perishable

abodes, think of the abode that is eternal !
" " Life is

exile. " The chimney-piece is built of blue and violet

slabs crowned with a figure of Our Lady of Help in old

Rouen, of great value and rare beauty. It was pre-

sented by Madame Drouet to the poet, and by him
metamorphosed into " Liberty victorious. " The bambino,

holding a globe, no longer symbolizes divinity, l)ut

humanity, as may be deduced from the inscripticm,

" The people is snuill, but shall yet grow lurge.

Oh, fruitful Freerlom, thy clasp enfoldeth

In thy conquering arms a sacred charge.

Thou uplioldest the babe who the worM upholdeth."

This quatrain is a development of the Latin verse :—
"Libertas populuni, populus duni sustinet orbem."

There are ten drawings of the master in the billiard

hall, evoking by their fantastic grandeur memories of

the Norman archipelago, Spain, Brittany, and the banks
of the Khine. Tlie " 15urg do Hugo Tete d'Aigle " illus-

trates a verse of " Eviradnus. " Prom the billiard hall

we enter the " salon de tapestrie, " where, as in the other

apartments, the chimney-piece is the chief feature in

the decorations. Here it takes the form of a real cathe-

dral, springing even to the ceiling, with rose-window,
an entablature carved with strange foliage, delicate Byzan-
tine arcades, twin towers roofed in the Flemish style,

and the figure of a bishop with a golden crosier, and
these two mottoes on shields to the right and left of
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him :
" Crosier of wood, bishop of gold, " " Crosier of gold,

bishop of wood. " The entablature supports two statues,

— Le Livre, read by Saint Paul ; and Le Ciel, gazed at

by an ecstatic. On two volutes, resembling a parch-

ment unrolled, appear these names :
" Job, Isaiah,

Homer, yEschylus, Lucretius, Dante, Shakespeare, Moli-

hre, on one side ; and on the other, Moses, Socrates,

Christ, Columbus, Luther, Washington.
"

On the first story, which contains the rooms of the

family, a gallery opens, forming two drawing-rooms,

the ocean beino- in view from the red drawing-room.

The large tapestries in Norway jet, which Victor Hugo
brought from the chamber of Queen Christina at Fon-

tainebleau, are framed in crimson curtains of Indian

damask ; the work is fairy-like in its delicacy. The
mantelpiece of the chimney is supported by four gilded

negroes ; it represents the poop of the " Bucentaur " when
the Doge espouses the Adriatic. The hangings of the

l)lue drawing-room are wrought with Italian pearls. In

the middle is the table with the four inkstands, presented

to a charity bazaar by George Sand, Lamartine, Alexander
Dumas, and Victor Hugo, and bought back by the mas-
ter. In this hall the " Commedia dell'arte " was played

with real poetic fervour, although as a charade.

The famous oak gallery is on the second story, and
serves as a sort of bed-chamber of honour. Seen from
the interior, the folding-doors show eight large painted

figures. Six windows, looking on Fort Saint-George
and the sea, distribute the light through " a very forest

of carved oak. " The gallery is divided into two parts

by balustrades and by a Renaissance gateway with two
twisted columns,— one red, Lcef.itia ; the other black,

Mcestitia. Gilt vines creep on both sides, and between
there is a candelabra having fifty tapers, surmounted by
a statuette wrought by Victor Hugo. The chimney.
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broad and thick, has for pediment a " Sacrifice of Abra-

ham " supported by four caryatides. In the middle, on

a little pedestal, is a sea-green Opium-Drinker. A
huge bed faces the mantelpiece ; the head is backed

against the wall ; above it are two mythological

compositions and a death's head in ivory, with this

inscription : Nox— Mors— Lux. Other legends are :

" Gloria victis ! Vse nemini !
" " The spirit breathes

where it listeth. " " Honour goes where it ought ;

"

and this verse, —
" Gods take the side of the conquerors; Cato still clings to the con-

quered."

Above the clock are these two verses on the Hours :
—

•

" All set upon the soul and body too their seal;

And each one hurts, ah me ! The last alone can heal."

The Belvedere, or Look-out, is on the third story. It

is a miniature Crystal Palace, walls and roof being all

of glass ; it contains just enough furniture to enable the

occupant to write or rest himself, and is not larger than

the cabin of a sea-captain, but with limitless horizon.

The garden, which is not more than an acre in extent,

owes to the temperature of the Gulf Stream the brilliant

llora of southern climes, its swards of vivid green, and

its lovely flowers. Above a little basin rises a fountain,

adorned with dolphins' heads. Under the ivy may be

read on one side :
" Where Hope is, Peace is ;

" and on

the other, " ' Immensity, ' says Being ; says the soul,

' Eternity. '

"

After the excursion of which his eldest son has left a

fine account in "Victor Hugo en Z(51ande, " the poet

passed the summer in the valley of Chaudfontaine. On

the 5th of September, 1870, he entered the house of

Paul Meurice in Paris, No. 5 Avenue Prochot, and

made his home on the grouud-Uoor. He remained there
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uutil the 2d of February, 1871. He has himself

eusraved these dates on the carved frame of one of his

finest drawings. His family next occupied the hotel

of the Pavilion de Eohan, in the Kue de Kivoli. He
dined with them there every day, bringing with liim as

often as he could the largest number of friends possible,

poets or members of the Government of the National

Defence. During the lulls in the great drama, when
his invincible hopes brought back the smiles to his lips,

he did not disdain to indulge in the composition of a

few gay verses now and then. The following is an invi-

tation to dinner sent to Madame Judith Gautier :
—

" Fair lady whose bright glances inflame the charmed beholder,

If you're my guest, the banquet all others shall outshine.

Ill have my Pegasus roasted, and you '11 have a winged shoulder,

So that you can say after. 'I 've munched the steed divine! '

"

Victor Hugo arrived in Bordeaux on the 13th of Feb-

ruary. On the 13th of March his son Charles died.

He brought the body back to Paris, where the obsequies

took place on the 18th. After his expulsion from

Brussels, he went to Vianden in the Duchy of Luxem-
bourg. There he was denounced from the pulpit by the

curd as the assassin of the archbishop of Paris. The
Lyre ouvricire, a musical organization, serenaded him as

a protest against the curd's action. The poet was deeply

affected. In his poem " L'Annde terrible, " there is an

account of his excursion to Falkenfels. He returned to

France towards the end of September, and visited the

villages burned and towns bombarded by the invasion,

accompanied by his grandchildren. Then he spent some
time in London. When lie came back to Paris he lived

in No. 66 Eue de Larochefoucauld, but did not reside

there continually. He gave receptions in the afternoon,

in the apartments of Madame Juliette Drouet, No. 59

Eue Pigalle. He often spent the evening in the Eue
VOL. XXX. 5
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Drouot, where his children and grandchildren resided,

and where his son FranQois Victor died.

During the winter of 1874-1875 the poet's domicile

was with his daughter-in-law, on the fourth story of

No. 21 Eue de Clichy. The third was occupied by
Madame Drouet. " In the evening, " writes Gustave

Richet, " Victor Hugo descends to receive his friends

in the apartments of the brave and noble woman who
saved his life in December, 1851, and who was the con-

soler and inspirer of his exile. Besides Madame Drouet,

who wears her crown of white hair as if it were a royal

diadem, stands Madame Charles Hugo, now the wife of

Edouard Lockroy, radiant with youth and beauty,— the

gracious, charming ideal of the young mother. The little

blonde head of Jeanne, with its pouting lips and thought-

ful brow, is near her ; and Georges is there with the

dark deep eyes set in a face as fair as that of a young god.

Lift yonder 'portiere; we are now in the salon hung with

llowered silken tapestries of a deep red streaked with

yellow; on each side of the cliimney is inlaid Venetian

work, and near it a large piece of furniture also inlaid

with scenes from tlie ' Eoman de Eenart. ' In the cen-

tre of the salon, on a pedestal, rises a masterpiece of

Japanese art, — an elephant rearing his tower of bronze,

and ready for the combat. Above is an old Venetian

lustre, with branches of various colours, twisted in

spirals and decorated with delicate flowers. A sofa of

velvet is the usual seat of the poet. There he receives

without ceremony, friendly, smiling, talking with all

who approach, as if they were his equals, his camarades.

V>\\t the conversation is interrupted : Victor Hugo rises

to salute a lady who has entered ; he kisses her hand
gallantly, begs her to be seated, and then resumes the

conversation. When the evening has finished, all

return to the dining-room for a light supper. It is
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useless to try to describe the study. From floor to ceil-

ing, it is a confused mass of books, letters, and journals.

Victor Hugo has a correspondence larger than that of

ten ministers. " He is the victim of demands for

autographs and demands for money. He received thirty-

four letters in two days asking two hundred and forty

thousand francs.

After his return from Guernsey in 1878, the poet went
to reside with Madame Drouet at No. 130 Avenue
d'Eylau (to-day No. 50 Avenue Victor Hugo), where he
is a little more removed from the crowd, and breathes a

somewhat purer air. He has continued there since then,

only going to spend a few months in summer at the sea-

side with M. Meurice at Veules. The little hotel next
to him is occupied by M. and Mme. Edouard Lockroy.

The two houses, moreover, are so arranged as to form a

single habitaticm. The grand salon is hung with tapes-

try like that of the Rue de Clichy, and the furniture is

nearly the same. In one corner stands the David of

M. Merci^, the result of a subscription opened at Lille

by the " Petit-Nord
;

" in the other, a copy of the Moses
of Michael Angelo, presented in February, 1882, by the

Committee of the Fote of 1881. The middle of the

apartment is free. A piece of purple Renaissance velvet,

with line gold embroidery, covers the mantel, on each

side of which is a rich Japanese screen. The seats are

ranged in two rows in the form of a fan, starting from

the chimney. The grand salon communicates with the

library, situated on the right of the entrance door. On
a round table rests the magnificent StJvres vase offered

by the Government to Victor Hugo. From the wall

hangs the portrait of the master, by Bonnat, in its large

golden frame. Near the window is a beautiful photo-

graph of the Marseillaise of Rude, the bas-relief of the

Arc-de-Triomphe. The little salon is hung with Gordo-
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van leather, Louis XV. style ; at first it was intended to

make a tlieatre of it. A glass veranda, overlooking the

garden, runs along the two salons ; it is adorned with

the bust of the poet by David d 'Angers. At the back

of the garden, the centre of which is marked by a little

fountain, blooms the golden laurel of his seventy-ninth

anniversary. The little salon leads to the dining-room,

the ceiling of which has silver Venetian borders framed

in green velvet ; it contains several handsome pictures.

In the middle is the great square table with twelve or

fourteen covers. At dinner, the master sits at the upper

end, with his face towards all the guests. His bedroom

is on the first story, opening on the garden, he sleeps

in the wide Venetian bed without bolster or pillow.

Next to this room is a little apartment consecrated to

family souvenirs and the offerings of friends. It con-

tains the portrait of General Hugo, of which we have

given a sketcli ; it is the work of Mademoiselle Julie

Duvidal de Montferrier, afterwards Countess Abel Hugo,

who has also painted " Le portrait d'un enfant" (L^o-

poldine Hugo) in " Odes et Ballades," and a picture of

large size, representing the father, two uncles, and eldest

brotlior of the poet in full uniform ; it is to-day in the

])ossession of her son. A round table in the same apart-

ment bears a hand in bronze resting on a volume in

bronze, " Les Mis(';rables. " It was presented by an

American lady, who some years ago obtained the poet's

permission to model his right hand.

Victor Hugo almost always rises at a very early hour.

He has, on the advice of Dr. Germain S^e, given iip

cold water baths. He no longer goes at sunrise to weav.i

his rhymes in the Tuileries or the Champs-filys^e. He
works in his bedroom all the morning, standing before

liis desk. He has several works in prospect, and some-

times quotes the verses of Andrd Chdnier, —
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" I am the founder ; and the mould and cast

That fit my thronging thoughts I shape before

The melted bronze upon the mass I pour.

Nought's wrought at once; all will be wrought at last."

" I often rise, " he says, " without knowing what I am
going to work at. I write prose or verse, as the mood
seizes me. Sometimes at noon, after lunch, the wind

has changed, and I spend the rest of the day at a difier-

ent kind of work from that with which I began. " And
he adds :

" I have more to do yet than I have done

already. The farther I advance, the wider does the

horizon extend before me. It would require many lines

to write all that I have conceived. You know that I

shall depart without finishing my labours. Well, I am
resigned. " He seizes every idea that comes to him on

the wing, and notes it down, even in the darkness of

night. A word, a sign, the smallest of hieroglyphics,

which he picturesquely calls his " chips, " suffices to

recall everything to his memory. Between twelve and

one o'clock he is at table with his family, and drinks a

large cup of black coffee. He seldom invites even his

intimate friends to this repast. In the afternoon he

drives out in his carriage, if he is not obliged to go to

the Senate. He has never used tobacco. Some time

ago he was fond of riding on the outside of an omnibus,

summer or winter, sunshine or snow, from La Trinity

to the Jardin des Plantes, or from the Arc-de-Triomphe

to the Bois de Vincennes or La Villette, abstracted

among the crowd, meditating and pursuing his mental

labour everywhere. At present, he drives in a coupd

or victoria with Madame Drouet ; but now, as formerly,

he never carries overcoat or umbrella. He dines at half-

past seven. There are usually several guests ; on

certain days of the week the same persons meet at table.

The master has preserved his good appetite, his good
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digestion, and his good humour. He takes the lead of

the conversation gaily,— now relating an anecdote, now
recalling a tragic or amusing memory

;
passing from the

comical attempts of Prudhomme in pursuit of elegance

while imprisoned, to the frightful suicide of the Duke
of Praslin

;
questioning every one and letting every one

question him. At table recently there was an allusion

to his unpublished works, and he revealed, smiling on

his more or less famished guest, that the title of one

of his pieces to be given in his " Theatre at Liberty
"

would be " Mangeront-ils ?
" Then some one brought to

his notice a fragment of a letter written by the painter

Giacomelli :
" Nothing written by Victor Hugo is com-

monplace. I have seen, in my youth, an old soldier

begging on the Boulevard des Italiens. A placard on

his breast bore these verses, which made great noise at

the time, — I have not been able to meet with them
anywhere since :

" —
" Like Homer and like Belisarius blind,

A child supports him while he begs his bread;

The hand that to his misery is kind

He will not see, but God will see instead."

The master at once recognized these verses as his own

;

then the allusion to the old soldier reminded another

guest of the Academician Baour-Lormian, who was also

afflicted with Idindness towards the close of his life,

and the fine verses in " Les Contemplations, " dated May,

1842, and addressed " To a blind poet, " were recalled

:

" Sing! Homer's songs and Milton's have echoed through the years.

The senses of the poet can pierce through fogs unsightly ;

Though ])lind, the mist of darkness before his vision clears,—
The eye of clay extinguished, the mind's eye flames up brightly."

At nine, the guests pass into the salon, where the

party is joined by visitors, often in large numbers. The
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greatest and the humblest elbow one another at these

assemblies. One day a coachman was invited who had

refused to take the poet's fare, and who was discovered

to be a rhymer. From foreign lands comes at one time,

the Emperor of Brazil, at another, Sir Charles Dilke,

or Castelar, or Parnell, or the Australian poet Home, or

the young son of Benito Juarez.

Victor Hugo no longer returns visits. He never dines

in the city now, except to preside at some democratic

or literary banquet. The demonstrations he encounters

whenever he is recognized abroad are often very affect-

ing. " How proud I am to have seen you and touched

you," said one honest fellow. Mothers beg him to

bless their children. " In presence of these popular

demonstrations of popular affection and enthusiasm,

"

says Gustave Eivet, " Victor Hugo feels a strong emo-
tion, which is evidenced by his marble paleness. Then
the life and fire of his being seem to withdraw from his

face and become concentrated in his glance, and his

eyes, so deep and brilliant, illumine a statue-like face.
"

The same writer relates an anecdote which proves the

effect produced by Victor Hugo on the most illiterate

persons. " Sometime in 1834, Victor Hugo was trav-

elling in Normandy with Cdlestin Nanteuil and a few
other friends. Madame D. was travelling along with
them, although not one of the party. The merry com-
pany, which went to whatever town the coaches and
diligences chose to take them, arrived one evening at

Louviers. The night was far advanced, and they hur-
ried to the inn near which the diligence stopped. The
next morning Victor Hugo and his friends set out to see

the sights of the city, while Madame D. remained at

the inn. She was not at all satisfied with the accom-
modations of this hostelry, and after rising made some
observations to that effect to a servant, who did not
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appear to be much impressed. When she was dressed,

she descended to the dining-room, where the waiter was

arranging the table and bustling about with a very pre-

occupied air. She asked for eggs.

" 'Uh, yes, madame, they have gone for them to the

farm.
"

" She approached the sideboard, and seeing fruit on it,

said, 'I should like to have some of this fruit.

'

" 'Oh, you cannot have this, madame; it is not good

enough for you. They have gone to get you some
better.

'

" Madame D. was naturally amazed at the attitude of

the waiter, and looked at him in astonishment. He
seemed overmastered by a kind of feverish agitation,

and suddenly setting down a pile of plates he left the

room abruptly. ' What a queer young man !
' said

Madame D. to herself. Victor Hugo, meanwhile, had

just returned from his promenade through the town, and

was sketching the church from the carriage entrance of

the inn. The waiter ran to him, and in a voice broken

by emotion stammered, —
" 'Monsieur ! monsieur !

'

" 'What is the matter ?

'

" ' Monsieur, is it true that you are Victor Hugo ?

'

" 'Well, that is as may be.

'

" ' Ah, monsieur, tlic mayor has just been here and

said to me, " You unhappy man ! Victor Hugo is here

and you have not told me. " Oh, monsieur, I know your

verses on alms by heart. ' And the poor lad melted

into tears.

" It had happened that about six hundred workmen at

Louviers were without work a few months before. They
made an appeal to Victor Hugo, who wrote for them his

beautiful poem on alms. It is easily imagined how
attentive the good waiter was to him at dinner.

"
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An incident of the excursion into Zealand is not less

significant. " Victor Hugo embarked with his family

at Antwerp, on the steamboat ' Telegraaf, ' for the pur-

pose of reaching Dordrecht. No sooner was he on deck

than the captain hoisted all his flags, as was the custom

on days of high festival. To Charles Hugo's question

demanding the reason, he replied :
' When the king of

Holland comes on board mv vessel, I hoist all the flags,

and I cannot do less for Victor Hugo. ' The dean of

Dordrecht invited the poet to visit his church. When
they came to the pulpit, the dean asked him to mount
it in order to examine the roof, which is one of the

most curious and beautiful specimens of carving in the

world. Victor Hugo did as directed. When he had
sutficiently admired the wood-work, the dean, who had
remained among a crowd of spectators at the foot of the

pulpit, said :
' Monsieur Victor Hugo, now that you are

in the pulpit, I must entreat you not to descend without

addressing a few words to us ; we shall all have a deep

and lasting remembrance of them. It will be an honour

for this temple to have heard your voice ; and, besides,

it will not be the first time your words have been heard

from this pulpit. Have the kindness to look at the two

books placed on it. ' And Victor Hugo, opening the

books placed on that pulpit, saw the Gospels and ' Les

Misdrables. '

"

Victor Hugo's household arrangements are entirely in

the hands of Madame Drouet, who manages everything

witli the utmost regularity, the most perfect and gra-

cious kindness. She reads all his letters referring to

private matters, the most important of which he answers

himself. The rest of his correspondence he deals witli

on Sunday, assisted by M. Eichard, his old admirer and

faithful friend.

It is a curious and interesting thing to follow the
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successive transformations of iiis handwriting, — fine

and regular in 1825, more firm in 1848, so powerful and

vigorous in the days of exile and of " La Ldgende,

"

and at last so full and solemn. He has used only quill

pens for a long time, and writes on large sheets of

strong paper. His manuscripts, especially his later

ones, have a magnificent appearance. The very era-

sures, which for that matter are few enough, have,

for some reason or other, the impress of a firm will, of

austere majesty, -and Olympian grandeur. Everything

he has written, from his early fugitive poems to the fine

pages of the " Quatre Vents de 1 'Esprit, " has been care-

fully bound, and will be bequeathed to the Bibliothfeque

Nationale.

The master reckons on filling many manuscripts yet.

He is to-day in better health in his garden in Passy

than he was five years ago at the Eue de Clichy, when
moral order reigned supreme. At that time he was

deeply affected by public and })rivate misfortunes. One
evening he could not control his emotion, and was
forced to shed abundant tears. It was on that evening,

if I mistake not, that he related an incident of his

childhood, which I find retold in " Victor Hugo chez

lui. " He said, " I was then five or six years old ; I

was crying. My father heard but did not scold me.

This was the nature of the punishment I suffered. With
cutting irony he said, ' Poor little girl ! What ails her,

pray? Don't let anyliody scold her; I won't have it!

Little girls have the right to cry. But why did you put

a little boy's clothes on her? You must make a nice

gown for her, and take her to walk in the Tuileries

to-morrow. ' I was very much humiliated, you can well

imagine; but since that day I have never wept until

the age of manhood. "

To-day the Republic is firmly established. Georges
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and Jeanne are growing up. Everything around the

master is full of promise. The future beams on his

white head like the rising sun on some purpled peak of

the lofty Alps. " Strong and vigorous as an old bay-

tree, " said Theodore de Banville recently, " the modern

^schylus, as he casts a tender look on his grandchildren,

is perhaps younger with his snow-crowned head than

when the breath of the morning lifted his chestnut

locks. His noble features, bronzed by exile, are radiant

with tlie serenity that comes from the wonders he has

realized, with the calmness of duty well fulfilled ; and

we see, as it were, a living Glory wave above him her

rustling palms.
"

How many things might be said about the man before

entering upon the work he has accomplished ! The

entire " Livre d'Or " would hardly suffice for the

endeavour. It is time to have recourse to the famous

saying of Balzac :
" Victor Hugo ? Why, he is an entire

universe ; let us talk of him no more !

"



TO THE GEANDSONS OF MARSHAL NEY.

(UNPUBLISHKD VKRSES OF VICTOR HUGO, WRITTEN IN THE ALBUM

OF THE DUCHESS OF ELCHINGEN.)

sons of heroes that have passed away

!

O sons of men who make my country grander

Thau Greece and Rome were in their palmiest day

!

sous of men who in death's valleys wander 1

Play, children, live your hours of sportive gladness;

But o'er your radiant brows the sombre sadness

Of storied lives is hovering, and all

The glory of our country ! Ah, recall,

When wisdom comes and childhood's years are dead,

My children, with a thrill of joy and dread,

The race you spring from ! Let their souls abide

In yours for aye; and oh be this your pride,—
For all heroic, noble things to care.

Not yours, but ours, the mighty names you bear;

And all may say, amid our country's shame, —
" You bear them, but 't is ours to guard their fame."



ODES AND BALLADS.

THE first verses of Victor Hugo would seem to have

been written between 1813 and 1814, when he

was eleven or twelve years old. His tutor, Father

Lariviere, was a poet; and so the pupil followed an

example that was in harmony with his own instinct.

" It is hardly necessary to say that his verses were not

verses ; that they did not rhyme, and that the feet were
defective. The cliild, without master and without
method, read aloud whatever he had written, perceived

that such a line did not run smoothly, and began again.

He made changes, sought ior the proper word, and at

last discovered something wliich did not shock liis ear.

Groping along step by step, he thus taught himself
meter, cesura, and rhyme.

"

At the Cordier-Decotto school (M. Decotte was him-
self, like Father Larivifere, a poet) his vocation was
confirmed. He passed from the languishing and chival-

rous style to the heroic and martial, and translated

Virgil, Horace, Lucan, Martial, and Ausonius into

French verse. He burned eleven of the copy-books tliat

contained his first efl'usinns ; the ten he filled up after-

wards have survived. The oldest contains not less than
eighty-five pieces. The last bears this inscription on
the first page :

" The follies I perpetrated before I was
born. " The verses on the subject proposed by the
Academy in 1817, "The Advantages of Study," were.
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we believe, the first verses of his that were printed. A
satire entitled " Le Tdldgraphe " and signed V. M. Hugo,

appeared in 1819. The " Couservateiir littdraire " was
founded the same year. To this review Eugfene Hugo
contributed two pieces of verse, " La Mort du Due
d'Enghien, " and the stanzas " A Thaliarque," the latter

adapted from Horace. It contains a quatrain which
contrasts strangely with the sad fate of the translator :

" When Death before me stands, dread, grim, and hoary,

I will not fear him like the common throng,

But deck his scythe with garlands, — I who glory

To be the liegeman of the Lord of Song."

Twenty-one poems of the " Conservateur " are due to

Victor Hugo. The place of honour at the head of each

number was reserved for poetry. The collection opens

with " L'Enroleur politique, " a satire signed V. M.
Hugo. Afterwards come the three poems, partly or

wholly reproduced in " Littdrature et Philosophic meldes
;

the five translations from Virgil and Lucan, signed

V. d'Auverney ; finally seven Odes, the poem " Les der-

niers Bardes, " the elegy " Le jeune Banni, " and the

idyll " Les deux Anges, " whicli may be found, with

seventeen new Odes, in the first collective edition of

the " Odes et Poesies diverses, " published on the 8th

of June, 1822 at Paris, by Pellicier, No. 243 Place du
Palais-Royal. Six Odes of the author had appeared

previous to this in pamphlet form. This first edition

was exhausted in four months, and brought the poet

seven hundred francs, with which he bought a French

cachemire for his betrothed. The " Ode a la Colonne
"

was written in February, 1827, after tlu; scandal at the

Austrian embassy, where the French marshals were

refused, at a solemn reception, the titles recalling the

victories of Napoleon. Published at once by the " Jour-
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nal des Ddbats " in " Premier Paris, " it made the tour

of the press, and created a deep sensation.

TJie two Articles of the " Globe.
"

The " Globe " of the 4th of November, 1826, in an

article attributed to M. Dubois, announced the third edi-

tion of the " Odes " in the following terms :
—

''M. Victor Hugo is to poetry what M. Delacroix is to

painting. There is always a great idea, a profound senti-

ment, beneath his incorrect and rapid strokes; and, as to

myself, I confess I like this fresh and fierce vigour of his.

I may blame the workmanship, but it is withal a kind of

workmanship that forces me out of that cool atmosphere

which is destructive of all art ; now, this in itself is a merit

at the present day. Through what fatality does it happen
that with such boldness of conception he seems to find it

impossible to submit to more careful labor, to a slower and
calmer nu^tliod in the execution? Is a poet only a poet when
he condemns himself to the task of reproducing rough-hewn

outlines, instead of admirable statues? Did Michael Angelo,

when a masterpiece sprang forth from three or four careless

strokes of his chisel, rest content with this? Did the effort

exhaust him? iNIight not a long meditation on his subjects,

a positive study of the facts related to them, a constant

familiarity with Racine, give to the pictures of M. Victor

Hugo more reality, to his language more suppleness and

purity? For a man of genius so young as he is, it is easy

to conquer the abilitj' to do this. Among all the pieces that

compose his new collecti(ui, two have struck us speciality,

—

'Les deux lies,' a poetical parallel between Corsica and St.

Helena; and ' Un Chant de Fete de Neron,' which describes

the burning of Rome and the intoxication of the tyrant amid

the tlam.es. Only a true poet could have even chosen these

two subjects as the motives of his inspiration."

A second article in the " Globe " of the ISth of

November, a number in which " La F^e et la Peri " was

reproduced in extenso, is as follows :
—
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''Is there any need for us to dwell on the remarkable

capacity for invention shown in this ballad? The soul of a

lovely child has taken its flight towards heaven. A fairy and

a peri meet it on the way. Each boasts of the marvels of her

empire; the struggle between them is an emblem of the dis-

cordance between the poetry of the East and the poetry of the

West. In these gorgeous descriptions we have at once some-

thing peculiar to the ode, and something peculiar to the tale.

There are many features of rare beauty in these verses. The
colouring, above all, is singularly rich. Imagination has been

a better servant to the poet than memory. Our poor fairy of

the West is somewhat enveloped in vagueness; but then she

is a daughter of the clouds. For our own part, we incline

more to the peri. Still, when the fairy sjjeaks to the child

of its mother who has just died, and when she promises to

give it back the vague lullaby that rocked it to sleep in

its cradle, this promise is better than all the other marvels.

Here the poet has caught a sublime idea of tenderness, and
rendered it with admirable simplicity. ... In a word, we
cannot do better than repeat to M. Victor Hugo what
Madame de Stael said of Jean-Paul, whose fine and wild
imagination pleased her so much : ' We might beg him
never to be eccentric except when he cannot help it.'

''

A Page of Sainte-Beuve.

'' Let us imagine all that is purest in love and chastest in.

marriage ; all that is holiest in the union of souls under
the eye of God, — let us, in a word, fancy to ourselves the

rapture of pleasure borne from heaven on the wings of

prayer, and yet we shall have imagined nothing which is

not realized and surpassed by M. Hugo in the delightful

poems entitled ' Encore a toi ' and ' Son nom.' Even to quote

from them is like tarnishing their delicate purity. There
breathes also through the whole volume a very touching senti-

ment of melancholy and dejection, springing from the many
bitternesses the poet has encountered on his path to glory.

We see that he has been wounded to the heart by his first
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reception, and that he had hoped for something better from

life.

** 'Trilby,' addressed to Charles Nodier, is a masterpiece

of grace and gentle humour. Trilby, a sort of messenger

dove between the two friends, arrives one evening at the

poet's abode, borne on a ray of the sunset ; and befure night

returns with his message. He receives special warning on

the dangers he may expose himself to on the journey :
—

* Do not at haphazard wander
;

Goblins like you none protect.

On the woes and tortures ponder,

Which my gentle Sylph have wrecked.

If you 're caught, their triumph wall be

Great ; with ink they '11 daub my Trilby ;

With his silken cloak 't will ill be,

And his aigret ruby-decked

;

* Or their satyrs yellow-footed,

Their old Sylvans with a leer.

Would enforce you till you strutted

In the dance to Faunus near
;

And your hands j^ou 'd find, affrighted,

To the fleshless hands united

Of their Naiads, wan and blighted,

Dead a full two thousandth year ?
'
^

1 N'erre pas k I'aventure,

Car on en veut aux Trilbys.

Crains les maux et la torture

Que men doux Sylplie a subis.

S 'ils te prenaient, quelle gloire

!

Us souilleraient d'encre noire,

H€las ! ton manteau de moire,

Ton aigrette de rubia
;

On, pour danser avee Faune,
Contraignant tes pas tremblants,

Leurs satyres au pied jaune,

Leurs vieux Sylvains petulants

Joindraient tes mains eiichainees

Aux vieilles mains decharnees

De leurs naiades fanees,

Mortes depuis deux mille ans.
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" The nimbleness and briskness of tlie rhythm will be

noticed at once. The three feminine rhymes, following in suc-

cession, express to perfection the tripping, springy gait of

the goblin, as well as its dazzling vesture and tremulous

vexation.

*' Side by side with ' Trilby, ' we must place without hesita-

tion the admirable ' Ronde du Sabbat.' Never has satanic

revel been conceived or rendered with more energy ; the

slang of the devils, their boisterous laughter, their impet-

uous leaps and bounds are all either seen or heard in the

wonderful modulation of the verse."

A Word from TMophile Gautier.

In an article consecrated to Cdlestin Nanteuil,

Thdophile Gautier wrote- these characteristic lines on

the Ballads :
—

''*La chasse du Margrave' and ' Le Pas d'armes du

roi Jean ' are liked Gothic stained-glass windows. At every

moment the poetic phrasing is broken by the line of the

rhythm, as the painting on the glass by that of the window-

pane. The most characteristic feature in these fantastic

little poems is the harmony and coherency of type, —
whether the type be clerical or monastic, seignorial or

royal, — and the pronounced colouring. Nothing truer nor

sounder can be said of them than this ; and the Ballads of

the poet must be tried by the same standard as the water-

colours of the painter."

i



CROMWELL.

MTAYLOK, the royal manager of the Com^die

• Franqaise, asked Victor Hugo whether he was

not writing something for the theatre. ^

" I am thinking of doing so; in fact, I have begun a

drama on Cromwell.
"

" Well, finish it, and bring it to me. A Cromwell by

you can be played by none but Talma.

"

The poet and actor happened afterwards to be sitting

together at a dinner, and fell into conversation.
" I have never had a part entirely true, " said Talma.

" Yes,, tragedy is grand, noble, beautiful ; but I should

like to have a little more reality with the grandeur. I

should like to have a character which had the variety

and movement of life, and was not all of a piece ; which
could be tragic and familiar, — a man as well as a

king.
'

" What you are dreaming of acting is just what I

have been dreaming of writing. " And Victor Hugo, at

the entreaty of all present, recited the scene in which
the Protector questions Davenant.

Talma applauded :
" Good ! That 's the thing ! That 's

the way people talk ! Make haste and finish your

drama ; I am in a hurry to play it.

"

1 In " Victor Hugo raconte par un temoin de sa vie," there is mention
made of " Inez de Castro, me'lodrame en trois actes avec deux inter-

ral'des," written at .sixteen, and " curious to know as the first crude starting-

point of his theatrical career."
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The poet asked nothing better; but Talma died.

As Victor Hugo lost the hope of seeing it soon on the

stage, he allowed the drama to develop in harmony with

the subject in all directions. " The preface, like the

piece, assumed vast proportions. The volume, which
would have easily made two, was printed very quickly,

and appeared in the early days of December, 1827

(Dupont et Cie). The effect of the drama was surpassed

by that of the preface. It burst like a declaration of

war against the received traditions, and provoked the

battles of the feuilletons.
"

The attack of the " Gazette de France " was virulent

to excess ; it will call up a smile to-day :
—

" To summarize our conclusions, we believe that the au-

thor is undoubtedly a skilful versifier enough, but he is

nothing more; he lias no sort of vocation for the theatre, and

no knowledge of dramatic effects. In fine, with a furious

desire to be original, he is but a cop^ast; and in lieu of

imitating the method of Racine, he continues that of M.
Lemercier."

The " Globe " had three articles, — December 6, Janu-

ary 26, and February 2, 1828.

"This work is one of those which serve the progress of

art in a two-fold fashion; it is at once a bold experiment and

the exposition of a new poetic method in the drama. I say

new, although many ideas that are to-day the fashion, are

really revivals. But M. Victor Hugo may justly claim as

his own the entire theory of the grotesque, considered as one

of the principal features, if not the characteristic feature, of

modern dramatic poetr3\ This opinion will be, I believe,

contested; and it will be seen that in his passion for the lit-

erature of the Middle Ages the author is too ready to gener-

alize certain views of detail,— just and true in themselves,

but which become false when it is attempted to make them

the rule of the literature of our time. There is one question
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with regard to which we are rather disposed to embrace the

opinion of M. Victor Hugo; it is that concerning reality ac-

cording to nature and reality accordiiKj to art. M. Hugo,
although he does not treat the subject exhaustively, seems

to us to outline it with great reasonableness, and to sow the

seed of a discussion whose utility is becoming more and more
felt by all sound minds. After abjuring all affection for the

commonplace that is noble and pretentious, many people

would to-day appear to have become passionately fond of the

commonplace that is trivial and prosaic. M. Hugo, like a

true poet, pronounces against a mania fatal to all art; he

goes to the extent of defending the Alexandrine, to which
we ourselves have not always been ver}^ favourable; and he

defends it successfully by proving that it is very easy to ren-

der it pliant, as witness the dialogue of Moliere. . . .

'''Cromwell' is the faithful expression of the dramatic

system of the author. We must expect, then, to find in it

the pathetic and the grotesque, the noble language and the

familiar tone united, a constant effort to retrace historic man-
ners and characters, few scruples with regard to vraisemhlance,

and an anxious search after the true,— in fine, all kinds

of style framed in the forms of a carefully elaborated versifi-

cation. His drama bears witness to his devotion to these

innovations, each one of which has its own peculiar beauty.

But the greatest merit of Hugo in this work will have been

the merit of having undertaken it. The style is the greatest

novelty, and (I do not hesitate to say) the greatest beauty of

'Cromwell.' It is the first serious attempt to revise the

tragic language; and the attempt is almost always success-

ful. The verse of M. Hugo is much more natural than his

prose,— a phenomenon hardly to be expected. In the for-

mer we find a studied imitation of Corneille and Moliere,

but more elegance, more precision, and a finished workman-

ship, a richness of rhymes, that would excite the envy of a

lyric poet. The bizarre, an inclination for which is a too

ordinary failing of M. Hugo, is encountered much oftener in

the choice of the thoughts and images than in the expression

itself, and indicates rather a defect of taste than of talent.
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In fine, even if the sole recommendation of ' Cromwell ' were

its style, it would still stand very high in the estimation of

the friends of art. If it is not a good work, it is an admir-

able study."

Nodier in " La Eevue de Paris " says :
" It would be

too extraordinary if, after universally recognizing liberty

as a benefit, we should refuse it to that one of our facul-

ties which is most in need of it, — imagination.
"

Alexander Soumet wrote to the poet :
" I read your

'Cromwell ' over and over again unceasingly, my dear

and illustrious friend. It is crowded with beauties of

the most novel and bold description ! Although in

your preface you treat us without mercy, as mosses and
creeping ivy, I cannot do less than acknowledge your

admirable talent; and I shall speak of your work, a

work wrought in the manner of Michael Angelo, as I

formerly spoke of your Odes.
"

" Cromwell " became at once the Bible and Gospel of

the youth of the romantic school. The Preface, said

Gautier, was, " as it were, the Table of the Law on

Sinai. " All its formulas were learned by heart :
" True

poetry, complete poetry, consists in the harmony of con-

traries. . . . The aim of Art is almost divine, — to

resuscitate, if it^has to do with history; to create, if it

has to do with pofetry. . . . The local colour should not

be simply spread over the surface of the drama, it should

be at the basis, in the very heart of the work, and dif-

fused from there over the exterior naturally, equally, and
from all points of the drama, so to speak, — just as the

sap mounts from the root to the last leaf of the tree. . . .

When an idea is plunged in verse, it becomes on a sudden

more incisive and more brilliant ; it is iron changing to

steel. . . . Genius resembles the coining-press, which
imprints the royal effigy alike on pieces of copper and

on crowns of jjold. . . . Taste is the reason of genius.

"
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Classicism in its old age was smitten with frantic

fury. MM. Jay and Alexandre Duval of the French

Academy, and the deputies Fulchiron and Liadiferes,

distinguished themselves specially. In his Philippic

against " The new literary doctrines, " the worthy Duval
brought on the carpet an uncle, M. Dubocage, who dis-

inherited his nephew for belonging to the new school

;

the nephew was only restored to favour by writing a

tragedy. In the " Conversion of a Komantic, " the wag-

gish M. Jay placed his nephew, " the young romantic,

"

in presence of M. Dumont, an old professor of rhetoric,

who said :
" The drama of ' Cromwell ' has excited in

me no other feeling than that of compassion for a young
man born with happy dispositions and a character wor-

thy of esteem, who has, besides, shown real talent in a

few lyrical productions. " At a session of the Legisla-

tive Chamber, MM. Liadieres and Fulchiron threatened

to vote against the grant to the Thdatre Francais, if it

opened its doors to the " dramaturges. " But the most
curious souvenir connected with the literary battles

excited by " Cromwell " is perhaps the story told by
Jules Janin, which is as follows:—

" Xot far from Paris, at Courbevoie, in the Rue de Be-

zons, lived a perruquier named ^VFollard, whose head was
so unsettled by the preface of ' Cromwell ' that the Academy
with all its works was to him an abomination. He had
equal hatred for Despr^aux, and for M. Casimir Delavigne.

Mention Voltaire, and he foamed; speak of M. Andrieux,
and lie was taken ill. Hfi went everywliere saying that the

French language was doomed, and could only be regenerated

by the Romantics. Some epigrams of this worthy fellow

have been preserved; they attest his wrath and his good-will:

' The Immortals, assembled to choose a new member,
By their president's pithy harangue have been stirred

:

" Elect Casimir, priests of ignorance ! " said he,

" For of the French language he don't know a word."
*
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And when it became apparent that the Academy, in spite of

his epigrams, continued in its usual health, and that his per-

sonal enemy, Casimir Delavigne, was applauded every even-

ing, maugre our perruquier, the good man resolved to die,

devoting the Academy and M. Casimir Delavigne to the

infernal gods with his latest breath. So died the Queen of

Carthage, insulting from the height of the funeral pyre the

ingrate who abandoned her,

—

' Exoriare aliquis nostris ex ossibus ultor
!

'

Our poor Mollard lit, not a pyre, but a charcoal-pan, and

expired, proclaiming to the world the glory of the preface of

'Cromwell.' He had written these words b}' waj'^ of testa-

ment: * Adieu friend Henin! Adieu, Monsieur and Madame
D ! Adieu, my friends in politics and in literature !

Adieu, all my worthy neighbours! Down with " Les

Vepres siciliennes," and live ^'Cromwell!" ' Surely, never

did human being, at least so far as I know, push the hate

and love of literary things to the extent that perruquier

Mollard has done."



AMY ROBSART.

AT the age of nineteen, when his mother was dead,

his father at Blois, himself alone in the world,

his marriage prevented by his poverty, M. Victor Hugo

was seeking in every direction for the money which was

a condition of his happiness. Then a proposal was

made him by M. Soumet that they should together

write a play based on the " Kenilworth Castle " of Sir

Walter Scott. M. Soumet was to frame the plan and

write the last two acts, M. Victor Hugo the first three.

Victor Hugo did his share, but M. Soumet was only half

pleased when he had listened to the portion of the work

done by his companion ; he did not like this mixing up

of tragedy and comedy. The two collaborators could not

come to an understanding, and parted on friendly terms

;

each took with him his acts and his independence, and

finished his piece after his own fashion.

In 1828, Paul Foucher, the younger of the two

brothers-in-law of Victor Hugo, asked him what he had
done or reckoned on doing with the play.

" I shall burn it.
"

" Will you give it to me ?
"

" Faith, I do not regard that thing as mine at all ; do

what you like with it. Walter Scott belongs to you as

much as to me.

"

Paul Foucher, having obtained " Amy Eobsart, " car-

ried it with all speed to the Oddon. It was received
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with acclamation, and the parts were assigned to Bocage,

Provost, Mile. Anais, etc. Eugfene Delacroix designed

the costumes. " It was agreed that the name of Victor

Hugo was not to be mentioned ; but some phrases of the

drama or some indiscretions betrayed him, and the de-

lighted manager lost no time in spreading the report

that the drama was by the author of ' Cromwell.
'

"

Tlie Opinion of the " Journal des Dehats.
"

"A historical drama in five acts, entitled 'Amy Robsart,

'

was played on yesterday at the Odeon. It is borrowed from

the ' Kenilworth Castle ' of Sir Walter Scott. The same

novel has been the basis of plays at three different theatres,

and its appearance on the stage of a fourth has not been

an improvement, except the addition of some trivial locutions

be considered as such. The hisses and bursts of laughter

with which this antiquated novelty was received have done

it full justice, and the name of the author would be still a

mystery, if to-day's posters did not betray his incognito. He
is named Paul Foucher."

Victor Hugo's Letter.

The " Journal des Dehats " was obliged to complete its

own summary execution by this insertion :
" As will be

seen from the following letter, M. Victor Hugo lays

claim to a share in the work of M. Foucher, his brother-

in-law. We nifike it our duty to yield to the invitation

of M. Victor Hugo, by publishing this very remarkable

instance of modesty and disinterestedness.
"

Paris, February 14, 1828.

To the Editor:

Monsieur,— Since ''Amy Robsart," a first attempt by a

young poet in whose success I am more interested than in my
own, has met with such lively opposition, I hasten to declare

that I am not absolutely a stranger to this work. The drama
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contains some words and some fragments of scenes which are

mine; and I must say that they are perhaps the passages

that have been the most hissed.

I earnestly request, monsieur, that you publish this in

your issue of to-morrow.

Victor Hugo.*

^ Victor Hugo offered the mauuscript of " Amy Kobsart " to Alexan-
der Duma*.



HAN D'ISLANDE.

" TV /r Y soul was full of love, of sorrow, and of youth
;

iVX I durst not confide its secrets to any living

creature. I selected a dumb confident, — paper. I

wished to paint a young girl who realized in her person

the ideal of every fresh and young imagination, and

thus give myself the sad consolation of retracing the

image of her whom I had lost, or who at least no

longer appeared to me except in a far distant future.

I wished to place beside this young girl a young man,

not such as I am, but such as I desired to be. " It is

thus that, in a private letter, the author of " Han
d'Islande " explains how his first published romance

was conceived. He had hardly begun the work,

when he was forced to set it aside for a time. " He
completed it in the first three months after his mar-

riage, and sold the first edition to a ruined marquis

who had turned bookseller. ' Han d'Islande ' had to

content itself with coarse grey paper, printed from

worn-out type, and appeared in four little volumes with-

out the name of the author.
"

" There is in ' Han d'Islande ' " continues the author,
" only one thing felt, — the love of the young man ; and

one thing observed, — the love of the young girl. All

the rest is divine, — that is to say, invented. . . .

When the season of youth has passed, when the brow

begins to bend in thought, when the necessity of doing
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something more than relating curious stories to frighten

old women and little children is perceived, when we

have worn away the rough edges of youth in the friction

of life, we begin to recognize that every invention, every

creation, every divination of art, must be based on

study, observation, science, measure, comparison, and

serious meditation, on the careful and constant deline-

ation of each individual thing after nature, and on

unceasing self-criticism. And the inspiration free

to act according to these new conditions, far from

thereby losing any of its force, gains a wider sweep

and stronger wings. " Have the so-called initiators of

the so-called scientific and naturalistic literature said

anything more or anything better than this fifty years

later?

" Nothing can be more interesting, " it has been re-

marked, " than to discover in the germ, in this youthful

work, the conceptions, the ideas, the figures which will

have later on their perfect expression and their ideal

realization in so many sublime works. " Han, rescued,

picked up and reared by the Bishop of Scalhat, is clearly

the prototype of Quasimodo. Lucretia Borgia is fully

imaged in these lines :
" There often remains some-

thins of the mother in the degraded woman, even when
the wife is lost. Hearts, in appearance the most with-

ered and hardened, always conceal in their deepest

recesses some affection of which they are unconscious,

and which would seem to hide itself among passions

and vices as a mysterious witness, a future avenger.
"

Those sentiments which constitute the family, the

romancer will afterwards elevate to those which con-

stitute the country, humanity ; but he has evidently

already seen and formulated the principle that will remain

the essence of his poetic method and of his philosophy,

— no one is absolutely wicked, guilty, and hateful; evil
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does not exist by itself or for itself, having necessarily

for its aim and origin good, whose shadow it is.

The Article of Charles Nodier.

The most curious article written on " Han d'Islande,

"

after its appearance, is that of Charles Nodier in " La
Quotidienne " of the 12th of March, 1823, No. 71 :

—
" The same characteristics would appear to mark the

efforts of those who have glory for their goal that

shape the endeavours of those who aspire to happiness

and to pleasure. Precocious intellects and keen sensi-

bilities do not reckon with the future, they devour it.

The passions of a young and powerful soul have no con-

ception of a morrow. They believe they can satiate all

their ambitions and all their hopes with the fame and

pleasures of a day. ' Han d'Islande ' has been the

result of such a combination, if we can apply the term

combination to the unreflecting instinct of an original

genius which obeys unconsciously an impulse foreign to

its real interests, but whose beautiful and wide career

may justify all the good and redeem all the evil which

the successful error of its starting-point promised on the

one hand and threatened on the other. There are not

many men who could begin with such mistakes, and

yet leave to the critic only the task of condemning

faults which they themselves are the first to admit. I

shall not analyze ' Han d'Islande; ' I prefer giving a

truer idea of it than would the most careful analysis,

by simply saying that ' Han d'Islande ' is one of those

works in which the plot cannot be separated from the

execution without falling into a caricature as unjust as

it is easy. Let us represent to ourselves an author

condemned of his own free will to make a toilsome

search for all the moral infirmities of life, all the horrors
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of society, all its monstrosities, its degradations, its

frightful exceptions to the natural as well as to the

civilized state of man ; and that all this is done for the

purpose of selecting from out this hideous refuse some

disgusting anomalies for which human speech has

scarcely a name, — the morgue, the scaffold, the gibbet,

cannibalism, the executioner, and I know not what

other nameless abominations ; for with the conditions he

describes he connects execrable ambitions and incom-

prehensible joys. Now, why should such talent as his

have felt it necessary to have recourse to such artifices

as these ? He could have done without them with such

ease ! A singular knowledge of the places in which his

characters move, or, perhaps, it would be truer to say,

a very thorough acquaintance with the authors who have

described them, has, up to a certain point, enabled the

author of ' Han d'Islande ' to bring to his work some-

what the same vivid truth of local colour which dis-

tinguishes the author of ' Waverley. ' I say, up to a

certain point; because, having a better acquaintance,

perhaps, than he has with the sky of tlie latitudes he

describes, I would have been pleased if he had portrayed

some of those effects that arise from the unusual length

of the days and the singularities of the polar seasons, —
a feat in which he might easily have been successful.
' Han d'Islande,' then, gives evidence of a careful read-

ing of the ' Edda ' and of Icelandic history, and of much
wit,— not only the wit that springs from happiness and
might be called merriment, but even that which is derived

from experience; and this experience the author can
hardly be said to have gained from observation or asso-

ciation with the world. We also find in his romance a

style vivid and picturesque, full of vigour, and, more
astonishing still, that delicate tact and refinement of

sentiment which are also the results of a knowledge of
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the world, and contrast here in the most surprising man-
ner with the barbarous extravagancies of an unhealthy

imagination. However, these are not all the qualities

which are likely to make ' Han d'Islaude ' the fashion,

and force the inflexible and prudent Minos of the pub-

lishers to acknowledge as an authentic and legitimate

fact, the sale of twelve thousand copies of this novel

which everybody will soon be reading. Its defects are

more likely to bring about this result. I have not

spoken of a preface in which the author cleverly imitates

the manner, bitter-sweet, of Sir Walter Scott in speaking

of his brothers of the pen. He will And that the writer

who sought to excite such emotions was not always free

from feeling them in turn. That which was not a merit

in Sir Walter Scott in the evening of his life, is still less

so in a very young man to whom well-deserved honours,

which no one contests, have given, at a very early

period, certain privileges. The first duty imposed on

talent is not to abuse its rights.
"



BUG-JARGAL.

" "OUG-JAEGAL, " the result of a wager, was writ-

X-) ten, as we have seen, two years before " Han
d'Islande. " The early version was published in num-
bers 11-15 of the " Conservateur littdraire, " with an

M simply for signature. It bore this sub-heading

:

" Extracted from an unpublished work entitled ' Les

Contes sous la tente. '
" None of the other tales have

appeared. Although " Bug-Jargal " was, to a great

extent, revised and re-written by the author about 1835,

it has not the less remained " essentially and in many
of its details " his first work. The first edition, " by

the author of 'Han d'Islande,' was published in

November, 1826, by Urbain Canel, with a vignette-

frontispiece by Dev^ria, etched on India paper by Pierre

Adam, of Habibrah trying to drag Leopold d'Auverney

with him into the abyss. The name of the author

appears only on the third edition (February 1829, Gosse-

lin and Bossangc).

Some of the most celebrated creations of Victor Hugo

have been outlined in this romance. Habibrah, like

Han, is the forerunner of Quasimodo ; he is also the

forerunner of the poet's fools, from Trick to Gucho.

Almost on every page we find Spanish verses or phrases

;

and it is the pledge of faith, the point of Castilian

honour, —pundonor, — which, as later on in " Hernani,
"

produces the fatality of the catastrophe. In " L'Ann^e
VOL. XXX. — 7
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terrible, " the historic heroism of a gamin of Paris will

recall, by its singular and striking coincidence, the

legendary heroism of Bug-Jargal.

" With guilty blood defiled, and yet with blood

Knew no defilement laved, a captive stood,

Who had seen but twelve summers, with the men."

In November, 1880, a play by MM. Lesclide and

Pierre Elzdar, founded on " Bug-Jargal, " was produced

at the Chateau d'Eaux theatre.

The Article of the " Gloher ^

Perhaps the following may be considered about the

most interesting criticism that has appeared on " Bug-

Jargal "
:
—

"During one of the wars of the Revolution, certain

officers have come to an agreement to relieve the tedium of

their nights in the bivouac by relating, each in his turn,

some one of their adventures ; and when the turn of Leopold

d'Auveruey comes, he tells the story of 'Bug-Jargal.' This

form is not very happily chosen, not as might be readily

supposed, because, wdien soldiers bivouac they are more

likely to spend the night in sleeping than in story-telling,

but because the narrative in the mouth of the person imagined

is inconsistent with the reflections, the descriptions, and a

multitude of details which the writer who speaks in his

name allows himself to indulge in. All this the author

gives us. We have harangues, dialogues, tableaux artisti-

cally arranged, all of which are utterly incompatible with

that free and natural improvisation to be expected from

a young officer under the circumstances. Another defect,

springing from the same cause, is that the author is

obliged to give a prominent part to the narrator in a

narrative of which he is not the hero. We might have

other faults to find with the conduct of the drama. The

1 March 2, 1826.
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historical pictures, although they are undoubtedly the most

novel and most noteworthy portion of the work, seem

rather a parasitic addition than a component element. Bug-

Jargal himself is the greatest and faultiest improbability

of the romance. He is a model of such perfection as few

negroes attain, or white men either, — a pattern of magna-

nimity, disinterestedness, courage, self-denial, gentleness,

delicacy, and good taste. He knows two or three lan-

guages, he writes romances, he plays the guitar, has been

educated by Europeans, reasons like Raynal, loves like

Werther, and is as tall and strong as Hercules. Assuredly,

I am the last to believe that the African race is devoid

of good qualities, and our author is perfectly justified in

taking a negro for his liero. But I should feel better

pleased if I found in this hero certain contrasts, a mixture

of coarseness and generosity, ferocity and mildness, igno-

rance and genius ; I should have liked to see in him the

conquest achieved by a good and energetic nature over the

vices of his training and the habits of servitude. I should

have wished to witness the struggles of a character natu-

rally good with the brutal passions, the savage instincts,

which are the inevitable qualities of a half-civilized slave, —
the proof as it were of his origin and the mark of his chains.

A black man of real greatness ought to be, as he is in

one of the tragedies of Shakespeare, a blending of gross-

ness and sublimity. Even in this sense it might be very

difficult to attain to perfect truth, and a point would be

always reached at which reality could only be represented

b}'^ the ideal. But if the ideal is hardly ever possible,

it is never false, or factitious, or even improbable ; it must

always recall reality, of which it is not the exact copy,

but the pure conception. It is one of the first resources

and one of the first rules of the fine arts ; I am sorry the

author of ' Bug-Jargal ' has not thought so. He would

have avoided a fault, without sacrificing a single beauty.

Still, we cannot help being interested in his negro, and

there is so much fire and movement in the story that,

once taken up, it must be read to the end. Moreover,
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the subject is new, the incidents are grand, and the author

has abilit^^ The singular and striking picture of the

black chief Biassou in the midst of his army is iinely drawn.

The author transfers to him many of the characteristics

of the celebrated Toussaint, among others the latter's deep

and ever-preseut cunning. With this is combined a ferocity

which distinguished the real Biassou, but from which

Toussaint was free. All the episodes are lively and ani-

mated ; but, unfortunately, the reader feels that they are

carefully elaborated and calculated beforehand. The char-

acter of Habibrah, the misshapen slave, at once monster

and buffoon, who butchers in cold-blood the master he has

amused for twenty years, and who pursues with implacable

cruelty the whites he has served with grovelling humility,

is strongly conceived. The author puts in his mouth a

discourse on his humiliations, his sufferings, his condi-

tion, his hatred, which might go far to justify him in the

eyes of the reader. - But this, too, is merely an intellectual

effort, and is out of place when spoken by Habibrah, who

is a conventional being, a means to an effect, and not a

living man. There is a powerful scene in which Biassou

forces a mulatto — who, for the purpose of persuading

the whites to forget his origin, had been a cruel tyrant to

the blacks, and who, now that he is the prisoner of the

negroes, makes use of his colour as a plea— to justify

his claim by killing in cold-blood a white captive. The

decision of Biassou is consistent with his manners and spirit
;

and the struggle in the wretched mulatto between pity

and love of life, his mingled feelings of cowardice,

remorse, shame, and selfishness, when he throws himself

on his victim, knocks him down, and tears him limb from

limb from no other passion than fear, form a picture of

true and terrible energy. The author of ' Bug-Jargal '

is not a liberal, as may be seen from certain restrictions

and certain epigrams. While forced to feel an interest

in the blacks by the exigencies of his romance, he is care-

ful to distinguish himself from those writers who have

until now pleaded their cause. Without justifying the
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colonial regime, he seems to consider the tyranny of masters

as an exception, when in fact it was the common rule
;

and if we understand our author correctly, it would almost

seem as if the blacks had a perfect right to find fault with

this regime, but that a white man should hesitate before

blaming, and, still more, before reforming it, lest he should

pass for a revolutionist. This fear somewhat hampers

his talent and embarrasses his intellect ; but it is certain,

however, that on the whole he has a kindly feeling towards

the negroes, and in spite of all the difficulties in which

the twofold necessity of creating an interest in favour of

their freedom and condemning every insurrection places the

author, whoever reads his book, will have fresh reasons

for thanking heaven for the existence and freedom of

Haiti."



LES ORIENTALES.

THE first edition of " Les Orientales " (January, 1829)

is very rare and very precious, with its frontis-

piece engraving in steel, " Clair de lune, " and on the

opposite page a vignette on wood, "Les Djins, " both

after Louis Boulanger. The Preface is a declaration of

absolute independence :
—

''The author of this collection is not one of those who rec-

ognize that the critic has the right to question the poet on

his fancies, and to demand why he has chosen this or that

subject, or mixed this or that colour, or drawn from this or

that source. In poetry there are neither good nor bad sub-

jects, but good and bad poets."

Then come these lines, which might have been written

yesterday :
—

"For empires as well as for literatures, the East is called

on to play a grand part in the West. The entire conti-

nent is leaning towards the East. We shall see great things.

That ancient barbarous Asia is not perhaps as devoid of supe-

rior men as our civilization would have us believe."

If the preface still preserves all its relation to the

present time, the book also preserves all its freshness, its

splendour and perfume. On re-reading the admirable

poem entitled " Fantomes, " we could not help thinking

of the fate that awaited the cherished daughter of the

poet, whilst he was writing these lines, —
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" And like Ophelia borne along the stream,

She died while culling flowers."

It would seem as if jealous destiny cannot pardon
men the pity they feel for the woes of others, and is

ever on the watch for the vulnerable spot in their hearts

in order to reach them through it the more surely. Is

there some particular sorrow among the disasters of

your neighbour which has peculiarly affected you and
drawn from you a cry of irresistible sympathy ? Then,

be certain that you yourself shall soon be the victim of

this self-same sorrow. Nay, is not your very sensi-

bility, perhaps, an instinctive prescience of the future ?

An Alarm-gun fired hy an Academician.

The critics, being thus defied by the poet, were

naturally disposed to receive his rhymes with some

severity. The Academy was excited also. Baour-

Lormian discharged " Le Canon d'Alarme. " Such is

the title of a satire in verse (Delangle and Brothers,

1829), for which the author afterwards made an humble

apology to Victor Hugo, with tears in his eyes.

" Heavens ! if Boileau were alive !
" exclaims the satirist

:

" And saw portrayed in numhers harsh and flat

Those three Greek damsels, who by moonlight chat

In language homely at the harem's door,

It 's certain that 't would not be long before

He cried in wrath, arising in his might :

• Do fools like this infest Parnassus' height ?

'

But Boileau 's dead, his fame alone is bright,

And Satire, with hiin vanished into night,

Is here no more to lash these recreant times.

Unscourged the Hugos make their clumsy rhymes."

This pedantic artillery did harm to none but the gun-

ner. All the young people became crazed with enthu-

siasm. One celebrated " the dazzling splendours of
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' Les Orientales, ' their free and facile inspiration, and

the beautiful singularity of the style ; the work was a

wondrous throne erected to pure art. " Another wrote :

" Victor Hugo is one of those poets whom Dante calls

sovereigns, and whom he places in the Elysiau fields

armed with a great sword like warriors. He unites two

qualities that at first seem opposed to each other, —
un])ridled lyrical fervour and miraculous patience in the

craftsmanship of the execution. The art of versifica-

tion is indebted to him for the immense progress it has

made. Victor Hugo has combined numerous forms of

the stanza, some entirely new, some restored from the

old masters. He clothes his inexhaustible fancy with

all kinds of rhythms and with all kinds of measures.

He furnishes examples of all kinds of intercrossing and

redoubled rhymes, and reproduces in his work the

mathematical and complicated ornamentation of the

East. " The " Globe " (April 8, 1829), published a fine

study in literary criticism on the occasion. Would it

be incorrect to attribute it to Paul Leroux ? We publish

it almost entire.

The Sy7iibolic Style.

''How is it that certain of our writers have got so much
in touch with the style of Shakespeare and the poets of

the North? How is it that our language, at once philo-

sophical, exact, and precise, has succeeded in bending itself

to such violent methods, veiling itself in a garb of mystery,

and consenting to suggest (faire entendre) rather than to

speak out clearly? We believe that this has been achieved,

and could only have been achieved, as we shall endeavour

to show, by substituting the emblem, the allegory, the

symbol, for the comparison properly so called.

"In the first place, we must be allowed to assume that

metaphor is the life-blood of all poetry, and that the poet

is an artist who grasps relations of all kinds by means of
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all the powers of his soul, and for them substitutes iden-

tical relations under the form of images, in the same way
that the geometer substitutes, instead of terms purely

abstract, letters which represent nothing determinative

for numbers, lines, surfaces, and solids, for, in fact, all the

bodies of nature and all phenomena in genera.'. If we
comprise under the general name of metaphor not only

the metaphor properly so called, but the symbol, the

allegory, the emblem, the comparison, it may be boldly

said that poetry has no other element except metaphor,

that poetry and metaphor are one and the same thing,

and that among different nations, the same as in different

ages of the same people, the amplitude of the metaphor
is the measure of poetic genius. Xow, this admitted,

suppose that a figure be suddenlj?^ introduced into a lan-

guage which permits the continual substitution of images
for abstract terms, a vague and indeterminate expression

for the proper expression, and see the effect ! Abstraction

will disappear from the poetry of this people, and mystery
will take its place. This is precisely what has resulted

from the introduction into our language of a form of style

which we would willingly call symbolic comparison, or,

for the sake of brevity, symbol. The artifice of this form
of language consists in not developing the idea which is

to be compared to another idea, but in developing this

second idea only, — that is, in developing the image. In
the same fashion as the jjroper words are replaced by a

metaphor, so here the idea is replaced by its emblem ; and
thus we have, so to speak, the metaphor of an idea. . . .

'^To speak by symbols, to allegorize, is, then, in our

opinion, the great innovation that has been affecting

style for the last fifty years. We should be almost
tempted to connect the question of romanticism with the.

introduction into the language of a trope, not new,
but rarely employed for two centuries. This great

change in style, and, as a consequence, in language, is

not due to childish imitation, but to the presence
of a strongly felt necessity. It has not been the result
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of the addition of foreign idioms, but has rather been
wrought by internal force of development and by a kind of

natural growth. The needs of poetry, of the renovation

that has taken place in moral and religious ideas, the study

of Nature and her mysterious harmonies, have all combined
in the production of the new method. After this, a multi-

tude of accessory causes have conspired for the same end.

An enthusiastic admiration for the poetic style of the

Bible, which was for Voltaire a source of inexhaustible

laughter, has arisen; foreign literatures have captivated

the minds of many ; the East has been studied; the lack

of new emotions has been experienced; the sentiment of

liberty and individualism has shown itself everywhere

and attempted everything; and finally we find linked

with this question, as with a thousand others, the spirit

of independence, which is the characteristic of the spirit

of the age. . . .

•'Symbolic comparison had never boldly taken hold

of the French language before the advent of M. Hugo.

And it is for this reason that the style of M. Hugo differs

essentially from that of M. de Lamartine. I do not know

if I exaggerate, but it seems to me that this force of repre-

senting everything by emblems, carried to a degree that

excludes abstraction altogether, is the characteristic feature

of the poetry of M. Hugo. To it he owes his greatest

beauties and his most salient defects. By it he rises some-

times to effects hitherto unknown ; and by it he also sinks

into what can only be considered a wretched juggling with

words. One portion of his manner might be defined as the

profusion of symbol. As a consequence of this quality of his

genius, he would be naturally drawn, even without his

knowledge, towards the study of the Oriental style. The

subject and even the title of his last volume arc indications

of this side of his talent.

*'It is not only in details that the poets of this school cul-

tivate the symbol; they have sometimes cast in this mould an

entire piece extending to great length. Some of M. Hugo's

finest works and some of his most faulty, ' Les Deux lies,

'
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'Mazeppa, ' and 'Canaris, ' are symbols from beginning to

end. 'Mazeppa' especially is a perfect symbol, and in this

respect may be regarded as a creation which had no model in

our language. In order to seize the difference that exists

between the manner of M. Hugo in this poem and that of

his precursors, it is sufficient to contrast the ' Mazeppa, ' with

the fine opening of the Ode to Count du Luc. There is

sufficient analogy between them to enable us to do so. Rous-

seau wishes to paint that kind of obsession which takes hold

of the artist on the approach of genius, those long labours

preliminary to creation, the furies, the transports in the

efforts to attain to 'flashes of living flame.' M. Hugo has

in view not only the internal life of the man of genius, but

the falls and struggles which are the price he pays for the

athlete's crown. ... In J. B. Rousseau there are two fine

comparisons, but not a single symbol. The poet proceeds

by diffusion and not by concentration. He forgets his two

images. He breaks his two mirrors, and instead of con-

templating his spiritual subject in a physical emblem, his

inspiration changes, and he has recourse to abstract expres-

sions; he speaks of the 'approach of a sacred mania,' of 'the

ardour that possesses him.' He takes his figures from all

sources, nothing is continued, his manner is fragmentary
and irregular.

"The method of M. Hugo is altogether different. He
rushes forth with Mazeppa; he paints at length his pun-
ishment and his triumph; it might even be said that he will

confine himself to doing so, for this description occupies

three fourths of his work. He does not then, however, sud-

denly pause, and with one swift stroke content himself with
writing the word r/enins on the pedestal of his symbol ; but
insensibly he animates, spiritualizes, that grand phj'sical

image he has taken such delight in depicting. He does

not remake it, he does not transform it, but in a certain

fashion he discloses its interior, its soul. Thus the statue

of Pygmalion becomes Galatea without changing form. It

is no longer Mazeppa, — it is genius, but genius under
the lineaments of Mazeppa bound to his courser and rush-
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ing through the wilderness. The 'feet of steel,' the 'cold

wings,' all the expressions which had been used in their

proper signitication, become figurative. All the spiritual

parts of the object which the artist is now contemplating are

brought to view, not abstractedly, but under the form of the

like parts of the image, as so many harmonious emblems in

agreement with one another and with the whole. Thus is

wrought the fusion of the moral idea with the physical

image. The assimilation is perfect. Genius, its internal

torments, its blasphemies, all those pure conceptions of the

understanding, have become visible. We have a symbol

and not a comparison."

L X.



LE DEENIEE JOUE D'UN CONDAMNE.

THIS little book opened the grand (3ampaign of

Victor Hugo in favour of the sacredntiss of human
life. In 1820, he had seen Louvel led to ,the scaffold.

In 1825, he was present at the execution of KJean Martin
for parricide. Once, as he was crossing the Place de

Gr^ve, he saw the executioner rehearsing th e perform-

ance, oiling the grooves and feeling the knii'^e of the

guillotine. The day after the execution of Ulbacrh, he

began " Le dernier Jour d'un Condamn^. "

Every evening he read to his friends what he had

written during the day. The publisher Gosselin, on

the advice of Edmond Bertin, came to request the new
work. Having gained possession of the manuscript, he

read it, and counselled the poet, " in the interest of the

sale of the book, " to find the sheets containing the nar-

rative of the murder, which the author assumes to have

been lost. Victor Hugo replied that he had accepted

M. Gosselin as his publisher, not as his collaborator.

The work appeared at the beginning of February,

1829, a fortnight after " Les Orientales, " without the

author's name ; it formed a duodecimo volume, printed

on bad paper, and containing a fac-simile of the manu-

script of the song written in the slang of Paris. In the

fourth edition the preface, in the form of a dialogue,

entitled, " Une Com^die h. propos d'une tragddie, " was

published ; and in the fifth (Eenduel), the preface dated
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the 15th of March, 1832. In order that the book should

be a true transcript of life, and should contain every-

thing possible of interest to humanity, Victor Hugo did

not fear to incorporate into it many of the memories of

his childhood. Is not the thrilling accident on the

tower of Notre Dame also a personal recollection whose

anguish is retraced in the death of Habibrah and in

that of Cla'ide Frollo ? And do not the pages giving

the history of the old " friauche " ^ contain in germ the

idea that hf s had its ideal development in a poignant

episode of " Les Mis^rables "
?

The " Figaro " and the " Revue des Deux Mondes.
"

''It is not a romance, it is a canto of Dante's 'Inferno.'

The author puts into the mouth of his convict the justifica-

tion of his work: 'What I shall write in this way will not

be perhaps useless. Will there not he in this record of

agonizing thought, in this ever-thronging advance of sor-

rows, in this intellectual autops}^ of a man about to die, a

lesson for those who condemn him to that death? Perhaps

the reading of these pages may render the hand less quick to

act when it is about to fling at some otlier time a head that

thinks, a human head, into the scales of what is called

Justice.' The reader's interest in this convict condemned
to death is still further increased by the fact tliat he is a

general type, whose name and crime are both unknown; for

to names and crimes there is a repellent prejudice attached,

which only a strong mind can combat. But no! this convict

is a man of good birth, forced to sink into the rank of assas-

sins by one of those unheard of fatalities, which almost seem
like mistakes of Pi'ovidence. And in this poignant drama,

which begins at Bicetre and ends on the Greve, he is the

principal personage, always placed in front of the guillotine.

Yet what can be less uniform than su(;h a situation, in which

^ lu the thieves' dialect of Paris: " rogue," " prig," a man seutenced

to death who appeals to the Court of Cassation. — Tr.
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the soul is filled with hopes, terrors, spectres, and tortures?

It sheds a fearful light on the barbarism of our laws. At

last these words, iruplacable as the fall of the knife of the

guillotine: 'Four o'clock! ' terminates the book and the life

of a man." ^

*' 'Le dernier Jour d'un Condamne ' is a vast and magnifi-

cent dithyramb; it is the best developed, the loftiest, and

the sublimest of the odes of the poet. . . . Su^li is the

source of this admirable prose, a mixture of sy lies and

novel rhythms. Such is the source of this roi/ je which

foreigners despair of translating except they are capable of

clothing it in the highest lyrical poetry. A young Italian

has translated it into tercets in the rhythm of Dante." ^

1 Figaro, Feb. 27, 1829.

^ Revue des Deux Mondes, May, 1832.



HERNANI.

" TTEENANI " was begun on the 29th of August,

1 1 1829, and finished on the 25th of September,

being thus written in less than a month. " Marion
Delorme, " as we shall see further on, had been forbid-

den to be played. The Comddie Francais, therefore,

needed a new creation without any delay. " Hernani
"

was read on the 1st of October, was received with ac-

clamations, and the parts were immediately distributed.

Mile. Mars, Firmiu, Joanny, and Michelot had the four

principal ones.

The success of Alexandre Dumas' "Henri III." had

been a surprise. The classics, unprepared and taken

unawares, had not been able to resist. They swore that

such a calamity should not befall them a second time.

They reckoned on having as allies the ministerialists,

the ultras, who did not pardon Victor Hugo his " Ode a

la Colonne. " Its acceptance at the theatre was received

as a gage of battle. Seven Academicians addressed a

petition to the king, asking that the Com^die Fran^aise

be shut in the face of the " dramaturges. " Charles X.

answered with the lively remark, " As far as literature

is concerned, I have only my seat in the orchestra.

"

But the exasperation of Victor Hugo's antagonists in-

creased every day. Not being able to destroy the piece

as a whole, they attempted to ruin it in detail. " They

besieged the actors, " says Alphonse Eoyer, " offering
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them bribes if they would reveal their parts ; and the

scenes thus picked up were afterwards caricatured in

the cafds amid roars of laughter. One of the censors,

betraying his professional secrecy, abused the piece and
the author in public. The Vaudeville, in its " Kevue
de I'annee, " went so far as to parody the scene of the

portraits before the play was acted ; Ruy Gomez was
represented as a bear-leader. Unknown hands slipped

into the journals those double-edged mock eulogies

which, in the slang of the Press, are called " serpents.
"

A tragic author was detected hiding in the dark during

a rehearsal. When the piece was read at the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs, the secretary of the minister ex-

claimed, " It is stupid !

"

The Report of the Censors.

The censors did not return the manuscript. The
minister was keeping it back. At last he sent it to

Victor Hugo, " pointing out certain alterations that
were judged necessary. " The principal scenes were
weakened by these changes. The poet resisted. Strange
to say, it was the censors who then came to his assis-

tance. These gentlemen, however, were far from being
actuated by any feeling of sympathy ; they had simply
called to mind the line of Eacine, " My rival I embrace,
— to choke him in my arms. " The report, signed by
Baron Trouvd, Superintendent of Theatres, and by MM.
Brifaut, Chdron, Laya, and Sauro, would seem to have
been expressly concocted for the purpose of proving, by
its absurdity and folly, the worthlessness and perils of

the institution they represented. " This piece, " it said,
" seems to us a tissue of extravagances, to which the
author vainly tries to give a character of elevation, but
which are only trivial and often coarse. It abounds in

all kinds of improprieties. The king often uses the
VOL. XXX. — 8
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language of a brigand. The daughter of a grandee of

Spain is but a vulgar wanton, without dignity or mod-

esty. . . . Nevertheless, in spite of so many fatal

faults, we are of the opinion tiiat not only may its

performance be authorized, but that it is wise policy

to have it performed without the omission of a single

word. It is well that the public voice should have an

opportunity of judging the lengths to which the human
mind can go when freed from all restraint and all sense

of decency.

"

On certain points the government yielded, but it

insisted on the suppression of the name of Jesus every-

where, and of the verses in wliich the dignity of kings

was treated with too much freedom. All these machina-

tions were not without their influence on the actors.

Mile. Mars could not resign herself to call Firmin her
" lion superbe et gdndreux. " The threat of withdrawing

the part from her had the effect of making her consent

to the " lion" at the rehearsals, but with the determina-

tion in her own mind of changing it to " seigneur

"

before the public, which she did not fail to do.

There was another cause for anxiety. The claque was

disposed to turn traitor. The poet, to whom hired

applause was repugnant, wished also the same freedom

for the pit that he claimed for his art. The claque was
suppressed. Young men of the romantic school, authors,

and artists, offered to take its place. Each received for

pass a square of red paper stamped in one of the corners

with the Spanish word hicrro (" iron "). This device

befitted the Castilian haughtiness appropriate to the

character of Hernani. It meant that his admirers in

this contest should be frank, brave, and faithful as the

sword ; and they were.

The incidents of this epic struggle have often been

related. The victory was won by enthusiasm. It was
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a literary revolution, forerunner of a political revolution

(Feb. 25, 1830). The fourth act was irresistible; the

fifth was " a complete intoxication. " Towards the close

of the fourth act the publisher hurried the author out of

the theatre and into a tobacconist shop, and for the sum
of ten thousand francs, which he had with him, obtained

the right of publishing the drama. ^

Souvenirs of Theophile Gautier.

Gautier, who excited universal amazement the first

evening, being garbed in a scarlet satin doublet, hooked

behind, over pale green trousers with black velvet

stripes, has celebrated " this work of genius, with its

characters larger than nature, its gigantic passions, its

unrestrained lyrical movement, " in a style which vi-

brates with all the ardour of the combat :
—

*' It would be difficult to describe the effect produced on

the audience by these verses at once singular, virile, and

forceful,— verses in whose strange workmanship and modu-

lation there was a fusion of Corneille and of Shakespeare.

Two systems, two parties, two armies, two civilizations even,

may he said to have stood face to face, hating each other

with that cordial hatred which characterizes literarj^ feuds.

Certain verses were taken and retaken, as if they were

redoubts disputed by each arm_y with equal stubbornness.

One day the romantics carried off a tirade which the enemy

recaptured on the morrow, and from which he had to be dis-

lodged again. What fury! what cries! what uproar! what

hisses, what hooting! what storms of bravos! what thunders

of applause! The leaders of the two parties insulted one

another after the style of the heroes of Homer. In the

grand monologue of Don Carlos before the tomb of Charle-

magne, it seemed to us as if we were climbing by a ladder, of

^ Hernani ou I'Honneur castillan, drame. Mame et Delauny-Vallee.

1 vol. in-8, with the stamped signature Hierro.
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which each step was a verse, up to the summit of a cathedral

spire from which we saw the whole world, as in the wood
engraving of some gothic cosmography, with pointed belfries,

embattled towers, gabled roofs, palaces, " garden walls, zigzag

ramparts, bombards ready for action, whirling columns of

smoke, and, below all, an immense swarm of people. The
poet excels in these lofty intuitions, by which he can take

in at a glance the ideas, the configuration, the policy of an

age. • . .

" ' Hernani ' was for that generation what the ' Cid ' was

for the contemporaries of Corneille. It swept across the

soul of all who were young, valiant, poetical, lovers. Those

fine exaggerations, with their heroic Castilian colouring,

that superb Spanish empliasis, that language so lofty and

imperious, even in its familiarity, all those images so

strange, and dazzling from the very strangeness, threw us

into a sort of ecstasy, and intoxicated us with their heady

poetry. The charm still endures for those who were then

captivated. Certainly the author of ' Hernani ' has writ^n
works as beautiful, perhaps more finished and more dramatic,

but none of them can ever exercise the same fascination over

us. The movement that then was wrought was like that of

the Renaissance. The sap of a new existence gushed out

impetuously. Everything germinated, bourgeoned, and

burst into full flower at the same moment. Dizzying per-

fumes freed themselves from the flowers, the air made one

drunk, the world was mad with a lyric and artistic fever.

It seemed as if it had discovered the great lost secret; and

this was true,— it had discovered poetry."

The Feuilletons of Monday.

The feuilleton of the " Globe " was the most

favourable :
—

"M. Victor Hugo has just turned to account, I will

not say a form, but a new source of dramatic emotion,

and has given us a drama whose advent would have been

hardly possible until thirty 3'ears ago, and which during
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the last fifteen has been often attempted without success.

We mean the drama of imagination. Our three great

tragic poets acted strongly on the heart, the spirit, the

reason ; weakly, and only as a means, on the imagination.

In ' Hernani, ' on the contrary, the poet seizes the imag-

ination, smites it, and stirs it up to passionate emotion.

He acts on it directly, and makes it the mark at which
he aims. It would be wrong to say that the heart remains

cold, that tears do not flow, that a single one of our

faculties is trifled with in the new drama ; almost all

are fully satisfied, but all are subordinated to one alone, — the

imagination. It results from this, as it does in 'Figaro,' that

the manners, passions, thoughts, sentiments, and language

have only a relative truth and justness, due to their position

in the work. Separate the parts, and you will find them
false; this is, therefore, a convenient system for blind and
malevolent criticism to adopt. But regarded as a whole and
from the poet's point of view, everything is true, everything

is in due proportion. The imagination of the poet, like an
optical glass, enlarges the parts, while preserving the dis-

tances and keeping the proportions." ^

In " Le National, " Armand Carrel attacked " Hernani "

" with a mocking sarcasm of a rather trivial kind.
"

Says Sainte-Beuve :
" We cannot deny that in another

planet, in Saturn or in Jupiter, honour mi^ht be the

occasion of such things as happen in ' Hernani. ' But
little as we are acquainted with our own globe, we are

firmly convinced that they are impossible on any part

of it, except perhaps in Bedlam or Charenton, when the

patients were out of the sight of the keeper. " All France

was excited. There were duels. A young man was
killed for the sake of " Hernani " in Toulouse. At
Vannes a corporal left this testament :

" Here rests one

who believed in Victor Hugo. " Mile. Mars having leave

of absence, the drama was stopped after its forty-fifth

1 C. M.— The Globe, Monday, March 1, 1830.
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representation. It was revived at the Com^die Fran-

qaise in 1838, 1867, and 1877.

The Fiftieth.

On the 25th of February, 1880, the fiftieth anniver-

sary of the first representation was celebrated with

indescribable splendour and emotion. Sarah Bernhardt

declaimed the fine verses of Franc^ois Copp^e, " La
Bataille de Hernani :

" —
"Hernaui ! fifty year« have passed, but as of yore

The heart leaps at that sound, as 't were the cannon's roar ;

The brain reels as if drunk ; again we smell the powder

;

That stately thunder-roll swells loud and ever louder,

Until it thrills the soul its beauty once enslaved,

And eyes look up to see if that old flag still waved.

" But, ah ! in other days that drama's epic splendour.

Those verses clear and strong, which every thought could render

;

Those lofty, lyric notes which, like proud steeds set free,

Rushed joyously along, elate with liberty
;

That storm of homely words, which taste so long discarded.

Now like uncaged birds whose flight by naught's retarded
;

That grand, majestic sweep, that bold reveille-call.

Blinded, as when on eyes the burning sunbeams fall."

We have quoted from the speech of M. £mile Augier,

on proposing the toast " To the father " at the banquet

tendered to Victor Hugo by the Parisian press. The

effect produced by the representation has been depicted

in these terms :
—

•

''On every successive occasion on which we have seen

' Hernani, ' we have been more and more struck hy the

majestic and all-compelling harmony of the drama, the

fulness with which it is developed, its marvellously ordered

gradations of tone, the superbly arranged march of fate

to the inevitable catastrophe. The last act is the finest

production of the modern theatre. Where can anything

of equal sweetness and terror be found ? For its conception
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there would be needed the genius of a Michael Angelo

combined with the genius of a Raphael. Never before

were human griefs and human joys symbolized by char-

acters so lofty brought face to face in an action of such

poignant fatality. ' What perfect bliss is mine !
' murmurs

the young bride. ' An angel of the Lord stood on the

threshold to watch my coming," says the lover. We are

in heaven ; and then, in a moment, in the twinkling of

an eyelid, we are in presence of the terrific change, we are on

the dizzy verge of the infernal abyss. In a night sweeter

than that on which Lorenzo sighs at the feet of Jessica,

there suddenly starts to life an agony more woful than

that of King Lear. No tragic ending of Shakesi)eare rises

higher than this supremely awful catastrophe, this whirl-

wind of suffering and death voluntarily unchained with

sublime and inevitable austerity amid the fairy-like

enchantments of a terrestrial paradise. The final scene

in ' Romeo and Juliet ' is far from having this terrible

concentration. Two monologues form its entire substance.

The hero dies before the heroine awakes. There is no struggle

possible, no complete sacrifice, no passionate communion
in their martyrdom. On the lofty height of ' Hernani

'

we have the combat, the despairing embraces, the hopeless

clinging of heart to heart and lip to lip, the frantic parox-

ysms of life and love rushing upoia death. There the poet

has taken hold of all human destiny, all the noble aspira-

tions, the sacred hopes it spreads before our eyes, as well

as all its incurable disappointments. Love falls vanquished

at the feet of the masked executioner ; but by a supreme
effort it recovers, rises to its full height, defies the genius

of evil, and, feeling within itself the wherewithal to

make eternity fruitful, returns triumphantly into the

bosom of the mysterious mother. For envy, for sterile

hate, damnation yawns and endless punishment begins."^

1 Reveil social, March 1, 1880.



NOTKE DAME DE PAEIS. — LA ESMEKALDA.

IN a study written by Victor Hugo in 1823, are found

these lines :
" After the picturesque but prosaic

romance of Sir Walter Scott, another kind of romance

will have to be created, in our opinion far more beauti-

ful and far more complete ; it will be the romance which

is at once epic and dramatic, picturesque l)ut poetic, real

but ideal, true but grand, in which Walter Scott will be

as it were inlaid on Homer. "

Seven years later " Notre Dame de Paris " exactly ful-

filled this programme, perfectly realized this ideal.

The first line was written on the 25th of July, 1830.

The Eevolution broke out. A memorandum book full of

notes could not be found. The publisher lost patience;

thereupon Victor Hugo bought a bottle of ink and a

thick gown of worsted knitting, locked up his clothes,

and set to work in his study, as if it were a prison.

Once only, on the 20th of December, he left the house

to be present at the trial of the ministers of Charles X.

On the 15th of February the work was finished ; the

bottle of ink also. This gave him the idea of calling

the book " The Contents of a Bottle of Ink ;
" but he

made a present of the title to Alphonse Karr, who was
pleased with it, and used it afterwards. No sooner did

the publisher Gosselin receive the manuscript than he

read it to his wife ; she thought it " frightfully tire-

some. " When Pierre Leroux heard the chapter entitled
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" Les Cloches, " he pronounced " that kind of literature

very useless.
"

" Notre Dame de Paris " (2 vols. in-8° with border

and two vignettes after Tony Johannot) appeared on the

13th of February, 1831, the day on which the arch-

bishop's palace was pillaged. Nearly the entire Parisian

press was hostile. M. Alfred de Musset in the " Temps,

"

according to the author of Victor Hugo's Life related by
a witness, remarked without much appearance of sorrow,

that the book was unfortunate in being published on a

day of riot, and that it had been drowned along with the

library of the archbishop. We give an extract from an

unsigned article in the " Temps " of June 30, 1831

:

The Article of the " Temps."

"M.. Victor Hugo, by his experiments and his successes,

by 'Cromwell' and 'Hernani, ' is no stranger to the defini-

tive enthronement of the di'ama that has taken place in

France. He is the Camille Desmoulins of our new litera-

ture; he has forced it to assume his cockade. But has he had

the same good fortune in romance? Has he, in the domain

of romance, seized on Nature, and held her as if she was

some criminal trying to escape from his clutch? The
colossus of Notre Dame, with its two heads crowned with

a diadem of sculptures, its two brows rising above all sur-

rounding edifices, rears itself in lordly majesty over the

Cite. Tlie voice of the bells on days of fete, the religious

concert of all these bronzes set ringing at the same time and

their cadences set in motion by the sonorous chimes of tlie

cathedral, free themselves from the romance to enter into the

head. Nothing is so potent as this harmony: we hear it.

Nothing is so fine as this circular bird's-eye view of Paris:

we see it. The bas-relief the sculptured stone, greenish

or blackened, proud in its completeness or dismantled, in

columns, in churches, in spires, in turrets, rises aloft in our

conception, when, with his enchanted pen, Victor Hugo
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summons before him the dead civilization of the past. The
miracle of Thebes is explained. On this point the illusion

is complete. We are justified in divining that this element

in his romance, the one for which he has the fondest affec-

tion, is the object of his most absorbing predilection, for

there he exhibits all his power. But the society which

swarms under these roofs, the life of the day, the intel-

lectual being, in a word, have no counterpart in reality, no

type in life; the society he depicts is a mere phantasm.

The Article in " Z'Ave7iir.
"

M. de Montalembert, with some strong reservations,

was more favourable to him in "L'Avenir, " April 11,

1831. But the inspirer of this sheet was Lamenuais,

who, if he had been a commonplace person, might have

fancied that some sides of his own character had been

used in the creation of Claude Frollo, " that man of vigo-

rous ascendency of character. " I feel always haunted

by memories of Alphonse Eabbe and Lamennais when-
ever I open " Notre Dame, " without being able to account

for the circumstance. The article is as follows :
—

''In the first place it is evident that there are in this work
two parts essentially distinct, — architecture and romance;

the work of art and the work of imagination or of sentiment.

Let us begin with the work of art, and at the same time
solemnly thank M. Victor Hugo for the brilliant light he
has shed on beauties long neglected and long misunderstood,
— beauties which his work must contribute to rehabilitate

and popularize more than anj'thing else could do. All

Frenchmen, interested as Frenchmen in seeing that France

be not despoiled of her finest monuments, owe to the author

of this energetic defence of the masterpieces of our fathers

the testimony of tlieir gratitude. He who has so cour-

ageously stigmatized the dark deeds of devastation by the

'Black Band,' brands to-day with all his poetic vigour

the atrocious taste that is effacing, mutilating, destroying,
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and rebuilding over the whole extent of France. M. Victor

Hugo has giv'en the signal of the revolution which must
infallibly be wrought in architecture. . . .

" It is our duty to call attention to the predominant error

in 'Notre Dame,' the propensity to sacrilice the spiritual

point of view to the material point of view. We owe to it

undoubtedly, pictures of the richest and most ornate kind,

descri^jtious of an energy and truth that are often frightful

and always jjrofound; but within the most brilliant efforts

of the poet a void is left unfilled. Too many of his charac-

ters, too many of his heroines especially, are affected by this

contagion. There is no trace of a divine hand, no thought

of the future, no immortal spark anywhere, except in the

case of Chantefleurie, who forms an admirable exception.

Fleur-de-Lj's and even the seductive Esmeralda are rendered

unpleasing by the too pronounced materialism of their char-

acter. The gipsy is graceful, irresistible, intoxicating; but

the intoxication is always that of the senses, the triumph of

a purely earthly form. The creation is not perfected, the

inspiration does not come from on high. Was it not

unfortunate enough for the unhappy girl to be everywhere

homeless on the earth? Was it necessary to shut Heaven
on her also, and hurry her before us, abandoned, without

faith, without hope, and, if we may say so, without a soul?

Another defect, which seems to us equally fatal to the talent

of M. Victor Hugo, is the excessive use he makes of the

agencies of agony and terror. Strange to say, the only

sorrow which he has never felt himself, that of a mother
weeping for the loss of her only child, is the only one which
he has truly understood and faithfully rendered! It might
be said that a mother's heart beat in the breast of this

young man in view of the extraordinary revelations, the

heart-rending secrets he has laid bare in the story of the

agonies of Chantefleurie! . . .

The marvellous style created by M. Victor Hugo, which
no one after him has been able successfully to imitate, must
at once excite the astonishment of the reader, — this vehe-

ment style, whose ardour is irresistible and overflows all
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bounds in unrestrained luxuriance; a style that makes us

understand and feel the close tie which exists between all

the arts, the identity of the beautiful under all its manifesta-

tions. This kind of beauty, which we would willingly

name the picturesque of poetry, is admirablj^ unfolded in

the scene of the public reparation, in the assault on Notre

Dame, and above all in that bird's-eye panorama of Paris

ending with a literary feat of almost incredible dexterity in

the analysis of the sublime concert of the chimes, which has

all the expression and harmony of the concert itself.

If from things we pass to men, from Nature and exterior

art to the secrets of the heart, we again find this inimitable

style, sporting with every difficulty, mercilessly conquering

every emotion of the soul, in two chapters wliicli will remain

two masterpieces of the modern literature, — ' Lasciate ogni

speranza, ' and 'Fievre.' We must not forget in oiir eulo-

gies the just and scorching satire on the ancient magistracy

which was always the odious instrument of civil and reli-

gious despotism; nor Jehan Frollo, a bold and even attractive

type of the scamp; nor Gringoire, whose careless indiffer-

ence to the world and fate is so skilfully painted and so

amusingly contrasted with the happy resignation with which

he consoles himself for his amorous and dramatic misad-

ventures by his passion for architecture. But we must

acknowledge that of all the characters of the romance the one

that has most completely satisfied us is Quasimodo; it is also,

if we do not mistake, the one that best satisfies the author,

and the author is right. It is the most truly original and

most truly poetic creation of his work. Yes, it was a pro-

foundly Christian thought which embodied this poor abortion,

the object of so much hatred and contempt, but in whom
God has implanted more virtue, courage, and faith than in

all the fine creatures who surround him and trample him
under their feet. How we suffer with that poor heart, which,

after bending so long under the weight of universal disdain,

expands for the first time, and on a sudden squanders its

immense treasure of love and devotion! And all without

the slightest hope of return! A drop of water is all he has
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ever received; a passing thought is all he ever dare expect;

the indifference and death of her he loves are all that he ever

obtains. A faithful image of so many affections stifled in

their cradle, of so man^^ hearts broken in their adolescence!

The melancholy justification of a recent and delightful obser-

vation :
* The hearts that love are oftenest the hearts that

have been little or badly loved.'"

Sainte-Beuve, in a maimer imitating Montalembert,

eulogizes the form with the object of attacking the sub-

stance. He praises Victor Hugo for having invented
" a kind of romance peculiar to himself, — somewhat

fantastic, always angular and imperious, vertical so to

say, picturesque in all its outlines, and at once worldly-

wise, mocking, and disillusioned.
"

He acknowledges that " the general impression left on

us is that of art, architecture, and a cathedral illumi-

nated with matchless enthusiasm and vigour. " But he
complains of too often meeting with " a disconcerting

irony. " He concludes as follows :
" When this irony is

lost in the exalted ardour of the sentiments, fatality

takes its place,— fatality furious, implacable, visionary,

and pitiless. Now, I insist on a little pity. I implore

it, and would have it somewhere around me, — if not in

man, at least in heaven. This holy cathedral lacks a

celestial light; it receives as it were its illumination

from the caverns of hell beneath it. When we have
climbed from effort to effort, from agony to agony up to

the dismal extremities of the most poetic destinies, the

want of hope overwhelms us just as we reach the

summit.

"

Some Remarks of Goethe.

Goethe, in the " Conversations with Eckermann,

"

goes still farther than Sainte-Beuve :
" Victor Hugo has

great talent, but he is imbued with the fatal romantic
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tendencies of his age. As a consequence, we find him
compelled to paint, side by side with the beautiful all

that is most hideous and insupportable. I have been

lately reading his ' Notre Dame de Paris, ' and have

required no small patience to bear up against the

tortures its perusal occasioned me. It is the most
detestable book that ever was written. You are not

even rewarded for the torments to which you are con-

demned by the pleasure you experience in coming on a

true picture of human nature and human character.

The work, is, on the contrary, utterly devoid of nature

and truth. His characters are not living beings, but
wretched puppets, who execute all sorts of gambols and
contortions as his capricious fancy dictates. To pro-

duce certain effects he has in view, he puts them through

a number of altogether silly motions. What kind of an

epoch is this of ours, which not only renders such a

book possible, but finds it quite endurable and even

amusing ?

"

J. N. Charles, the translator of the " Conversations,

"

thus explains this summary execution :
" French readers

might find this judgment of Goethe very singular if

they did not know that the head of a school in Ger-

many would be naturally disinclined to feel very kindly

towards the most brilliant productions of a rival school,

although that school belonged to a foreign country.

Goethe escapes generally from the difficulty by decrying

in public what he esteems in private. But this lament-

able weakness is of no importance where Victor Hugo
is concerned ; it is sufficiently accounted for by liter-

ary jealousy ; and regarded in this light, it consecrates

the renown of our illustrious countryman.
"
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The Letter of Eugene Sue.

Eugene Sue wrote this noble letter to Victor Hugo

;

it is a full answer to the malevolent criticisms of the

poet's adversaries:-

—

"I liave procured 'Notre Dame,' and I have been among
the first to do so, I assure you. If the feeble admiration

of a barbarian like myself could be expressed and inter-

preted in a manner worthy of the book that inspired it, I

should tell you, monsieur, that you are a most extravagant

person, and your critics are like those poor people on the

fifth story, who, while gazing on the prodigalities of

some great lord on the first, would say to one another in

their rage, *I could live my whole life on the money

he squanders in a single day !
' And indeed the only thing

they have been able to reproach yowv book with is that

there is too much of it. Is not this an amusing style of

criticism, considering the age in which we live ? But

men of superior genius have in all times excited a base

and narrow jealousy, and have been the objects of many

a nasty and lying criticism. Wliat would you have,

monsieur ? Glory must be paid for.

"I would also say, monsieur, that leaving aside all

the wealth of thought and of dramatic power, there is one

thing that has struck me very much. It is that, taking

Quasimodo as the representative of beauty of soul and

self-sacrifice, FroUo as the representative of erudition,

science, and intellectual power, and Chateaupers as the

representative of physical beauty, you should have had

the admirable idea of placing these three types of our nature

face to face with an artless girl, almost a savage in the

midst of civilization, in order that she may make her

choice among them, and that the choice she does make

is so profoundly womanly.

"Accept the assurance of my devotion and sincere

admiration."
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The book was extraordinarily successful. The edi-

tions were multiplied. The eighth edition (Eenduel,

1832, 3 vols. in-8°) had a new preface, dated the 20th of

October, 1832, and the " three newly discovered chap-

ters, —• Impopularite, Abbas beati Martini, Ceci tuera

cela. " In 1836, Eenduel published " the keepsake

edition, " with a frontispiece and eleven drawings on

India paper. In 1844, the Perrotin edition appeared,

illustrated by L. Boulanger, Tony Johannot, Lemud,

!E. de Beaumont, Raffet, Daubigny, Meissonier, etc.

The designs of these artists are found along with those

of Chifflart, Brion, and Victor Hugo himself, in the

recent popular edition.

Many musicians, among others Meyerbeer, requested

Victor Hugo to write an opera founded on his romance.

He only yielded to please Mile. Bertin, the daughter of

the editor-in-chief of the " Journal des Ddbats. " While
" Esmeralda " was being rehearsed, the poet was travel-

ling in Bretagne. " On his return he was struck with

the shabby manner in which the opera was staged.
"

The first representation took place at the Acaddmie royale

de Musique, on the 14th of November, 1836. " The
journals were extremely hostile to the music. The
spirit of party showed itself on the occasion, and took

vengeance on a woman for the journal of her father.

"

A drama was based on the romance in 1832 by Dubois,
" theatrical artist of Versailles. " The piece of Paul

Toucher, in five acts and fifteen tableaux, was played

in 1850. It was revived in 1879 under the conduct of

M. Meurice, and had a grand success. The hundredth

representation was celebrated by Theodore de Banville

:

" For full a hundred nights thou hast applauded

Our drama's course of terrors and of woes.

Moved like a woman by that tale, O people,

In which for thee his pity Hugo shows.
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" Of its compassionate love thou hast not wearied,

For 't is a glass where thou thyself dost see.

O people ! Hugo is thyself, the thinker

Whose voice contains the voice immense of thee

!

*'
' T is he who teaches and ' t is he consoles thee,

Unwearied still, though time has blanched his hair.

He bleeds, O people, when a tyrant wounds thee.

And when thy bread is bitter, cries, ' I share I

'

"

VOL. XXX. —

9



MARION DELORME.

" 1\ /TARION DELOEME" was begun as soon as

IVX Victor Hugo abandoned the hope of having
" Cromwell " acted. The first verse was written on the

1st of June, 1829 ; on the 24th the piece was completed.

The fourth act had been written between sunrise and

sunrise. The title at first was " Un duel sous Eiche-

lieu. " He read it in presence of a select assembly, in

which were Balzac, Delacroix, Musset, Dumas, Vigny,

Sainte-Beuve, M^rimde, the Deschamps, the Deverias,

and Bertin. The next day, the managers of the theatres

flocked around him. M. Taylor naturally obtained the

play. The reading of it at the Comddie Erangaise was

as great a success as it had been at the poet's home; but

the report of the censors decided in favour of its prohi-

bition. Victor Hugo pleaded his cause before M. de

Martignac, before M. de Labourdonnaye, who succeeded

M. de Martignac, and finally before the king himself.

M. de Martignac reminded him that " Le Mariage de

Figaro " had been fatal to the monarchy. Charles X.

,

in the interview which forms the subject of the fine

poem in " Eayons et Ombres " entitled " Le 7 Aout,

1829," objected that there was " one terrible act " in the

drama, and dismissed the " dramaturge, " adding, " Don't

be afraid; I recognize only two poets, you and Desau-

giers. " M. de Labourdonnaye offered him a pecuniary

indemnity, which was at once refused. The poet

Fontaney wrote a sonnet on the subject, from which

we extract this quatrain :
—
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" When tliy triumphal chariot passed along,

Did they believe that thou would'st turn aside

To pick the glittering gold they scattered wide

Across thy path as guerdon of thy song I
"

The " Globe " (August 17 and 19, 1829) published

two eloquent and indignant articles under this signifi-

cant title :
—

First Literary Coup-d'JiJtat.

" M. Victor Hugo has had the honour of receiving the

first assault in this war to the knife which is again begin-

ning against ideas. The theatre is suspended in France.

Minds that had recovered their tranquillity and were stand-

ing apart from the commotions of party, were beginning

to question, to follow their own peculiar tastes, their own
natural vocations. Art, long a stranger to the face of

our beautiful country, or a fugitive in a few salons, where

it languislied for want of air and sunlight, was again

returning to us, more active, more bountiful and fruitful,

than ever before ; . the theatre was throwing open its doors

and giving glimpses of a vacant throne within. . . . Now
the theatre and literature itself are at stake ; there are

other tragedies besides that of Victor Hugo awaiting the

judgment of our censors. We too shall have a part to

play, and we accept it in advance. The struggle calls

for the exertion of all our strength ; this struggle will be

a rough one, but we do not expect it to continue long. . . .

'' A young poet, wounded in his dearest interests, in his

liopes of glory, requests an audience of his king. The king
receives him with the most encouraging graciousness. After

the king comes the minister, gracious also and almost caress-

ing, but with a plain and absolute refusal. There must be

no kings on the stage if they are not admirable in every

respect ! And never must the name of ' Bourbon ' be

mentioned, even to praise it ! The Ministry spares no

efforts to rally the poet to its side. But it is useless to

dangle before his eyes the prizes of political ambition.
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Quick ! let us treble the modest pension M. Hugo has

received from the literary fund, and force him to accept

this favour by imposing it on him almost in the name of the

royal benefactor. But this time the adroitness of the

minister fails
;

gratitude towards the king continues, but

the minister is met by a refusal. As to the journals that

quibble about the pension of M. Hugo, and reproach him
for having accepted it, the answer is easy. On a certain

day and at a certain hour a favour may be an honour ; change

the day and the hour and it becomes an insult."

Dumas, Goethe, Janin, Saint-Victor.

After the fall of Charles X. , the Com^die Fran^aise

asked again for " Marion Delorme. " The poet " felt

that in presence of this intoxicating Eevolution of July

his voice might mingle with those that applauded the

people, not with those that cursed the king. " He
waited, refusing for the time an assured success. In

ISr.l, Charles X. was almost forgotten. Louis Philippe

was then the object of attack. There was now nothing

to prevent the representation of the drama. The author

had become distrustful of official art and artists, and

he abandoned the Com^die Francaise, in spite of the

entreaties of Mile. Mars. He made a contract with the

manager of the Porte Saint Martin, who rewarded his

confidence by selling the theatre the day of the first

rejjresentation (11th of August, 1831). Bocage and

Madame Dorval played Didier and Marion. As in the

case of " Hernani, " there was a battle in the theatre and

a brilliant victory. But Bocage was sick, the romantics

were divided, and there was a riot in the street. The
drama was revived at the Com^die Fran(^aise in Febru-

ary, 1873. The first edition was published by Eugfene

Eenduel (1831, 1 vol. in-8°, with the stamped signature
** Hierro, " half-title verso). The edition ne varietur
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gives an entire unpublished scene between Laffemas and
Saverny. We have these four verses from the lips of

the master ; they were omitted in the song of Le
Gracieux, and were never published.

" Judges are the marbles, quarried

To construct each prison pen

;

Gibbets are the trees whose fruitage

Is the limbs of strangled men."

In " Marion Delorme, " as in all his works, a part of

Victor Hugo's own life has entered into the drama.

The duel of Uidier recalls the duel which he fought at

Versailles, at a period of his life when his moral person-

ality was of such a character as would serve to give him
the starting-point for the conception of his hero. The

idea of the third act occurred to him during a walk on

the Montparnasse boulevard, just at the moment when
some mountebanks were exhibiting opposite the cemetery.

It has been several times told that in the original play,

Didier died without forgiving Marion, and that the

change was made on the advice of M^rimde or Dumas,
supported by the actors. The truth is that the author,

while writing the drama, had hesitated between the

two solutions, and had successively tried both. Then

he gave the preference to the implacable attitude of

Didier; but after repeated entreaties from Madame
Dorval during the rehearsals, he consented that his

hero should be merciful.

In the " Eevue des Deux Mondes " of the 1st of

September, 1831, we find the following: "It has been

said that Didier was an imitation of ' Antony. ' M.

Dumas begs us to state that ' Marion Delorme ' was

written a year before he himself thought of ' Antony ;

'

that he had heard ' Marion Delorme ' read before he

wrote a line of ' Antony '
; and that, consequently, if
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there is plagiarism, it must be by him and not by

M. Victor Hugo.

"

Goethe criticised " Marion Delorme " with as little

impartiality as he had shown to " Notre Dame.

"

According to him, the entire subject only offered mate-

rial for a single act of any value. Jules Janin, who had

drawn a lively comparison between Marion and the

amorous courtesan of La Fontaine, adds :
" M. Victor

Hugo has achieved the honour of writing the rarest and

the most affecting of all the dramas of this century,

'Marion Delorme.'" Paul de Saint-Victor ratifies this

decision :
" It is the first in date of the dramas of the

author, and it is also the youngest. If it has not the

masterly firmness, the unerring and sovereign power of

execution, that were soon to mark all his works, it has

the charm of youth, its ardent and tender enthusiasm,

a grave candour, a profound faith, the very tiower of

genius. We breathe in it the freshness of the sacred

springtime that then reigned. A lyric perfume exhales

from it, and tears flow as from living fountains.
"

A Page of Augaste Vacquerie.

Nothing has been written on " Marion Delorme
"

more decided in expression than the following criticism.

It is truly worthy of the work on which it comments.

''When Marion meets Didier and makes liim the object

of her passion, it is a lover, not a husband, that she is in

search of. But Didier does not know her. He sees that

she has the face of an angel, and imagines that she has the

soul of one also.

' There, in her girlish beauty, stainless yet,

She Avatches like some heavenly visitant, —
A virtuous maid, and gentle as she 's chaste.

The passer-by who tenders her his hand
Should do so kneelint'.'
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"Marion does not understand this language very well, it

is so different from that which she has been accustomed to

hear. She tries to find out what all this * theology ' means,

and comes to the conclusion that Didier is a very singular

person; but this very singularity attracts her. When she

does understand, an immense revolution takes place in her

heart. By the glare of the revelation that breaks out from

the words of Didier, she sees her past in all its truth, and is

ashamed. She repents; she will climb to the height from

which she has fallen. When she compares herself to the

passion that has taken hold of her, she feels at once degraded

and glorified. What! love may be a religion, and she may
be loved! She is seized with the ambition to be as Didier

sees her. A profound thought this : the believer makes the

God! The transformation begins. The idea which Didier

makes to himself of Marion is becoming Marion in fact.

The vision gradually takes the place of reality. Adam once

again draws Eve from his side."

An Extract from " La Renaissance " {Feh. 15, 1873).

**The revival of the drama in 1873 gave rise to these con-

siderations : A simple and potent logic, that of nature itself,

presides over all the developments of the action. A fallen

woman has somewhere or other a heart. She covets the for-

bidden fruit, — true love. Whom is she to love? None
other than a man handsome enough to win her thoughts

from other distractions, strong enough to inspire her with

respect and fear, enough of a rustic to fly the insipid

intrigues of the time, and retaining so much simplicity that

he perseveres in believing her virtuous. Marion must love

Didier. He is a pure-minded man. The ideal of his heart

is a virgin. But virgins pass by with downcast eyes, and
his are fixed on the heavens. Moreover, limpid innocence

could never melt the ice in which he is mailed; only a more
ardent flame can do this. Not being a seducer, he will be

seduced. Didier must love Marion, What will be the con-

sequence of such loves as these? She will conceal her past,
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whicli is always reappearing. The stain of mud on the brow
of the courtesan is indelible, like the stain of blood on the

key in the fairy tale. One day the lover will know all.

The de7iouement is fatal and complete. It is agonizing and

it is consoling. In the heart of the dying man two forces

form a union which seems hardly reconcilable with divinity

itself, — infinite justice and infinite mercy. There is there

a transfiguration of the human soul on the threshold of the

tomb."



LES FEUILLES D'AUTOMNE.

BESIDES " Marion Delorme, " Victor Hugo published

in 1831, " Les Feuilles d' Automne " (Kenduel, 1

vol. in-8°, with vignette on wood after Tony Johannot).
" If I told certain persons, " said Thdophile Gautier,

" that the poet who most resembles Virgil is Victor

Hugo, I would pass for a fool or a madman ; and yet

nothing could be truer. All men of genius are brothers,

and form, through space and through the ages, one radi-

ant and sacred family.
"

A Page from Sainte-Beuve.

*'In <Les Feuilles d'Automne,' the matter of the poet is

novel rather than his manner. His excursions and travels

in fairy-land and in the physical world once finished, it

remained for M. Victor Hugo to resume possession of his

own interior, invisible world, which had been silentlv form-
ing within him all this time, and to introduce us to that
vast, deep, and palpitating universe, making it the appen-
dage of the two others, or rather reflecting, absorbing, and
fusing them in the infinitude of his own emotions. Now, it

is precisely this worlv of fruitful maturity that he has given
us to-day. To the simple trustfulness of early youth, to the
ardent belief, the virginal piety of a stoical and Christian

soul, to the mystic idolatry of one solitary being hidden from
his gaze, to the tears that flowed on slight occasion, to the

words as firmly outlined as the profile of some vigorous

adolescent, have succeeded a feeling, bitterly true, of the
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nothingness of things, — an ineffable farewell to fleeting

youth, to the bewitching joys that never more return.

Fatherhood has taken the place of love; there are new joys;

the gay, sportive graces of children delight the eyes, but

they also furrow the brow and give sad thoughts to the soul

of the parent. Tears, if it is still possible to weep,— tears

are in the voice rather than on the edges of the eyelashes;

and henceforward there is a cry from the depths instead of a

sigh from the heart. There is room for prayer no longer;

one hardly dares to pray when belief has become a confused

sentiment. The brain becomes dizzy that meditates on

these things, and abysses yawn for those who abandon

themselves to despair; the horizon grows more gloomy in

proportion to the height attained. There is a sort of feeble-

ness even in resignation, which seems to give the victory to

fatality. Already we hear the hasty, hurried words which

would naturally fall from the lijjs of some hopeless old man
telling his story; and yet in all the tones, in all the rhythms,

we are conscious of a thousand variations, a thousand terse

and vigorous touches, a thousand flowers with which the

fingers toy as of old; but the gravity of the fundamental

plaint never alters.

"These 'Autumn leaves' must have a special attraction

for the brother poets of the author; they are essentially

necessary as an interpretation of his other productions, and

are also in perfect harmony with this century of disorderly

renovation. This sadness of earth and heaven, this limita-

tion of the piety of the poet to his famil}^ is an attraction, —
a truth the more in our days of desolation in the midst of a

disorganized society, which has to fall baclv for a time on

the elementary state of the family, in lieu of country and of

God. The restlessness, the uncertainty, and the vague

reveries which the poet has embodied as characteristic of

the time are the source of our insensate agitations; and the

book, with the many contrasts it contains, is a truthful

mirror. It is the hymn of a soul in all its plenitude,

making for itself a sort of happiness in a perturbed and

dismal epoch, and .iinging its happiness."



LE ROI S'AMUSE.

WHEN quite a child, Victor Hugo heard his father

relate an incident he had witnessed during the

war of Vendue, near Chateaubriant :
" A soldier, recov-

ering from a wound he had received in the army of the

Khine, was returning home to regain his health. He
had been strongly advised not to go in advance of the

escort that guarded the diligence; but as soon as he
saw his native village, he could not restrain himself,

and ventured to start out alone. A peasant who was
working in a field took a gun hidden in a hedge, aimed,

shot him through the head, and then set about rifling

his victim. The report was heard ; the escort ran up.

Meanwhile the peasant had fled, taking with him the

kna})sack and a portfolio containing the route. As
neither himself nor his wife could read, they asked a

neighbour to tell them what was in the paper, and
learned the murdered man was their son. The mother
killed herself with a knife, and the father delivered

himself up to justice.

"

To his recollection of this sinister event we may
attribute the origin of a dramatic conception that has

entered into several of the works of Victor Hugo, grad-

ually increasing in power and splendour. Thus, the

Countess of Ahlefeld kills her son Frederic ; La Sachette,

her daughter Esmeralda ; Lucretia Boi-gia, Gennaro. But
never has this idea of crime returning to smite the

criminal in his dearest, his only affection, been revealed

with such penetrating terror as in " Le Roi s 'amuse,
"
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Blanche and Triboulet are the incarnation of tragic

grandeur. '

The original manuscript bears this inscription :
" Be-

gun on the 3d of June, 1832 ; finished on the 23d of

June. The last scene of the first act was completed in

the midst of the fusilade of the insurrection on the 5th

and 6th of June. " Baron Taylor obtained the drama
for the Theatre FranQais. The first representation (12th

of November, 1832), was a more furious battle than

even that of " Hernani. " The piece was suspended the

next morning. On that day Victor Hugo's only visitor

was Thdophile Gautier. In the evening the ministers

held a council, at which the play was prohibited. The
pretext was, the immorality of the work ! The author

appealed to the public in a preface breathing the proud-

est and most justifiable indignation, (Renduel. First

edition; 1 vol. in-8°, with vignette after Tony Johan-
not. ) At the same time he brought a suit before

the Tribunal of Commerce. It was on this occasion he
uttered the celebrated discourse which. drew from M. de

Montaleml^ert the words :
" You are quite as much of

an orator as you are of a writer. If the doors of the

theatre are closed against you, you have still the

tribune.
"

The Letter of Joseph Bonaparte.

London, January 3, 1833.

Monsieur,— I have received two copies of '^Le Eoi
s'amuse." We read it on the last day of the past year.

Yesterday, after dinner, we had a new reading of it. Our
party was not composed of more than eighteen persons; but
I can assure you that your success was perfect,— so much
so that I took advantage of tlie opportunity to boast of

your frieudsliip for me. To-day I think I ought to confess

that I have done so, at the same time hoping that you may
excuse this little vanity of mine.
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But, tliis apart, you must allow me to congratulate you.

This work has interested me more than any I have read for

a long time. None of the characters, it is true, arouses that

lively and perfect admiration by which the heroes of the clas-

sical school inthral us; but what a vein of native gold

runs through that leaden body of Triboulet! What truth,

nature, and inventive force there are in the malediction of

the father, Saint-Vallier! It is the voice of the living god

pursuing vileness in high places! Here I must pause, I

have neither the time nor the talent nor the wish to sit in

judgment on your drama. I say to j^ou what Moliere's old

serving-woman said to her master: "That's amusing, read

on! " Your preface is what might be expected from a man
of heart and a true citizen. You have won the esteem of all

who feel keenly and patrioticall3^ I regret that 3'our father,

my friend Hugo, cannot be a witness of your efforts, and of

the successes that have followed so many reverses. . . .

Your words concerning Napoleon in your reply before the

tribunal have convinced me of the necessity of stating now
what I hope one day to be able to prove; namely, that his

despotism was only a dictatorship which had its origin in

war, and with war would have ceased. Pitt alone desired

the continuance of the war.

Accept the expression of my profound esteem and lively

sympathy for the son of my friend, General Hugo.

Joseph.

The press was singularly liostile. Gustave Planche,

in the " Pievue des Deux Mondes, " December 1, 1832,

reproached the poet with his lyrical extravagance, but

at least did him justice:—
"For the last ten years jNI. Hugo has been as bold an

innovator in language as in ideas and literary systems. He
has stamped his rhymes with a rich splendour unknown since

Konsard, his rhythms and cesuras with cadences lost since

Regnier and Moliere, and laboriously revived by Andre

Chenier. He has restored to the movement the internal
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mechanism of French phraseology, those ample and buoyant

phrases which the eighteenth century disdained, and which
were every day vanishing under the little sparkling witti-

cisms, the little touches, the little railleries of the salons of

Madame Geoffrin. What marvels has he not achieved by
the picturesque magnificence of the images, the happy alli-

ance and artistic intermingling of familiar sentiments with

sublime visions! No man amongst us has been more consis-

tent and progressive. The path he opened he has followed

courageously under the cross-fire of mockery and disdain.

Each one of his works gives evidence of a perceptible advance

in the dexterity with which he uses his literary machinery;

but they are all, nevertheless, impressed Avith a common
character. They proceed from solitary and reflective medi-

tation listening to the confused voices of reverie and imagi-

nation within itself, rather than from the logical necessity of

systematizing under the epic and dramatic form the devel-

opments of a passion studied in social life, or of an anec-

dote complicated by v.aried incidents. In the romance, the

drama, and the ode he is always the same. He needs those

violent contrasts that lend to the strategic development of

his rhymes, his similitudes, his images and symbols, such

magnificent opportunities and such perilous triumphs. In

his manipulation of the language, M. Hugo has no rival;

he does what he likes with our idiom. He forges it and ren-

ders it solid, harsh, and rude like iron; he tempers it like

steel, melts it like bronze, and chisels it as if it were silver

or marble. The blades of Toledo, the medals of Florence

are not more polished and more delicate than the stately,

melodious forms of which he has the mastery."

A Page of Madame de Girardin. ^

''This study of the human soul in its most hideous

monstrosities, this discovery of beauty in ugliness, this

search for the divine pearl in all the human dung-heaps,

is a generous and sublime labour. It is a victorious refu-

1 Lettres Parisieunes.
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tation of that philospher who, being asked if he believed

in the immortality of the soul, replied, ' That is as may-

be !
' When he saw that this careless and impious reply

created astonishment, he continued :
' I acknowledge frankly

that I do not believe in the immortality of all souls. There

are many persons in the world who have no need of being

immortal, and who would not care for it. Take the dandies

for example ! Do you think that a man who all his life

has spoken like this [and he imitated the accent of the

person in question], — do you think a fellow of that sort

concerns himself much about his immortality ? ' ' Yes,

yes, undoubtedly !
' returned Victor Hugo ;

' and he is

perhaps more concerned about it than you are.'

''Loud bursts of laughter have often hidden tragic

sorrows. A Paillasse, who supports four children by his

contortions on the boards of a boulevard theatre, is nobler

than you, monsieur, who perhaps gaze on him from your
box between a friend you have ruined and an unhappy
girl you have destroyed. The soul of Marion Delorme,

of Quasimodo, is of the same essence as yours. Triboulet,

degraded by laughter, is ennobled in one hour b}- the

spectacle of his dishonoured daughter. The divine ray

shines forth from this abject creature. The buffoon is

transformed. Paternal love reveals to him all the delicate

instincts of the heart. Some steps further, and he would
be Virginius."



LUCRECE BORGIA.

A MONTH had hardly passed away since the prohibi-

tion of " Le Eoi s 'amuse, " when the Porte Saint

Martin was already rehearsing " Le Souper de Ferrare,

"

a title changed to " Lucr^ce Borgia " in compliment to

Mile. Georges. Frdddrick Lemaitre chose the part of

Gennaro. Meyerbeer and Berlioz offered to compose the

music of the song, but the manager preferred his leader

of the orchestra, Piccini. Neither music nor decorations

were suitable. Victor Hugo had, at the last moment,

to turn musician and painter, in order to bring every-

thing into harmony with the drama. Genuine choristers

of the parish church were engaged for the De Profundis.

At the beginning there were some hisses, but tlie

emotion and enthusiasm of the audience increased from

scene to scene. It was a triumph (2d of February,

1833). The horses were taken from the cab in which

Victor Hugo rode. The success of the play was

contested by none except Armand Carrel and the

sarcastic Destigny, who called the author " A Homer
who follows a wanton's footsteps." Mile. Georges,

" who was so well seconded by Lockroy, " was " as sublime

as Hecuba and as touching as Desdemona. " Frdd^rick

was " full of grandeur and of grace, modest, severe, and

terrible. " Mile. Juliette also was the subject of uni-

versal praise. " Some of our actresses, " remarked
" L'Artiste, " " might perhaps dispute with Mile. Juli-
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ette the prize of beauty; but none of them has the

purity, the youthfulness, the simplicity of contours that

recall the Greek statues, and at the same time the poetic

and expressive physiognomy that suggests the heroines

of Shakespeare. " The same review published the fol-

lowing lines :
—
Summing up of " L'Artiste.

*

"While entirely absorbed in depicting the passions,

the old dramatic school never perceived, that, though these

passions were the same among all men, local influences,

traditions, customs, temperatures even, by modifying their

development, gave, according to the different countries, an

original and individual physiognomy, reflecting, so to

speak, the particular character of each people. It has

only treated them as pure abstractions. It clothed with

the passions of its own age the men of another time. It

is to this contempt of history, to the obligation of flinging

an amorous intrigue into the midst of a dramatic conception,

to the necessity of turning round continually in the

circle of the unities, that we owe the fact of having no

national theatre.

''It was impossible for a dramatist hampered by such

exigencies to treat a historical subject in all its truth, in

all its developments. Voltaire tried, and failed. He was

met with the cry that our history had too little interest

for stage purposes ; and our playwrights returned to the

Greeks and Romans, until the Revolution came to astonish

the world by its gigantic deeds. M. Hugo was the first

to open the path. By expanding the forms, he has enlarged

the subjects. To him be the glory of having emancipated

our theatre ! Thanks to him, the drama is no longer

simply a psychological study, in which each passion, dis-

sected apart, is presented outside the facts that have given

it birth. The drama, now, is the triple alliance of history,

philosophy, and the painting of the passions. ' Lucrece

Borgia ' is not solely a dramatic work ; it is a broadly
VOL. XXX.— 10
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conceived picture of Italy in the sixteenth century.

And what Victor Hugo has done for Italy in ' Lucrece

Borgia,' he has done for England in 'Cromwell,' for Spain

in ' Hernani, ' and for France in ' Marion Delorme ' and

'Notre Dame de Paris." . . .

The Letter of George Sand.

On the 2d of February, 1870, " Lucrfece Borgia " was

revived at the Porte Saint Martin. The same night

this letter was written:—
To Victor Hugo, Guernsey :

Mt great Friend, — I have just witnessed "Lucrece

Borgia " with heartfelt emotion and joy. I have still before

me all these poignant scenes, all these phrases, charming

or terrible, — the bitter smile of Alfonse d'Este, the fright-

ful decision of Gennaro, the maternal cry of Lucrece ;
I

have in my ears the acclamations of that crowd which

shouted, "Vive Victor Hugo!" and called you before

them, — as if, alas ! you could come ; as if you could hear

them ! When a work already consecrated like '

' Lucrece

Borgia " is spoken of, it can hardly be said of it with

propriety that the drama has had an immense success
;

but I will say that you have had a magnificent triumph.

Your friends of the "Rappel, " who are my friends also,

ask me if I should like to be the first to communicate to

you the news of this triumph. Should like, indeed ! Well,

I should think so ! Let this letter bear you then, my
dear and absent friend, the echo of our delightful evening !

This same evening has recalled to me another not less

delightful. You were not aware that I was present at

the first representation of "Lucrece Borgia," exactly thirty-

seven years ago. I remember I was in the balcony, and

chance placed me beside Bocage, whom I then saw for

the first time. We were strangers to each other ; a common
enthusiasm made us friends. We applauded in unison,

and we spoke these words in unison : "Is it not fine?"
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During the intervals between the acts we had to speak to

each other to show our mutual enthusiasm ; to recall, turn

about, such and such a passage, such and such a scene. At
that period a literary conviction and passion had taken posses-

sion of all minds, which bound soul to soul, and created some-

thing like a brotherhood of art. At the end of the drama

our hands quickly made acquaintance, and a mutual attach-

ment was formed that lasted up to the death of that great

artist and dear friend.

To-day I have seen " Lucrece Borgia " as I saw it then.

The drama has not grown a day old ; it has not a furrow,

not a wrinkle. That beautiful form, as lirm and clear as

Parian marble, has remained absolutely intact and pure.

And, moreover, you have there expressed, you have there

laid your finger on, the sentiment that clutches us bj'

the heart-strings
;

you have incarnated and realized the

mother, that sentiment eternal as the heart itself. Of

all your dramatic works *' Lucrece Borgia" is perhaps the

most powerful and. the most elevated. If '' Ruy Bias " is

the happiest and most brilliant of your dramas, the idea of

" Lucrece Borgia " is more pathetic, more striking, and

more profoundly human. What I admire particularly is the

bold simplicity which on the strong foundations of three

leading situations has built this great drama. The ancient

theatre iised methods of similar breadth and tranquil

strength. Three acts, three scenes, suffice for the state-

ment, the linking, and the disentangling of this astonish-

ing action, — the mother insulted in presence of the son
;

the son poisoned by the mother ; the mother punished and

killed b}' the son. The superb trilogy must have run from

a single casting, like some bronze group. Has this not

been the case ? T fancy I recall even how it has been

done.

The Theatre-Franqais gave, towards the end of 1832, the

first and only representation of " Le Roi s'amuse." That

representation was a violent struggle, which continued and

ended amid a storm of hisses and a tempest of bravos.

Which was going to have the victory in the ensuing repre-
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sentations, the bravos or the hisses? A great question

and a serious one for the author. There were no ensuing

representations. On the next day '' Le E.oi s'amuse " was
prohibited by order; and it still awaits, I believe, its second

representation. It is true that " Rigoletto " is played every

day. This brutal confiscation was the occasion of immense
prejudice to the author. That must have been for you, my
friend, a cruel moment of sorrow and of anger. But at this

very time, Harel, the manager of the Porte Saint Martin,

comes to ask of you a drama for his theatre and for Mademoi'

selle Georges. This drama he wants at once, and the idea

of **Lucrece Borgia " has been only forming in your brain;

the execution of it has not yet begun. No matter! you, too,

would have your revenge. You say to yourself what you

have said to the public in your preface: "To produce a

drama, six weeks after the drama proscribed, will be a way
of getting even with the Government. It will show the Gov-

ernment that its efforts are vain. It will prove that art and

liberty can sprout up in a single night under the awkward

foot that tries to crush them."

You set to work. In six weeks your new drama is

written, learned, rehearsed, and played. On the 2d of

February, 1833, two months after the battle of " Le Roi

s'amuse," the first representation of " Lucrece Borgia " is

the most brilliant victory of your dramatic career. It is

quite natural that the work, thus created, should be solid,

indestructible, and forever durable, and that it should be

applauded yesterday as it was applauded forty years ago,

and as it must always be applauded. The effect, growing

grander from the first act and increasing in splendour from

scene to scene, reached its climax in the last act. Strange

fact! We have learned this last act by heart: we expect

the entrance of the monks; we expect the sudden appearance

of Lucrece Borgia; we expect the knife-thrust of Gennaro;

and yet we are terrified, appalled, breathless, as if we were

in ignorance of what is about to take place. The first note

of the De Profundis striking through the drinking song sends

a shiver through our veins; we hope that Lucrece Borgia
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will be recognized and pardoned by her son. But, no; you

would have it so, inflexible master! Crime must be expiated,

blind parricide must chastise and avenge all these crimes,

itself blind too, perhaps. . . . What an ovation there was

for yourself and your work!

When we think of what you liave done in 1833 ! You
liave renewed the ode; in the preface to ''Cromwell " you
gave the watch-word of the dramatic revolution; you were

the first to reveal the East in ''Les Orientales, " the Middle

Ages in " iSTotre Dame de Paris." And since then what

works, what masterly works have been yours! How many
ideas first brought to light! how many forms invented!

how many daring attempts! and then what discoveries!

And you do not rest from your labours! ... I have been

told that at the very moment I am finishing this letter, you

are lighting your lamp, and quietly returning to the work

you have begun. George Sand.

On the 26th of February, 1881, the eve of the eightieth

anniversary of Victor Hugo, there was a new and trium-

phant revival of " Lucrece Borgia. " " An entire school,

"

it was then observed by the " Beaumarchais '

' (March 6,

1881), " was trying in our own days to degrade man to

the level of the brute, to submerge his soul in the bestial

instinct. One of the noblest glories of Victor Hugo is

to have, on the contrary, recognized and freed the divine

element, the pure spark, in the monster, in the human
beast, and to have known how to light from that spark

so many radiant torches that shed their beams across

our path. Has not his Gennaro something more purely
heroic than the Orestes of antiquity ? Has he not that

flower of youthful generosity which Hamlet lacks ? Is

not his Lucrfece tragic in a nobler degree than the

Greek Clytemnestra ? While ancient tragedy goes from
light to darkness, his drama goes from darkness to

light.

"



MARIE TUDOR.

MARIE TUDOR" was begun on the 12th of

August, 1833, and finished on the 1st of

September. The original title, "Marie d'Angleterre,

"

is that of the first edition (Renduel, 1 vol. iu-8°). The

frontispiece is one of the finest etchings of Nanteuil.

Fortune was less propitious to " Marie Tudor " than it

had been to " Lucrfece Borgia. " The manager of the

Porte Saint Martin, who had nearly fought a duel in

order to obtain the play from the author, refused to

continue it. He succeeded in having it hissed on the

6th of November, 1833. Nothing but the surpassing

excellence of the drama could rise superior to such

untoward circumstances. At its revival on the 27th of

September, 1873, it was received with all the applause

it deserves.

The Article of Camille Pelletan.

"In the dramas of Victor Hugo there are two groups clearly

distinct from each other, — the dramas in verse and the

dramas in prose. This assertion may appear simple, and,

indeed, superfluoiis. If we make it, it is because there are

between these two groups lines of demarcation other than

the presence and absence of metre and rhyme. In the

dramas in verse, the episodes have a larger place; bursts of

laughter run across the action now and then, pictures of

homely incidents, bits of history mingle with the intrigue.

In 'Marion Delorme,' for example, we have the inn at

Blois, the scene of the comedians, the court of Louis XIII.
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Moreover, the verse lends itself natural Ij- to the conception

of the work. It is full of exquisite details, vivid images,

silhouettes, and designs sketched in a few words. Towards
the end, the work lengthens and extends beyond all propor-

tions; an epoch, a world, an epic enters into it; figures of

gigantic, indefinite stature move along; it would seem as if

the floor of the theatre must sink beneath their footsteps.

The drama has grown, like that satyr of whom the master
speaks in the ' Legende des Siecles, ' and we have ' Les
Burgraves.'

"The dramas in prose offer the most complete contrast to

the dramas in verse. There is as much condensation in the

latter as there is expansion in the former. The dramatic

conceptions of the English and Germans, ample, complex,

and loaded with episodes, like those of Shakespeare and
Goethe, for instance, have often been contrasted with the

simple, direct, concentrated compositions of the classic lit-

eratures, as they appear in Greece, and as they are renewed
in Corneille and Moliere. The works in verse of Victor

Hugo bear, in our opinion, a closer resemblance to the

former, those in prose to the latter; and 'Marie Tudor' is,

perhaps, the most characteristic type of the dramas in prose.

From beginning to end, it has not a word which does not

tell, not a feature which is not essential, not an incident

which is not deeply interwoven with the web of the action.

Everything is co-related, everything is in harmony; in each

detail we discover an indispensable element of the drama;

each is a necessary and potent factor in the combination.

Take the scene of the Jew in the first act, or, to speak like

the poet, on the first day: this scene bears in its womb the

entire drama; there is not a phrase in it, which, however

merely accessory it may be in appearance, does not after-

wards make its significance felt in tremendous fashion.

"Add to this the exclusive concentration of the light and

the interest on the necessary figures. Not a single per-

sonage appears who is not indispensable, not a word is

uttered alien to the very essence of the work. The drama

is direct, rigorous, inexorable. It allows nothing to be
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seen except the fatal interlinking of the catastrophes and

the startling but logical development of the passions which

these catastrophes give rise to. The spectator feels as if he

were seized by a hand of iron and led despotically through

all these terrible splendours by means of a series of deeply

pathetic and strangely enormous pictures, which issue from

one another through the force of invincible necessity. The

language is like the idea of the work itself, severe, rigid,

sharply chiselled, and thrown into astonishing relief. The

style is like forged and tempered steel, and without a single

ornament. The prose is abrupt, precipitous, to correspond

with the rapid fatality of the drama; intense and sonorous,

to bring out all the entrancing beauty of the dramatic con-

ception; and sober, to hinder any diversion from the interest.

''One great figure sways the drama,— Mary. All the

fury and pride natural to the passion of a queen, all the rage

natural to a woman who is all-powerful and who is deceived,

and all the windings and alternations of a love shaken, irri-

tated, and made tenfold stronger by obstacles; all that

imperious, violent, stormy exasperation of tenderness in a

vindictive, arrogant, and sanguinary soul; all that tempest

of passion ever in a state of ebullition in spite of the infi-

delity and vileness of Fabio; the universal hatred, the

sedition of the people,— all this fills the drama and throbs

on the stage during those three acts. And, moreover, what
inthralling figures are those that pass before us,— that

adventurer, so daring and remorseless in crime, so tenderly

tyrannical in love, so crushed, so base, when he is unmasked;
and that statesman so subtle, tenacious, and cold, who is

called Simon Renard; and those two stainless souls, Gil-

bert and Jane! It is above these four characters that the

fatal force of things which dominates all the dramas of

Hugo lowers, for there is not one of them which might not

bear at its head this epigraph of 'Notre Dame de Paris,'—
'ANA'rKH. These four personages, some by their wiles,

others by their passions, weave the web of destiny in which
the furious and almost savage soul of the queen struggles

and palpitates.
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'^We can imagine nothing grander than the general scope

of the work; nothing more splendid than the scenes that

spring from it at the will of the poet! There is one thing

that gives these scenes their matchless power,— the care-

fully planned, irresistible adaptation of the most insignifi-

cant words to the dialogue, the slenderest incidents to the

action, the slightest indications to the mise en scene. I say

the Tnise en scene, and the advantage the poet, apart from
the theatrical effect, derives from it, is one of the most strik-

ing characteristics of the piece. In several works of Victor

Hugo, and especially in 'Marie Tudor,' the decoration is

not merely a simple canvas indicating the situation, a mate-

rial circumstance, necessary indeed, but without any value

in itself; the decoration enters into the action of the drama;

it is blended with its passions, it is a creation as much as

one of the characters. This, it seems to me, is quite an

innovation in the theatre. Everything has its own part to

play in the creations of the dramatist, — the landscape, the

architecture, the crowds, even the lights. Each scene

becomes a prodigious symphony made up of a thousand dif-

ferent elements ; its conception is not complete unless nature,

even inanimate nature, pervades it entire. Victor Hugo
knows how to make the decoration contribute to the pathos.

What a superb scene is that in which Mary Tudor crushes

Eabiani !— superb, though we had nothing before us except

an injured queen and a recreant lover; but what power does

it borrow from the solemnity, the splendour of the whole

court assembled in all its pomp and grandeur!

"Erom this point of view, the last act appears to us

unequalled. The . situation itself is of singular dramatic

power. A head is about to fall. Whose? No one knows.

The victim is passing. Wlio is he? No one knows. A
veil covers him from head to foot. Two women are there,

kneeling in inexpressible anguish. Each feels that on the

word which solves the enigma, her existence, her life, is

suspended. And they await it! This is poignant enough

in all truth, and ought of itself to form one of the most mag-

,

nificent scenes in the drama. But turn your attention to
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the mise en scene. You are lost, plunged in the awful

Lowels of the Tower of London, in a corner full of crevices

over which rests the weight of enormous masses of stone, in

a sort of cavern from which a sinister staircase leads,— the

staircase of the condemned! Above you the steps grow more

and more contracted and run, — towards what? Towards a

prison. Below you they descend in a narrow corridor, —
towards what? Towards a scaffold. All the terror of the

execution is condensed, is stifled, and reverberates in this

hole. The tocsin, slow, agonizing, stubborn, deaf, pitiless,

lets fall patiently, at equal intervals, the echoes of its

strokes, which, without pause or cessation, ring the approach

of death. Great black crosses stretch their four arms uni-

formly over immense sheets of white cloth; they announce

death. Thg tapers blend wdth all these terrors their wan,

trembling glimmer; they too are lit for death. A reddish

glare flames up in the background behind a white curtain,

for the decoration is entirely of two colours. When this cur-

tain moves apart it discloses the blaze of an illuminated

city, and this flame lights up the execution. A fantastic

apparition, a funeral procession, winds through the recesses

of the formidable monument, and the voice of the herald is

heard proclaiming the name of the criminal and his punish-

ment; and the doleful phrase is repeated as if to mark the

halting-places of the victim in his descent towards the block;

and we feel that the procession is melting away as we become

conscious of the hoarser and more stifled voices and footsteps

that are making themselves heard. The procession has van-

ished. There is where the poet will place the agonies of the

two women, in that abandoned corner of the earth, separated

from everything. He will isolate them, will crush them

between those terrible w^alls that stifle the voice and render

all anxiety impotent. ... Is not this drama unprecedented,

in which the very decoration shows genius? " ^

1 La Renaissance, Oct. 5, 1873.



LITTEEATUEE ET PHILOSOPHIE M^L^ES.

CLAUDE GUEUX.

WE read on the first page of " Litt^rature et Philoso-

phie melees : " " These two volumes (Eenduel, 2

vols. in-8°, 1834) are simply a collectiou of all the

notes which the author has takeu ou the literary and

political route he has traversed, and which he has

written at random during the fifteen years he has been

capable of walking. " All the notes ? No, not abso-

lutely all. Many pages of the " Conservateur litt^raire,

"

the " Muse frangaise, " and other reviews are lacking, —
pages marked at random with an initial, or signed

with pseudonyms more or less transparent. What has

become also of the " Vision sur le XIII" sifecle, " which
the youthful Victor Marie Hugo had to read on the

13th of March, 1821, before the Socidtd des Bonnes-

Lettres ?

In the " Eevue des Deux Mondes, " Gustave Planche,

while blaming Victor Hugo for " referring all the laws

of dramatic poetry to moral antithesis, just as he

had before referred all the laws of style to the anti-

thesis of images, " speaks as follows :
" The preface of

' Littdrature et Philosophic melees ' is one of the most
remarkable productions of M. Hugo since the preface to
' Cromwell. ' Some of the questions treated by the

author in 1827 have been again discussed by him in

1834 Several of them he has narrowed and specialized.
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others he has widened and renewed. But, whether the

same or different, these questions must have a legiti-

mate claim to our interest and curiosity, for the literary

position of the author is not the same as it was in 1827.

Then, it will be remembered, he marched boldly to the

conquest of a world heretofore unknown. To-day his

wishes are fulfilled ; that world is conquered. The time

has passed when the possibility of a new form of art

in France was debated. He has personified that art in

numerous works ; he has flung his will into all moulds
;

he has written his fancy on stone and marble. It is,

then, natural that the style of his thoughts should have

changed, and that the language of the innovator should

have assumed a tone of command and almost of despot-

ism in the progress of the years.
"

The " Journal des Ddbats " had previously praised the

study on Mirabeau :
" Whatever may have been the

eloquence of the great orator, it is impossible that it

could have surpassed that of the poet in suppleness,

harmony, and majesty.

"

It is worthy of notice that in September, 1830, Victor

Hugo wrote :
" The Republic, which is not yet ripe,

but which all Europe is sure to have a century hence,

will be society supreme over itself ; a national guard for

its protection, a jury for its judge, a commune for its

administration, an electoral college for its government.

Tor such a republic as this, the four limbs of the mon-

archy— the army, the magistracy, the administration,

and the peerage— are only annoying excrescences that

would soon wither and die away.

"

" Claude Gueux" (in paper, in-8°) appeared in 1834,

from the printing-press of Everat. On the covering are

the words :
" Extrait de la ' Revue de Paris. '

" The

editor of the " Revue " received this letter :
—
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Dunkirk, July 30, 1834.

The Editor of the ^^ Revue de Paris " .•

Monsieur, — "Claude Gueux," by Victor Hugo, inserted

by you in your issue of the 6th instant, is a grand lesson.

I must beg of you to aid rue in rendering it as useful as

possible. Do me the service of striking off as many copies

as there are deputies in France, and forwarding a copy to

each, taking every precaution that he receive it.

1 have the honour, etc.,

Charles Carller, merchant.



ANGELO.

VICTOR HUGO, having been shamefully betrayed by

the manager of the Porte Saint Martin in con-

nection with " Marie Tudor, " gave " Angelo " to the

Theatre Frau(^ais. The piece was written between the

2d and 19th of February, 1835, and was represented on

the 28th of April.

"The drama was read to Mademoiselle Mars at her own
house. Of the two female parts, she selected that of Tisbe.

Madame Dorval, on the demand of the author, was selected

for that of Catarina Bragadini. The choice of the character

of the courtesan by Mademoiselle Mars, when that of the

pure-minded wife would have suited far better her personal

distinction and her abilities, had no other motive than the

fear of giving too many advantages to the popular actress

by permitting her to develop at will her native fire and

enthusiasm. We may easily guess what passed during the

rehearsals between these two rivals. Celimene was crushing

in her arrogant impertinence; poor Madame Dorval endured

everything in order not to create obstacles. 'Wlien you are

rehearsing with that woman,' said Mile. Mars to one of her

comrades, 'you feel like scratching yourself.'

" The first representation took place. The two actresses

were admirable; when one weakened, the other saved the

scene by her incomparable vehemence and passion. The
Tisbe and the wife of Angelo bad not less effect in moving

an audience when they were interpreted by Rachel and her

sister Rebecca. The design of Victor Hugo was to contrast
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two types of woman, — the woman in society, and the

woman outside of society; to defend the one against an

unloving husband, the other from contempt. The emotion

of the spectators every time the drama has been revived is

sulhcient proof that the author has been successful in the

incarnation of his idea." ^

" Angela" criticised by M.Granier de Cassagnac.^

''The adventure which makes the subject of 'Angelo' is

supposed to have occurred somewhere about 1554. 'Her-

nani,' ' Le Roi s'amuse,' ' Lucrece Borgia,' 'Marie Tudor,'

are also placed in the sixteenth century, for which M. Victor

Hugo would appear to have a sort of predilection. It is the

most magnificent century of modern times. The grandeur

Avliich is a necessity of art is found there in nature even.

There is this much peculiar and novel about Angelo Mali-

pieri: he is a tyrant who is afraid; a kind of vizier who has

under his foot the city of Padua, and over his head the foot

of the Doge. As the delegate of the Venetian senate, he

makes others tremble, and he trembles himself; he watches,

and is watched. This original situation, heretofore untried

in the theatre, is the framework of the drama; it is not the

substance, however, which is drawai from events much less

exceptional. We think it is of much importance to distin-

guish the part of the drama which is the prime, immediate

matter of it from that which is its special and personal cir-

cumstance. The prime matter, or, to use the expression of

the schoolmen, materia ex qua, must, in our opinion, be

those human sentiments and universal passions which are

understood everj'where and by every one, — jealousy, mater-

nity, filial respect, gratitude. Then comes the particular

situation which gives to these sentiments, to these passions,

such and such a direction, such and such an extent ; which

develops them here, restricts them there, makes them act

and speak according to times, places, persons, circumstances;

1 Alplinnse TJoyer (Histoire du Theatre en France).
^ Kevue de Paris, May, 1835.
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for the human heart is like bronze iu fusion, which takes

the infinite forms of the infinite moulds into which it is

jioured. The important point is to discover certain peculiar

circumstances which may stamp a novel impress on the com-

monplace elements of the passions.

'* The method which M. Hugo never abandons consists in

indicating plainly the individual value of his personages, and

in following them severally in the direction proper to their

character, their ideas, their education, and their prejudices.

Never inquire as to whether you would act as they act,— to

do so is a faulty method of reasoning; but ask yourself if,

being what they are, they should act differently from the

way they do. Do not go to the biographies, it will be lost

labour; this drama is a fiction like all the dramas of Victor

Hugo. That it may be such as the author wished it to be

(and we do not speak here of the execution, but of the con-

ception, the only thing of which the artist is truly the

master), this drama must be possible in connection with the

personages who realize it, impossible in connection with

others. It is necessary that everything in its details flow

immediately from its principles; and that a historian, thor-

oughly familiar with the manners and society of the Middle

Ages, should, by the aid of certain indirect but infallible

indications, be able to affirm that such an adventure could

have taken place at Padua only, about the middle of the

sixteenth century.

Tlie Lrnvsuit, the Revival, the Opinion of Gautier.

The Com(^die Frangaise had made successive engage-

ments to reproduce " Angelo," " Marion Delorme, " and

" Hernani. " These engagements remained unfulfilled.

The poet began a suit before the Tribunal of Commerce.

The Comddie FranQaise was compelled to pay six thou-

sand francs damages, and to keep its contracts. The

judgment was confirmed by a decision of the Eoyal

Court (12th of December, 1837). " Hernani " was
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resumed with such success that the obdurate classic

critics exclaimed, " By heavens ! the author has changed

every verse in it !

"

" Angelo " had to wait until the 18th of May, 1850.

In the feuUletoii of the " Presse " of the 27th of May,
Gautier thus commented on the revival :

" ' Angelo ' is

the only drama in prose which Victor Hugo lias had

performed in the Thdatre Fran^ais ; but such prose as

his, so clear, solid, and sculptural, is as good as verse;

it has its splendour, its sonorousness, its rhythm even,

with more ease, rapidity, and suppleness ; it is quite as

literary, and as difficult to write. It might become the

language best fitted for the theatre, where it would hold

a place between verse and the k^nguage of the people.

The stage lacks, and it is a disadvantage, that iambic

verse which the Greeks and Eomans possessed.
"

The same critic had given expression in the same
journal to the following views when " Angelo " appeared

in book form :
" The character of M. Hugo is neither

English nor French nor German. It is not profoundly

human like that of Shakespeare, nor magnificently placid

and indifferent like that of Goethe, nor cheerful and
practical like that of Moli^re. It is dominated by
the will, and does not readily lend itself to measure-
ment ; it is Spanish and Castilian. Hugo is a sincere

admirer of Homer and the Bible, if you wish ; but you
may be certain that he would give both for the Eoman-
cero. His dramatic genius is of the same temper as

that of old Corneille, haughty and wildly rugged,

although at times it indulges in leonine graces and
gigantic coquetries. He is a rough designer, capable
of saying, with Michael Angelo, that painting in oil is

only fit for women and idlers. He goes straight to the

nerve, frees it from the flesh and bares it to the eye with
astonishing vigour. Puget has said that the blocks of

VOL. XXX. — 11
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marble trembled like a leaf when they felt him approach-

ing, and melted in his hands like wax. I can fancy

Hugo dashing his enormous conceptions to the right

and left, sculpturing them with an axe rather than a

chisel, opening with the mighty strokes of his hammer
the yawning mouth of his tragic masks, and working

largely and robustly, without troubling himself about

little clever effects, little delicacies of manner, after the

fashion of some primitive artist whose figures are to be

placed at a great elevation. If we regard the insipid

environment in which we live, a century in which
nothing has preserved its angles, a nature of such frank

and virgin initiative is a real marvel. It was a mistake

for this lofty genius to have come into existence to-day.

It should have sprung into life somewhere in the six-

teenth century. It is not that Hugo would have been

greater, but he would have been more fortunate. At
that time he would have been painter, sculptor, engi-

neer, and poet like Vinci, Benvenuto, and Buonarotti

;

for his genius is essentially plastic, amorous, and

curious of form, like every true genius. Form, no

matter what may be said, is everything.
"

The same critic continues :
" One quality which Victor

Hugo pushes to as high a degree as Anna Eadcliffe and
Maturin, is that of gloomy terror,— architectural terror,

if we may be allowed the expression. The castle of

Angelo is a wondrously frightful construction. Stair-

cases mount and descend in the interior of columns, the

panels hear and speak. ' That secret lobby is a perpet-

ual traitor to every hall, to every chamber, to every

alcove. ' At night footsteps are heard inside the wall,

and we know not but one of Titian's beautiful pictures

of naked courtesans may turn on itself and give passage

to a bravo, whom it will be necessary to follow into

some deep, damp place whence he will issue alone.
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Churches are hung in black, a funeral service is chanted,

a fiagstone is raised in a cavern, and a grave dug for a

living person. Behind those splendid curtains of richly

embroidered brocade, there stands, in place of a bed, a

rough block of wood, with an axe and a black cloth,

and the rich dress of Kosamonde is nothing but the

winding-sheet forgotten by a phantom. Piranesi, the

great Piranesi himself, that demon of the nightmare of

architecture, he who can hollow out vaults so black and
dripping, so ready to fall to pieces, who causes plants

to spring up among his ruins that look like serpents,

and who entwines in such hideous fashion the limbs of

the mandragora with the broken stones of fractured cor-

nices, could never, in the most feverish and supernatural

expression of his art, have attained to this power of

opaque and stifling terror. . . . For the purpose of

representation, M. Hugo has himself curtailed his

work and beaten off the corners and extreme projections

against which the public might dash themselves. It

was, after all, better that this should be done by himself

than by a violent and angry pit. Not that I am one of

those who believe that any thought can be taken with

impunity from a work. You have a web in which there

is a knot
;
you tear out this knot but you tear with it

the thread to which it holds, and you cause a rent along

the whole length of the web ! A branch cut from a tree

may contrilnite to make an arbour brighter, but it makes

a wound in the trunk, and leaves a mark as hideous to

see as an ulcer. "
^

On the other hand, M. IMeurice says in " !&v^nement
"

of May 21, 1850 :
" The most striking feature in

' Angelo ' is the stamp of truth imprinted more deeply

on this fine drama than on any of the other pieces of

Victor Hugo, ' Marie Tudor ' perhaps excepted. And it

1 Theophile Gautier iu " La Presse," 1835.
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is not only its lyric truth, — the truth of poetry, that

we specially praise in ' Angelo
;

' it is its absolute

truth, — the truth of inward feeling and of familiar

expression ; the truth of life.

"

The first edition of " Angelo " was published by

Eenduel (1 vol. in -8°, Paris, 1835). It was only in the

edition of 1882 that the first part of Day III. was

restored. The author had consented to suppress for the

representation this episode, considered dangerous by the

Comddie Franc^aise, which recalled with terror the recep-

tion given to Saltabadil. " The death of Homodei,

"

remarked M. Edouard Thierry (" Moniteur Universel,

"

1882) in this connection, " is necessary to the intrigue of

the drama and to its morality,— to the intrigue, because

the knife-thrust cuts the knot heroically ; to the moral-

ity, as a chastisement. Victor Hugo has decided that

this chastisement should be terrible, that the public

should witness it in such sort that there could be no

doubt about what has taken place, and should have the

full satisfaction of being present at this punishment

worthy of the Inferno of Dante, this omnipotence of

evil reduced to the despair of impotency. The specta-

tors feel that they, as well as those personages of the

drama they have learned to love, are avenged. What a

frightful study of reality this work is ! What powers

of relentless observation! What mastery in entering

into a situation and drawing out of it every movement
it contains, — every cry ; all that is foreseen and all

that is unforeseen^ all the circumstances, all the inci-

dents, all the logic," and all the unreason ; all that carries

man outside of himself, and all that leads him back to

whatever is simplest and homeliest !

"



LES CHANTS DU CREPUSCULE.

UNITING closely in hivS soul the patriotic preoccu-

pations of the citizen with the tender and deep

sentiments of the man and the poet, Victor Hugo con-

secrated this cherished and fruitful alliance in " Les

Chants du Crdpuscule " (Eenduel, 1 vol. in-8°, Paris,

1835). " Doubt, " says the " Eevue de Paris, " " is not

the final word of M. Hugo. These powerful souls

always escape in some direction from our childish criti-

cisms ; they are always outstripping by some great

action our narrow and bourgeoise morality.
"

Sainte-Beuve, November, 1835, has written on the

work as follows :
" The hour, as the title indicates, has

already darkened,— the hour when hope is declining and

doubt is advancing, and an ever-lengthening shadow is

falling on the path, and yet, with all this, there are

softened gleams of light trembling through the gloomy

aspect of things, as is the case in that charming hour;

the night is coming on, but it is ' The night that sad-

ness loves as if it were a sister. ' With these personal

and innate impressions, the poet has united, by a sym-

bolic analogy, the state of our age, which is also plunged

in a kind of twilight. . . . The ' Chants du Cr^puscule
'

not only keep to the level of M. Hugo's lyric renown,

but must even to a certain extent increase it. Many of

these poems reveal springs of elegiac tenderness more
abundant and clear than any hitherto discovered, though
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even here the grave and sombre tone predominates. We
follow, with respectful if not affectionate interest, the

progress of a mind severe and stubborn, beset by doubts

and ambitions, by nocturnal imaginings that beat it

with their wings. We contemplate ' this man wounded

in the side, ' bleeding, but erect in his armour, and

always puissant in gait and word. We see him roam-

ing with devouring eyes, with the visionary gaze, which

Wordsworth attributes to Dante, now along the sands of

the ocean, now in the deserted naves of churches as the

shades of night advance, now climbing the steps of

lonely cathedral towels. That lofty tower, with its bell

to which he compares himself, represents marvellously

the principal and central aspect of his work : on every

side a vast horizon, a rich landscape, smiling cottages,

and also the nearer we approach, shapeless cabins and

eccentric roofs piled on one another.

"



LES VOIX INTERIEURES.

LET a great poet do as he will, he cannot expect to

be comprehended by everybody. On its appear-

ance, " Les Voix interieures " (Renduel, 1 vol. in-8°,

Paris, 1837) was bitterly attacked. Planche could

discover in " La Vache, " that pure masterpiece, nothing

but " ignoble details, demonstrating that M. Hugo can

never attain to the simplicity of the ancients. " Claudes

Aigues " hesitates between compassion* and disdain.

"

Alexander Dumas, in the " Presse " of July 9, 1837,

swept aside all this malevolent nonsense :
—

'"' There is at the foot of Vesuvius a hermitage in which

dwells an old recluse who cultivates on this unquiet mountain

a garden ; and this garden, thanks to the sun that warms
it and the subterranean fire that fertilizes it, brings to

him every jeav three harvests in return for his labour.

When the mountain is at rest, when the air is tranquil,

when the now harmless gulf silently sends up to heaven

its pillar of smoke like unto the reeling and gigantic

column of some fantastic palace, the old man stands on the

threshold of his hermitage to welcome the travellers who
are about to climb the volcano ; and when in the distance

he discerns the cosmopolitan caravan, he sets about prepar-

ing for it his coolest water, his best wine, and his finest

fruits. The wearied pilgrims halt, astonished to find

at the bottom of an abyss, on a soil of sulphur, under a

rain of flames, this grave and simple man, who offers them
water so pure, wine so sweet, and fruits so perfumed.
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They ask him the secret of his life ; they ask him how
is it that, amid the convulsions of the mountain which

have overthrown the houses of Torre del Greco in the

distance, standing above the subterranean fires that make

the sea boil as if lashed by a tempest and shake the vessels

trembling in the harbour as if they were trees of a forest

beaten by the winds, hardly more than a few spaces from

the lava that in its descent devours harvests and vineyards

and orange groves, — how is it, I repeat, that he can live

thus, hospitable, tranquil, and trustful of the morrow.

Then he points out to them in the interior of his cabin

a crucifix, and, outside, the splendid panorama which has

Naples for foreground, Sorrento, Caprea, and Pausilippo

for background, and the sea for an immense horizon ; and

he says in those simple tones that leave no doubt in even

the most sceptical hearts :
' On days of storm, I pray ; on

days of calm I meditate.'

" This is the entire secret of Victor Hugo, our great

poet ; this is our answer on his behalf to those who ask

how comes it that on each political eruption, when Paris

has ejected flames like a volcano, when the wrath of the

people or the vengeance of kings has run in our streets

like lava, this virginal muse, with her calm and severe

voice, should suddenly reappear in our midst, without

a single stain of mud on her robe, or a single drop of

blood on her hands. It is because the counsellor of this

muse is reason, and her motto truth. It is because, being

a stranger to all parties, coming from the summits of the

past, but with her eyes on the pinnacles of the future, she

hovers over human passions as an eagle over the abj'sses.

Because the poet has never pursued, like one who is at the

same time lustful and timid, that courtesan of the street-

corners, who makes to herself a couch she cares not where,

and who is named 'Popularity.' It was in 1825, in the

time of the ' Constitutionnel ' and the ' Courrier franqais,'

when Casimir Delavigne and Beranger were placed on

pedestals by the opposition, that he sang of La Vendee
and its martyrs ; it was in 1829 that, a prophet of approach-
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ing revolution, he wrote on the Tuileries the fateful words

that troubled the festival of Belshazzar ; it was in 1830 that

he, the historic defender of monarchic traditions, caused

the flag of Fleurus and Jena to bow before the oriflamme

of Mansoure and Bovines ; and, in fine, it was he who,

when the discrowned corse of Charles X. was lowered into

the vaults of the Counts of Stralsado (whose arms, strange

to say, are the fleurs-de-lis and two broken sceptres),

—

it was he, the sole bard of misfortune, the only courtier

of the tomb, who in the midst of the oblivious silence

of the old reign and the noisy festivals of the new, uttered

aloud a religious hymn of sacred gratitude.

''It is because Victor Hugo is not only a great poet,

but a thinker of such intense profundity that often the

very thing that forces from the multitude a cr}^ of admira-

tion only obtains from him a smile of pity ; whilst, on

the contrary, what it insults appears to him sometimes

worthy of respect, and what it would abase he would raise.

It is thus we see him move along, thoughtful and severe,

amid the struggle of ambitions and interests, contented

if he can shelter the feeble under his buckler without draw-

ing his sword against the might}' ; and yet it is easy to

divine that on the day when the jijoet, so calm in appear-

ance, shall unmuzzle his wrath, it will break forth with

a lion-like roar.

"One thing worthy of remark, especially in our atheistic

and revolutionary era, which doubts God and denies kings,

is the profound conviction that underlies the entirety of

his work. The poet feels, evidently, that he has not devoted

himself to a fruitless labour. Like those old Romans who
seemed to believe in the eternal duration of their empire,

he builds his wide-arched monument of marble and granite

;

he sinks its feet deep down in the earth, he raises its

massive towers to heaven ; then, assured of the strength

of the material and its promise of duration, he abandons it

in all security to the rain and the sun, to the wind and

the tempest. ...
"Never has our great poet more marvellously manipu-
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lated that rebellious material whicLi is called ' style ' than

in the work before us. Whether it be melted bronze or

carved gold, it is always as if Michael Angelo had fused

it, or Benvenuto Cellini had chiselled it. . . . Just as the

tliunderbolt is formed of three rays twisted and mingled

together, so the work of the poet is composed of three

elements combined, — contempt, love, and sorrow."



RUY BLAS.

" TJ UY BLAS " was written between the 4th of July

Xv and the 11th of August, 1838. The first idea

was to have the drama begin thus : Euy Bias, the all-

powerful minister, beloved by the queen, sees Don Salluste

enter, dressed as a lackey. Don Salluste orders the prime

minister to close the door and pick up his handkerchief.

Everything would have been explained in the following

scenes. The poet afterwards preferred to let the action

tell the story. At the head of the manuscript are found

these two variants, subsequently abandoned for the title

by which the play is known,
— "La Eeine s'ennuie,

"

" La Vengeance de Don Salluste.

"

The first representation took place on the 8th of

November, 18.38, at the Theatre de la Renaissance,

formerly the Salle Ventadour. The manager, Ant^nor

Joly, formerly editor of " Yert-Yert, " owed his position

to Yictor Hugo and Alexander Dumas, who had obtained

it for him from the Guizot ministry. Not having any

money, he had been obliged to take a capitalist into

partnership. His associate insisted that comic opera

should be played every second day. " Paiy Bias

"

inaugurated the new theatre, and " L'Eau merveilleuse
"

was performed on the following day. Nothing was in

readiness for the drama, and the stoves gave out no

heat ; on the contrary, everything was in readiness for

the comic opera, and the hall was well warmed. But
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this did not prevent " Euy Bias " from having a brilliant

success ; the boxes applauded more than the pit and
stalls. At the second representation there was con-
siderable hissing, and at the fourth still more. It came
from the claqueurs of " L'Eau merveilleuse, " who took
this treacherous method of attacking the masterpiece.
Frdddrick Lemaitre recognized one of them, paused after

repeating, —
" Take the shadow from intrigue, and tear the mask— "

and advancing to the footlights, looked the claqueur

full in the face, and hurled at him in a voice of thunder
the end of the verse, —

" — from rogues !

"

The drama had fifty representations at the Eenais-

sance. It was subsequently played at the Ambigu, and
revived at the Porte Saint Martin on the 11th of

August, 1841, to celebrate the return of Frdd^rick. The
Empire refused M. de Chilly permission to have it per-

formed in 1867. " Several methods of eluding the

difficulty occur to our mind, " said M. Eochefort at the

time, " but the method of elimination would appear to

us the most available. It consists in announcing that

a typographical error had always attributed ' Euy Bias
'

to a poet whom modesty forbids us to name, but that

this celeltrated piece was really due to the collaboration

of MM. Pinard, now Minister of the Interior, and Jan-

vier de la Motte, ex-Prefect. " In the " Charavari
"

M. Pierre Vdron added :
" No one will dare before long

to call a child Victor !
"

On the 19th of February, 1872, " Euy Bias " made
its triumphal entry on the boards of the Od^on.

M(^linguc, Geffroy, Lafontaine, Sarah Bernhardt, and

;&mile Broissat interpreted it in a manner that left
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nothing to be desired. On the 4th of April, 1879, it

was received with even greater enthusiasm at the

Theatre Fran(j;ais, where it forms part of the ordinary

repertory.

The press in the beginning treated the drama with

some coldness ; but Madame de Girardin has left a fine

page on " Euy Bias, " dated the 30th of November, 1838 :

" The true idea of the drama is this : The soul of a

lackey is as noble as that of a hero. Address it in the

language of generous passion, and it will respond. Love

makes of this lackey a great statesman ; he is capable of

the loftiest actions and realizes the vastest plans ; he is

a minister, and would save Spain. But no sooner do

you hurl, witli cruel irony, his past in his face as an

insult, than you load his heart with bitterness ; then

this man sinks back furiously into his former condi-

tion. You have made that a crime in him; he will

make of it a weapon. If he had been born a gentle-

man, he would have avenged himself as a knight.

But he is born a servant, and he avenges himself

as an assassin ; and this murder he commits with a

noble aim, and his base deed saves the honour of a

queen.
"

Two parodies, " Euy Brae " and " Euy Blag, " created

much laughter. Some critics seriously claimed that

the fourth act was nothing else than the " Eamoneur-
Princo, " a broad farce of 1797. M. Jules Sandeau took
the trouble to lavish all the graces of his fine style on
the task of reproaching the poet for his lack of respect

towards the Queen of Spain :
" ]\Iarie-Anne of Neuliurg

belonged to such an illustrious family that the author
might without derogating from his work have shown
some respect to her memory. " The " Moniteur " added

:

" An insatiable ambition to be original tortures M. Hugo.
One consequence of this is his effort to be humorous
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contrary to his nature. " Jules Jauin thought the

fourth act " tilled with hideous creations, farcical scenes,

and barbarisms without number. " Gustave Planche

came to this conclusion :
" 'liuy Bias ' is either a wager

against good taste, or it is an act of madness. " Did not

Armand Carrel express similar opinions of " Hernani "
?

Poor Carrel, poor Planche ! Criticism was more intel-

ligent and respectful in 1872 and 1879.

What was thought of it in 1872 and 1879.

"If we consider * Ruy Bias' in its ensemble, its life is in

its style. Viewed under this aspect, 'Ruy Bias' is an

unequalled wovlv, written in language sparkling and supple,

homely and grand,— a language which runs up and down
with marvellous agility the whole gamiit of human feeling.

What a surprising creation Don Cesar is, especially where

he has the fourth act entirely to himself! Tliis act may be

a hors-d'aeurre, but it is a chef-rV ceiirre all the same! The

tapestries of Cordova have not more arabesques, the poniards

of Florence more finish, the designs of Callot more caprices

than we discover in this portion of the drama. This protean

verse wills everything, knows everything, and saj^s every-

thing. Vigorous youth, sap, intense flame, circulate through

all the tufted branches of this magic tree, where every thought

blooms in brilliant, luminous, and variegated flowers. If

ever French poetry were lost, it might be found again entire

in 'Rny Bias.' I do not speak here of the skilful workman-

ship, of the deftlj' wrought, enamelled, damascened, chiselled

verse; but of the perpetual presence of lyric genius, blossom-

ing in immense harvests, or concentrated in a few words

drawn from the depths of the soul. 'Sad flame,' says Ruy
Bias, when drinking the poison, 'be thou quenched! ' Such

strokes, which we feel without ever thinking of praising,

make us understand the definition of the master himself:

'Poetry is the flapping of a wing!'" — Auguste Vitu
(Figaro, 1872).
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''Tlie special talent of Victor Hugo in the drama resem-
bles, in some points, that of a maker of opera librettos. The
Scribes and Planards, when they know their trade, imagine
situations in which two very obvious passions encounter and
clash, and tableaux b}' means of which the action unfolds

itself with a certain magnihcence. In this action the}^ are

careful to have certain pauses, certain spaces, during which
the musician has his own part to play, and develops it after

his fanc3^ They must have a genius for the picturesque and
for antithesis. Xow, these are two qualities peculiar to

Victor Hugo; but instead of working for a composer, all his

thoughts are directed to his poetry, which, in his drama,

plays the part of music. He gashes the drama thus con-

ceived with solos, duets, trios, and choruses, to which he

adds the accompaniments of his poetry; and as he is a great

writer, as he disjDoses of a wonderful orchestra, he reaches

effects of surprising power.

''Examine from this point of view the third act of ' Ruy
Bias.' It is a marvel. It opens with a chorus of ministers,

— an agitated choi'us, in which greed and voracity of every

kind growl in the orchestra while disputing over their prey.

Ruy Bias enters; he has heard all. This is the solo of the

barytone or tenor,— the solo of indignation. Do not be

astonished if it is long, and if there are many repetitions.

Repetitions? No! these are refrains, burdens of musical

phrases. Do not object that no prime minister has ever

spoken in this style, or treated public affairs in such a manner.

It is a solo. Is the music superb? Are the verses beauti-

ful? They are, with very few exceptions, admirable. The
piece is wrought with marvellous success. What would jon

more? You are at the opera. Exit the chorus of ministers,

and enter the queen. How? Through a secret door, behind

which she has heard everything. Do not quibble with me
about that dark closet hollowed out in the wall, or about this

queen who shuts herself up in it for the purpose of watching

her lover. What is that to .you? It is a love-duet that has

been ])reparing; and what a duet! One of the most ardent,

the most tender, the most picturesque, and the most poetic
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that ever issued from the hand of poet."

—

Francisque

Sarcey (Le Temps, 1872).

''Victor Hugo has now entered into the glorious gallery of

literary ancestors, and his dramas take their place among

those classic masterpieces which will be the eternal honour

(if the human race. After ' Heruaui ' we have 'Ruy Bias,'

which must also have its situation in the grand repertory.

This evening has been one long triumph for the illustrious

poet. The entire audience was thrilled with admiration; it

ap[)lauded with enthusiasm and recalled the actors." —
Clemext Caraguel (Journal des Debats, 7th of April,

1879).

''The admirable work which the Comedie Franqaise had

the honour of presenting yesterday was hissed at the Renais-

sance on the 8th of November, 1838. Yesterday the hall

shook with enthusiastic plaudits. The malevolent coalition

of inferior minds that thought to bury the genius of the poet

under a brutal opposition is scattered; the little great men
who tried to arrest his progress to immortality are dead or

are forgotten. The poet remains erect in all the majesty of

his genius, already belonging with his imperishable work to

posterity by his past, and yet belonging to his time by the

incessant toil to which his lofty intelligence still submits;

more admired than ever by his friends, respected as one of

the greatest artists of all ages by his enemies, the glory of

French contemporary literature, the legitimate pride of the

nation in the future.

"We know all the verses of Victor Hugo by heart; and

yet every time we read them anew, or hear them anew, they

have for us the charm of the unknown. Every time we

recur to them, we discover a new beauty. It is the property

of genius always to renew itself by always exciting renewed

admiration. j?he language Victor Hugo speaks in ' Buy
Bias ' is not only the finest it is possible to hear, but it

makes the heart vibrate by the great thoughts to which it

gives expression. The same generous current runs through
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the entire five acts. At this court, given to every sort of

intrigue and to ever}'- sort of baseness, Ruy Bias sounds the

trumpet-call of honour and devotion. Victor Hugo has made
him the incarnation of all the greatness, tenderness, and
loyalty the human heart can contain. The poet has concen-

trated on this character his entire soul; he has given to it

all the grand aspirations that have placed him so high in the

esteem of his time, all his hatred of hypocrisy, and all his

ardent love for whatever he believes to be truth and justice.

In ' Ruy Bias ' Victor Hugo is at once a great poet, a great

thinker, and a great heart."— Albert Wolff (Evenement,

6th of April, 1879).

The first edition of " Euy Bias " (1 vol. in-8°) bears

the name of these publishers : Paris, H. Delloye. Leip-

sic, Brockhaus and Avenarius. The edition of 1872

(Michel Ldvy, Paris, 1 vol. in-8°) contains an etching

of Edmond Morin and these unpublished verses :
—

" Who dares to say that France is lying

A pale corpse in the vaulted gloom ?

Ah, no ! our France is death-defying !

Behold! the stone rolls from her tomb."

In 1879, MM. Hepp and Clement published a " His-

toire de Kuy Bias " (Ollendorf). On the 14th of July,

1882, " Ruy Bias " was played gratuitously at the

Comddie Fran^aise, for the National feU. " It was worth

while seeing with what respectful attention the people

listened to the great work of the poet, how thoroughly

they understood it, how wonderfully they felt all its

beauties, how their hearts vibrated in unison with the

fine verses, and how they applauded the artists ! At
the end of the third act the audience discovered Victor

Hu20, who had concealed himself in one of the lower

boxes, and made him the object of an indescribable ova-

tion. Masterpieces may be offered to such a people ; it

is worthy of them.
"

vo. XXX — 12



LES RAYONS ET LES OMBRES.

" T ES EAYONS ET LES OMBEES " was published,

J / like " Euy Bias.. " by Delloye, who was the

manager of a company that had acquired a right to the

entire works of Victor Hugo for eleven years (1 vol. in-

8°, Paris, 1840). " Le Eetour de I'Empereur " was
issued by the same publisher in a thin-bound volume
of the same size. It was on the 13th of May, 1839, at

a representation of " Esmeralda, " that Victor Hugo
learned the condemnation of Barbfes and composed the

four verses which saved his life.

Charles Magnin, in the " Bevue des Deux Mondes. " ^

''The foundation of all criticism is admiration. This

is its point of dej^arture, its sole reason for existence. If

this definition is just, and I believe it is, it cannot be

surprising that no poet of this century has exercised and

agitated the critics to the extent of the author of ' Les

Feuilles d'Automne ' and ' Hernani.' In his new volume,

his beauties are in much larger proportion than his defects.

"The scale of emotions which the poet ascends is as

varied, as extended, and as rich as that of any modern poet,

not excepting Schiller, Goethe, and Byron. I notice first

a grave and melodious chord, which we have heard in his

first Odes, and which is still as vibrating and sonorous

as in his early days, — that of the memories of childhood.

Beside it, I find that of brotherl}- love, of filial love, I

might almost say of maternal adoration. Next comes the chord

1 June 7, 1840.
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of household and paternal affections,— a chord often touched,

and on which the poet has so admirably executed the piece

beginning, ' Motliers, the child that's playing,' and several

others. The fourth is that of helj)ful pity, to which we

owe the sad but natural and striking picture of the four

poor little children who weep, sing, and beg. Then comes

that of love, sometimes too sensual, sometimes too mystical,

and almost always personal, — true, however, and realistic,

especially when it returns to the past, as in ' La Tristesse

d'Olympio.' Then that of poetic pride, a harsh chord

which is sounded with more moderation than in * Les Voix

interieures,' but would still bear a gentler touch. Also

that of affectionate interest in the fallen, — a complex

sentiment, in which mingle respect for the old monarchy

and memories of the Empire. Finall}', and above all,

we have the love of colour, of sound, of space ; in other

words, the adoration of the material world, what our neigh-

bours call ' naturalism,'

"All these sentiments are with M. Hugo true and sincere.

The most diverse emotions may be combined, balanced, and
even may be made essential to the harmony of their concert.

The heart admits, as we know, all sorts of contradictions.

There is in this organ a marvellous power of affinity, which

can draw from the most hostile elements a resultant full

of sounds musically concordant. . . . The form is here

perfectl}^ supple, graceful, and beautiful. The rhyme has

all its customary richness, and this is no slight merit.

The poet is indebted to the persistent bass that marks
the rhythm with such energy for the power of achieving

successfully a feat which has been attempted in vain before

him, — that is to say, running the sense into the following

line (enjambement), and displacing the cesura without
the rhythmic feeling being in any degree weakened.
It would be impossible for any one to surpass our author as a

skilful innovator in the manipulation of verse, while at

the same time he is ever loyal to all the requirements of

the ear."



LE RHIN.

THE conception of " Le Eh in " was well calculated

to stir the feelings of the artist and the patriot.

It was published in 1842 by Delloye (Paris, 2 vols, in-

8°), with the sub-heading " Lettres a un ami. " The

first edition contained only twenty -five letters, followed

by the conclusion. The fourteen letters, addressed for

the most part to Louis Boulanger, on Worms, Mann-
heim, Spires, Heidelberg, Alsace, and Switzerland were

added to the edition in four volumes of 1845 (Paris,

Jules Eenouard, & Cie).

Cuvillier-Fleury in the " Journal des Debats. " ^

"If France is not soon mistress of the left bank of the

Ehiiie, it will not be the fault of M. Victor Hugo. The

two hundred pages he has devoted to the rearrangement of

the map of Europe contain some of the gravest and most

magnificent passages he has ever written. . . .

"The 'Lettres sur le Ehin ' have all the merits and all

the defects of M. Victor Hugo, exaggerated by a manner

at once more deliberate and rapid, which is the special

characteristic of this work. M. Victor Hugo writes 'to

a friend.' He is evidently en deshabille, and although

his style usually, even when it is most familiar, closely

resembles that of Balzac, of whom it was said in the

seventeenth century ' that he put diamonds on his dressing-

gown,' we can still see that M. Victor Hugo writes care-

lessly enough to his anonymous correspondent. . . .

1 March .-^l, ISV2
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"Are you a painter, an engraver, a sculptor, an archi-

tect ? Enter ! M. Victor Hugo opens for you an immense
gallery of historical portraits, conducts you between two rows

of statues, erects before your eyes the old cathedrals, rebuilds

the Gothic palaces. Are you a botanist?— M. Victor

Hugo has classified the entire flora of the Rhine for your

sake. Are you a poet ?— he inundates you with poetry.

Are you a lover ?— he leads you to the ruins of Falkenburg.

A statesman ?— he discusses with you the work of the

Congress. A soldier?— be guides you to the tomb of

General Hoche. A lawyer, antiquarian, bibliophile?—
he plunges you into the archives of feudal jurisprudence,

stoops with you over undecipherable inscriptions, and

piles up in front of you charters, missals, manuscripts.

Are you a lover of the marvellous ?— he makes you enter

into the Maiisethurm, or tells you the legend of Aix-la-

Chapelle. Do you enjoy a laugh?— read the adventures

of the handsome Pecopin. Have you, in fine, a fancy for

puns ?— M. Hugo has not forgotten you ; he has scattered

them everywhere."



LES BURGRAVES.

THE trilogy of " Les Burgraves " was admirably

played by Beauvallet, Gelfroy, Ligier, and

Madame Mdlingue. It was written iu October, 1842,

and represented by the Comddie Franq-aise on the 7th

of March, 1843. This marvellous epic drama was
received with much coldness. The Palais-Koyal gave
" Les Hures graves ;

" and " Les Buses graves " was

played at Les Varidtds. A comet appeared at the time.

Daumier drew a sketch of the poet stationed near the

Theatre Franc^ais and gazing on the azure sky, accom-

panied by the following lines :
—

" Hugo, at the bhie sky gazing,

Asks the Lord, in solemn tone.

Why should comets have tails blazing,

And The Burgraves yet have none 1
"

In spite of the enthusiasm of the artists and the

poets, in spite of the cordial articles of Thdophile
Gautier in the " Presse, " of Charles Magnin in the " Eevue
des Deux Mondes, " of Philothoe 'Neddy in the " Patrie

"

and of M. Edouard Thierry in the " Messager, " Hugo
resolved that he would never more expose the offspring

of his intellect " to those facile insults, to those anony-
mous hisses, to a hostility which twenty years had not

disarmed. " Besides, was he not going to the tribune ?

The first edition of " Les Burgraves " (Michaud, Paris,

1843, 1 vol. in -8°) gives on the second page, as half-
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title, a curious enumeration " by centuries " of the works

of Victor Hugo that had appeared so far. It already

contains the idea of the " Ldgende des Sifecles, " of which
" Les Burgraves " would seem in every respect the

prelude.

The Defenders of " The Biu^graves.
"

"In his admirable 'Lettres sur le Rhin, ' M. Victor Hugo,
by means of his unequalled descriptive power, has intro-

duced us into some of those feudal dens of which he knows
all the secrets. The armory, the cellars with their vaulted

arches, the spiral staircase, the lobby running through the

massive walls, the dungeon beneath paved with bones, the

watch-towers clinging to the battlements like swallows'

nests, have all been brought before us; he has led us along

every hall and accompanied us up to every story. It was
undoubtedly while visiting these old keeps that the idea of

* Les Burgraves ' occurred to the illustrious poet. He has

first, b}^ laborious thinking, restored the portions of his old

castles that were in ruins, has placed the broken stones in

their due position, fastened the drawbridge to its chains,

made firm the decajnng floors, torn away the ivy and creep-

ing weeds, put back the panes in their frames, flung a log or

two into the 3'awning mouth of the firej)laces, arranged here

and there in the embrasure of the windows some chairs of

carved wood; then, when he has seen that everything is

settled in proper order and adjusted to the requirements of

a seignorial manor, the fancy occurs to him to summon its

former inhabitants, — for, like the Witch of Endor, the poet

has the power of calling up shades and compelling them to

speak. Hatto was the first to arise, then Magnus the father,

then Job the grandfather, — the circle of the author's vision

ever widening and ever contracting. M. Victor Hugo has

fixed and realized this apparition of ancient times in

magnificent verses, and the result is the trilogy of the

Burgraves. . . .

*'M. Victor Hugo possesses one quality that is the great-

est and rarest quality in art, — force! Everything gains
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energy, vigour, and solidity from his very touch; under his

potent fingers the muscles swell out and become detached,

the forms are strongly accented, and the contours are drawn

with wonderful firmness. Nothing is vague or weak, or

abandoned to chance. He has the violence and ruggedness

of style that characterized Michael Angelo. His genius is a

masculine genius,— for genius has a sex. Raphael is a femi-

nine genius, as well as Racine; Corueille is a masculine

genius. No one comes so near .^schylus in savage grandeur

as does Victor Hugo. Job has violent outbursts not unwor-

thy of ' Prometheus bound.' The imprecation of Guanhumara
when she calls on all Nature to bear witness to her oath of

vengeance, is one of the finest pieces in our literature; it

has the fulness and poetry of ancient tragedy at its loftiest

height, and ancient tragedy is not at all the same as classic

tragedy :
—

' Ye vast and sacred depths of boundless heaven

!

Ye vaults of azure, sombre and serene !

And thou, O ni(,'ht, majestic in thy gloom !

And thou, old ring, companion of my chain !

To which I clung through my long exile's woe !
—

Be ye my witness all ! And ye, O walls

And towers, and oaks that bless the pilgrim's steps

With grateful shadow ! — ye all hear my vow !

To this avenging knife I here devote

The life of Fosco, lord of woods and plains

And craggy heights, enwrapped in gloom like thee,

O night ! and aged, as ye are, tall oaks !

'

What wonderful power was necessary in order to revive so

perfectly an entire epoch that had vanished and faded away

in the darkness of a dubious past! to construct anew that

world of granite inhabited by giants of bronze! to rebuild,

stone by stone, with all the patience of an architect of the

Middle Ages, that impregnable and terrible fortress, with

its vaults thrilling with mystery and terror, its ancient

family jwrtraits, its suits of armour that give forth such

strange murmurs when the breeze ruffles them with its

wings, seeming as if they were still haunted by the souls

whose bodies they once covered! What extraordinary real-
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istic force it required to blend these legendary phantoms

with living persons, and to supply these imperial and
Homeric lips with words worthy of them ! M. Hugo is the

only poet of our time who could maintain this epic tone,

this fine lyrical swing, through three great acts." ^

"The ideal, marvellous, and fantastic drama is quite as

legitimate, and has quite as many precedents in the history

of art, as has the tragedy based on human passions. If the

one descends from Sophocles, the other goes back to ^schy-
lus: both appeal to faculties which have an equal right to

be satisfied. But ^schylus, Shakespeare, and Schiller were

blessed with audiences better disposed than ours. A singu-

lar phenomenon this! When we find ourselves in front of a

theatre we at once become enamoured of real life, and insist

on finding its counterpart behind the footlights.

**0 poet! it is in vain that you have toiled for fifteen

years to perfect our poetic education; 3'our most transparent

imaginings risk not the less to be misunderstood; your most

poetic fictions risk not the less to be treated as absurd,

impossible, and, by the most moderate, as improbable.

Improbable ! What an enormity ! . . . Do you believe, then,

that when old ^schylus nailed the Titan, the martyr of

Hellenic civilization, on the pinnacle of some Caucasian
mountain or other bathed by the Ocean, Greece, from her

seat in the theatre of Bacchus, put geographical objections

to the author, or quibbled with him on the improbability of

his plot? The ideal beauty of the conception and the per-

fection of the verses absolved the poet; and of a verity, the

grandeur of the picture that ends the first act of *Les Bur-
graves ' would have made the people of Athens clap their

hands

!

"This work, great in its conception, severe in its execu-

tion, attractive but too complicated in its plot, appears to us

to be the gravest and loftiest production that M. Hugo has

so far brought out on the stage." ^

1 Theophile Gautier, in the " Presse" of the 13th of March, 1843.

- Charles Magniu, in " Revue des Deux Mondes," 15th of March, 1843.



NAPOLEON LE PETIT.

ON the 17th of July, 1851.. Victor Hugo raised an
" indescribable tumult " by his discourse on the

revision of the Constitution, — a discourse that was a

veritable conflict with the reactionary majority of the

Legislative Assembly. He had dared to say :
" What

!

because we have had Napoleon the Great, must we have

Napoleon the Little ?
" After the crime of the 2d of

December, when the representative of the people became

an historian for the purpose of denouncing the culprit to

public indignation, the title of the avenging book was

found. He wrote " Napoleon the Little" in Brussels,

between the 12th of June and the 14th of July, 1852, in

the flame of his burning memories, on the direct testi-

mony of the proscribed. The bottle of ink used in filling

the manuscript has a curious history. With the last

drop, the poet wrote on the back, —
" In this bottle of ink there is not left a tittle :

The last drop has finished Napoleon the Little,"—

and he signed the initials " V. H. " Then he presented

the whole to Madame Juliette Drouet, who was to have

the troublesome task of copying it for the printer.

Madame Drouet fell sick, and was attended by an exile,

Doctor Yvan, the son of the physician of Napoleon L
The doctor saw the ink-bottle, and showed a great desire

to possess it. He obtained it with the poet's consent,
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and on his return to France presented it to his protector,

Prince Jerome Napoleon, with whom it remained.

The first edition (Jeffs, London, 1852, 1 vol. in-32)

resulted in the passage of the Faider law, hastily-

concocted at Brussels, on the advice of the French

government, for the purpose of expelling Victor Hugo
from Belsian territory. But there were numerous

pirated editions, which at the very time the author was

forced to cross the sea, penetrated into all parts of

France in spite of the custom-houses and the police

of the Empire. A Bonapartist functionary brought one

uf the volumes to the Chateau of Saint-Cloud. Accord-

ing to the official journals of the time, Louis Napoleon

examined it, and said with a smile :
" Look, gentlemen

!

' Napoleon the Little, ' by Victor Hugo the Great !
" The

poet responded with the poem in " Les Chatiments
"

entitled " L'homme a ri, " ending with these verses

:

" Thou frothest out thy hiughter ri,i;ht gayly on my name,

But 1 hold the red-hot iron, and thy flesh smokes all the same."

The first Paris edition was published by Hetzel on the

2d of December, 1870. Then came the edition by L^vy

(in-8°, 1875), for which Henri Gudrard published a

series of ten etchings; and the edition by Hugues

(1879), illustrated by MM. Jean-Paul Laurens, Chifflart,

Vierge, Bayard, Morin, Lix, etc.

After the fall of the Empire.

The edition published during the siege of Paris

inspired the following article :
—

"From the beginning of the work, the reader feels,

whether he will or not, constituted, in presence of his con-

science, the judge of the crime of the 2d of December.

"This beginning is magnificent. It is the picture of the

memorable session at which General Cavaignac descended
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from 2)ower with the same h>yalty that marked his accession

to it, and in whicli the President of the Assembly called

to the Presidency of the Republic Citizen Chai-les Louis

Kapoleon Bonaparte, to whom the Government had restored

his rights as a Frenchman and a citizen, in spite of the dis-

trust his antecedents might naturally inspire. On the very

next day, he began to conspire against the Republic he had

sworn to defend. He ushered in the corruption of the army
by the reviews and riotous feasts of Satory. Three years

afterwards he made the coup (V Etat. The book of M. Hugo
retraces all its horrors, but it is a faithful picture painted in

ineffaceable colours! . . . The author of the crime and his

accomplices are represented with their characteristic traits,

— traits at once sinister and grotesque. The longer the

time that has elapsed since then, the more striking has

become the truth of these pictures. Read 'Napoleon the

Little,' and yoii cease to be astonished at the folly, the

thoughtlessness, and the general want of foresight which

marked the campaign of the Rhine. The capitulation of

Metz and of Sedan becomes plain to you. You will compre-

hend it all, — that emperor and his lieutenants, at a sign

from the King of Prussia, running to throw themselves at

his feet; those pretorians threatening with their chassepots

the citizens of Metz who resist the betrayal of their city;

that Imperial Guard which surrenders and does not die;

France taken by surprise, without arms, without munitions

of war, without defence, after milliards have been squan-

dered during a period of twenty years on the budget of war;

the country invaded, ravaged, and ruined; Paris besieged!

Such were to be the consequences of the coup cVEtat of

December. Such was to be the result of those twenty years

of corruption, luxury, and despotism, which you called

twenty years of prosperity, blinded bourgeois and credulous

j)easants! . . ,

"Some timid minds, while entirely comprehending the

indignation of the author, discovered that he went too far in

the expression of his contempt and disgust. Well, the

event has proved that he did not reach the full reality. The
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hero of his book lacked one trait in the picture; namely,

the cowardly impudence wliich after twenty years of des[)ot-

ism would attribute his fall, his disaster, and his shame to

others than himself, — lirst to the country he deceived, then

to his ministers, his generals, his prefects; to men he had
himself selected, and who were but his lackeys. This last

trait completes the hero. A man truly great, if he happen

to fall, assumes all the responsibility of his disaster, and
shelters his ministers and servants. The little man takes

refuge where he can; attributes his faults to this one or that

one, and excuses himself at the expense of all that ought to

be most sacred to him. Xapoleon the Little! how well

thou deservest the name with which our great poet has

branded thee I

"0 you who would know into what abominable hands our

country had fallen! study this poignant and magnificent

work, this admirable preface to the ' Chastisements '
!
" ^

1 E. D. de Biuville, iu the " Siecle " of the 18th of December, 1870.



LES CHATIMENTS.

WE asked Victor Hugo one day which of his books

he liked best. He answered, " Les Chatiments.
"

" Les Chatiments " bears the same relation to modern
France that the " Divina Commedia" did to the Italy of

the Middle Ages. It is the sublime and immortal pro-

test of the national conscience against the unjust decrees

of fate, the popular epic of sovereign indignation and of

invincible hope. When the book appeared, the Empress
Eugdnie asked for it, ran it over, and throwing it from

her in anger, cried :
" What have we done, then, to M.

Hugo ?
"

" What have they done to me ?
" replied the poet,

when these words were reported to him ;
" they have

done this to me : they have made the 2d of December !
" ^

Later on, he explained his work in " Les Quatre vents

del'Esprit:" —
" At times it is a duty to blazon hideous deeds ;

At times a lurid fire should light imperial crimes :

And hence ' The Chastisements,' this book of mine which feeds

Tlie hate of honest hearts. Yet my reluctant rhymes

Have lent themselves to hate with some regretful pain ;

For purity and grace alone entrance my soul.

But when all honour fled from France in high disdain,

I felt the hour had struck the clouds away to roll,

And flash upon that act the vengeful glare of fate
;

And so this book of mine, a lighted torcli, is hurled

To flame across the sky. 'T is hard for me to hate :

Yet when a traitor bars the progress of the world,

1 La Lanterne, by Henri Rochefort, No. 14.
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Kills a people, and becomes the base idol of the base, —
Then at least a vivid light should the firmament illume.

Well, this book contains some gleams that may show our land's

disgrace

;

I have torn away from evil its enormous shroud of gloom,

Have profaned the night to set a glowing star upon her brow."

The original edition of " Les Chatiments " was muti-

lated by order (1 vol. in-18, Henri Samuel & Co.

publishers, Brussels, 1853). The first edition recognized

by the poet bore the title, " Chatiments, by Victor

Hugo, Geneva and Nevs^ York, 1853. Universal Print-

ing-press ; St. Helier, Dorset St. 19. " The publisher

Hetzel has said :
" Every one knows that this immortal

book was born in exile. One single edition was then

printed under the eyes of the author, to which we gave

special care. Since then there have been numerous
pirated editions, the least defect of which was the num-
ber of their errors. The legislation of the Empire had

its effect even in foreign countries. It went so far that,

for the purpose of secrecy, it became necessary to create

a printing-press and have a printer on whom reliance

could be placed ; and the author, who had no rights to

any of the profits of his book in any country, has never

derived the slightest benefit from the enormous sale of

'Les Chatiments, ' neither from the edition published,

for the most part, at his own expense, then at the

expense of Colonel Charras and Victor Schoelcher, and
then at mine. Speculation reached such a degree of

effrontery that rhapsodies like ' Le Christ au Vatican
'

were sold as the productions of Victor Hugo.
"

The Public Headings of " Les Chatiments.
"

The first Paris edition (Hetzel), with the addition of

the poem, " Au moment de rentrer en France, " appeared

on the 20th of October, 1870. On the 22d Victor Hugo'
wrote to the editor of the " Sifecle :

" " ' Les Chatiments
'
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have never brought any return to the author, and he is

far from complaining. To-day, however, I have received

a profit of five hundred francs from the sale of the first

edition of five thousand copies. I ask permission to

offer these five hundred francs as my subscription to the

fund for procuring cannon. " On the 29th, he authorized

the Socidt^ des gens de lettres to organize a public

recitation of " Les Chatiments, " which took place on the

5th of November at the Porte Saint Martin. M. Jules

Claretie delivered the opening address ; the poems were

recited by MM. Frdd^rick Lemaitre, Berton, Lafontaine,

Coquelin, and Taillade, and by Mesdames Favart, Marie

Laurent, Lia Felix, and Dugudret. Madame Gueymard-
Lauters sang " Patrie " to Beethoven's music. There

was a second recitation at the same theatre on the 13th,

in which participated MM. Maubant, Lacressionniere,

Charly, Eugene Muller, Mesdames Eousseil, Victoria

Lafontaine, and Pdriga. Victor Hugo sent the follow-

ing reply on the 17th to the Socidt^ des gens de lettres

which requested a new reading :
" Let this third reading

be given to the people gratuitously ; and let us have it

in the old royal and imperial hall of the Opera, which

we shall raise to the dignity of a popular hall. A col-

lection will be taken up in Prussian helmets, and the

copper coins of the people of Paris will make an excellent

bronze for our cannons to be used against Prussia.

"

What he wished was done. The performance, given on

the 28th of November, began with an address from M.
Tony Pieveillon ; MM. Dumaine and Desrieux, and

Mesdames Sarah Bernhardt and Ugalde, were heard, as

well as the actors already mentioned. The collection,

taken up by the actresses, in helmets captured from the

Prussians, amounted to 468 fr. 50. The three recitations

brought a total of 16,817 fr. 50, of which 10,000 were

employed in casting the two cannons Victor Hugo and

Chdtiment ; the remainder was distributed among the
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victims of the war. Many other readings and recita-

tions were given at other theatres and halls. " Use me
in whatever way seems good to you for the public inter-

est, " the poet had said to Gambetta. " Spend me as you
would water. " And he repeated to M. Chaudey :

" My
book and myself belong to France ; let her do with tlie

book and with the author whatever she thinks best '

"

" We have just been present, " writes one of the

besieged, " at one of the most beautiful, most striking,

and most successful performances we have ever seen in

our whole life ; and yet it was made up of the poems of

a single poet, passages from a single book, souvenirs of

a single event. But this poet was Victor Hugo ; this

book was ' Les Chatiments ;

' this event, the ambuscade
of December. The ' Chatiments ' is a masterpiece.

Seven thousand verses wrought at a single casting,

taking all sorts of tones, — now epic, grandiose, or

lyrical, now grimacing like the caricatures of Callot,

— branded with a red-hot iron the actors in the tragic

farce, those who played the great parts as well as the

supernumeraries. Never before has the union of the terri-

ble and grotesque, a manner dear to Victor Hugo, attained

such a degree of power ; and I am speaking now from a

purely artistic point of view. Here the alliance of the

two is perfectly legitimate ; for what could be more gro-

tesque than the spectacle of those ragged mountebanks

and Robert Macaires installing themselves in the History

of France as if they were quite at home there ?

"

A popular edition (Hetzel & Co.) has twenty-two

designs of Theophile Sclmler, engraved by Pannemaker,

and a frontispiece by Daumier : the imperial eagle

crushed under the book of the poet and struck by

lightning.

The " Revue des Deux ]\Iondes " of the Inth of June,

1869, had devoted an article to Victor Hugo at once
VOL. XXX. — 13
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honeyed and perfidious, entitled " The Exile's Work. "

It had a study of " Les Chatiments " in November, 1870,

of a more favourable character, signed F. de Lagenevais,

Ultrix Poesis :
" Poems of this class, " it said, " win the

hearts of every one, because they force tears to How or

avenge outraged justice. The finest, the most perfect

poem in the whole collection is without any doubt the

one entitled ' The Expiation. ' When such strokes as

this fall from such a height, they resemble the thunder-

bolt; then the wrath of the poet has something of the

majesty of fate.
"

Tlie Journals of 1875.

The edition of May, 1875, resembled that of " Napoldon

le Petit. " It contained also a series of ten etchings by

Henry Gu(^rard, and was announced in the following

terms :
—

'*In 1854, the man who was fortunate enough to procure

a copy of the microscopic edition of 'Les Chatiments,' pub-

lished in Belgium, became the object of impatient entreaties

on all sides. I know one copy which passed from hand to

liand for several years, was read by more than a thousand

persons, and w^as copied by at least a hundred hands. There

were assemblies in the evening to hear it read; and in the

drawing-rooms there was always found some complaisant per-

son to recite to the company such poems as ' Le Te Deum du
1" Janvier, 1852,' 'Toulon,' 'Souvenir de la nuit du 4,'

'L'Empereur s'ennuie,' or 'L'Expiation.' Never before had

poetry revealed itself under such a terrible and vengeful

aspect. It was not verse, it was an artillery of whips that

made fragments of flesh fly at every lash. There was uni-

versal silence at the time. The press was muzzled, the

tribune was dumb; if men spoke at all, it was in wliispering

tones. But tliis flight of pitiless and splendid strophes

passing over the frontier and rushing to settle on the man
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of December, as the vulture on his prey, appeared the very

Nemesis of crime. On that day the world learned what an
indignant poet is worth, and what his wrath can do." ^

**For a long time France's sole consolation was the impre-

cations of an outlaw. But that outlaw was a poet who had
placed his genius at the service of our poor country, bent by
misfortune and by shame. His verses were the potent and
generous cordial whose every drop revives in a crisis of faint-

ness. How forget those terrible hours? What memories
they bring back! AVe still shudder at the very thought of

that time, — we whose early youth was passed in the hor-

rible night that followed the triumph of Bouapartism. And
so, when the books of the exile fall into our hand, it might
be said that we open them again in order to experience the

bitter joy of j^assing once more through the agonies from

which we have been rescued. There is a certain refinement

of pain in the gratitude we feel to the incomparable inter-

preter of our contemjit, our resentment, and our grief. His
inspirations are so powerful that he plunges us back into

that accursed past. And— shall we say it?— when we find

ourselves there we but feel the more the glory he has

acquired by the works that helped us to escape from it.

''These splendid poems are full of high and just thoughts

which deserve to be meditated on in every age. Anger,

indignation, disgust, a horror of evil, hold in them the

foremost place, but do not entirel}'^ fill them. Pity and love

for the good and beautiful are there too; and also the wor-

ship of great traditions, the aspiration towards the ideal of

justice and progress which is the aim of democracy, — the

struggle for a milder, more complete, and more spacious

civilization. And this serener and more august aspect of

' Les Chatiments ' is not i)erhaps the less attractive, now
that the peril is past." *

1 Le SR'cle, 9th of May, 1875.

•^ La Re'publique Fram/aise, 15th of May, 1875.



LES CONTEMPLATIONS.

THIS book (2 vol. in-8°, Paris, Michel L^vy et

Pagiierre, May, 1856) is, of all the books of

Victor Hugo, the one I have returned to oftenest and
with ever increasing pleasure. I have just read it

again, although I almost know the whole of it by heart.

It breathes the most heavenly and penetrating perfume,

and is instinct with the purest and loftiest thought.

Nothing in it is factitious ; there is not a single artificial

sensation or sentiment from the beginning to the end of

the volume. All is without tension or strain or effort.

It is the perpetual gushing of waters from a living foun-

tain. The poetic instrument is marvellous, and the

poet makes it vibrate with a touch that is absolutely

sure. The harmony might be said to start from its

very fibres, so perfect is the concord between the pres-

sure and tlie expression. Art can hardly go farther ; it

has become instinct, nature. The artist no longer needs

to concern himself about form ; the idea springs from

his brain all armed, like Minerva from the brow of

Jupiter. He rises to grandeur l)y simplicity, to pathos

by sincerity, to sul)limity by truth. Poetry is there in

its ideal purity, in its supreme glory. It is really the

radiant splendour of the true and the good. It is no

longer a carefully arranged garment, a rich ornament,

a crown of flowers, a necklace of pearls, a river of dia-

monds ; it is a starry light emanating from beauty itself,
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and robing it in celestial brightness. It is the divine

nudity of conscience, the aerial whiteness of a dream,

the invincible serenity of the idea ; it is the universal

soul radiating over the human ocean. The poet, like

his transfigured Satyr, expands until he touches the

poles, and grows until his head is among the stars, yet

loses naught of his characteristic personality.

" He is a god, because he 's more a mau."

" Les Contemplations " centres in the very heart of the

immense work of which it is the condensation and

epitome. " Twenty-five years are in this book, " he has

said ;
" it might be called the Memories of a soul.

"

Nowhere, not even in " La Lt^gende des Sifecles, " supe-

rior though it be in variety and magnificence, do we

find the emotions of the soul fitted to such perfect

expression. Each one of his other literary manifesta-

tions is represented in this collection by corresponding

poems ; and this collection equals or surpasses each one

of his other literary manifestations by a certain feature

peculiar ro it. It is because he has written the greater

part of these pages under the inspiration of his holiest,

deepest, and most agonizing sorrow. " sorrow, key

of heaven .'
" It is because " Les Contemplations,

"

embracing France and exile, all happiness and all grief,

is dedicated to his eldest daughter, dead in the flower,

of a sudden and frightful death. It is because never

has a dearer hope sprnng from a more cruel trial. It is

because never has greater love conquered greater suffer-

ing. " There is only one man unhappy, Lord ! It is

the wicked man! "

The Catastrophe of Villequier.

It was on the 4th of September, 1843. The 4th of

September! — an ominous date. It took from the poet
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his child and restored to him his country ! Alphonse

Karr published in " Les Guepes " a narrative of that

sinister day :
—

**At Villequier, fourteen or fifteen leagues from Havre,

there is a brick house almost hidden by creeping vines

at the foot of a mountain covered with trees. In front,

a garden descends to the river by a flight of stone steps

overgrown by moss. This house, the abode of happiness

a few days ago, has just been the theatre of a frightful

misfortune. It belongs to Madame Vacquerie, the mother

of M. Charles Vacquerie, who married, seven months ago.

Mademoiselle Leopoldine Hugo, daughter of Victor

Hugo."
''On Monday morning, about ten o'clock, M. Charles

Vacquerie, in company with his uncle, an old sailor, and

a child of the latter, ten or eleven years old, started, with

the object of transacting some business with a notary, for

Caudebec, half a league from Villequier, in a boat his

uncle had just built. As he was about to leave the house,

he asked his young wife if she would like to be one of

the party. Slie refused, as she was not dressed. They
set out, promising to be back for luncheon. Some moments
had hardly elapsed when M. Cliarles Vacquerie thought

the boat had not sufficient ballast. He returned towards

the house, and took two heavy stones, which he placed

in the bottom of the boat to steady it. The young wife

then exclaimed, "As you have returned, I shall go with

you ; wait ten minutes for me." Tliey wait, she climbs

into the boat. Madame Vacquerie, the mother, cautions

them to return for lunch. They depart.

''Madame Vacquerie stands gazing after tlie boat, and

has only one idea : if it is too calm they will not be able

to use the sail ; the lunch will be late. The sail indeed

was flapping languidly against the mast. Not a leaf

trembled on the trees. No one could foresee any danger,

not even a mother ! However, a slight breath of wind

p^w and then swells the sail. The boat advances slowly,
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but still it advances, and Caudebec is reached at last. M.
Charles Yacquerie had to see the notary in regard to the

will of his father, who had lately died. The notary tries to

persuade him not to return by the river, — not because he

fears any danger, but, on the contrary, because there is no
wind, because thej^ will go so slowly. He offers them his

carriage to take them back to Villequier. They refuse : it

is not too late, they will arrive in time ; and then an excur-

sion by water is so delightful ! the river is so beautiful !

"And so they get ready for the return voyage. Uncle
Vacquerie holds the tiller ; the child has his eyes on the

water as it runs ; husband and wife hold each other's hand
and breathe the atmosphere of happiness that surrounds

them. In truth, Leopoldine Hugo has always remained

the winning young girl we have seen grow up in the bosom
of that loving family ; life has smiled on her ; she has just

married the man she loves, and by whom she is adored.

She has brought back joy to a family that has suffered

much : to-day it bewails the death of seven of the house-

hold ! Charles Vacquerie is not twenty-seven. For three

years past his whole life has been given up to the hope

of that happiness he enjoys to-day. During these three

years he has been noticed by his friends picking up here

and there curious pieces of furniture, bric-a-brac, precious

trifles, — 'for her when she is my bride!' Every one

loves them, every one takes an interest in their happiness.

They know this ; they have no desire unsatisfied, unless

for a little breeze, for the boat hardl}' moves.

''Ah, 3^ou are happy ! you are 3'oung ! you are beautiful

!

you are rich ! Unfortunates ! Misfortune is a creditor to

whom man owes the tithe of his life ; what he does not

pay bears usurious interest and mounts uji quickly. Ah,
you have realized every wish

;
you have attained the aim

of all your thoughts ? Well, behind this aim death lies in

wait ! every step you make toAvards 3'our happiness, you are

making towards him who awaits you there !

"On a sudden, between two hills, a squall comes on

without any warning, and strikes the sail. The boat
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capsizes. Some peasants on the opposite bank saw Charles

Vacquerie sink and rise again, and heard him shout. This

occurred six times ! They thought he was amusing him-

self ! He was diving and trying to save his wife, who
was under water and clinging to the overturned boat with

the tenacity of the drowniiig; her poor little hands were

stronger than clamps of iron ; the efforts of Charles, his

desperate efforts, were in vain. Then he dived for the

last time, and remained with her. Charles Vacquerie was

a good swimmer. Nobody would have been astonished

if he had wagered to swim twenty, thirty times a greater

length than that which separated him from land. He did

not desire to escape ! I would wish that this f)oor father,

Avho knows nothing at the moment I am writing these

lines, who believes his daughter alive and happy, — I would
wish Victor Hugo to know that the man to whom he gave

his daughter determined to die rather than return without

her ; I would wish him to know that he ought to mingle

them both in his love and his regret. Charles Vacquerie

did all that a brave, devoted, loving husband could do

to save his wife ; then, when he saw he could not bring

her back to life, he rested with her in death.

''During all this time, what was the poor mother doing ?

She was waiting in the garden, and saying to herself, 'No
wind !

' However, she looked long in the direction of

Candebec, but her eyes troubled her. She called to a pilot

and said, ' I do not see clearly
; look and tell me if the boat

is near.' The pilot looked and said, 'No, madame, it is

not their boat. ' Then when he saw what had happened
and that their boat was capsized, he ran in all haste with
his comrades. But it was too late, and they carried the

four dead bodies to Madame Vacquerie, — up the same steps

which her son, her daughter-in-law, her nephew, and her
brother-in-law had descended three hours before, hap]iy

and smiling. . . . Who can tell the source from which
this mother, alone in her house, derived the strength and
courage not to die also ? She would not believe them
dead !
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*'An express was sent to a friend of the Vacqueries at

Havre, giving him the sad inission of announcing the catas-

trophe to Madame Victor Hugo, who was at Granville. . . .

Then I thought of Hugo, who is travelling, and who will

learn— it is horrible ! — the death of his darling daughter,

while carelessly running his eyes over a journal, after

dinner, in some inn or other! Every one has read the

beautiful verses with which his children have so frequently

inspired him ; but 1 have often seen those charming chil-

dren gathered around him, and I know the place they fill in

his heart. He has been written to. But where can a letter

reach him ? In Spain, where he first went, or m France,

where he may have returned ? It may meet him by mere

chance, on some road along which he is travelling. This is

frightful !

"

August Vacquerie on " Les Contemplations.
"

" You shall have ' Les Contemplations ' next week,

"

wrote Auguste Vacquerie to his nephew Ernest Leffevre,

towards the end of June, 1856. " The last sheets of the

second volume are being printed. It is the greatest

poetic work of our greatest lyric poet. Every earthly

problem, from the sigh of the blade of grass to the sob

of the father is there. The other verses of the author

have dealt with only one aspect of life, one side of

Nature. This time, the beauty of the sun does not con-

tent the poet ; he asks it who has given it light, and

says to its rays :
' Ye are darkness !

' This time, Nature

is questioned and replies. The wind is no longer a

sound, it is a voice. The dewdrop is no longer a pearl,

it is a tear. And then, man, who begins in the cradle

and ends not with the tomb! All the course of his

changing life looms up at the will of the poet's wand,

— the dazed look of the child, who does not even see

the naked feet of Rose ; the heart of the youth thrilled

by the eyes of the woman; the spirit of the man pene-
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trated by the miseries of the people. In all this we
have so far only life ; the poet does not yet soar above

the world. But when his daughter dies, he flings him-

self into the grave after her ; he seeks her, he opens her

bier ; she is no longer a tenant of that dead body ; still

he would find her; he beats his forehead, a cry of

anguish leaps from his heart ; he digs and hollows out

the grave, he pierces through the globe from end to end,

he breaks from the earth, and roams intoxicated among
the stars.

"

Madame Victor Hugos Copy.

Towards the end of the sixth Conversation in his

" Cours familier de Litt^rature, " Lamartine has written

the following, under the title " Episode :
" " We have

read, like every one, the two volumes of poetry, entitled

' Les Contemplations, ' which M. Victor Hugo has just

published. It would not be becoming in one poet to

judge the work of another poet, when that poet is his

contemporary and his friend of old. A serious criticism

might be suspected to spring from rivalry; a eulogy

might be deemed adulation of the two greatest forces we

recognize on earth, genius and misfortune. We are

content, then, to enjoy in silence the beauty of the

sentiments which wells from these pages ; to weep with

the father; to trace back with the husband and friend

the current of vanished days, when similar poetic sym-

pathies brought us together. But yesterday a happy

and unforeseen circumstance has constrained us, so to

say, to remember that we too have been a poet, and to

respond by a very feeble echo to the voice which comes

to us from the ocean. The poets and writers who are

the intimate friends of Madame Victor Hugo have

formed the idea of having the volume of her husband's

poetry magniCicnitly bound, inserting some blank pages

and covering these blank pages with their names and
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with a few lines in prose or verse that may witness

their undying affection for this illustrious and virtuous

woman. One of them brought me my page yesterday

;

the page and its destination inspired me this morning

with the following verses ! I give them here, not as a

model of literature, but as a testimony of respect for

Madame Victor Hugo, and as an affectionate souvenir of

the youthful friendship of her husband and myself.

But while offering them, I must ask indulgence for their

ancient form.

"

TO MADAME VICTOR HUGO.

A SOUVENIR OP HER WEDDING.

The day he led thee to his humble dwelling,

Joy-tranced, like vintager made drunk with wine,—
That day I sat down at the sacred table,

And ate the bread his joy had made divine.

Nature herself spread for that lovers' banquet

Her milk, fruit, honey, all her pure delights.

The nuptial ring you passed to one another,—
First golden link in blissful chain of rughts.

A Psyche thou! The scene thy soul awakened,

Thy dark eyes rested with a dumb amaze

Upon thy husband's brow with flame transfixed,

Yet with a halo crowned of gentler rays.

That flame came from the burning, seething furnace

Which with its wasting fires consumes us here;

And thou didst ask thyself, in doubting wonder,

Is this a soul ? a fire 1— but didst not fear.

And so the night swept on in these chaste raptures,

And your clasped hands felt Love's electric thrill,

And passers-by heard these two lyres with wonder,—
One singing yet, the other voiceless still.

And when the last cup of the wine was emptied,

I dipped into my glass a jasmine flower,

—

The while my heart was bit with sudden sorrow,

The presage of sad exile's fated hour!
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And now I come, a guest without a garland,

And ask to sit at sorrow's feast once more.

'T is night, and I can hear the Ocean beating

In sullen murmurs on that rocky shore.

Though he is proud, yet thou wert ever tender !

O heart- bruised wife, serve up what crusts remain.

Where two liearts burned, there 's left a little ashes
;

Watered by tears, 't will be the bread of pain

!

Alphokse de Lamartine (5th of June, 1856).

On another sheet in the same copy are these words i

Madame, 1 am very happy to say, from the other shore,

that you are all here present with us, dearer than ever.

The great voice that you know has become more and more
the inivard voice of France. I send you a heart-felt

greeting. Michelet.

M. lildouard Duranc, in the " Beaumarchais " of the

1st and 29th of October, 1882, has quoted several

other niannscript pages. In connection with the verses

addressed " A Alexandre D. ,
" he gives the following :

I dedicate to you, my dear Hugo, my drama ''La

Conscience." Receive it as the pledge of a friendship

that has survived exile, and shall survive death. I believe

in the immortality of the soul.

Alexander Dumas,
. Midnight, at the moment the curtain

is falling on the last act.

Facing the verses " A Paul M. " is the dedication of

the drama: " 'Paris', . . . mutilated by the Imperial

censorship.
"

Master 1 thou whose absence leaves the grand old city lonely !

Athlete ! loved and feared by the Archangel called of men
Disaster !— wilt thou deign receive this drama, where, for only
The crime of hoping ever, France and History have again

Had a limb lopped from the body ? It will bear the aspirations
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Of which France, though sunk iii daxkness, is the faithful wor-

shipper

To the island that thy presence makes more radiant than all nations

!

They ai'e sent by us, from thee exiled, to thee, exiled from her !

Paul Meuiuce (July, 1855).

At the beginning of Madame Victor Hugo's copy the

same poet wrote this quatrain by way of introduction:

" Beneath Shame's ashes and the sneerer's mocking glee.

Honour, which never dies, keeps yet some sparks alive
;

These particles of France that in true hearts survive,

I send as tribute meet for exile's treasury."

There is a second copy of " Les Contemplations " in

existence which is peculiarly precious, — that of Jules

Janin. It contains, like that of Madame Hugo, some

beautiful drawings done by the author's own hand,

several photographs, and a long letter, from which we
have quoted in our preliminary study. It was sold at

the sale of the critic's effects, on the 21st of February,

1877, for one thousand francs. The copy of the " Feuilles

d'Automne, " sold on the same occasion, brought two

hundred francs; that of " Les Orientales, " one hundred

and sixty -seven francs; and " La Ldgende des Siecles,

"

six hundred and thirty-five francs.

Criticism of the Parisian Press.

** Never did a work arouse so much curiosity and

sympathy. No sooner was it known to be for sale than

the booksellers' shops were literally besieged, and in

twenty-four hours the first edition was exhausted. At this

moment ' Les Contemplations ' is in all hands ; it might

be said that the reader, disgusted with the rhapsodies of

previous sterile years, wished to plunge into this mighty

river, which has its source in the last days of the Restoration,

and has never ceased to roll along its waves of fine thoughts

and fine verses through all events, fortunate or unfortunate,

glorious or disastrous." ^

1 Texier, in "Le Siecle," April 27, 1856.
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'*We have for a long time been listening, with our ear

to the ground, for some sound from the outside world
;

we were watching for this sunbeam, this ecstasy, this

intellectual banquet. Well, the sunbeam has shone at last,

the ecstasy has sung, the banquet has been spread in all its

joyous splendour !

"0 master ! dear, beloved master ! poet ! the

enthusiasm of our youth, the pride of our manhood, —
be blessed ! This book, you say, must be read as one

would read the book of a dead man. No ! assuredly no !

We have not read it so ; and our heart while reading, while

plunging into those waves of poesy, would not have sung

such glad trumpet notes if it had not felt that you still live.

No ! it is not the tomb that rises from so many glorious

poems, so many delicate flowers, so many heart-rending cries,

so many sublime hopes. It is not death, but sorrow that

has increased your stature. It is sorrow that has added

new chords to your lyre ; it is sorrow tliat has transported

you, that transports us with you, into those serene regions,

into those invisible worlds, nearer to God ! Sorrow, —
it is written in characters of fire on every page, on every

line, of this beautiful book. But sorrow is not there

alone. Through the tears, the pure sobs of the father,

what rays divine are shining ! Along with sorrow, the

faith that saves, the hope that consoles, the love that

smiles, have sat down at the hearth of the poet ; and
the alternate chant of these divine muses, these sacred

guests, their plaintive and tender cliant, has been caught

by Victor Hugo. Never has his glorious talent risen

to such heights ; never has it spoken such magnificent

language !
" *

''The spring is returning. ... A breath has passed,

a voice has spoken, that would seem to waft to us from
the depths of the horizon the j)erfume of flowers which had
till now withheld their fragrance. We know that voice,

for we heard and luved and blessed and admired it many

1 Louis Jourdau, iu " Le Sieclo," April 23, 1856.
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a time in our early youth and in our prime. On hearing

it again to-day, we thought we were again living twenty

years ago, and had again renewed those sacred hours of

enthusiasm when we bore within" us our Jerusalem. Ah,

God be praised ! there is still a lyre singing by the waters

of Babylon !

" And yet the poet tells us in the preface to his work

that it is a dead man who speaks here. Dead ! and why ?

Can a man like you die? Has not a man like you, so favoured

as to live the life of all, to be the soul of souls, and to

pour forth that general soul into the imperishable mould

of poetry, an unending covenant with duration ? Though

he seemed for a moment to vanish from our gaze, would

not his generation, or the generation that followed, in

some sort restore him to life every time that it flung a

verse of his to the echoes ? Yesterday I was reading

Dante ; and there, on my right hand, I saw him sitting

beside my hearth. I can make this assertion with full

assurance, for under his gloomy red hood his look was even

more tragic than when he left Florence.

''Victor Hugo has divided his poems into two parts,

before delivering them to posterity: one entitled 'Autrefois,'

the other ' Aujourd'hui.' 'Autrefois' is the noon of life,

glory in its flower, the harvest still on the plain, the home

still intact, the chirping of the cricket on the hearth ; it is

the smile of God in immensity, the communion of every

soul here below. The poet, Nature's confessor, surprises

in every flower its mystery, in every splendour its ray,

in every wave its sigh, in every lily its perfume, and

says to all the dumb beauty and tenderness of the earth :

' I lend you my voice, — s])eak and sing ! There was

something you lacked : joi\ have it now
;
you have the

hymn !
' The poet perfects creation.

"But the shadows are alreadx' descending on the valley
;

the funereal hour of twilight called ' Aujourd'hui ' is at

hand. The petals of the flower are scattered to the wind,

the ears of wheat are bruised under the flail ; a place is

empty at the father's side ; the hearthstone is broken.
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Thy will be done, almighty Grod ! Yet thy people deserved
a better lot at the hands of destiny. The cricket no longer
chirps, the springtime no longer smiles, the flower no
longer breathes its secrets, and the muse in her mourning
garb no longer hears aught except what the grass of the

tomb by which she is seated tells her. During his journey
the poet has left so many beloved things on his way that

to-day he feels the terrible and majestic sorrows of his

betrayed heart mount in pallor to his brow. But he does

not therefore experience for fortune either hate or anger.

Far from it. Bending over the entire world, he draws forth

from his immense sorrow only one right, immense as that

sorrow itself, — the right to bless and forgive even the out-

casts of creation, the jackal and the aspic, the aconite and
the euphorbia. He spreads out every verse of his poem
as a mantle to cover every species of infirmity :

' Go now !

I have touched thee ; thou art healed !
' . . .

"The piece called *La Bouche d'ombre ' is a sublime

vision in God of the perpetual metempsychosis and the

perpetual eucharist of creation. If Milton lived in our

day, it is thus he would speak ; for life is one in its diver-

sity, and nature is but the immense procession of being

marching towards Providence ; and according as we do good

or evil, we advance or we retrograde by a step. There is

no need of a change of form for this ; thou dost howl, thou

dost butcher, thou dost suddenly lose, in thy fury, in thy

crime, all that made of thee a man, a divine spirit ; thou

art the wolf Attila, the jaguar Nero ! Everj^ passion of

matter leads us back to the beast ; every victory of mind
over the temptation to vice raises us a step on the ladder

of Jacob." 1

"The poet, it is true, has changed; it is true he has grown

old; but under the beneficent hand of misfortune, the crown

he wears is as verdant as the palms of his twentieth year;

and if the rich foliage; hides the pallid temples, it shadows

1 Eugene Pelletau, in the "rresse," May 13, 1856.
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also tliouglits that come only at the ripened age to which the

poet has attained. . . .

'* ' Les Contemplations' presents to our view those aspects

of towering grandeur, those revelations which are not found

amid terrestrial dreams. M. Victor Hugo returns from a

pilgrimage to the countries of Dante, and tells us of the

things he has seen. . . . He has reached that phase of

existence in which an idea constitutes belief. He who has

lost a being dear to him cannot believe in annihilation. . . .

'Au bord de I'Infini,' the poet stops; he hesitates before

the abyss. AVhat angel will take him by the hand and aid

him to traverse these vast spaces? Who will build the

bridge? A voice has answered him: 'Prayer!' The
dreamer is seized with a spirit of daring resolution. He
springs forward. * I will go, ' he says, ' in search of Truth,

Reason, and Justice; I will leap across the blue abysms and
stand at the feet of the Eternal ; and if the thunder roars, I

will roar louder! '
. . . Eays shine through this poetry,

enveloped though it be in darksome problems. Two forces

are in conflict in this spirit greedy of knowledge, — a spirit

that is, on the one side, overwhelmed by the nothingness of

man in presence of the infinite worlds around him; and that,

on the other hand, affirms the necessity of the humblest

things. . . .

"The seer has glimpses of the end of hostility between
man and man, of the conflicts of mind and matter, the divi-

sions of good and evil. He j^erceives this beginning, this

dawn, of a better day, — qui nesc'it occasum, as says the

hymn; he has a vision of the fatherland at peace and
crowned with stars, — qui nescit liostem patr'ia! He divines

and sings the benefits of that symbolic city which has been
the quest of so many dreamers. He is the Columbus of the

discoveries of the soul, and lands on the virgin shores faintly

seen by many before, descried by sailors sliipwrecked on the

shoals of immortality, who returned bringing with them
visions of deserted paradises. The strophes expand and
become luminous as coats of mail touched by the sunrise; a

splendid crescendo is hurrying away the soul of the breath-

VOL. XXX.— 14
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less reader, — when, on a sudden, the wing that aimed so

high is folded, and sinks to earth on an isolated corner of

this poor world, by the shore of the sea, near the stone of a

sepulchre. The father would speak with his child; through-

out the realms of space he has but vague glimpses of the

white robe of the elect; while kneeling on the tomb he can

conjure up his darling daughter, the dear human form, the

mortal being he has lost. Beethoven has such abrupt returns

on his principal inotif.''^
^

Other critics observe that " Victor Hugo, at first a

rrench-Spaniard, and then smitten with Germany, as

is shown in ' Le Ehin ' and ' Les Burgraves, ' shows
certain English intlueuces in the works of his exile,

"

such as " double words, substantives used as epithets,—
' the cavern liberty, ' for instance. This English

mode of expression began with the sojourn of the poet

in the Isle of Jersey. It appears two or three times in

' Les Chatiments, ' and there is one example of it in
' Les Eayons et les Ombres. '

"

In fact " Les Contemplations " furnishes many in-

stances of these elliptical turns of expression dear to

Shelley, the great modern English poet of pantheism,

whose " Queen Mab " has been translated by Francois

Victor Hugo :
—

" Vulture Fatality, boldest thou the human race ?

Thou wouldst seize the world, then, in the network Light)

To weave with threads of harmony and light,

And take all hearts in the huge network Love !
"

And this characteristic strophe:—
" Alone,— when the many-voiced Day
On yon far-away hill is new-born,

Where the Dawn stands in flaming array,—
Crimson crest of the chanticleer Morn."

* L. Laurent Pichat, in "Revue de Paris," Mav 15, 1856.
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Nothing was lacking to the triumph of the proscribed,

not even the invectives of the public insulter. Gustave

Planche was displeased that a mere poet, a rhymester,

should take the liberty of speaking " in every sort of

tone of metempsychosis. " An insignificant personage,

of whom certain surly critics have attempted of late to

make a prophet, made a comic exhibition of his hostility

to Victor Hugo in " Le Edalisme, " — a sheet expressly

founded to attack poetry, and which issued only five or

six numbers. The better to exterminate the beautiful

verses of the Master, he quoted them in the form of

prose, beginning the lines without capitals and not end-

ing them with the rhymes. By doing this, he imagined

that all their music, feeling, and thought would disap-

pear immediately. He entitled his diatribes, " ' Les

Contemplations ' of Victor Hugo ; or, the giant gulf of

the sombre abysses of Eomanticism, " and exclaimed

:

" Hugo is a mountebank of poetry, a masked spirit in

which nothing is sincere, not even vanity! . . . Take

away from Hugo some thirty big adjectives, and all his

poetry will sink to ruin like a ceiling from which the

props have fallen. . . . He does not love women, he does

not understand children, and has no feeling for Nature.

. . . He says of a woman, ' She looked at me with that

supreme look which remains to beauty when we triumph

over it. ' Is not that worthy of Delille ? As for his

politics, his treatment of them is that of M. Cabel, or a

leader-writer in the ' Si^cle. ' ... It is a matter of

indifference to me that the workmanship of M. Hugos
verses may he good; when I w\as a child, I used to be

rather anxious about the bonbons, but not at all about

the bag. " He sternly reproaches the exile with writing
" such insipid poems, such purely ridiculous verses, on

the death of his daughter and his son-in-law. " It

would be impossible to find any one more artlessly deaf

and blind even at the present day.
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The third edition of " Les Contemplations " (Michel

Ldvy, fibres. Hetzel. Pagnerre) was ornamented with

vignettes on the margin by J. A. Beaucd. Under this

title, " Les Enfants, " Hetzel has collected, in one hand-

some volume illustrated by E. Eroment, most of the

verses of Victor Hugo on " Les tetes blondes, " on " Les

deuils et les tombes, " etc. It contains almost all the

strophes devoted to the ill-fated L^opoldine and Claire,

— those two young souls that were so early torn from

his arms, and that now breathe through the work a

divine perfume.



LA LEGENDE DES SIECLES.

First Series.

THE first series of La L^gende des Sifecles " was
published towards the end of September, 1859, at

Paris, by Michel L<^vy Brothers and Hetzel ; at Leipzig,

by Alphonsus Durr, with the sub-heading, " Histoire :

Les Petites Epopees, " and with this dedication :
" A la

France.
"

The entire world of letters and of art was carried

away with enthusiasm on the appearance of this daz-

zling gallery of masterpieces, through which we are led

onward from the first dawn " earlier than time. " Was
there ever before an example of such power of divina-

tion, evocation, and resurrection ? That which was
hitherto formless takes on the garb of sovereign beauty

;

that which hith.erto had no existence becomes eternal.

The souls of extinct generations rise successively in the

night of time, and the immense dim past radiates like

a dark sky gemmed with stars, awaiting the sunrise that

never sets.

In his " Traits de Po^sie, " Theodore de Banville lays

down the following principle :
" The implement of our

art should be the versification of the sixteenth century

perfected by the great poets of the ninth ; the entire

science of this versification will be found united in one

single book, ' La L^gende des Si^cles ' of Victor Hugo,
— a book which should be the Bible and the Gospel of

every French versifier. " M. Gambetta, as I have been
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informed, considers " Booz endormi " the most admirable

page of contemporary poetry.

" When we read ' La Ldgende des Sifecles, '
" wrote

Gautier in " Les Progrfes de la Po^sie francaise, " " we
seem to be traversing an immense cloister, a species of

Campo Santo of poetry, whose walls are covered with
frescos painted by some prodigious artist possessed of

all styles, and, according to his subject, passing from

the almost Byzantine style of Ocagna to the titanic

daring of Michael Angelo, — knowing equally well how
to produce the knights in their rigid armour and the

nude giants contorting their invincible muscles. Each
picture gives the vivid, deep, and coloured sensation of

a vanished epoch. Legend is history seen through the

popular imagination, with its thousand artless and

picturesque details, its charming homely traits, its fan-

tastic portraits truer than real portraits, its enlargements

of types, its heroic exaggerations, and its fabulous poetry

replacing a science that is often conjectural. . , . The
volume, like the Bible, ends with a sort of apocalypse.

Never before have the inexpressible and the unthinkable

been reduced to the formulas of articulate speech, as

Homer says, in a fashion more lofty and superb.

"

In his preface, the Master has said :
" The develop-

ment of the human race from age to age, man ascending

from darkness to the ideal ; the transfiguration of Para-

dise from the terrestrial hell ; the gradual and necessary

unfolding of Liberty, right for this life, responsibility

for the next ; a religious hymn of a thousand strophes,

having in its inner depths & profound faith and on its

summit a lofty prayer ; the drama of creation lighted up
by the countenance of the Creator, — such will this

poem be in its completeness, if God, the Master of

human existence, permits. " And he saw no difficulty

in admitting that he had " outlined in solitude a poem
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extending to a certain limit, dealing with the sole and

only problem, Being, under its threefold aspect, —

•

Humanity, Evil, Infinity ; the Progressive, the Eela-

tive, the Absolute, — in what might be called three

cantos: *La L^gende des Sifecles, ' 'La Fin de Satan,'

'Dieu. '

"

The Article of Eugene Pelletan. ^

•'Legend! yes, the work is rightly named, — vision and

reality at the same time, a kind of Last Judgment on

Humanity disappeared. . . . After reading these poems,

our age, smitten with sudden terror, might well say a second

time : * Behold a man retxirned from hell !

' He has, in

effect, returned from hell, — not that hell beneath the earth

imagined by poetry, but the hell open to the skies, called

History. This work resembles a new creation on the morrow

of a cataclysm. As in Genesis, its inspiration boils and

bursts in the midst of flame and smoke under the grandiose,

fantastic shapes of leviathans and titans. The poet has seen

the crimes of the earth, those monsters of the moral order.

He has seized them with a hand of iron, and reproduced

them under their demoniac type, in all their dismal hideous-

ness. There they are! look at them! look at yourselves!

and under whatever form they appear, learn to curse them.
*' It is not that Victor Hugo intones a psalm of maledic-

tion, and as it were a Dies tree of humanity: he inclines, on

the contrary, to a universal doctrine of redemption, not only

for man, but for the lowest being, the lowest outcast of

nature. He believes that immorality, like deformity, is

gradually ascending to virtue and beauty by the mysterious

ladder of progress. For everj^ lapse he has a word of com-

passion. He would pardon even Borgia, if Borgia could

have one good thought. He has suffered; he has learned to

love. To-day the poem of evil, to-morrow the poem of love!

For love devours evil as fire does the altar. He perhaps

still suffers, the shadow before him grows larger; but

Heaven has given him tlie gift of prophecy. Standing on

1 In the "Presse," Oct. 14, 1859.
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the mountain, he has been the first to see the promised land

sparkle in the sunrise. He points it out to the young men
of the time; let them have the courage to march thither! "

An Extract from the " Revue Germanique." ^

"The subject is humanity as a whole, — humanity under

all its aspects and in all its epochs, in its struggles and

trials, in its laborious efforts towards good, marching along

from the terrors and miseries of the past to the promised

grandeurs of the future. In venturing on this task M.
Hugo has not presumed too much upon his strength, while

at the same time, like a true poet, he has given expression

to the controlling ideas of the time, — ideas which dominate

him also. The movement of thought to-day carries us, and

will carry us more and more, towards history and the phi-

losophy of history. The human mind, advancing always on

a path which already seems long, although the space trav-

ersed by it in its infinite course is insignificant, comes to

a pause of meditation and looks backwards in order to take

an account of its progress, of its works, and draw from the

past indications and lessons for the future. These grave

and lofty meditations poetry has the right to take possession

of and translate into its own language. ' La Legende des

Siecles ' is the philosophy of history in a series of poetic

tableaux."

A Study hy Charles Baudelaire!^

"When we bring to mind what French poetry was before

Victor Hugo appeared, and the renewal it has undergone

since he has come; when we imagine what it might have

been if he had not come; when we think of the mysterious

and deep feelings that but for him would have remained

dumb, of the brilliant intellects at whose birth he assisted,

— intellects that but for him would have remained in obscur-

ity, — it is impossible not to consider him as one of the rare

and providential spirits that work out the salvation of all in

1 October, 1859.

* Reflexions sur quelques de mes Contemporains.
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the literar}'' order, as others do in the political order. The
movement inaugurated by Victor Hugo is still continuing

under our own eyes. That he has been powerfully seconded,

no one denies; but if young men, men of mature years,

women of the world, have to-day the sentiment of good
poetry, — of poetry endowed with profound rhythm and
vivid colour, — if the public taste has risen to heights of

beauty it had forgotten, we owe it all to Victor Hugo.
^ay, more; it is his potent stimulation that, by the hand
of erudite and enthusiastic architects is repairing our cathe-

drals and restoring our ancient memorials in stone. . . .

''Victor Hugo was by the principle of his nature, the

man best endowed, visibly elect, to express through poetry

what I shall call the nujstery of life. Nature, which stands

before us, on whatever side we turn, and surrounds us with
mystery, presents herself under several simultaneous condi-

tions, each of which is reflected in our hearts with a vividness

in proportion to our capacity for comprehending and feeling

it,— form, attitude, and movement, light and colour, sound and
harmony. The music of Victor Hugo's verses is attuned to

the profound harmonies of nature, — as a sculptor he carves

out of his strophes the imperishable forms of things; as a

painter, he illuminates them with their own proper colour-

ing. And the three impressions, as if they came directly

from Nature, penetrate simultaneously the brain of the

reader. From this triple impression results the moral aspect

of things. No artist is more universal than he, more fit to

come in contact with the forces of universal life; none is better

adapted for those incessant plunges into the bath of Nature.

Not only does he express plainly, not only does he translate

literally the plain and clear letters before him, but he expresses,

with the obscurity that is necessary, that which is obscure and
confusedly revealed. His works abound in extraordinary

examples of this peculiarity of his art, which might seem

forced if we did not know them to be essentially natural.

The verses of Victor Hugo can translate for the human soul

not only the direct pleasures it draws from visible Nature,-

but the most fugitive, complicated, and moral sensations (I
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say expressly inoral sensations) which are transmitted to us

by visible being, by inanimate (or what is called inanimate)

Nature; not only a being exterior to man, vegetable or min-

eral, but also its physiognomy, its gaze^ its sadness, its gen-

tleness, its exultant joy, its repulsive hatred, its enchant-

ment, or its horror; in line, in other terms, all that is

human in anything whatever, and also all that is divine,

sacred, or diabolical. . . . His genius has no frontiers.

*'We might doubtless analyze here, if space permitted,

the moral atmosphere which hovers over and circulates

through these poems, and which enters very sensibly into

the temperament of the author. It appears to me to bear a

very manifest character of equal love for what is very strong

and for what is very weak; and the attraction exercised over

the poet by these two extremes has its unique origin in the

very strength, the original vigour, with which he is endowed.

Force enchants and intoxicates him ; he moves towards it as

he would towards some blood relative: this is fraternal

attraction. In the same way, he is irresistibly hurried on

towards every symbol of the Infinite, — the sea, the ^\\
towards all the ancient representatives of force, — Homeric
or Biblical giants, paladins, knights; towards enormous and

formidable beasts. He caresses and sports with what in

weaker hands would excite terror. He strides through

immensity without dizziness. On the other hand, b}' a

different tendency, which however has the same source, the

poet shows that he is the pitying friend of all that is weak,

lonely, miserable, or orphaned: this is paternal attraction.

The strength which divines a brother in all that is strong,

owns as its children all that have need of being protected or

consoled. The spirit of justice and charity originates in the

very force and certaint}' it gives to its possessor. Thus in

the poems of Victor Hugo we have unfailingly those accents

of love for fallen women, for poor folk ground by the toothed

wheels of our social machinery, for animals made martyrs to

our gluttony and des])otism. Few persons have noticed the

charm, the enchanting beauty, lent by kindliness to strength,

as exemplified so ofteii in the works of our poet. A smile
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and a tear on the face of a colossus, — can we have any better

instance of an originality almost divine? . . .

"The excessive, tlie immense, are the natural domain of

Victor Hugo; he moves iu them as in his natal atmosphere.

The genius he has ever displayed iu painting all the inon-

sfrositi/ oi. rasLn's environment is truly prodigious; but it is

especially in these later years that he has undergone the

metaphysical influence which exhales from everything.

Til is is the curiosity of an G^dipus beset by numberless

sphinxes ! ... In the hands of any other poet than Victor

Hugo, such themes and such subjects would have readily

sunk into the didactic form, which is the greatest enemy of

real poetry. To relate in verse the ascertained laws accord-

ing to which a moral or sidereal world moves, is to describe

what is discovered and falls under the telescope and compass
of science; it is to encroach on the functions of science, and
embarrass its traditional language with the superfluous and
dangerous ornament of rhyme. But to abandon one's self to

all the reveries suggested by the infinite spectacle of life on
the earth and in the heavens is the legitimate right of the

first comer, and consequently of the poet, to whom has been
allotted the power of translating into a magnificent language

(which is the reverse of prose and music) the eternal guesses

of curious humanity. In describing what is, the poet

degrades himself and descends to the rank of the professor;

in relating the possible, he remains faithful to his function.

He is a collective soul, questioning, weeping, hoping, and
sometimes divining.

*'A new proof of the same infallible taste is manifested in

the last work, *La Legende des Siecles.' Except at the

dawn of the life of nations, when poetry is at once the

expression of their soul and the repertory of their knowl-

edge, history put into verse is a derogation from the laws

that govern history as well as poetry ; it is an outrage on
both muses. In extremely cultivated periods there comes
into the spiritual world a division of labour, which strength-

ens and perfects each part ; and he who would then attempt

to create the epic poem, as it was understood by younger
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nations, would risk diminishing the magical effect of poetry

were it onl}' by the insupportable length of the work, and at

the same time take from history a portion of the wisdom and

severity which older nations exact from her. . . . Victor

Hugo has created the only epic poem that can be created by

a man of his time for the readers of his time. In the first

place, the poems constituting the work are generally short;

and the very brevity of some is not less extraordinary than

their energy. This is in itself an important consideration,

and gives evidence of a knowledge of what is possible in

modern poetry. Next, when wishing to create the modern

epic poem,— that is, the poem having its origin, or rather

its pretext, in history,— he has been careful to borrow from

history nothing except what she can lawfull}^ and fruitfully

lend to poetry; that is to say, legend, myth, and fable,

which are the concentrated elements of national life, the

deep reservoirs in which sleep the blood and tears of peo-

ples. In fine, he has not sung such or such a nation partic-

ularly, the passion of such or such an age ; he has mounted

at a bound to one of those philosophic heights from whence

the poet can view all the evolutions of humanity with a gaze

equally curious, now affected by anger, and now by pity.

With what majesty he has made the centuries defile before

us as phantoms issuing from a wall; with what authority he

has made them march along, each endowed with its own per-

fect costume, its true visage, its real gait,— we all see it

with clearness!
"

When Baudelaire announced to the master his inten-

tion of sending him his translation of Edgar Allan Poe,

he begged the master not to read any other copy

beforehand, as he had to make certain corrections of

particular importance, " You may be assured, " replied

Victor Hugo, " that I will wait. I can understand what

you feel. I have, for the sake of a few commas, made

eleven revisions of ' La L^gende des Slides ' myself.

"



LES MISERABLES.

HAUNTED for almost half a century by the spec-

tacle of human sutieriug, Victor Hugo relieved his

conscience by the creation of " Les Misdrables. " The

first lines were written at his apartments in the Place

Eoyale. The work was to have been published by

Gosselin and Eenduel somewhere about 1848. At first

the title was " Les Misferes. " The first part was called

" Le Manuscrit de 1 'Eveque. " The Eevolution and his

exile intervened. Years passed. The books received

considerable developments. " The entire work, " wrote

the author to Paul Eoucher, on the 3d of August, 1861,
" revolves round one central character. It is a kind of

planetary system moving round a giant soul, which is

an incarnation of all the social misery of the time.

"

The last pages were finished in Hauteville House at

the beginning of 1862.

The book was published at Brussels by A. Lacroix

Verboeckhoven & Co. The first part, " Fantine, " appeared

the same day, the 3d of April, 1862, at Paris, London,

Leipzic, Madrid, Rotterdam, Pesth, Warsaw, and Rio-

de-Janeiro. The Paris edition (Pagnerre) of seven

thousand copies was sold in twenty-four hours. The
printer (Claye) brought out a new issue on his own
responsibility and exposed it for sale on the 17th of

April.

There were translations in the language of every

people that reads. A French traveller, M. Alfred
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Eambaud, came across the Eussian translation in the

depths of Tartar Muscovy. Several editions were
published in Japanese. During the war of Secession in

the United States, the romance of Victor Hugo became
the intellectual nourishment of the combatants. A
special edition was printed for them, — the " Volun-
teers ' edition." The soldiers carried the book in their

knapsacks, devoured it feverishly between two battles,

and used to surname one another Marius, Enjolras,

Courfeyrac, Bossuet, Grantaire, etc. In the Low Coun-
tries " Les Mis^rables " was read by the pastors in the

pulpit in presence of the assembled faithful. " It was,

"

they said, " the gospel of the people.
"

A series of twenty engravings embracing subjects in
" Les Mis^rables " by Outhwaite, after A. de Neuville,

has been published by the Lacroix publishing-house.

The Hetzel-Lacroix edition was issued at Paris in 1865,

— a fine volume, with two hundred designs by Brion.

The Hugue's edition (Paris, 1879, 5 vol. in-8°) has five

hundred designs by MM. Bayard, Brion, I. P. Laurens,

Lix, Ed. Morin, de Neuville, Scott, and Vogel. In the

summer of 1862 a weekly pul)lication was announced,

entitled " Les Femmes de Victor Hugo. " The first

series, devoted to " Les Mis^rables, " contains, together

with a portrait of the master after the photograph of

Pierre Petit, six plates engraved by 0. Jahyer after

Eustache Lorsay, — Fantine, Cosette, Eponine, etc.

Sources and Tyjies of " Les Miserahles.
"

The sources of the author's inspiration have been

sought for with the liveliest curiosity. It has been

thought that the prototype of Bisliop Myriel exists in a

little book published at Digne in 1844 entitled, " A
discourse on the life and virtues of Mgr. Charles Francois

Melchior Bienvenu de Miollis, bishop of Digne, deliv-
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ered in the church of Saint Jerome on the 12th of

September, 1843, followed Ijy several letters of the holy

prelate and diverse notes, by L. J. Bondil, canon.

"

This funeral oration, which, written in the clerical

style, is totally lacking in charm and power, has simply
furnished the novelist with the framework, and almost

nothing more. Having in Claude Frollo described the

perverted priest, he has in the bishop of D drawn
the portrait of the ideal priest.

In the enumeration of the nuns called " religieuses

vocales, " who inhabited the convent of the Petit-Pictus

from 1819 to 1825, Victor Hugo names Miles, de

Siguenza (Mother Presentation), de Cifuentes (Mother
Misdricorde), d'Auverney (Mother Saint Adelaide),

Gauvain (Mother Mechtilde), and Drouet (Mother des

Anges). Is it to the communications of these nuns,

and of the last especially, that we owe the pages so

admirably correct and picturesquely true on " The
Obedience of Martin Vega ;

" " The Little Convent ;

"

" The Perpetual Adoration" ? It may be remembered

that " Cifuentes " and " Siguenza " are the two titles

bestowed on General Hugo by King Joseph.

Certain personal recollections of the poet have, if I

am not mistaken, contributed to the formation of the

type of Marius. The distress of his hero recalls the

gloomy days that followed the death of his mother.
" She could not help feeling some esteem and considera-

tion for me, " says the timid adorer of Cosette, " if she

knew that I am the real author of the dissertation on

]\Iarcos Obregon de la Ronda, which M. Pranc^ois de

Neufchateau has prefixed, as if it were his own, to his

edition of ' Gil Bias. '
" Now, the true author of this

dissertation was, as we have seen, Victor Marie Hugo.

The following is the portrait of the young Marhis Pont-

mercy :
" Marius, at this period, was a handsome young
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man of middle height, with thick black hair, a lofty

and intelligent forehead, wide, sensitive nostrils, an air

of calmness and sincerity, and an indescribable expres-

sion of pride, thoughtfulness, and innocence on his

whole face. His profile, in which every line was
rounded, without ceasing to be firm, had that Teutonic

gentleness which has penetrated into France by way of

Alsace and Lorraine, and that entire absence of angles

which the Eomans noticed among the Sicambri, and

which distinguishes the leonine race from the aquiline.

He was at that time of life when the minds of those

who think are composed, in almost equal proportions,

of profundity and artlessness. He had all the qualities

that might render him stupid in presence of a serious

situation
;

yet touch the proper spring, and he would
be sublime. His manners were reserved, cold, polite,

and wanting in openness. As he had a charming

mouth, ruddy lips, and the whitest teeth imaginable,

his smile corrected the severity of his features. At
certain moments there was a singular contrast between
the chaste brow and the voluptuous smile. His eyes

were small, but their gaze was large. Later on, Marius
will become, like Bishop Bienvenu, ' one of those

strong, tried, indulgent souls, which hold within them
such great thoughts that they cannot be other than

gentle, — souls in the beginning passionate and even

violent, whose all-embracing clemency is less an instinct

of nature than the result of a great conviction filtered

through life and dropped into them thought by thought.
'

"

Here is another indication worthy of attention. " On
the 5th of June, 1832, Victor Hugo, while walking in

the garden of the Tuileries, on the terrace along the

water, was finishing the discourse of Saint-Vallier ; he

was requested to leave the garden which was being shut.

There was an insurrection. He went in the direction
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where there was fighting. As he was crossing the Pas-

sage du Saumon, all the gratings were suddenly closed,

and bullets were whistling from every one of them.

There was no shop in which he could take refuge ; the

doors were all shut. He could only shelter himself

between the slender columns of the Passage. The iiring

lasted a quarter of an hour. The soldiers, not succeed-

ing in dislodging the insurgents, turned their position,

the combat continued in another direction, and the

gratings were reopened. On the next day Victor Hugo
was dining with M. Emile Deschamps. One of the

guests, M. Jules de Ressdguier, gave an account of the

heroic defence of the cloister Saint-Merry which deeply

moved the future author of ' L'Epopde rue Saint-

Denis. '
"

Jean Valjean is the transfiguration of the bandit who
appears in " Le Dernier Jour d'un condamnd, and says

:

" It is all the same. I wished to be an honest man.

. . . But devil take that passport ! It was yellow, and
these words were written on it : Forcat liher^. I had
to show it wherever I went. ... A nice recommenda-
tion, was n't it ? A convict ! I frightened people ; little

children fled, and the doors were shut. No one would
give me work." According to M. Emile Mont^gut,^
" the work of the poet contains few pages as beautiful as

the conversion of the convict, regarded as art, and it

contains none so human.

"

Paul de Saint-Victor made some observations remark-

able for their truth on this subject in the " Presse " of

the 1st of October :
" Nothing can be more reasonable

than the resistance of Jean Valjean to the heroic virtue

of Mgr. Bienvenu, for an ordinary romancer would have

conquered and transformed the convict at this first

meeting; he would have given to it the brilliant effect

1 Revue des Deux Mondes of the Ist of May, 18G2.

VOL. XXX.— 15
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of a theatrical transformation scene. With the peue>

tration of genius, Victor Hugo makes of it an immense
struggle, with many relapses. A soul in such a heavy

slumber does not awaken suddenly from its nightmares
;

the light hurts before illuminating it ; the exorcism

agitates before delivering it. Thus crime, like virtue,

has its degrees and transitions. Jean Valjean, rising in

the night to rob the bishop, remains then true to his

type ; and the admirable chapter entitled ' Petit Gervais
'

is a masterpiece of human analysis. The soul has never

been surprised in a state so strange and complicated.

In Jean Valjean blessed by the bishop there are already

two men, — the moral being hardly aroused from its

lethargy, and the brute nearing to its end, but still

dominated by instinct during the interregnum of the

stupefied conscience. It is the human and mechanical

being that robs a child ; the soul, lost in the depths of

somnolent dreaming takes part in this latter crime from

a distance, almost without seeing it. But when it

draws near, and when it renders an account to itself of

the base deed, there is light. The miracle is wrought

;

the new man takes the old man in the very act of

infamy ; he hurls him from him with horror, and sepa-

rates from him forever.
"

The same critic speaks with equal truth of Javert:
" Neither the romance nor the drama has created a type

more perfect than this mouchard, hard and pure, rigid

and limited, a fanatical worshipper of authority, ignorant

of humanity, inaccessible to pity, to sympathy, and to

every notion of mercy or extenuating circumstance. He
understands the functions of the police as Draco under-

stood the functions of the law. It might be said, so

precise is his composition, that he is a geometrical figure.

All the traits of his character cross one another with

the rigour of the angles of a symmetrical plane. We see
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the dry and curt principles that rule his active functions

with the regularity of the wheelworks of a clock. When
creating this personage, at once so rare and so true,

Victor Hugo must have felt the joy of the chemist who
discovers a simple body. It may be said that in the

person of Javert the human museum has been enriched

with a new and imperishable type. This creation,

moreover, offers a fresh proof of the impartiality that

presides ov-er the work. Javert, in the conception of

' Les Miserables, ' sums up the gaps in law that are

badly made, and the rigours of laws that are too severe

;

he personifies the harsh and narrow side sometimes seen

in authority represented by subalterns. Nevertheless,

the poet has made him irreproachable and irresponsible,

great after his fashion, stoical in his blind obedience to

an order of which he only understands the letter, com-
manding, if not sympathy, at least respect. Javert is,

so to speak, impersonal, confounded with the function

he exercises ; there is a fatality in his cruelty.
"

The following reflections are found in the " Figaro
"

of the 3d of August, 1862, with the signature " Colom-
bine " attached to them. " One of the great powers of

Victor Hugo is knowing how to create. He plants, on
firm and solid ground, characters that are alive and
ready for action. They move through his book, not as

incomprehensible and stiff automatons, but as men full

of health, vigour, and nature. He does not idealize

like George Sand ; he does not dissect like Balzac ; he
pitches his heroes into the open battle-field of real life.

... He hurls them against the most formidable of

difficulties
;
places them in a hand-to-hand encounter

with chance, misfortune, or death. And it is in these

conflicts that their character is tempered, in these trials

that their soul expands. The hero is known by the

event, the workman by the work; and as when the
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pebble is struck it emits fire, so from the shock of man
against sorrow there darts a light that spreads its bright-

ness over the interior of the heart and over the recesses

of the suh'criug soul.

"

The criticism of A. Nefftzer, in " Le Temps " of April

2, 1862, deals with the work as a whole :
" In this book

we have the great writer once more with the qualities

that attend him everywhere, and, if we are to trust to

the strong and consoling emotion we have felt, with

something more. . . . Such are the miseries of our

social condition, laid bare with frankness, but unfolded

with equity— and judged with the compassion insepa-

rable from true justice, or rather the justice of genius,

dispensed from banning because it comprehends.

"

Lamiartine, against " Les Miserahles.
"

Attacks were not wanting, especially when the entire

work was published. M. Barbey d'Aurevilly, critic of

'' Le Pays, journal de I'Empire, " uttered the cry of

alarm :
" The object of the book of M. Hugo is to destroy

all social institutions, one after the other, with some-

thing stronger than the gunpowder which blows up

mountains, — with tears and pity.

"

Lamartine summarized and developed all the com-

plaints of the conservative writers in the three hundred

pages of the " Cours de litt^rature familier " which he

devoted to " Les Misdrables. " This study in entitled
" Considerations sur un Chef-d'oeuvre, ou le Danger du
G^nie. " The opening is charming :

" I have always loved

Victor Hugo, and I believe that he hns alwa3's loved me,

in spite of some serious divergence of doctrine, character,

and opinion, fugitive as is all that is human in man

;

but through the divine side of our nature we have loved

each other notwithstanding, and shall do so to the end,

seriously and without jealousy, in spite of the absurd
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jealousy which the little-minded men of our time have

supposed to exist between us. Envy is nothing else than

the sentiment of some quality which another possesses

and which is lacking in ourselves. This void causes

suffering ; and from suff"ering to hating, the distance is

not far. Why should I suffer, since I felt myself full of

all that I wished to have, and never cared to elevate my
pretensions above my stature ? He said one day (the

story was brought to me) :
' I have an advantage over

Lamartine in this, that I understand him entirely, while

he cannot understand the dramatic side of my genius.

'

It was spoken justly and truly.
"

Lamartine then explains how he was led to give his

opinion on the dangerous masterpiece :
" I wrote to

Victor Hugo telling him that I had read his work, that

if I wrote about it I should respect the man above all,

our friendship, his supreme talent and genius ; but that

while acknowledging my admiration for his ability, it

would be impossible for me not to oppose, with friendly

weapons, his system . . . and that if he feared the

condemnation of the ideas of the book would in the

slightest degree lessen that friendship, I would abstain

;

. . . that he would therefore answer me if he judged

proper, and if he did not answer, I would interpret his

silence and would write nothing. He replied two or

three times, thanking me and giving me full permission,

like a man conscious of his strength, to write my thoughts

in opposition to his thoughts.
"

The following is Victor Hugo's " eloquent justifi-

cation of his intention as a writer " in his letter to

Lamartine :
—

"If radicalism is the ideal, yes, I am a radical. . . .

Yes, a society that permits misery, a humanity that permits

war, seem to me an inferior society and an inferior human-
ity. I aim at a higher society, a higher humanity, —

a
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society without kings, a Iminanity without frontiers! I

would universalize property, not abolish it; 1 would sup-

press parasitism; my object is to have every man a proprietor

and no man a master. Because the goal is distant, is that

any reason why we should not march towards it? Yes, as

far as it is allowed to man to wish for anything, I wish

to destroy human fatality. I condemn slavery, I banish

wretchedness, I teach ignorance, I treat disease, I enlighten

darkness, I hate hatred. ... In my idea, ''Les Miser-

ables " is a book that has fraternity for its foundation

and progress for its crown. . . . Dear Lamartine, xoe have

loved each other for forty years, and toe are not dead yet.

You will, I am certain, spoil neither the past nor the future.

Do with my book what you will. From your hands nothing

can proceed but light.

Your old friend,

Victor Hugo.

This is how Lamartine profited by the noble letter of

Victor Hugo :
" The title of the book is false, because it

does not deal with the miserable, but with the guilty

and the idle ; hardly any one in it is innocent, and

hardly any one works in this society of thieves,

debauchees, prostitutes, and vagabonds. It is the poem

of vices that are perhaps sometimes too severely pun-

ished, and of chastisements that are always deserved.

. . . This indictment of society might more justly be

called 'L'Epopde de la Canaille.

Was this fighting " with friendly w^eapons "
?

" Let

us," he says, " again read tliis marvellous book calmly,

— a book as marvellous for its Utopias as for its sound

inspirations !
" It is true that Lamartine adds :

" Let

us read it again in order to meditate on its often colossal

power, and admire a fervour that is more ardent than

even in Victor Hugo's first youth ! . . . Let us read it

again in order to sympathize with that pathetic sensi-

tiveness which did not exist to the same degree in the
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tender years of the poet. . . . These are not the ordi-

nary laws of a romance, conceived, meditated, written

by a conscientious and human writer : they are the

methods of a god of the pen ! . . . It is the romance of

the people. The people until now had no romance of

its own, no romance at once coarse and sublime, some-

times dangerous, always Utopian, often heroic, made
after its own image. ... Is there any necessity for me
to call attention to that admirable page, ' Un homme a

la mer '
? Neither Jean Jacques Rousseau, nor Lamen-

nais has ever written anything of this kind. It is the

voice of the abyss. It is the agony of the despair on

which a world presses, and to which a sublime poet has

given a language like unto that of Job himself. . . .

From Julio Eomano in the battles of Constantine down
to Lebrun in the battles of Alexander, no painter of

battles has equalled the poet of the battles of Napoleon.

The battles of Achilles in Homer have not more fire. It

is the triumph of the French language hurried into the

midst of the conflict ; infantry, cavalry, conflagration,

assaults, carnage, — all roll onward and backward,

advance, retreat, whirl round and sink down on the

field, like those water-spouts in which the clouds,

dashed together by contrary winds, at last vomit out

the hail that lays low the harvests and carries away the

limbs of trees as well as the leaves. After reading, we
are intoxicated and annihilated, like a child panting

in his efforts to follow the footsteps of a giant. It is

superb. But why this paltry frame for such a picture ?

A¥hy this convict and this grisette beside a corner of

the world that is sinking into ruin ? There is neither

plan nor propriety nor proportion in this unnecessary

episode which carries away the entire romance, as a

cannon-shot might carry away a lock of wool. And
then — it is our duty to say it— the whole thing ends
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with a tasteless paradox that sends a shiver through

the reader. . . . Ideas may suffer paradox, taste does

not. . . . Words have their odour.

"

When the critic reaches " L'Idylle rue Plumet, " he

says :
" We know nothing more perfect and more real in

.any language, ancient or modern. It would seem as if

years of solitude have brought to the poet in his isle the

only note his memories lacked before this hour, — the

tranquil, amorous, sympathetic note ; the note that

restores to the human heart its most familiar vibra-

tions; the note of Charlotte under the hand of Goethe,

of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre in "' Paul and Virginia, ' of

Eend in Chateaubriand. But Goethe exaggerated this

note ; Chateaubriand mingled with it too many melan-

choly lamentations ; Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, although

perfect and modest, was obliged to seek the source of

tears in the Indian Ocean, and to liorrow their emotion

from the profoundest tragedies of Nature, — tempests,

thunders, shipwrecks, agents of that drama which had

no model in antiquity. Victor Hugo, on the contrary,

had only to appeal to his own soul, to open his eyes in

the midst of us, to describe a deserted house and its

little uncared-for garden in one of our most remote fau-

bourgs, and to place there two beings who have had a

dim knowledge of each other, tw^o innocents, two sav-

ages of the great city, — Cosette and Marius ; and with

these simple characters he has, by merely relating their

interviews and conversations, made the most entrancing

picture of love that has ever been written. "...
The critic continues :

" If you or I had written this

story, nothing, or at least very little, would be said

about it. Why? Because this story, with its odd

situations and its disproportionately long episodes would

not have been redeemed by that which redeems every-

thing, — the unique magic of the style. . . . But it is
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Hugo who writes. . . . With him there is genius even

in a nightmare. And now and then, as in ' L'Idylle

rue Plumet, ' it is Hugo himself who thinks and loves.

The Kue Plumet is an Eden as delicious as that of

Milton.

"

The philosophical discussion occurs at the end of the

study :
" What renders this book dangerous for the

people, of which it evidently aspires to be the code, is

the error of the economist in connection with the charity

of the philosopher. In a word, it is the excess of the

ideal, or of the so-called ideal, poured out freely, and

poured out on what? On the undeserved, and some-

times too well deserved, misery of the lower classes.

... It is romanticism introduced into politics. . . .

This book is dangerous, because it excites a craving in

the ignorant man for the impossible. The most deadly

and most terrible of the passions with which the

masses can be smitten is the passion for the impossible.

Almost everything is impossible in the aspirations of

' Les Misdrables
;

' and the first of these impossibilities

is the extinction of all our miseries. Do not deceive

man ! You would render him mad ; and when you
would let him sink back from the sacred madness of

your ideal into the aridity and nudity of his miseries,

you would render him furiously mad. . . . Let society,

ever penetrated by the divine spirit, which is a spirit

of peace and not of war, inquire unceasingly what prac-

tical ameliorations it can introduce into its forms and

laws without danger of bringing the whole edifice to

ruin. . . . This is the very principle of the social life

;

it is the heart-beat of humanity. . . . But to make the

classes already filled with wildly extravagant hopes

expect that those organic inequalities created by the

force of things and maintained by nature itself under

pain of death, may be overturned to their advantage ; to
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persuade them that the two fundamental bases of all

society not actually barbarous, — property and family,

those two constitutions of God and not of man, — may
be displaced by radicalism without everything falling at

the same time on the head of radicals as well as of con-

servatives ;
— this is a dream, insanity, sacrilege. . . .

We may urge our age forward in two ways, — by vio-

lence or by the lever of the agrarian law, like Cataline

at Rome and Babeuf at Paris ; or by the excess of

ecjualizing tendencies, and by the seductive magic of an
ideal more beautiful than Nature, like A^ictor Hugo and
the Utopians. In spite of his sincere and courageous

protestations against violence of any sort in the attain-

ment of his object, the very magic of his eloquence,

the very mirages of his promises, the very seduction

of his golden dreams, make his book unhealthy. It

is too beautiful to be innocent. He does not know
how to tell human society some rough and homely
truths ; he masks the impassive visage of the force of
things, and sets it face to face with the accomplished

fact.
"

Is it worth while to dwell on the contradictions and
inanities of these absurdities about the " accomplished

fact " thus proclaimed when the Empire was at the

height of its power? Where has Victor Hugo attacked

property and family? Had he not just written to

Lamartine, " I would universalize property, not abolish

it "
? Has he ever ceased to celebrate the sacred joys of

the home ? In what has he demanded the impossible

and outraged the mysterious order of Nature ? He has

told in the preface to his work what he would have
disappear; it is "a social damnation that creates an
artificial hell in the full light of civilization by its laws

and morals, and complicates hy human fatality the destiny

that is divine; it is the degradation of man by the pro-
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letariate, the abasement of woman by hunger, the

atrophy of the child by night. " Moreover he had
answered all Lamartine's difficulties when he wrote:
" To enable the social machinery to shed more light and
more happiness on those who sufi'er and on those who
are ignorant is the first of fraternal obligations, — an

obligation fraternal souls will not forget. It is also the

first of political necessities ; it is well that selfish hearts

should not forget this. . . . Let those who will not

have the future reflect! In saying no to progress, it is

not the future they condemn, it is themselves.

"

Letters of Barbes and of the DuJce of Aumale.

One of the most characteristic marks of the genius of

Victor Hugo is that he has been attacked all his life

with equal bitterness by the intolerant of all parties, by

religious fanaticism and by irreligious fanaticism, by

minds dazed from on high and by minds dazed from

below. The spiritualists accuse him of materializing

everything, and the materialists of spiritualizing every-

thing. Neither seeing nor wishing to see aught except

one side of destiny, they denounce him who has con-

templated it under all its phases as a dreamer. They

who are incomplete, they who deny some one or other

of the conditions necessary to existence, are agreed in

bringing an accusation of exclusiveness against the

harmonious thinker,— the thinker who always preserves

his equilibrium, veho denies nothing, who revolts

neither against the mysterious side nor against the

brutal side of creation, who will not separate elements

that are inseparable neither with the wand of Circe nor

by the operation of the Holy Ghost.

If sectarians have anathematized him, on the other

hand his masterpieces have always transported elevated

minds and generous hearts with enthusiasm. To get an
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idea of his influence over his contemporaries, we should

read " Le Mouvement a propos des Misdrables, " the work

of Mario Proth :
" What name contains more brilliant

symbols than that enchanting name Victor Hugo ? It

signifies struggle, advancement, progress. Victor Hugo
has broken the narrow bonds of tradition ; he has

encountered all storms, has laughed at all sarcasms.

He has never stood still in the midst of success ; his

ideal has never ceased to grow larger and larger. . . .

Some have reproached him with his free and frank

digressions, — those interludes in which his thoughts,

escaped from the drama, rise into the highest abstrac-

tions of politics and philosophy. But for these digres-

sions, the idea would be mutilated, and ' Les Misdrables
'

would decidedly lose much of its immense moral bearing.

. . . There lies the future of romance, in this powerful

combination of philosophy, properly so called, and

action. There lies the method of captivating at once

the men of culture and the multitude, — those who
intrench themselves in the ideal as well as those who
abandon themselves to life. There lies, in the only

elevated acceptation of the term, realism,, because it then

ceases to be an aspect, and becomes the whole.
"

So far did admiration of the work extend among cer-

tain exceptionally great minds, that the author was
suspected by them of not having himself seized all its

bearing. A Guernsey refugee, Hennet de Kessler,

accused Victor Hugo one day, with much animation, of

Referring Cosette, "a little bourgeoise, " to the tragic

Eponine ; and he exclaimed with the most amusing
conviction :

" I tell you, Victor Hugo, you do not

understand that book !
" Another admirer, not less

enthusiastic, declared that Jean Valjean represented in

himself the trinity of Calvary, — first the bad thief,

then the good thief, and finally the martyr and redeemer.
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On the 10th of July, 1862, Armand Barbes wrote to

the poet from the Hague :
—

Deak and illustrious fellow-citizen, — You must

think the coudemncd man of whom you sjjeak in the seventh

vohnne of "Les Miserables " an ingrate; your debtor for

twenty-three years! and he has not written to you! Far-

don him, pardon me. I often promised to myself in my
prison, before February, that if some day I regained my lib-

erty the first use I would make of it would be to visit you.

A 3'oung man's dream! Tliat day came only to hurl me, like

a straw, into the whirlwind of 1848. I could not do what I

so ardently desired to do. And since then, if you will forgive

me the expression, dear fellow-citizen, the majesty of your

genius has always hindered me from translating my wish

into action.

I was proud in my hour of danger, to be protected by a

ray from the sun of your genius. I could not die, for you
defended me. Why had I not the power to show that I was
worthy of being shielded by such as you? But each has his

own destiny, and all those whom Achilles saved were not

heroes. I am old now, and in wretched health. I have

often thought that my heart or my head was likely to burst.

But I congratulate myself on having been preserved, since

your new favour gives me the courage to thank you for the

old.

And since I have ventured to write to you, thanks, a

thousand thanks, in the name of our holy cause and in the

name of France, for the grand book you have just finished.

I say of France! for it seems to me that the dear land of

Joan of Arc and of the Revolution could alone produce your

heart and your genius; and, happy son that you are, you

have placed a new crown of glory on the glorious brow of

your mother! With profound affection,

A. BAEBilS.

A letter which came from another and very different

direction is hardly less significant. It was addressed
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by Henry of Orleans, Duke of Auniale, to M. Cuvillier-

rieury. The great journals refused to insert even tlie

smallest portions of it ; but M. Anatole Cerfbeer had

the courage to publish it in his journal, "' Le Thdatre,

"

of the 27th of July, 1862.

Twickenham, 3d of July.

I was going to write to you on the subject of the portrait

of the king drawn by Victor Hugo. It touched all our

hearts. I have never read anything before so sympathetic.

There are certain errors and reservations which I do not

accept. But the man is well understood, well painted, and
occasionally with sublime strokes. It is the most signal

justice that has yet been rendered to that noble and great

heart. While reading those pages, which took me by sur-

prise, tears came to my eyes several times. . . .

H. 0.

" Les Mis^rables, " M. Cerfbeer wrote on his own
account, " resembles a mirror that reflects a torrent.

This torrent is the entire nineteenth century. ' Les

Mis^rables ' is a book at once complex and complete, a

poem of civilization, a work of art. " And Victor Hugo
replied to him :

" It is the recasting of the old world in

the mould of the new world. It is the purifying of

the real in the crucible of the ideal.

"

The Banquet. — TJie Drama..

There was a memorable meeting in Brussels, at the

residence of Lacroix, the publisher, on the 16th of Sep-

tember, 1862. The full details of the interesting event

have been related in a pamphlet of M. Gustave Fr^d^rix.

From all quarters of Europe, and from France especially,

men assembled to do honour to the proscribed author of

the work that was hailed " the greatest literary event of

the century. " Among the eighty guests were MM.
Louis Blanc, Eugene Pelletan, Theodore de Banville,
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Eochefort, Champfleury, Texier, Malot, Nefftzer, Proth,

Chassin, Carjat, Labrousse, Laussddat, Brives, Noul

Parfait, Cerfbeer, Nadar, Charles and Francois Victor

Hugo, Foutainas, Burgomaster of Brussels, and Vervoort,

President of the Belgian Chamber. The Italian press

was represented by Signer Ferrari, the English press by
Mr. Lowe, the Spanish press by Sefior Cuesta, and the

Belgian press by MM. B^rardi, Considerant, Berru,

Frdddrix, Madoux, de Laveleye, etc.

MM. Lacroix, Nefftzer, Bdrardi, and Pelletan made
addresses. Then Victor Hugo spoke. For a moment the

recollection that Garibaldi had been recently wounded
by a French bullet flashed through his mind, and he

could not restrain his tears. " I thank you for having

remembered me in my absence. I thank you for coming
here to-day. . . . Accept my warmest thanks. Among
you I feel as if I was breathing my native air, and as if

each one of you brought with you a fragment of France.

... I drink to the press, to its power, to its glory, to

its influence, to its freedom in Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, Spain, England, and America ! to

its deliverance elsewhere !

"

M. Louis Blanc replied :
" Your illustrious guest has

had only to exercise the sovereignty that belongs to a

great intellect in harmony with the inspirations of a

great soul. For there exists, gentlemen, between honour
and intellect a tie of august origin and of immortal
essence. Plato said, ' Beauty is the splendour of Truth ;

'

and I would willingly say, ' Genius is only the splen-

dour of Virtue. ' Genius and egotism are two terms
mutually contradictory. Genius is a torch, and a torch

lights only him who boars it.
"

MM. Cuesta, Ferrari, and Champfleury proposed toasts,

and Theodore de Banville drank " to the first and great-

est of modem poets.

"
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It was also at Brussels that tlie first representation of

the drama of Charles Hugo founded on " Les Mis^rables
"

took place in the following winter. ^ The whole romance

was summarized in twelve tableaux, from " Le soir d'un

jour de marche " to " L'Epopde rue Saint-Denis, " and
" Nuit derrifere laquelle il y a le jour. " The effect of

the barricade was indescribable. The drama was revived

in Paris, at the Theatre Saint-Martin, on the 22d of

March, 1878 ; but it had been revised, and it ended

with the scaling of the convent wall. ^

1 Theatre des Galeries Saiut Hubert, Jauuary 3, 1863.

2 Editions Lacroix. Paguerre, Caliuauu-Le'vy,



WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.

IT is necessary to read this volume attentively in

order to comprehend the genius of Victor Hugo.
In it, while explaining the sublime poets who have
preceded him, he has revealed himself with singular

clearness. " Homer, " he says, " is one of those geniuses

who resolve that beautiful problem of art, the most
beautiful perhaps of all, the true picture of humanity
obtained by the enlargement of man. " And further on :

" Shakespeare, like all great poets and all great things,

is mastered by a dream. ... It might be said at times

that Shakespeare is afraid of Shakespeare. He is hor-

rified by his own profundity. This is the mark of

sovereign minds. ... A drunken savage ? Granted

!

He is savage like the virgin forest ; he is drunken like

the mighty ocean. . . . He is one of those geniuses

loosely bridled by God, so that they may rush madly
and at full speed into the Infinite.

"

Meditate on these lines also :
" Every man has in him

his Patmos. He is free to go or not to go along that

frightful promontory of thought, from whose summit
the depths of darkness are visible. If he goes not, he

remains in ordinary life. ... If he does ascend that

height, he is taken captive. The Absolute enters into

his life, into his conscience, into his virtue, into his

philosophy. He becomes extraordinary to other men,

having a standard different from theirs. He has duties

they have not.
"

VOL. XXX. — 16
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In " Les Mis^rables, " the poet wrote ;
" The Infinite

is. It is there. If the Infinite had no vie, the me
would be its limit ; it would not be infinite. In other

terms, it would not be, Now, it is. Then it has a me.

This me of the Infinite is God. " To this proof he adds

the definition :
" By ' God, ' we understand the living

Infinite. God is the evident Invisible. " And he gives

this warning :
" Man at the present hour is tending to

fall into the bowels ; let us restore man to his place in

the heart ; let us restore man to his place in the brain.

The brain is the sovereign that needs to be restored.

"

" William Shakespeare, " which at first was intended

to be a mere preface to the translation of Francois Victor

Hugo, opens with a curious description of Marine Ter-

race, the house in Jersey where this translation was
begun,

— "a house rectilinear, correct, square, entirely

white, and having the form of a tomb. " We seem to see

this cold abode of exile, beneath the terrace that served

it for a roof, with its sloping garden, enclosed by walls,

treeless, naked, having more stones than leaves. It

was built near the sea, between the haunted tower that

overlooked the little wood on the hill and the dich, a

line of huge trunks of trees fixed upright against a wall,

in the sands of the beach. " You entered by a corridor

;

the ground-floor contained a kitchen, a green-house, and
a poultry-yard, besides a little parlor looking out on a

road never troubled by wayfarers, and a study of some
size but with hardly any light. There were rooms on
the first and second stories, neat and chilling, newly
furnished and painted, with white shrouds on the

windows. Such was this residence. The roar of the

sea was heard always.
"

" William Shakespeare " (Paris, 1 vol. , in-8°, May,
1864, Librairie internationale Lacroix, Verboeckhoven,

et Cie. ) has this dedication: "A I'Angleterre. " The
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aesthetic principle developed iu this work by Victor

Hugo is found in germ in the conversation with the old

poet-scholar G. , one of the most captivating pages in

" Le Khin. " " Science dies. Art alone is immortal.

One great scientist comes, and another is forgotten. As
to the great poets of the past, tlie great poets of the

present and of the future can only equal them. Aris-

totle is outstripped, Homer is not. " He added :
" The

relative belongs to science ; the definite belongs to art.

Beauty is the only thing that does not exist by halves.
"

The following is George Sand's criticism on the

volume :
^—

'' He has written this book for the purpose of saying that

poetry is as necessary to man as bread. All that he says

proves this; but what proves it more than all is the beauty

of the book. We know that with him we mount a step on

the ladder that rises above ourselves; and if we did not fear

to be accused of pride, we would venture to say that it is

the power of the work that attracts you in spite of yourself.

There is something befitting an archangel in the combat of

this inspired soul with the chimeras that still roar on the

brinks of the abyss of the past, — ignorance, superstition,

falsehood, folly, cruelty, barbarism! . . . This book is a

great book. It is a key that seems to unlock all the worlds

of the Infinite. It is the ardent glorification of the ideal,

but it is also the expression of loving reverence for the real.

It thrills with a passion for justice and with pity for evil.

Evidently the author is here at the apogee of his force, of

his light, of his intellectual and moral sanity. Never was

his style more ample, and, let him not be displeased, more

sober. He has the two faces of genius on the same head.

His two wings are of equal grandeur. His prose is as

beautiful as his finest verses. His power of expression

is immense without being distorted. His images are

dazzling without being confused."

^ Revue des Deux Moudes, May 15, 1864.
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''A generous, entrancing, electric, ardently democratic

current circulates through this volume, and makes its pres-

ence felt. We feel when reading that the author is one of

those who have sacrificed everything for their political faith,

and do not repent of the sacrifice. He passionately loves

and celebrates light and liberty; and he does right to con-

found and embrace them in the same love, for they are

inseparable from each other. No liberty without light! no

light without liberty! At the close of the excellent chapter

entitled 'L'Art et la Science,' M. Victor Hugo has very

well remarked, or rather prophesied, the heights the soul

must attain to when the understanding is developed and

free. This is an admirable page, as beautiful for the

thought as for the form. It leaves a luminous track in

the mind; it reanimates and revives the divine spark in the

human conscience. It is of itself sufficient to compeUus to

recognize the lucidity, the elevation, the force, and the

exquisite and boundless goodness of genius." ^

1 Jules Levallois in " Opinion Nationale," June 26, 1864.
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" T ES CHANSONS DES RUES ET DES BOIS " (1

J J vol. in-8°, Paris, Librairie Internationale, October,

1865) would seem to have been prophesied in these lines

on Gavroche :
" At once elf and urchin, he made a med-

ley of the voices of Nature and of the voices of Paris.

He combined the repertory of the birds with the reper-

tory of the workshops.
"

Certain official critics of the Lower Empire, while

admitting that Victor Hugo had " a genius for titles,"

reviled, with a rudeness that was perfectly ridiculous,

this exquisite and radiant interlude, this divine badi-

nage. They affected to see in the freshness, the daybreak

of its bewitching rhymes the beginning of decline.

" Poetry of an inferior order, " they said. As if there

were inferior classes of poetry for a superior writer ! As
if a great artist did not reveal himself irresistibly even

in his lightest, his most aerial work ! As if the very

accent, the tender and sonorous vibration, of a heavenly

voice did not suffice to put all paradise in the simplest

word or the most complex phrase! M. Barbey d'Aure-

villy wrote these memorable lines :
" M. Hugo, worn out

by debauchery, no longer having a hair on his head or a

tooth in his mouth, has just published an obscene book.
"

Did not Henri Heine once make the revelation that the

author of " Notre Dame de Paris " had a hump and two
left hands? Did not certain journals often compliment
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him, in the elegant fashion he referred to in these verses,

written under one of his portraits, on his " four aspects "
?

" The aspects four of this bad man should make the timid jump
;

Regard them closely: madness, murder, drunkness and— a hump !

"

True poets might well repeat with Gautier :
" If I had

the misfortune to believe that a verse of Victor Hugo
was bad, I should not venture to acknowledge as much
to myself, even when alone, in the cellar, without a

candle. " M. Barbey, moreover, adds to his criticism

the apothegm :
" Nothing, not even impertinence, dis-

penses us from being just
!

" and he confesses that in

this " obscene book " " the art of tlie verses probably

reaches perfection." Paul de Saint-Victor wrote:—
"At all times, the great poet has had the double gift

of dealing with equal success with what is delicate and
with what is colossal. He recalls the Cyclops, who, in

their forges hollowed out beneath the craters of volcanoes,

could at the same time fabricate arms for Achilles and

jewels for Venus. To-day, in this new book, Victor

Hugo abandons himself recklessly to his vein of spright-

liness and joyousness. He laughs a gigantic laugh, he

smiles an exquisite smile. . . . The work dazzles and
ravishes ; it is an outburst of the spring, a blending of

light and music, the soul of voluptuousness robed in

dream-like colours. The magical disorder of fairj'-land

fills the streets and woods. The flute of the enchanter

peoples them with delicious apparitions, summoned from
the farthest points of the real and ideal. . . . From
stanza to stanza the poet flings transitions that for grace

and suppleness might be compared to those vines of the

Indian forests that float from the boabab to a shrub, from

the cedar to a rose, — aerial bridges, which the winged
Muse (^Musa ales) can alone venture to cross. It is the

style of arabesque applied to poetry ; a copse of verdure,

of vegetation and garlands, magnificently complicated,
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from which dart out figures of womeu terminating in

long spirals of foliage. . . .

''Such is this strange, varied, and brilliant work. It

gives one the idea of a fancy ball full of extravagant masks,

of ravishing women, and through which phantoms flit

and glide. The execution must astonish even those who
have studied Victor Hugo in all the details of his poetic

orchestration. The rh^'thm seems to become the natural

element of his thought ; he bears it as the air bears the

bird ; it rises and sinks and rolls and swims and moves
along with dazzling rapidity. There are some of these

songs, — such, for example, as the 'Stances a Jeanne,'

and ' Je ne me mets pas en peine,' — that appear to hide a

secret music. And then what marvellous elasticity there is

in that stanza of four verses, nearly all having the same
metre, which yet suffices for the ninety poems of the book,

for the expression of all their contrasts, the painting of all

their images, — at one time large and firm as the frag-

ment of a fresco ; at another, precious and sweet as the

most transparent pastel ! . . .

"This said, I admit the defects; they are as prominent

as the knots of an oak or the rough projections of a

mountain. . . . The mirth of Hugo reminds me of that

of Sampson, the Biblical hero. Sampson amused himself

in propounding riddles, and the sport he made for the

Philistines was prodigious. He bore away the gates of

their city on his back ; he let three hundred foxes loose

on their fields, carrying burning brands tied to their

tails. But the hero, at the same time, filled Israel with

the fame of his exploits ; he wrestled with lions, and

from their jaws, rent asunder, he drew honey." ^

Henri Eochefort said :
" In my opinion, Victor Hugo

is our poet ipar excellence, and ' Les Chansons des Eues

et des Bois ' are full of marvellous things. Twenty
years hence, I have not the least doubt that Victor

1 La Presse, Nov. 2, 1865.
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Hugo, like Corneille and Eacine, will be placed by the

rectors themselves in the hands of their pupils, because

this man has written the finest verses the Trench lan-

guage can boast of. " ^

1 Figaro, Oct. 29, 1865.



LES TRAVAILLEURS DE LA. MER.

* " I ^0 glorify labour, resolution, devotion, all that

JL makes man great ; to show that the most impla-

cable of abysses is the heart, and that what escapes the

sea does not escape the woman, " — such was, according

to Victor Hugo, his aim in writing " Les Travailleurs de

la Mer. " ^ Twenty years before, in his speech in the

Chamber of Peers on certain measures proposed for the

defence of the coast, he had said :
" The struggle of

the human intellect with the blind forces of matter is

the finest spectacle in Nature ; it is thereby that the

creation is subjected to civilization, and that the com-
plete work of Providence is accomplished. "

In " Les Misdrables " we have the struggle with
social fatality ; in " Notre Dame de Paris, " with relig-

ious fatality ; in " Les Travailleurs de la Mer, " with the

fatality of Nature. Do not the two rocks of Dover look

like the two formidable towers of some cathedral of the

seas, some Notre Dame of the surges and storms*? " I

dedicate this book, " wrote the author on the first leaf,

" to the rock of hospitality and liberty ; to that corner

of the old Norman land, the dwelling-place of the little

people of the sea, —-to the Isle of Guernsey, at once

austere and gentle ; my present refuge, and possibly my
future tomb.

"

^ 3 vols. in-8°, March, 1866. "Librairie Internationale," Lacroix,

Verboeckhoven et Cie., iraprimerie Poupart-Davyl, Paris.
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The " enormous, the universal success " of " Les
Travailleurs de la Mer " was again and again testified to

by all the organs of the press. The " Kevue des Deux
Mondes " itself was thrilled with admiration in the

person of M. Montegut :
" M. Victor Hugo has made us

realize what a marvellous thing the imagination for-

merly was, by showing what it is in a poet such as he.

Without premeditation of any kind, by the mere force

of the power of objectivity that dwells within him, his

descriptions give the confused but intense impression of

what took place in ancient India and in primitive

Greece. It is of little importance that the elements he

depicts are not persons. His rocks have almost a human
physiognomy. The waves, by turns caressing and fero-

cious, benevolent and malignant, have a will and

passions. The horde of the winds, which lets the

tempest loose on Gilliatt, is not less alive than the

legion of the maruts of India.
"

Another writer in the " Eevue " adds in a subsequent

issue :
" It is a sea idyll that has flowered in Guernsey.

Gilliatt is its Polyphemus, less ugly than the Polyphe-

mus of old, but quite as savage ; Dt^ruchette, a graceful

Galatea ; Ebenezer, a beautiful but somewhat pale Acis.

But this Polyphemus, instead of crushing Acis, saves

his life and marries him to Galatea. Does not the

name of Gilliatt, in fact, suggest the idea of a giant

overcome by a handsome youth, a Goliath vanquished

by a David ? Gilliatt is the incarnation of dumb heroism

supplanted by persuasive grace, — just as the sombre

and generous Titans were supplanted by the luminous

divinities of Olympus. We have the facile triumph of

harmony over force in the struggle for existence ; impla-

cable destiny immolating the worthiest to the best

beloved, sacrificing ideal justice to instinctive law,

making the supreme virtues the slaves of organic selec-
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tion, creating hope by means of despair, and life by

means of death. But the work means even more than

this ; it means the soul hovering above all the fatalities

of earth, and then ascending to the eternal source of

Bein<T after it has restored the unfortunate to happiness,

and, by a renunciation of every sterile and tyrannic ego-

tism, consecrated the holy fecundity of nature, the free

progress of humanity. We have, in a few words, supreme

optimism beneath supreme pessimism. May the literary

school that is to spring from this typical work be as suc-

cessful in comprehending the former as the latter !

"

Jules Janin compared this prose epopee to the Odyssey

and to " Robinson Crusoe. " Clement Duvernois replied

:

" It resembles ' Eobinson Crusoe ' as much as the shep-

herds of Virgil resemble the shepherds of Florian.
"

Victor Hugo had said of " Les Mis^rables :
" " This

book is a drama in which the first character is the

Infinite. Man is the second. " Paul de Saint-Victor *

said of " Les Travailleurs de la Mer "
:

" The principal

character in the book is the Ocean. ... It invades it

wholly, surrounds and besieges it, as it does the isle

where the scene is laid, as it does the rock which is its

culminating point. . . . Description attains such inten-

sity that it becomes palpable and visible. Here, art

assimilates with nature to such a degree that it produces

on the mind the physical sensations of the phenomenon
related. The interior of a cave beneath the sea will

take, henceforward, among literary marvels, a pla'^.,

equivalent to that held by the azure grotto of Capri

among physical marvels. It is a material vision that in

its reality surpasses the most dazzling dreams of Oriental

story. The transparency of the words reflects the lim-

pidity of the colours ; the magic of the metaphors

evokes, like an incantation, the fairy realm of things.

"

1 La Presse, April 2, 1866.
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^rnile Zola on "Les Travailleurs de la Mer"

" The story is simple aud heart-rending. I read it at

a single sitting. It is midnight, and I lay down the

book only to take up my pen. My whole being is

violently shaken by the reading of these strong and strange

pages. I can hear the sobs and laughter of my heart

all the better for the deep silence around me. . . .

"He is called Gilliatt. He comes from no one knows
where, and he goes to a sublime death. He is a visionary

and a savage, — a man possessed of every kind of timidity

and of every kind of courage ; a man who accomplishes

the labour of a giant, aud trembles before his name written

on the snow by the finger of a young girl. He lives in

a deserted house ; he is unpopular, for he is thought to

be a sorcerer, and at times he himself thinks he is a

sorcerer. He loves and he struggles, — this is his sorcery.

"She is called Deruchette. The poet styles her *a

bird that has the name of a young girl.' She has an

innocent face, a supple and tempting neck, chestnut hair, •

a white skin freckled here and there by summer suns, a

large and healthy mouth, and on this mouth the adorable

and dangerous brightness of a smile. . . .

"Lovers are mad, and Gilliatt is a visionary. He will

attempt the impossible ; he sets out alone, like an ancient

hero. . . . Then begins an epic combat, — the combat

of a man with the immensity of the waves. Never before

has the poet written grander or more energetic pages.

I prefer this overpowering battle to the last struggle

behind the barricades in 'Les Miserables, ' and to the

siege of Notre Dame by the vagabonds. A breath from

the infinite would seem to circulate through it." ^

There is a passage in " William Shakespeare " that

would appear to suggest the fatal and grandiose denoue-

ment of " Les Travailleurs de la Mer :
" " There is shown

1 fjvenement, March 4, 1866.
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at Staffa the stone of the poet, Clachan an Bairdh,

which received its name, according to many antiquaries,

h)ug before the visit of Sir Walter Scott to the Hebrides.

Tliis Chair of the Bard, a big hollow rock in which a

giant might sit with ease should he feel inclined to do

so, is at the entrance of the grotto. Around it are the

waves and the clouds. At eve, it is believed that a

form may be seen in this chair, resting on its elbows.

It is the warning spirit, say the fishermen, of its Clan

^lackinnon. And none would dare even in full day-

light to climb up to this formidable seat; for to the

idea of the stone is joined the idea of the sepulchre, and
on the chair of granite oul}' the man of shadow can sit.

"

" Les Travailleurs de la Mer " has been admirably

illustrated, first by Chifllart (Hetzel edition), then by

Vierge (edition of 1876), and finally by the poet himself.

The designs of Victor Hugo, engraved on wood by M.

Mdaulle, form a singularly precious collection. " The
first impression given by this charcoal sketch," says

M. Thierry, " is that of bigness and vast extent. . . .

The house has only two windows, without sashes, and its

door is walled up ; but it looks with its two windows
as if with two eyes. . . . What shall I say of the gra-

cious apparition of Ddruchette ? Where have I seen

that figure before ?— for seen it I most assuredly have.

I have kept the recollection of that bend of the neck,

of that restless, timid form ready to fly away at a

moment's notice. ... I do not care to continue my
review of those sixty-four designs, the last of which

Victor Hugo calls ' Ma Destin^e '
: On the reverse of

this cartoon I have scribbled my own destiny, — a boat

beaten by the tempest in the midst of the monstrous

ocean, assailed and almost broken up by hurricanes and

foaming surges, with nothing left except a little smoke

which is called glory and is strength.
"
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Victor Hugo wrote for the " Paris-Guide, " published

in 1867 under the direction of M. Ulbach, by MM.
Lacroix and Verboeckhoven, the fine Introduction, the

chapters of which are headed :
" L'Avenir. — Le Passd

— Suprdmatie de Paris. — Fonctiou de Paris. — Decla-

ration de Paix.
"



L'HOMME QUI RIT.

" nnHE true title of this book, " says the preface,

X " should be ' L' Aristocratic. ' Another book,

which will follow, will be entitled 'La Mouarchie. '

"

This second book has not appeared ; it was intended to

precede " Quatre-viugt-treize, " which is" La Ddmocratie. "

The author adds :
" What do we outline in these prelimi-

nary pages ? A chapter of the most terrible of books,

— a book that miglit be entitled ' L'Exploitation des

malheureux par les heureux. '
" The title he has

adopted, and even the subject of the work, would seem

to have been indicated by these verses in the " Le Eoi

s 'amuse :
" —

" I am the man who laughs ; he is the man who kills."

" The loveliest to the ugliest !

"

England is thoroughly depicted in " L'Homme qui

rit. " The poet has penetrated the genius of its com-

mercial feudalism with marvellous intuition. For the

construction of his work, he has discovered and drawn

from the profoundest obscurity authentic documents that

are as strange as they are significant. In his library at

Guernsey, M. Maurice Talmeyr tells us in his excellent

study, he had created " the department of odd volumes.
"

There might proljably be found the works of Chiclardus

and Chamberlayne, the French version of " Hugo
Plagon, " and the folio, bdund in parchment, containing
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the text of Doctor Conquest, " De denasatis. " The type

and name of Ursus may have some connection with a nar-

rative in " Le Ehin, " in which the poet recalls two of his

adventures while travelling on foot. In the first, he

met in the middle of the forest of Bondy a bear, a

living bear, a real bear, and perfectly hideous at that.

In the other, he was much struck by a mountebank,

who was bearded, shaggy, and dishevelled, with a fero-

cious countenance and more learning than the whole

third class of the Institute, and whose ensign was the

word " Microscope " in big black capitals on a white

grovmd. In the middle of the romance, this phrase

occurs :
" The disturbing side of laughter is the imita-

tion a death's head makes of it.
"

" L'Homme qui rit " is one of the highest conceptions

of Victor Hugo, perhaps his most spiritualistic concep-

tion. In this work he the complete and sovereign

artist, the triumphant adorer of all plastic splendours,

of all the revelations of the senses, of every harmony

and florescence of substance, takes for heroine a blind

girl, Dda, standing on the threshold of the supernatural,

who sees only the soul and loves a monster hero. A
sublime realization of the old fairy tale, " Beauty and

the Beast!" a pure and holy exaltation of the immate-

rial! a supreme protest against the cruel irony of

destiny, which has expressed moral beauty by physical

ugliness ! The injustice of fate is abolished. Eden

is restored in favour of two lost souls. These two nega-

tions of form unite in an ideal affirmation of happiness.

Then, under the superb figure of Josiane, the chimera

seizes its prey again. The law of earth, the law of

darkness and sorrow, is accomplished. " There is an

antique bas-relief which represents the sphinx eating a

dove ; the wings of the gentle celestial being bleed

between these ferocious and smiling teeth.
"
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The creative omnipotence of the poet is shown in

another direction by the ease with which he bears you

at a single bound into the heart of a new world. From

the first page, you feel distinctly that you are in the

atmosphere of his genius. Words, language, style, all

seem entirely new, and kneaded expressly in his life

and soul in order to bring into existence unheard-of

phenomena, sensations and ideas hitherto unknown.

The " Courrier de I'Europe" and " Opinion Nationale."

^'The two creations of ' L'Homme qui rit ' that are alto-

gether surprising are Barkilphedro and Josiaue. Here the

last limits of human genius are reached. This Barkilphedro

is prodigious. His hideous ingratitude is managed with

such art, such care and logic, that we end by giving him
our approval, though we hate him. Every good reason that

might justify envy is given with a power, a knowledge of

the soul, that may well make the reader muse and shudder.

This fashion of studying the ingrate has never been seen

before. Victor Hugo demonstrates with unrelenting force

the right he has to hate. His portrait of Barkilphedro is a

discovery of the victim in the executioner; it is sublime.

"Josiaue is an absolutely unique figure in the works of

Hugo. . . . Before now, he had depicted the impassioned

virgin in Esmeralda, the pitiful virgin in Cosette, the

coquettish virgin in Deruchette. Josiaue, whom Hugo so

magnificently calls 'The Titaness,' is immense. She is the

frightful apparition of prostitution in virginity. She has

the mien of a combatant of nudity, helmeted and luminous.

She is at once the product of the sanctuary and the brothel,

a goddess and a monster. She is the Pallas of lust. Beside

her, Gwynplaine, the mountebank, the felon, the people, a

sort of Quasimodo of the boards, exhibits beneath his tragic

grimaces all the inner splendours of the mind, the heart,

and the conscience. Josiane is only a virgin, he is pure;

Josiane is only beautiful, he is ideal. . . . He is the

Apollo of the soul. The meeting of these two beings is

VOL. XXX.— 17
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ineffably grand in its unexpected dramatic and tragic effect.

Gwynplaine without defence in presence of Josiane without

a veil, this gigantic innocence suddenly becomes the prey

of this bestial beauty, the god in a moment grasped by the

goddess, makes up a situation absolutely superhuman. And
it is true! We have all more or less met with our Josianes;

and if we have resisted, it was because we had our Dea.

"And Dea! what a creation! . . . For her Gwynplaine is

beautiful, and for her alone. Why? Because she does not

see him. Hence an adorable union of these two beings

made for one another; for he has no longer his features, and

she has no longer her power of seeing. Nothing can be

more extraordinary, pathetic, and poignant. What a book!

''Ursus is a Gillenorraand, signed by a Callot, who
might have been a Michael Angelo. . . . He has wit,

cunning, ill-humour, and fits of rage; and these only com-

bine to render him the tenderest father, and we may even

say mother, that orphans have ever encountered. The man-
ner in which he deceives Dea with regard to the absence of

Gwynplaine is one of the miracles of the book.

"As for Homo, the obscure and yet visible soul of the

beast in him is portrayed with reserve, and still the picture

is heart-rending. This animal that dares not be a character,

and yet is one of the grandest of the characters, completes

this astonishing ensemble of extraordinary creatures. Gwyn-
plaine and D6a and Ursus make us weep, but Homo makes
us sob; and the dismal howl of the beast gives in the soul

of the reader the finish to the melancholy lamentation of

' L'Homme qui rit.' " ^

"The author has personified the English aristocracy of

the seventeenth century in a woman, the Duchess Josiane;

and this, in our opinion, is a stroke of genius. Victor

Hugo, in doing this, shows a twofold profundity. The
intuition that Juvenal had he makes clear. . . .

"Gwynplaine is confronted with Josiane. The man who

1 Le Courrier de I'Europe. Lundon, May 29, 1869.
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is one day to throw the House of Lords into a state of fury

and exasperation already exists in his fulness in the aban-

doned child, that, in spite of solitude and night, snow and
tempest, goes straight in the direction it wishes to go; that

in the ver^^ depths of misery, in want and despair, finds a

way to save a creature smaller and weakfer than itself.

Assuredly, there are many touching, original, and extra-

ordinary scenes in 'L'Homme qui rit;' but I have discov-

ered nothing that has caused me a deeper impression than
these two culminating points, these two summits of moral

grandeur, climbed with equal courage, — the one by the

man, the other by the child. I refer to the night of the

abandonment and the session of the House of Lords. I do

not admire them merely as two magnificent passages in the

work ; what particularly strikes me is the harmonious

blending of these two supreme, crucial situations by the

science of the master, in virtue of a profound conception. . . .

''M. Hugo has lived too much, has studied, reflected,

struggled, and suffered too much, to have any illusions

left with regard to man. He does not glorify him indis-

creetly ; neither does he calumniate him after the fashion

of Montaigne, La Rochefoucauld, and Pascal. He takes

him such as he is, such as he sees him, in his imperfect

nature, — a nature that is in some sort embryonic, but

indefinitely' perfectible. It is evident that as art is

destined to develop in man his generous instincts, his

noble aspirations, his elevated tendencies, all that which

the ancients termed, with profound reasonableness, the

optima pars animcc, — it becomes necessary to show, along

with the ugliness and monstrosity personified in a Barkil-

phedro or a Josiane, the indomitable force of will and pas-

sionate love of justice displayed by Gwynplaine, the pure

and almost heavenly affection of Dea, the indulgent and

benevolent wisdom of Ursus. It is in this respect that

the work, taken as a whole, seems to me to rise far higher

than any of the productions of Balzac, most remarkable

though they assuredly are. If there is any writer to whom
the reproach often addressed to Tacitus— that of digging
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into evil — may be made, it is clearly the author of * La
Comedie humaine.' In imitation of him, contemporary

literature has followed a path whose narrowness and fruit-

lessness must soon become evident to the least clear-

sighted.

"Victor Hugo has persisted in his refusal to neglect

or sacrifice any part, any aspect, of human truth. The
extent and fulness of his conception, the surety and

impartiality of the glance he has cast over society and

nature, have originated in him that large, vast method

which in some sort embraces the universe, and attempts

not only to combine but to weigh everything. The genius

of the illustrious poet has alwaj's been essentially archi-

tectural. Take his last compositions, ' Les Miserables '

' Les Travailleurs de la Mer,' ' L'Homme qui rit, ' — they

are monuments ; I would almost say they are worlds." ^

^ Jules Levallois in " Opinion Nationale," June 7, 1869.



L'ANNEE TERRIBLE.

HAVING, as director of the French Academy, to

receive the successor of Casiinir Delavigne, Victor

Hugo spoke as follows on the 27th of February, 1847

:

" Whatever you may be, do you wish to have great ideas

and to do great things ? Believe ! In this century,

the thinker can also have his holy faith, his useful

faith, and believe in the country, in intelligence, in

poetry, in liberty. Is not the national sentiment, for

example, an entire religion of itself ? . . . What man
of genius would not give his finest work in return for

the signal honour of causing the heart of France to beat

with a throb of joy and pride amid her humiliation and
despair ? Happy the son of whom it may be said, ' He
has consoled his mother !

' Happy the poet of whom it

may be said, ' He has consoled his country !
'

"

This sad and sublime happiness was reserved for the

close of Victor Hugo's own career. And not only did

he then console his country for the greatest disasters of

her history, but he did more, — he avenged her, again

proving the correctness of that thought expressed in " Les

Miserable?, "— " The honesty of a great heart, condensed

in justice and truth, smites like the thunder-bolt.
"

" L'Annde Terrible " written between August, 1870,

and July, 1871, was dictated, page after page, by the

events that then occurred. It is the palpitating echo

of the dismal rumours and tragic voices of the foreign

and civil war,— an echo borne up to heaven by the most
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generous and sonorous soul of humanity. Never has

poem been so directly and deeply lived as this. The
very genius of France breathes and vibrates tnrough it,

hovers and shines above it, lighting up her martyrdom.
With what sorrowful majesty is the iniqu'ty of destiny

denounced by the radiant victim to the supreme con-

science of the universe ! The cynical and monstrous
triumph is scourged as if it were a drunken robber.

The poet uplifts his diamond mirror in the face of reality,

and makes reality ashamed of itself. He appeals from

it to the future, to logic, to equity, to the primal laws

of human and divine evolution, to progress, to the ideal,

— that innate irresistible revelation. Is not that nation

doubly sacred which, worthy to conquer, has been

betrayed by victory to unworthy adversaries ? Does not

final success ultimately return to the most deserving

from the very necessity of things ? Is not force without

right as sterile as a field sowed with tares ? Can any
fecundity beyond the domain of love endure ? sacred

and tragic security of the thinker ! who on the ruins of

a blood-stained world traces with firm hand the versicles

of the new Bible, and formulates the modern Evangel of

a Messiah-people

!

The first edition of " L'Annde terrible " was published

on the 20th of April, 1872, by Michel Ldvy brothers.

The verses omitted during the state of siege reappeared

in the Hugues edition, — a finely illustrated edition,

containing also " La Liberation du Territoire. " The
edition ne varietur gives the date of each poem.
" L'Ann^e terrible " is dedicated," A Paris, capitale des

peuples.

"

The Journalists anrl the Poets.

" A nation that produces such an apostle is not on the

downward grade to ruin, " said M. Henri de Lacretelle.
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" The appearance of this work will have as much impor-

tance as a French victory.
"

M. Ldon Valade in the " Renaissance " wrote :
" The

great poet forces us to pass step by step, piously and

with bursts of agony and tears which we find it hard to

keep back, through all the dolorous stages that have

marked the road of this new and not less august calvary,

the calvary of France. Who except this modern Dante

would not have bent under such a burden of shame and
misfortune ? But, then, what task is above his strength ?

Like the god of Scandinavian legend, in three steps he

takes possession of the poetic earth and heaven and hell.

He has long held in his powerful grasp the three springs

of Cornelian tragedy, — terror, pity, admiration. But
he also holds the epic sublimities of Homer, the satiric

thunderbolt of Juvenal, and the divining spirit of the

old prophets. ' L'Annde terrible ' to us has the appear-

ance of a funeral monument of bronze and black marble,

reared by the filial hand of a great artist in honour of

the prostrate country,— a monument surrounded by bas-

reliefs and heroic forms, with figures garbed in mourning
leaning against the sides, genii bearing the torch reversed.

However, the crowning image of the whole gloomy edi-

fice— the image that expresses the central thought of

the artist— is called ' Resurrection. '
"

The following is the estimate in the " Corsaire " of

M. Jean Richepin :
" ' L'Ann^e terrible ' is the con-

tinuation of ' Les Chatiments. ' As in ' Les Chatiments,

'

there is an astonishing variety of tones. This marvel-
lous art of the poet, which on a subject at bottom
always the same is by turns philosophical, lyrical, epic,

elegiac, satiric, or descriptive, seizes us by every fibre,

makes every chord in our being vibrate. The work is

one of those that are and will remain typical of an
epoch.

"
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"And now, O conquerors," exclaimed M. Engine
Despois (in the " Evdnement "), " you have won your

milliards, your provinces, and your noisy triumphs

;

you have only missed one thing, a mere nothing, a

superfluity, an accessory. I mean a poet who would
sing your victories in strains as noble as those in which
ours weeps over our disasters.

"

" The irony of ' L'Ann^e terrible, '
" remarked Paul de

Saint-Victor (" Moniteur Universel "), " is not less cruel

than its anger. The ' Prouesses borusses ' is a master-

piece of this kind of exasperated mockery. It is as it

were the Trajan column parodied, with scul^itural cari-

catures twining and climbing round its shaft,— pillaging

hordes taking the place of epic legions, money-boxes

carried by assault, Alarics bearing off clocks on their

shoulders, swords sounding on cellar-floors and picking

locks. " He added :
" Eeflected by this omnipotent

imagination, the siege of Paris has all the grandiose

horror of the catastrophes sung by ^schylus and the

prophets.
"

M. Edouard Drumont, in the " Bien public, " made
this decisive comparison :

" Let us compare and judge.

We are in 1806. The cannon of Jena is silent. The
Imperial Guard has defiled, as if on parade, through the

Prussian army, which was not cut in two, but gently

thrust aside, as a curtain might be by the manoeuvre of

the inspired strategist. A man stops in front of a little

house in Weimar. It is the victor, the master of the

world, — Napoleon, Emperor and King. Behind him
are his marshals, whose titles are taken from the vic-

tories they had won : his generals, still black with the

smoke of battle; his Mamelukes, come from the Pyra-

mids. He passes over the threshold, he places on the

breast of Goethe the cross of the Legion of Honour, —

•

the cross given to those soldiers who have fought best
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at Jena ; and Goethe says, ' Sire, I thank you. ' We
are in 1870. A man is entering Paris. He encounters

many men who are flying from it. After twenty years

of exile, he returns on the eve of the day it is besieged.

He shuts himself up in the city on which shells fall

like hail ; he wears the kepi like everybody else ; he
sings, he encourages, he protests. His name is given to

a cannon ; he is almost carried away by the madness of

the time. Amid the volleys of musketry, the bellowing

of the forts ' that cough the lightning from their raucous

lungs, ' amid the burning agitations of the public squares,

he writes ' L'Annde terrible. ' Which, then, is the

truly great, all-rounded man, — Goethe or Hugo ?
"

Charles Swinburne, the illustrious poet of English

democracy, published a study on " L'Ann^e terrible
"

in the " Fortnightly Eeview, " which has been translated

by M. Edmond Lepelletier. " This poem, " said Swin-

burne, " stands in a perfect unity of relief, as the absolute

type of what poetry can do with a subject, either tragic

or epic, which is contemporaneous with the poet.

Instead of a tragedy or an epic in one piece, we have

here a series of episodes, lyrical in appearance, but

which, when grouped and completed, have such a har-

mony that they fulfil all the conditions of composition

of a great and single work of art. Such a work could

be accomplished only by an artist who never deviates

from the unwritten law of right, which is in him a

natural and physical instinct.
"



QUATRE-VINGT-TREIZE.

AFTER six months of solitude and continuous labour
" Quatre-vingt-treize " was finished in Guernsey,

whither Victor Hugo had betaken himself in order to

devote liis entire time to the new work. The three

volumes were published by Michel Levy on the 20th of

February, 1874 The Hugues edition (1882) contains

numerous designs, several of which are signed Victor

Hugo. Fr(^ddric Rdgamey has made a fine series of etch-

ings for the Michel Ldvy edition. The " Eappel " of

the 25th of February, 1874, quotes this telegram from

the Italian poet Boito :
—

•

Milan, February 22, 55 rainutes past one p.m.

To Victor Hugo:
I am at page 192 of the third vohime. Glory!

Page 192 is where Lantenac saves the children of

Fldcharde.
" Quatre-vingt-treize " bears this sub-title :

" Premier
rdcit. La guerre civile.

"

" These three volumes, " remarked M. Asseline in " La
Tribune " of Bordeaux, " are but the first part of the

trilogy which Hugo will consecrate to this year, the
most fruitful of the century. It will paint in two other

poems the foreign war and the political struggle, and
may be crowned by a fourth narrative forming the serene

synthesis, the potent concentration in light, of all these

materials of lava and flame.
"
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In this grandiose episode of the Vendean war, the

poet has been inspired by family recollections :
" My

father, " he says, " played a part in that war, and I may
speak of it. " Adjutant-major Leopold Hugo was at the

battle of Martigud-Briant. He covered his brigade at

the second engagement of Vihiers with a detachment in

which all the men were either killed or wounded. He
was himself wounded in the foot, and was struck by
seventeen grapeshot. After the rout of Montaigu, he

had two horses killed under him, and would have been

slain but for the devotion of an officer of the Black

Hussars. He saved women, and adoptad a child. This

child, on leaving the army, received the following attes-

tation from General Hugo :
—

The major of the Second Battalion of the Twentieth regi-

ment of infantry certifies that in Frimaire, year 2, while

adjutant-major in the Eighth Battalion of the Bas-Rhin, he

was at the bivouac under Roan with a column commanded
by Colonel Muscar ; that after an operation in the marshes,

several men and a child twelve j^ears old were conducted to

the camp, whom Connnandant Cosson ordered to be shot
;

that the said adjutant-major, not being able to obtain the

pardon of this child, took him away by his own authority, kept

him near him, and some years afterwarrls had him admitted

to the honour of serving in the Eightli Battalion of the Bas-

Rhin, then amalgamated with the eighth line ; and that

this child, named Jean Prin, a native of Cheix, Department
of the Loire-Inferieure, continued in the service until the

year 8, when he received his discharge.

Delivered by duplicate at iSTaples, the 22d of July, 1806.

(Signed) Hugo.

Almost all the topography of " Quatre-vingt-treize
"

was studied on the ground itself, after Nature. Many
characteristic traditions concerning the Sept Foret's-

Noires of Bretagne and the country of Fougeres were
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communicated by a lady thoroughly familiar with the

subject, a native of the country descended from the

Gauvain family, — a family, by the way, authentically

historical. We have already, it may be remembered,
met this name in " Les Misdrables.

"

As to the Convention, we know how much it occupied

the attention of the poet. After 1841, he had nothing

further to learn with regard to this " Assembly, which
concentrated in itself at once the genius of a people and
the genius of a single man, " or with regard to that
" furnace in which the statue of the future was beingr

cast. " And he said subsequently :
" The French Eevo-

lution is the greatest step taken by the human race

since Christ. It is the consecration of humanity.

"

The " Eappel " announced the work in these terms

:

" ' Quatre-vingt-treize ' will be to the Revolution what
' Notre Dame de Paris ' has been to the Middle Ages.

In ' Notre Dame ' Victor Hugo had to depict the age of

Fatality, with all its anguish and all its misery. In
' Quatre-vingt-treize ' the subject of his drama, pathetic

and grandiose, is the advent of Liberty, with all its

paroxysms and all its terrors. Amid the tempest of

that other ' Ann^e terrible, ' amid the fury of so many
passions, the unchaining of so many resentments, the

poet places three little children, — a girl of eighteen

months, and two boys of three and four years. Robes-

pierre, Danton, and Marat have in Georgette, Eend-Jcan,

and Gros-Alain tlieir sublime counterpoise and their

innocent conquerors. Above parties, above ideas, above

principles, above the third and greatest of the revolu-

tions of this world, the thought of the poet has made
eternal humanity hover.

"

" Quatre-vingt-treize " is more than romance, more
than history : it is nature and humanity entire in unison

with that divine element which envelops and penetrates
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them. In each of the three protagonists of the drama,

the principle of one of the three ages of human society-

is incarnated. Lantenac, the monarchic and Catholic

chief, personifies Lliud Faith,— the Past. Cimourduin,

the priest who has become a citizen, represents inHexi-

ble Justice, — the Present. Gauvain, the militant

thinker, who braves death to give life, is the ideal of

Mercy, and presages the Future. And there is no

spectacle more tragic, more touching, more majestic,

than the sight of virtue, under its three aspects of reli-

gion, right, and conscience, thus devoting itself for the

salvation of childhood,
—

" venerable childhood, " inno-

cence in its flower, the hope of the world. The Gospel

speaks of the three Magi kings who came, guided by a

star, to adore Christ in his crib. The age of kings and

gods is past ; but are not these little plebeian Christs

worthy of the holiest legends,— these divine infants for

whom the three great soldiers of the divine idea, the

social idea, and the human idea sacrifice themselves ?

These poor dear orphans, frail and radiant shoots of a

race the immemorial prey of sacerdotal and royal feudal-

ism, are adopted by the battalion of the Bonnet-Piouge

;

that is to say, by the Piepublic. It is the history of

France summarized in three blond little heads.

Armand Silvestre in the " Opinion Rationale. " ^

''When we open a book of Victor Hugo, we are at once

transported into a world in which all things are enlarged
in accordance with the mighty conceptions of the poet. . . .

He does not, as Goethe sometimes does, hurry you into the

middle of a cloud ; he never lets you feel the ground slipping

from under your feet ; hut he leads you to some lofty pin-

nacle, to some familiar mountain, from which liis thought

sways creation. The note, common to all his books, of

1 February 26, 1874.
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insistence on an effort being made by the mind to reach to

heroic ideas and to generous aspirations, is assuredly a noble

privilege for him who gives it. His singular power of rising

to the greatest heights, without for an instant losing the

sunlight on his wings or placing his swooping flight at the

caprice of the winds, is not less striking. The genius of

Victor Hugo has its source in the real especially, so that

even the sublime becomes human when touclied by him. He
does not carry you outside of life, but he shows life to you
under certain trends of brightness and light ; he lifts it up
with his vigorous arm and illumines it by his fancy, some-

times plunging it into deepest shadow, oftener mingling it

with the contiagations of a dawn. He altogether disdains

the fantastic, and the supernatural troubles him but little.

His idolatry of Shakespeare has not led him into the charm-

ing world of genii and fairies. His originality consists in

always remaining amongst us, although he belongs to the

great family of those to whom all the worlds of thought lie

open.

" 'Quatre-vingt-treize ' is in harmony with all our ideas

of the great poet. This fine work is above all parties, for

it shows us in every party souls elevated to the loftiest

heights by the heroic madness of an epoch hitherto unknown
in the annals of the world. . . . What a terrible hurricane

was that which could tear a whole generation from the most

incurable anxieties, uproot its most tenacious instincts, and

hurl it panting through every peril and audacity- and death !

It is useful to make this evident, and also to prove the

grandeur man can reach by some sudden effort, insignifi-

cant though he be."

M. Escoffier, the Thomas Grimm of the " Petit Jour-

nal, " wishing to review " Quatre-vingt-treize " on the

day of its appearance, and having received only two
volumes out of the three, hurries off to the house of

M. Meurice in search of the missing volume. There he

met Victor Hugo who .'^aid : " We knew each other a
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long time ago. You made the observation, I remember,
that ' Les Girondins ' had been the work of an epoch, and
that ' Les Misdrables ' would probably be the work of a

century. " The quotation was literally correct. The
master has an equally good memory for the article on
" Quatre-vingt-treize. " " To all these crimes, to all these

fatalities, Victor Hugo opposes humanity represented by
three children. And the crimes stand in horror of them-
selves ; the fatalities are vanquished. What will the

Eevolution do with these children ? She will make them
freemen.

"

M. Maurice Talmeyr addressed these verses to

Victor Hugo :
—

" Thy name its title lends the Epopee

;

Of swords thy strophes have the (piivering gleams,

And radiant forms move quickly through thy dreams.

Master, the people, eager, flock to thee.

In silence Danton seeks, within thine eyes,

To read his sentence, giant though he be.

For thy old age a strength has that allies

The gifts wherewith the Gods did ^schylus dower

To Moses' awful visionary power."

John Morley, one of the greatest prose writers of

contemporary England, was extremely favourable to

" Quatre-vingt-treize. " He says :
" May we not say of

the art of Victor Hugo what Dr. Newman says on

another subject, ' such works always afford matter for

criticism, but are always above criticism. ' And, to use

the expression of an eminent man who wrote on the

great poet, even as we deplore the loss of so many poems

and paintings that have perished, leaving to us of

Sappho but a fragment and of Zeuxis but a name, — so

we would mourn the dead who have died too soon to

enjoy great works like this which is given us to-day. " ^

1 Fortnightly Review, March 1, 1874.
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THE discourses, letters, and manifestoes published

by Victor Hugo have been collected in three large

octavo volumes, and issued with the above title. The

first of these volumes, with the sub-title " Avant I'exil"

(1841-1851), appeared in May 1875; the second, " Pend-

ant I'exil " (1852-1870), in the November following ; the

third, "Depuis I'exil" (1870-1876), in July, 1876

(Michel and Calmann Ldvy). " This trilogy is not

mine, " said the author ;
" it belongs to the Emperor

Napoleon III. It is he who has thus divided my life.

We must render to Caesar the things that are Cesar's.
"

Each volume is preceded by an Introduction. The
three Introductions, " Le Droit et la Loi, Ce que c'est

que I'exil, Paris et Eome, " were published by them-

selves, with the paging in Roman characters, some days

before the successive appearance of the volumes. " Pour
un soldat " was also published apart in March, 1876;
and " La Liberation du territoire " was at first sold in

pamplilet form (September, 1873) for the benefit of

Alsace-Lorraine.

" Actes et Paroles " does not contain " Mes fils, " which
the master wrote in the form of a preface to the posthu-

mous edition of Charles Hugo's book, " Les hommes de

I'exil. " It was published separately by Michel L^vy
brothers in October, 1874 Neither do we find in it the

verses " A la France de 1872," which were intended to

be recited at the Od^on on the revival of " Ruy Bias ;

"
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they have appeared in the " Eappel " of the 11th of

March, 1872, and in the new edition of the drama.

It would be difficult to give any exact description of

all the fragmentary publications of Victor Hugo ante-

cedent to the general publication of " Actes et Paroles.
"

Amongst them are twelve political discourses, otiered as

a premium by the " Eveneuient " in December, 1850

;

two volumes of " (Euvres oratoires " published at Brus-

sels ; a volume (in-18°) of "Actes et Paroles" (1870,

1871, 1872 : Michel L^vy brothers, March, 1872), etc.

The discourse on Freedom of Education (January 15,

1850), in which for the first time the words " The right

of the child " were uttered, was reproduced in all the

progressist journals, and had moreover two popular

editions, — one of a hundred thousand copies at Paris

(Ballard), and the other also of a hundred thousand, in

the department of the Haut-Rhin ; this had a German
translation on each alternate page facing the French.

The day after the Discourse on the Deportation was
spoken, Lmile de Girardin demanded that a medal
should be struck, bearing the effigy of the orator and

having this inscription taken from his speech :
" When

men introduce injustice into a law, God introduces jus-

tice, and with that very law strikes those who made
it. " The Government allowed the medal, but forbade

the inscription.

What admirable ideas do those three volumes con-

tain, epitomizing as they do the civilizing work of a

great century ! We have here a new ideal, formulated,

made evident and accessible, justified, organized, con-

secrated, — an ideal that shall last forever ! We have

here a perpetual outpouring of light and genial heat

from the depths of a creative and beneficent nature;

infinite flights of pity, indignation, love, and hope ; sub-

lime outbursts of truths as lovely and as fruitful as the
VOL. XXX. 18
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purple gleams of dawning skies ! The poet proclaims,

with a conviction that becomes ever more vivid and

penetrating, the era of humanity, the reign of free

brotherhuod through French initiative. "France," he

says, " has been, and is now more than ever, the nation

that presides over the development of other nations.

The propaganda of the Eepublic consists in tiie beauty

of its regular development; and the propaganda of the

Republic is the very life of the Eepublic. In order

that the Republic be established in France, it must be

established outside of France ; it must make itself

acceptable to the conscience of the human race. Mate-

rial well-being is vain if it does not contain moral

well-being ; no purse however full makes up for an

empty soul. I no longer know my name ; men call me
Fatherland. Paris ! thou hast crow'ned the statue of

Strasbourg with flowers ; history will crown thee with

stars ! The only way to get the better of the vanquished

is to forgive them. There is only one force, — Right.

Treason ever betrays the traitor. The dreams of great

men are the gestation of the future. Thinkers, do not

distrust God. Death is the advent of truth.
"

Tlie Article in the " National."

" The discourses of Victor Hugo have one feature that

has been hitherto unknown. Although the product of the

violent and disorderly movement of Assemblies, having their

origin in those stormy sessions in which hardly any speaker

is master of himself, they yet come from the hand of the

stenographer as finished in style as if they had been medi-

tated and elaborated long before, — as if they had been

written with that eye for perfection, that rhythmic harmony
of periods, that powder and variety of tones, which, accord-

ing to Boileau, are the result only of patient retouching

and the unwearied labours of the file. The phenomenon is
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explained by tlie fact that tlie poet of ' La Legende des

Siecles ' is a continuous worker, has accustomed himself to

think in a definite form, to find the form of the idea at the

same time that he finds the idea itself, and by the same

intellectual act. . . .

" Victor Hugo is the poet in the tribune as well as every-

where else. It is in my opinion his greatest glory, just as

it is his greatest defect in the eyes of those who would lessen

his glory. Their reproach does not miss its mark. In truth,

the poetic quality is indelible ; the man who has that will

always be above and beyond everything else. It has been

asked ironically whether the poet of ' E-uy Bias ' and ' Le

Roi s'amuse ' be really a statesman. Yes ! he is, if the title

of soldier be not refused to the general who leads armies,

directs masses of men, invents the line of battle, and sees

beforehand the shocks he will have to sustain, the obstacles

he must encounter, the evolutions that are to render those

of the enemy useless."^

In the same journal, M. Emile Dechanel recalled

the souvenirs of the proscription and the evenings in

Brussels, when, after dining at the Aigle in the Rue de

La Fourche, he and his friends used to ascend the street

that led to Sainte-Gudule. " The deep feeling of literary

delight which every book of Victor Hugo arouses,

"

wrote M. Paul Arfene in " La Tribune, " " becomes doubly

strong in presence of such a work as this, — a work
novel in its form, and a kind of political confession,

supported by documents, in which the poet renders an

account of the mandate he has imposed on himself, after

he has fulfilled his duty.
"

Since July, 1876, Victor Hugo has addressed many
other immortal words to Paris, to France, and to the

world. They are numerous enough to compose a fourth

volume.

1 Theodore de Banville in " Le National " of August, 1875.



LA LEGENDS DES SIECLES.

New Sekies.

COULD it be possible for even Victor Hugo to equal

the first " L^geude des Si^cles "
? "VVe were not

without some uneasiness at the announcement of a new
series. And then it became a question with us whether,

in fact, the first " Lt^gende " was not surpassed by the

second. Where we had expected to find pendants, we
discovered new forms, unknown aspects, virgin hori-

zons. Like the Titan Phtos, who imprisoned under

Olympus digs through the globe in order to regain his

freedom, we felt ourselves suddenly borne into a firma-

ment of which we were unaware. What a decisive

response to the sad phrase attributed by Voltaire to

" the late Monsieur de Mal^zieux " in his Essai sur

L 'Epopee :
" The French have no head for the Epic !

"

France, after her juvenile national epopee, " La Chanson

de Eoland, " was building by the band of her greatest

poet a new epopee after her own image, — the universal

epopee of humanity.
" Never before has there been such a luminous insight

into history and into the infinite, " exclaimed Arsfene

Houssaye. " The work, " remarked Karl Stern in the
" Journal ofiiciel, " " grows grander in proportion to the

age of the man, as if the approach of immortality

enlarged his thoughts beyond ordinary limits. There

are things in this new ' L^geude ' which give glimpses

of an infinite horizon. " The " Radical " made this com-
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parison :
" We have come, during our travels in Cali-

fornia, across a forest in the Yosemite consisting almost

entirely of that phenomenal tree which naturalists name
the seqiioia gigantca. The hollow trunk of each of these

giants might easily shelter lifty persons, and the high-

est branches would brush the summit of the pyramid of

Cheops. But amid that mass of trees whose proportions

the imagination can hardly grasp, there is one that by

the dimensions of its base and the width of its branches

surpasses all others. It is called the Father of the

Forest. As we went on reading the new ' Ldgende des

Si^cles, ' we saw the genius of Victor Hugo appear under

the form of this marvellous tree. He, too, is the Father

of the Forest ; the whole group of contemporary poets

has sprung into existence under his immense shadow

;

he dominates them all by his height and by his omnipo-

tence, while nourishing them with his inexhaustible

sap."

M. Jules Troubat criticises the work in these remark-

able words :
" After reading ' La Ldgende des Sifecles,

'

we seem to have actually journeyed through the twelve

signs of the Zodiac in a few hours. The illusion is a

real illusion, felt especially after the nocturnal vision

of Venus traversing endless worlds in her wild course

across abysses, wandering along the borders of suns, illu-

minating Uranus, restoring light to exhausted worlds,

warming Saturn, and giving back fire to every star. The
poet has been transfigured into Cosmos, his sublime
inspiration, in order not to prove false to its century,

has become entirely positive in that fine piece entitled
' La-haut. ' There is nothing or almost nothing in it

metaphysical, in spite of the sentiment it lends the

stars.
"

The work as a whole is indeed a dream of fecund

plenitude and sovereign harmony. At the signal of the
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master, all the voices of Nature, all the voices of the

supernatural also, like unto the diverse and numberless

instruments of a magic orchestra, rise, mingle, and melt

into one another, in order to execute the poem of poems,

the solemn, immense hymn of humanity ; and from this

infinite concert, the thought, the force, the virtue, the

very soul that hurls worlds through space is liberated

melodiously in the soaring iiight of one celestial chant.

I can never forget the first impression I experienced,

one evening in January, 1877, while listening to Victor

Hugo recite in his powerful voice, standing between

Auguste Vacquerie and Paul de Saint-Victor, " La

Com^te " and " Le Cid exild " It was the vast expan-

sion of a soul in vibrating light, in ideal tiame. I can

still hear all these resounding verses. I can still see

them in their splendour.

" The stairway of the blood-red firmaments you climb,

And wander on the paths that lead to suns sublime."

On another evening he read " Les Fourches caudines,

"

and after we left his drawing-room, Jean Eichepin,

assisted by some one or other of us, succeeded in recon-

stituting the entire poem from memory. It was then

that for the first time we were particularly struck by

the marvellous ease with which the poet penetrates into

the very depths of the past and the future. At one time

he follows life back to its very source, " a thousand

years before Adam;" at another outrunning the hours

and leaving panting Time behind him, he transports us,

with a swoop of his wing, beyond " the term of ages.
"

And all this with an unheard-of intensity of life and

reality. M. Weiss (Eevue politique et litt^raire of the

2d of December, 1882) has well characterized the book

in these words :
" As it combines the historic sensation

with the epic sensation, we are borne away into the
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great current of the centuries. " Paul de Saint-Victor

had one copy in parchment (2 vols. in-8°, Calmann-
L^vy). Another copy in Japan paper had these lines

on the first page :
" M. Eichard Lesclide has a charm-

ing mind united to an excellent heart. This makes
him sometimes commit an imprudence. He saw one

day that I was embarrassed about the manuscript of ' La
Ldgeude des Sifecles, ' and was hesitating as to whether
I should give it to the printers without having it copied.

He offered to make the copy for me. Absolute discre-

tion and indefatigable devotion were necessary for the

purpose. He had all these virtues, and I took advan-

tage of them. It is owing to his cordial and exquisite

kindness that this book has been able to appear on the

appointed day, the 26th of February, 1877, as well as

on the first hour of my sixty-sixth birthday.
"

That the master sliould at such an advanced age be

capable of writing pages marked by such eternal youth

must strike every one with amazement. He improvised
" L'Aigle du casque " during the last days of 1876; and

it was in January, 1877, that, on the remark of M.
Meurice as to " the absence of women from the book,

"

he bravely set himself to compose " Le Groupe des

Idylles," finishing one entire poem every day. What
an inexhaustible springtide under those snowy hairs.

The beautiful poem in the second " Ldgende " on Jean

Chouan may be recalled. On the 27th of February,

1877, Victor Hugo received the following letter:—
Illustrious Master,— I thank you ! I am a grandson of

Jean Chouan, and have read with immense pride the eulogy

you have written on our family. Yes, you are right now as

ever ; he was a hero, but, alas ! a hero of darkness. His

children have taken their stand in the sunlight by accepting

the immortal truths of '89, and sheltering themselves under

the folds of the flag of libfrty ; hut they have preserved for
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their ancestor the respect and admiration that are due to true

courage. The only direct descendant of Jean Chouan is a

youth of fifteen, who sends you this expression of his grati-

tude. Receive, dear and ilhistrious master, the assurance

of my profound respect, and admiration for the great national

poet.

Georges Chouan de Cottereau.

Victor Hugo replied on the 28th of February :
" You

are a noble child. If your heroic grandfather lived

to-day, he would, like you, embrace the truth. Cour-

age, and march further every day towards the light !

"

The Feuilleton of Paul de Saint- Victor.

'' This new book is the continuation of the loftiest part of

the work of Victor Hugo, which it always equals and some-

times surpasses. For fifteen years he has been engaged in

raising the Epopee above his poems, his romances, and his

dramas. That epic poem whose absence was a reproach to

France, that corner-stone of every national literature which

was wanting to our own, we have now in the ' Legende des

Siecles.' And we have, besides, a poem not circumscribed,

like most modern epics, in the cycle of a period, within the

bounds of a city or a war-camp, but infinite and indefinite,

primitive and modern, immemorial and actual, beyond aud
within historj^, — making for itself a unity out of ubiquity;

traversing all regions, all barbarisms, all civilizations, all

cults; going from Eden to the garret, from the tent to

the palace, from the pagoda to the cathedral ; behold-

ing the reality behind the mirage, seeing the vanished fact

through the smoke that attests it, questioning the eclio that

speaks after the voice that is dead, contemplating the stars

and sounding the depths of the multitude, — now a song of

high emprise, and now an eclogue ; often broad as an army
of bas-reliefs or frescos; sometimes concise as the inscription

on a medal; foreshortening or expanding the subject treated

in accordance with the laws of an infallible art; mingling
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narrative and drama, dialogue and lyrical fancy; exhibiting

man under all his liglits and all his shadows, at every stage

of his journey, in every act of his tragedy ! We might

figure to ourselves this universal poem under the form of an

immense ark, peopled by all species and all types, taking in

new passengers at each bend of the horizon, and through

calms and storms, through shipwrecks and winter seasons,

through eclipses and rainbows, sailing forward majestically

on the sea of the centuries towards the promised land of the

future.

" We know how the poet fulfilled this prodigious plan in

his first book. It was a source of amazement and bewilder-

ment. All the old forms were recast, all the old frameworks

remodelled. The centuries personified moved backwards and

forwards in their new-found atmosphere, returning into their

own life and environment. The spirit of a people was

depicted in three pages; the genius of a race was shut up

in the contour of a quatrain, as that of Solomon in the bezel

of a ring. The Bible revealed secrets before unknown, the

Koran proclaimed new mysteries. The east brought forth

monsters hitherto unclassified. Chivalry, which Cervantes

thought he had buried, sprang to life again out of Chroni-

cles that opened their pages once more at the blast of a

trumpet so thundering and triumphant that Eoland never

sounded the like. Cities that had sunk to ruin were seen to

come to life ; donjons razed to the earth rose from their ashes.

Forms without date, marked with some mysterious name that

had the value of an incantation, entered abruptl}' into

history and there installed themselves with imperious and

terrible authority. Spectres took unto themselves flesh, and

ghosts became instinct with life. In order to revive this

buried world, the poet made for himself a new style, a tongue

with a hundred chords, — Biblical and Dantesque, feudal

and popular, havighty and sincere, brilliant in tone, loaded

with reliefs, streaked with the colours of life and the shift-

ing shadows of dreamland, equally fit to paint a rose- in

bloom between the fingers of a child and a drunken carouse

of brutes seated on a litter of corpses, to sing the De pro-
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fimdis of a sphinx or the rollicking ballad of a band of sea

adventurers. Since Dante and Shakespeare, no literature

had produced its equal.

''The new series of the ' Legende des Siecles ' is in every

sense the fit companion of this great book, but it has even

greater amplitude and completeness. That epic vein, which

might have been supposed exhausted after such an outpour-

ing, has renewed itself, and streams forth as if from a source

that holds rivers in its bosom. Tliis world seen in one

eagle swoop of the poet may be di^'ided into three zones.

First, the mythologies : Victor Hugo comprehends and
expresses all their poetry, but repudiates violently their

principle; second, the plurality of supernatural forces; and,

third, the coalition of the elements and phenomena that

have their unity under a supreme law. We know that the

idea of God holds sovereign dominion over his genius.

Unity in omnipotence and in absolute justice has no more

fervent or humbler adorer. The mysteries that disconcert

him, the doubts that assail him, have never made him lose

his balance on the bridge, sharp as the razor of the Koran,

which leads to certitude. The culminating point of his

work is a sort of ideal minaret, whence he proclaims that

God is God, and conscience his infallible prophet.

"A strange contrast! This iconoclast of the gods is also

their most magnificent statuary. He carves them in incor-

ruptible marble, in pure gold, in stainless ivory; he proudly

rebuilds around them their Olympuses and their Walhallas;

he gives them back the thunderbolt or the bow, the sceptre

or the drinking-cup. Then, in presence of these gods

restored to their thrones, re-established in their glor}^, he

raises an obscure figure, — a figure despised and sometimes

deformed, but a figure that knows the name of the great and
only Being, and has only to reveal it to reduce them to

smoke, to scatter them in dust. An entire book of the poem
is devoted to the Titans, those eldest giants of the earth.

Victor Hugo, feeling that he belongs somewhat to their race,

enlists under their banner, and lifts, as if it were a gage of

battle, their fallen rock. He takes their part against the
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gods of Homer and Hesiod, in whom lie sees only tri-

umphant tyrants. The poet has, however, magnificently

rectified his position iu his Hellenic legends, each one of

which might, like the book of Herodotus, bear the name
of a Muse. ' Les Trois Cents ' brings before us the invasion

of Xerxes with a power that is simply marvellous. . . .

Between these epic groups we have the charming little

statue of youth with the rays of the dawn on its head, —
* La Chanson de Sophocle a Salamiue.

'

''Now we are in the centuries trodden by the hordes, —
centuries badly traced and diml}' lit, on the frontiers

between legend and history. It is on this markland of the

centuries that Victor Hugo accomjjlishes his grandest exploits
;

it is there that he new fashions, out of dust and darkness,

beings that have only half lived; it is there that by means

of some old chronicles and armour, popular songs or defaced

traditions, he restores to life periods that have perished, and
lights up phases that were in darkness. One persistent

type constantly reappears in this night-fugue of the past, —
that of the Justiciary, kind and strong, simple and terrible,

magnanimovis and savage, stern against oppressors, always

leaning towards the small and feeble; he saves and con-

demns, delivers and chastises, and rehearses in the vale of

human woe, with sword uplifted and clarion at his lips, the

awful drama of the Last Judgment. These knights of the

right are almost always old men; these archangels have
white hair. Victor Hugo worships old men, as he adores

children. His method of painting children is incomparable.

He has fixed with touches of divine freshness the flower of

their flesh, the limpid rays of their eyes, their soft and
fugitive attitudes, their gestures like the unconscious beat-

ings of a bird's wings, all that had escaped other poets

before him; for only the paintings of the great masters
have given such colours and hues to childhood. Hugo's
children might be likened to the Loves of Correggio arranged
in groups around the frescos of Michael Angelo. ' Le Petit

Paul ' will cause as many tears to be shed as ' Les Pauvres
Gens.' Only Victor Hugo could elevate such subjects to
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^ tlie large emotions of high art; in other hands, they would

sink into insi})id elegies.

"The final thought of Victor Hugo alternates hetweeu

immense sadness and infinite hope! . . .

"By the majesty of its dimensions, the fulness of its

proportions, the wondrous richness of its aspects and details,

its structural style, unusual even in the other works of the

master, and mingling the most exquisite art with the energy

of primitive inspiration, the ' Legende des Siecles ' overtops

every other work of Victor Hugo. It is the helfry of that

moving and multiple city, holding within it every form and

every age, full of surprises and full of contrasts. " ^

^ Moniteur Universel.



L'ART d':0:tre GRAND-PERE.

THE child has been one of the dearest and most con-

stant pre-occupations of Victor Hugo. In 1820

he wrote, " A cradle must save the world. " Since then,

what adorable young figures has he not called into

existence forever. Our readers will recall his revelation,

in the Kepublican tribune, of the right of the child;

and also his poor children's dinner. The prelude to

the " Voix intdrieures " will also be remembered :
—

" The thinker, as he sees old manners dying

Beneath the social ruins piled above,

Builds stone by stone two sacred columns lying

O'erthrown.— respect for age, for children love."

Being a creator whose main faculties are strength and

kindliness, Victor Hugo is naturally and specially the

paternal poet. M. Emile Augier was well inspired

when he named him " The Father. " Genius loves and

comprehends infancy, because in genius there is always

something of infancy. Like it, " it does not believe in

evil ;
" with it, " it is a sharer in the sovereignty of

innocent things. " Genius is the eternal and gushing

freshness of the heart in the warm and luminous matur-

ity of the senses and the reason.

" L'Art d'etre Grand-Pfere " appeared on the 14th of

May, 1877 (Calmann-Ldvy, 1 vol. in-8°). We find there

in its fullest expansion that pious sentiment of protecting

tenderness, which marks so powerfully all the works of
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the poet. It is the victorious annihilation of the blind

and ferocious old dogmas, which damned the new-born

as a criminal. It is the triumphant dawn, fair and

rosy, exterminating nocturnal phantoms and black terrors.

It required th2 sublime ingenuity of a giant more colos-

sal than the fabulous Saint Christopher, to at last

discover the regenerating virtue of childhood so long

neglected by haughty rhymers. The laugh of the child

was Victor Hugo's sole consolation for the laugh of the

man.

" That laugh is love, is innocence august

;

It is the hardihood of matchless grace,

The nobleness ol" purity that miist

Stand proudly upi'ight. It illames the face

With tlie wise ignorance that all things doth know.

'Tis lieaven proved, God visible here below."

Naturally, tlien, he has defined paradise in these

terms as a place where " the parents are always young
and the children always little. " For him the Golden

Age still exists on the earth ; it is childhood. Like

Casilda in " Euy Bias, " he fears that " by always seeing

the old, he may grow older, " and so he steeps his eyes

and heart in the fair sunrise of the new life. It is his

fountain of youth. Children love those who love them.

What a beautiful friendship there is between tliem and

him. How delighted they are to listen to his stories,

" in which stupid giants are conquered by clever

dwarfs. " One day, it is " La bonne puce et le roi

mdchant
;

" another, " Le chien devenu ange " and " L'Ane
Oui-Xon. " Frdd^ric E^gamey has painted the grand-

father teaching the laws of equilibrium to his grand-

cliildren,and constructing on the table-cloth, after dinner,

an edifice composed of knives, forks, etc. , surmounted by

a little girl in paper. The scene is exactly copied from

nature. The grandfather, moreover, has his reward in
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learning things he would never have been able to

tind out of himself. Francois Victor lately, while

scribbling his first pot-hooks, said to him: "Isn't it

funny ? Big hands write little, and little hands write

big. " And again :
" Papa, why do they put dead men

inside the ground, and dead trees on top of it ?

"

The observations of Georges and Jeanne are not less

curious :
" Is it the Prussians ?

" asked the first at

Brussels on the night a shower of stones awakened him.

Later when the threat was made to Jeanne that another

little girl would be bought if she was not good, she

gave utterance to this fine cry of nature :
" I would lose

her in the woods. " On the evening of the 26th of

February, 1877, she rose at dessert and proposed this

toast :
" I am the littlest, and I drink to the greatest.

"

At Christmas, the same year, Victor in the presence

of a numerous party of his young guests assembled a

Chaml)er and Senate of his own invention, and by their

decree had a band of captive sparrows amnestied and
set at liberty. In this little world, the famous allocu-

tion of the twice-eminent Senator Polichinelle Bibosses

is still remembered. Last summer, at Veules, the

grandfather again offered to all the youngsters of the

country a fine dinner, with tombola and fireworks. He
said to them :

" Work well. Work is the great duty,

— the duty that gives right. Love your family ; and,

while loving it, learn to love the great family, — the

Country.
"

In presence of " L'Art dT'tre Grand-Pfere, " criticism

was moved as it had never been moved before. Paul

de Saint-Victor called tlie " Epop(^e du Lion " " a fairy

tale invented by a sovereign genius. " It was " Perrault

speaking the language of Homer. " And he added :
" The

Child is one of the poetic creations of Victor Hugo.
He may be said to have begotten it to the life of Art.

"
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There were two other characteristic reviews by MM.
Monselet and Texier.

*' Unique genius! superior in all forms! not only the

greatest, but the most daring! First in the vanguard and

still the chief of a school at the age of seventy-five! . . .

'' Far from betraying the least weakness, or indicating the

least monotony, the ' Art d'etre Grand-Pere ' is radiant in

its freshness, dazzling in its vivacity, incredible in its

variety. Many books of Victor Hugo have made him
admired; this one will make him loved. To be loved is

what he most desires. He has no longer need of glory." ^

"In Victor Hugo's idea, the education of the child is

love. These young souls unfold only in an atmosphere of

tenderness and continual caresses. In that nest it is the

grandfather's duty to place the softest down and moss.

Being an old man, he is closer to the child. And so we
see him ever leaning over two cradles, — the cradles of

Georges and Jeanne, — absorbed in a gentle meditation, in

which there is something like a return of youth, a last

flowering of the soul.

"The book has a superb ending in the last chapter, 'which

the young folk are to read when they become big.' " "

1 Charles Monselet in '• L'Evenement," May, 1877.

2 Edmond Texier in " Le Siecle," May, 1877.



HISTOIRE D'UN CRIME.

SUCH a history has no historian written, not even

Tacitus. The familiar and terrible grandeur of this

unequalled book cannot be expressed. From the begin-

ning, we are seized and hurried on by an invisible and

invincible force, launched into the full current of a

deep and rapid stream, which we hear hoarsely rushing

over precipices close at hand. We are no longer reading

in our home, with elbows resting on the table. We
have just been awakened from slumber ; we are in the

street, among the crowd, in the full tumult of impro-

vised deliberations, at the Assembly, at the Quai

d'Orsay, at the Barricades. Generally history represents

reality, pretty much as a garden represents Nature.

Here we have life taken on the quick, with its

perpetual movement, its instincts, its surprises, its

transports, its scandals, its heroisms, its fatalities. Is

it an author that speaks, or the prophetic conscience of

things ? The style defies analysis by its very justness

and sincerity. It does not see itself, it shows, —

•

radiant splendour, that shall forever remain on this

accursed date as a starlit pharos on some sinister shoal

!

The " Histoire d'un Crime " was begun in Brussels,

the day after Victor Hugo's arrival in Belgium, Decem-
ber 14, 1851, and finished on the 5th of May, 1852.
" The manuscript has been very little retouched ; it has

remained what it was, abounding in details, and living,

almost bleeding, with reality. " The first volume (Cal-

VOL. XXX. 19
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mann-L^vy) appeared on the 1st of October, 1877, with

this concise preface :
" This book is more than a present

necessity, it is an urgent necessity. I publish it. " He
refers to the monarchical reaction which was then

almost victorious. The poet's weapon was powerful.

The first edition was sold as soon as published ; more

than a hundred thousand copies of the popular edition

were immediately disposed of. The second volume

appeared in March, 1878. Under the title of " Cahier

compldmentaire, " a volume of notes and testimonies

was announced ; it has not yet been published. The
reader of the " Histoire d'un Crime " will find many
details which Victor Hugo utilized in the " Epopde de

Saint-Denis " of " Les Miserables. " He may even

recognize, in the street wars of 1851, the prototypes

of Gavroche, Javert, and several other characters.

M. Ldon Cladel in " Le Keveil " wrote :
" We thank

Victor Hugo, first because he says clearly to the govern-

ing class that the downfall of the second Eepublic was
their fault ; secondly, because he believes in the ' holy

canaille,' to which it is now necessary to have recourse

for the salvation of right and liberty, since all kinds of

parliamentary rascalities have produced a new dictator-

ship. Let us hope that the lesson of the sage will not

be lost, and that, sliould the tocsin sound, workmen and
bourgeois will march together.

"

M. Henry Maret in the " Mot d'Ordre " wrote :
" This

book, which is history, is more fascinating than the

most interesting romance. Nothing can be more alive

than this past which, under the pen of genius, that

magician's wand, rises up and leaves the tomb."
M. Maxime Eude in " La Lune rousse " added :

" I do
not know any historical work that opens with a sim-

plicity so eloquent and magnificent, and at the same
time so poignant. In six words, Charras starts up
before us as the hero of honour. In this way we enter
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on the book ; we plunge into it with feverish curiosity

;

and then, in the midst of the facts that have passed

under the eyes of this great witness, or in which he has

taken part, we see portraits, looming from the canvas

of the great crime, which have no superiors for colour,

touch, and movement in our incomparable French lan-

guage, nor among the historians of antiquity.
"

M. B^rard-Varagnac, in the " Journal des D^bats,

"

signed these lines :
" ' Napoleon le Petit ' is a plea in the

name of justice. In it we have the inexpiable felony

analyzed and dissected in all its causes, means, conse-

quences, and psychological elements. It is the philoso-

phy of the 2d of December revealed ; it is a sublime

pamphlet. The ' Histoire d'un Crime ' is history prop-

erly so called ; it is the narrative of a witness ; it is an

exposition of facts, but an exposition marvellous for

clearness and precision. This deposition is simply

overwhelming, and is particularly remarkable for its

tone of simplicity, moderation, and, considering that

Victor Hugo wrote it on the morrow of the battle,

impartiality !

"

" La Vie littdraire " published the following sonnet

:

" Men had not written histuiy thus before!

The method's good when genius to it turns.

This book a red-hot iron is that burns

And brands the Crime, now seized for evermore.

The vii'gin Truth, her feet all bathed in gore,

Rises, and from her eyes tears off and spurns

The bandage which, enibrced by night, she wore,

Ready to mete the wages treason earns.

" Naked, nnshamed, without or ruth or fear,

She stands. The heavens within her eyes appear.

The sun less splendour has than her divine,

Sword-flashing glances. Dread, sublime she is,

Yet kind withal. The spectres of the abyss.

And he the Man of Woe, flee at her sign."



THE POPE.

La Pitie Supk^me.— Eeligions et Eeligion.— L'Ane.

THESE poems constitute a sort of philosophic tetral-

ogy, in which the gloomiest and most formidable

questions that can engage human thought are resolved

in brilliant symbols, with a logic as natural as it is

unexpected. They might be termed four corner-stones

brought by poetry to serve as the basis of an ideal tem-

ple in which future ages will celebrate the cult of

humanity. " Le Pape " and " La Piti^ supreme " are

two decisive lessons, the first addressed to men who do

not fear to assume moral infallibility ; the second to

those who do not fear to exercise material omnipotence.
" Pieligions et Eeligion " and " L'Ane " point out, on the

other hand, two rocks which, like Charybdis and Scylla

perpetually threaten human progress, — superstition, in

which faith is lost; and pedantry, in which reason is

eclipsed.

" Le Pape " (1 vol. in-8°, Calmann-Ldvy, April, 1878)

was in " Le Soleil, " thus criticised :
" This book is a

vision, but a superb vision, which the poet of ' La
Ldgende des Sifecles ' has translated into a wonderful

epopee. Neither the Pope nor the papacy is in ques-

tion, but an ideal personage so great that it is impossible

to seize either his form or his lineaments. We have

here the personification, l)y an artist of genius, of one
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of those myths of ancient India, so vast, so enormous,

so disproportionate even, that the imagination of men,

incapable of grasping them, can only make them known
in a material fashion by colossal statues or hideous

masses of block and stone.

"

In " Le Gaulois, " M. Fourcaud expressed himself as

follows :
" This poem is vast and magnificent,— magnifi-

cent in execution, vast in sentiment. I say so, although

I know I expose myself to the censure of Catholics.
' What ! you dare to praise a work of Victor Hugo, — a

work intended to read a lesson to the Pope !
' Yes, I

dare to do so ; for art and faith are two distinct things

and the property of a mind of any force is to admire

everywhere whatever is admirable.

"

" Victor Hugo, " observed M. Pierre Vt^ron, " has so

much the more autliority when he stigmatizes the aber-

rations of ultramontanism that his inspired spiritualism

has never been false to itself. It is not an enemy of

faith who speaks ; it is an indignant believer, who in

the name of this same faith, would make God known as

be is.
"

Does " La Pitid supreme " (1 vol. in-8°, Calmann-

L^vy, February 20, 1879) take the place of tlie romance

announced under the title " La Monarchic "
? It might

be easily supposed that such is the case. We know
the ideas of the poet on evil and on those who do evil.

" A crime committed is a crime against oneself. The

saddest of oppressed people is alas ! the oppressor. " He
is constantly in search of the pardonable side of every-

thing. Has not Ldon Cladel surnamed him " A^ictor the

Good " ? This, then, is his reasoning: " Whence comes

the despot, and who produces him ?— The corruption in

which he is born and grows ! Moral ignorance naturally

comes to the level of tyrants, like the cloud over the

naked brow of the mountain which its very height
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renders barren. This is their fatality, and it is their

extenuating circumstance. The delirious insomnia of

Lady Macbeth, which is the epidemic of all men of

crime and prey, is a reason why we should not excom-
municate them from compassion.

"

Certain short-sighted persons have reproached Victor

Hugo with pitying tyrants, when so many victims are

more worthy of interest. Is not, however, the substi-

tution of pity for hatred in regard to despots the surest

means of abolishing despotism ? Henceforth the Nim-
rods and the Cpesars are no longer superior forces, scourges

of God, elements of fate ; they are simply diseased, uncon-

scious, insane persons, poor monsters more miserable than

terrible. Their total impotence appears under all their

omnipotence. They themselves feel that they are grow-

ing weak. No one admires or envies them, or is

tempted to imitate them any longer. We pity them,

and therefore no longer fear them or believe in them.

M. Henri Eochefort in " La Marseillaise " wrote :
" The

subject is that the executioners are more unhaj)j)y than

their victims. And in what verse it is developed ! . . .

These poignant pages, that at once dazzle and move the

reader, should make royalty hateful to kings them-

selves, just as they should make suffering lovable to

those who suffer, and exile lovable to those who are in

exile. Those magnificent verses reward you for having

chosen the thorny path and left to others the flowery

way. They requite you for anathemas, and armour you
against calumnies. This marvellous book demonstrates

that all men are more equal to one another than they

believe, and that if any inequality can be established,

it would most assuredly be to the profit of those whom
men have agreed to call the unfortunate. The volume
flows from the immortal poetry that has its natural

source in Victor Hugo, and is the sublime paraphrase
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of the words of Danton, ' I had rather be guillotined

than guillotine. '

"

The ingenious remark of Theodore de Banville is also

worthy of notice :
" I am more and more stupefied, and

I am seized with a reverential awe, when 1 see what

Hugo can do with the great instrument of French

poetry, — rhyme. In each new book we wonder at the

harmonious genius that has succeeded in coupling words

which till then hud no knowledge of one another, and

at the skill which keeps our attention constantly on the

stretch. Yet even this would be nothing ; what is truly

marvellous is the intuitive genius by means of which

he finds new relations in idea between two words that

had a repugnance to be united, but which seem now to

light up each other with dazzling splendour.
"

In " Les Mis^rables " Victor Hugo said :
" We are for

religion against religions. " In " Mes Fils " he said

:

" Eeligions are the enemy of religion. Keligions believe

the absurd ; Eeligion believes the true. The acceptance

of God is the final effort of philosophy. Let man do

his duty, and God will do his. " The purpose of

" Keligions et Eeligion " was to affirm and consecrate

these ideas. It was begun in 1870 and not finished

until early in 1880. It appeared towards the end of

April (1 vol. in-8°, Calmann-Ldvy). A young actor,

M. Eameau, read the poem at a Sunday Matinee in the

Theatre des Nations. The whole audience was thrilled

with emotion when the work, after proving the inanity

of all dogmas, reached this splendid conclusion, " Jus-

tice is the measure, the proof, the witness, of the True.

Immortality is decreed for all deserving it.
"

M. Henry Houssaye published an excellent article in

the " Journal des D^bats " of the 8th of May, 1880

:

" You do not admire the work of Victor Hugo ? Be it

so ; some people are born blind. But that you should
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admire him only with certain reservations is to me
incomprehensible. Are we to make reservations in pres-

ence of the immensity of the ocean, the grandeur of the

mountain, the brightness of the sun ? . . . There are

spots on the sun; the sun is nevertheless light and

heat. Victor Hugo is a great poet, a great thinker, a

great artist ; he is the greatest lyrical genius of France,

perhaps of the world. He is, above all, a force of

nature. Before him only one sentiment holds us, —
admiration. We experience this admiration for the

entire work of the Master, whether it be the verse of

his twentieth year so full of hope, or the poetry of his

magnificent old age so full of glory. Some days ago,

we were reading ' Les Feuilles d'Automne; ' to-day, we
read * Eeligions et Keligion. ' There is the same beauty

of form, the same grandeur of thouglit, the same inspir-

ation, the same power, in both. Three quarters of a

century have passed over this man, and yet his head is

not bowed, nor does the flame of his genius flicker.

"

A fine study from the pen of Charles Swinburne

appeared in the " Fortnightly Review "
:

" We come
indeed by inevitable habit to consider him in the end

as no poet of our own human kind, though he love

man well enough to bring us again from heaven the

fire of everlasting life, no priest on earth of the sun-

god, but the very sun of heaven itself made human
in a poet as of old. The very shadow he casts seems

a reflection of true brightness ; and every year he

lives lessens the darkness that weighs upon the world.

But he has never brought more light into the gloomiest

abodes than when he has sent the rays of his dazzling

poetry into the labyrinth of human superstitions. The
poem styled * Religions et Religion ' is from end to end

a triumphant refutation of all that is pure materialism
;

and above all of the worst species of materialism that
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subsists and survives still in the world, superstition

based on deicide and theophagy. Let us remember that

superstition with a lining of materialism is surely worse

than materialism stark naked."

After the babel of false religious systems, the poet sets

to work with the joy of a Titan, to use the expression of

M. Paul Foucher, to demolish false scientific systems.
" L'Ane " was published in October, 1880 (1 vol. in-8°,

Calmann-Ldvy). On the 7 th of November following,

M. Louis Ulbach delivered a discourse on the poem

:

" This book, " he said, " is the kind of scolding to be

expected from a grandfather, — tender in its severity,

touching in its raillery, gay in its anger. It is the

smile, it is the last word, of the disenchantment of the

enchanter. He puts a fool's cap on our false wisdom,

on our childish ambitions. . . . Let us, too, believe

that the science which does not increase fraternity,

however audacious it may be in its researches, narrows

the human horizon ; let the object of our learning be to

be able to love better.

"

M. Charles Laurent in " La France " wrote :
" The

poet has selected ignorance personified in the Ass ; has

chosen the honest simplicity of the donkey as judge of

our capacities. Before the large placid eyes of the

quadruped, he makes all the spectacles that man can

offer defile, and then he questions the beast; and the

beast replies, and his replies show that he has more

sense than we have, since he possesses uprightness,

respect for genius, enthusiasm, and kindliness.

"

M. Claretie thought he found again in this clever ass

the rustic and generous soul that spares the toad in one

of the poems of " La Ldgende.

"

" The work is specially original, " observed M. Emman-
uel des Essarts, " for its mixture of lyrical fervour and

logic, of inspired eloquence and magnificent joy. Seldom
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since Aristophanes have the wings of the ode been given

to comedy. Hugo has elevated the comic to a height

hitherto unattainable. " Certainly, a marvellous meta-

morphosis is this transformation of the donkey into

Pegasus

!

The " Voltaire " published these remarkable lines

from the pen of M. Emile Bergerat :
" For some years,

it would seem as if Victor Hugo was pushed forward by

an invisible hand. His appeals, his calls to duty, have

become more and more multiplied. His messages have

an oracular solemnity ; his words shed an extraordinary

glare of light around ; his ideas reflect corners of the

unexplored ideal, glimpses of the social paradise, furtive

apparitions of philosophic Edens, in which may be recog-

nized the preludes of the new world. That genius of his,

which has been for nearly fourscore years absorbing, con-

centrating, and expressing all the intellectual force of a

people, is thrilled with the trembling joy of the future;

it lives in a perpetual state of prophecy. And, most
marvellous of all, the future is manifested to him as an
anticipated present. The reason is, because he moves
among his hopes as among established things, achieved

improvements, triumphant realizations. Oh, do not

resist ! he is the poet. He is the poet in the fulfilment

of his splendid mission. He alone knows the world.

We must listen to him witli wondering eagerness, for a

word from him, however casual, says more on human
misery than science, or even than the stars. Blest and
venerated be his name !

"

We shall conclude with a few words from Paul de

Saint-Victor :
" A bas-relief of the cathedral of Chartres

shows us an ass crouching in a chorister's stall and
playing on the rebec. This poem has set a like sculp-

tural figure in the colossal monument of Victor Hugo.

"



LES QUATRE VENTS DE L'ESPRIT.

A FEW days after the appearance of these two

volumes (Calmauu-Ldvy), the poet received the

following letter:—
June 9, 1881.

My dear axd illustrious compatriot, — I have just

read ''Les Quatre Vents de I'Esprit," which you have done

me the honour of sending to me. They are as fine as anj'-

thing you have ever written, hut they can add nothing to

your glory now. Accept my congratulations and sincere

thanks.
Jules Gr£vt.

The admiration felt for the work was profound and

unanimous. " In ' Les Quatre Vents de I'Esprit, '
" says

Aur^lien Scholl in the " Ev^nement, " " life is poured

out for us in overflowing abundance. Hugo has put the

infinite into volumes, the storm and the calm, the stars

and the abysses, cataclysms in earth and heaven.
"

M. Henri de Bornier published in " La Nouvelle

Eevue " the following criticism :
" How can any idea be

given of this prodigious work ? You have perhaps

heard the organ of the church of St. Bavon at Harlem.

This organ would of itself suffice to make the church

a marvel. It is as high as the church ; it rests on

twelve columns, and statues of white marble are arranged

in groups from the entablature to the summit. It has

four finger-boards, among which are divided sixty regis-
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ters ; twelve bellows propel the air through its five

thousand pipes. When the twelve bellows set to work
and breathe a tremendous life into the trombone and
double bassoon and all the other instruments, we ask
ourselves whether the sea, which is close at hand, has
not been aroused by some sudden tempest and entered

the cathedral. Nothing is more terrible, and after a

time nothing is more charming. Balmy breezes of

spring succeed the bowlings of the hurricane ; and there

is now and then a lull, when the five thousand voices

of that ocean of harmony are silent, in order to enable

us to hear the little joyous chirp of a swallow.

"

" Victor Hugo, " observed M. Jacques Madeleine in
" Paris moderne, " " has transformed satire by introduc-

ing into it the ode and all the virulence of the iamb.

Every one knows already the magnificent evocation of

the epic book. The most beautiful portion, perhaps, of

the book is the second part, in which the Caryatides

of Germain Pilon intervene in the action, mocking and
cursing the three spectres that pass before them. The
whole of that people of unfortunates— victims, lepers,

and devils lying stretched, under the feet of the living,

along the black waves which hurry on in madness and
seem to mirror their anguish— is a sublime conception.

"

" The dramatic book is the great surprise of ' Les

Quatre Vents de 1 'Esprit, '
" says M. Charles Monselet.

" The fourth act of ' Euy Bias, ' it is true, taught us that

there can be a sportive Victor Hugo. This man is truly

extraordinary ; he makes one dizzy. Lately he was
Juvenal ; now he puts Alfred de Musset in his pocket

as if he were a little dancing puppet. It is impossible

to speak quietly of him in ordinary language, every-

thing about him is so unexpected and dazzling and yet

just. We are every minute coming across so many
unforeseen images and thoughts that it looks as if the
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sky rained them. No respite, no time for pause ; again

and again, and always ! It is wealth unceasing, riches

poured out in excess of abundance.
"

M. Maxima Gaucher, in " Le T^ldgraphe, " was not

less favourable :
" If we are in a world somewhat fantas-

tic, if the persons there have a language different from

the commonplace language we are tired of listening to,

well, so much the better a thousand times ! It is the

poet who speaks by their mouth : who can complain ?

It is the lyrical and not the dramatic note, some one

may say. Granted ; what matter so long as this lyrical

note ravishes us ?
"

M. Henri Fouquier thus formulated his impressions

:

" Olympio, anxious and doubtful, had in him something

of the malady of the age. The great old man of to-day

is vigorous with all kinds of health. He lives in the

midst of the ideal. His very bitterness is kindly, like

the bitterness of the sea.

"

These significant lines, from the preface to a contem-
porary Anthology, undertaken by M. Henri Eoujon, are

well worth quoting :
" What need is there of again

repeating that Victor Hugo is the noblest lyric genius
that France has nourished with her milk ? The father

holds so high a place in the domain of art, over which
he reigns with undisputed sway, that no one ventures
to praise him without some fear that he may fall into

the sin of irreverence. Certainly our embarrassment
would be diminished if Victor Hugo, deigning to lend
his incomparable vocabulary to his unworthy panegy-
rists, would allow us to plunge our hands into his

treasury. He alone could supply us with words and
images reaching the gigantic elevation of his work.
But if it has become a commonplace thing to celebrate

the grandeur of the master, we may say, for the honour
of our time, that the people gives the poet back in glory
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what it has received from him in delight. The cen-

tury shows that it is worthy of its hero ; each day it

loads with gratitude the magnificent sovereign who has

weighed it down with his gifts,

"

" Margarita, " the comedy of the dramatic book, has

been represented on the 28th of January, 1882, on the

boards of the private theatre of the Cercle des Arts-

Intimes. The two principal characters were played by

Mile. Nancy Martel and M. Fernand Samuel.

Victor Hugo is known to have written only two
sonnets. One of them is found in the satiric book of

the " Quatre Vents de I'Esprit, " under the title, " Jolies

Femmes. Sonnet pour album. " The other has not been

published in any volume of the master. It appeared in

" La Renaissance artistique et litt^raire, " on the 27th

of July, 1882. It is dedicated to Madame Judith

Mendfes and bears this title, —

AVE, DEA; MORITURUS, TE SALUTAT.

Beauty and Death are things profound, containing

So much of phade and azure they might be

Twin sisters terrible, impassive reigning

O'er the same riddle, the same mystery.

O women, live ! I die, my star is waning.

Be loved, looks and tresses fair to see

!

O pearls the sea for its great waves is gaining

!

Bright birds that 'mid the sombre woods flit free

!

Judith, our fates are closer far united

Than they would think who saw us face to face.

The abyss divine in thine eyes has its place,

And by the starry gulf my soul is lighted.

We 're near to heaven, and we the secret hold ;

For thou art beautiful, and I am old.



TORQUEMADA.

" 'T^ORQUEMADA" was announced for May, 1866,

X together with " La Grand Mere, " a comedy, on
the cover of the " Chansons des Eues et des Bois. " It

will be remembered that Victor Hugo had seen the

people burning the instruments of torture belonging to

the Inquisition in the streets of Madrid. In 1870 sev-

eral parts of the drama were finished. According to

M. Henri Deschamp, it was begun in Guernsey in

1856 :
" Victor Hugo used to read the Epistles of Saint

Paul as a distraction. He found, without any doubt,

that phrase which embodies the doctrine of the great

sacred philosopher, in the notes of some commentator

:

* Christian love is of such power that its expression

sometimes exceeds human strength ; thus a mother

will prefer to see her daughter burned alive in a state

of grace, rather than to know her a heretic and des-

tined to eternal iiames. ' The drama of ' Torquemada '

was the result of reading this phrase.
"

The book appeared on the 1st of June, 1882 (Calmann-

L(5vy), at the very time the persecution of the Jews in

Kussia was reminding us of the epochs of the religious

wars. During the same month Victor Hugo published

an Appeal to humanity. " I have made a Torquemada

monstrously good. " He said, "It is, I believe, my
greatest conception. The view of life there seen is from

the very summit. " In " LAne " and in " Eeligions et
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Keligion " he had demonstrated how sterile and ruinous

are reason without faith and faith without reason.

" Torquemada " proves, with still more imposing and

tragic force, what peril the best of men runs in breaking

the equilibrium of his organism by suppressing one of

his natural faculties. The understanding deprived of

the warmth of the heart is a paralytic; the heart

deprived of the light of the understanding is blind ; and

then men kill to save.

Is it necessary to say that " Torquemada " received the

best reception from the entire press ? M. Philippe Gille

of the " Figaro " declared that the poet is there shown
" in all the grandeur and all the charm of his finest

days. " M. de Lapommeraye saw in it the first part of a

trilogy embracing the entire history of Spain :
" Genius

alone could conceive this sublime idea, could illuminate

that sombre physiognomy with such ideal radiance.
"

M. Paul Bourget, in " Le Parlement " of the 5th of June,

said :
" This work presents one characteristic not to be

found in any other dramatic production of the author of

' Hernani ;

' it is essentially psychological, and the pic-

turesque element is there relegated to the second place.

It is .the examination, under the form of an epopee in

dialogue, of a question that tortures the human con-

science, — the question of fanaticism and its virtuous

crimes." In "L'Express, " M. Alfred Etidvant has a

remarkable study :
" It required all the daring and all

the power of Victor Hugo to restore to the frightful

figure of Torquemada its human verity by showing us

under the unconscious ferocity of the monster the frenzy

of mercy and apostolic love. " M. Camille le Senne of

the " T61t5graphe " summarized the drama as follows

:

" Smiles and flowers, rays and ardent flames, the phi-

losophy of history and the heroic sentiment of the great

liuman tragedy, all that is most delicious in the souls
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of children and all that is most terrific in the souls of

fanatics, — such is the new work of our great national

poet, who reaches at the same time the infinite of ten-

derness and the infinite of horror, a work which I can

compare only to a flight of butterflies around tiie sinister

stake of the Inquisition.
"

VOL. IXX.— 20



VICTOR HUGO AS AN ARTIST.

Philosophy of His Life and Work.

THE primordial character of the genius of Victor

Hugo is rhythm. It is the element that contains

and controls all his other faculties, — harmony, univer-

sality, force, liberty, fecundity, and progress. Ehythm
is, in effect, equilibrium in movement, activity in order.

It implies, by the ponderation of its parts, the plenitude

of a totality revolving in harmony and freedom on its

axis in the centre of diverse forces, so counterbalanced

as to permit it to follow the initial impulse. It is the

adjustment of force in substance. It is the cadence

and respiration of every animated being, the beating of

hearts, the ebb and flow of oceans, the law of gravita-

tions of worlds, the pulsation of universal life. Ehythm
marks the serenity that comes from duty fulfilled, from

right satisfied. At its highest power, it represents the

normal evolution of Nature, considered as an immense
organism, as a unit identical in its multiple manifes-

tations, which, under the influence of the irresistible

attraction by which it is enveloped, increases unceasingly

the moving circle of its inner expansions and of its total

extension, in order to enlarge itself infinitely in space.

It is because Victor Hugo has in him the sovereign

rhythm that he is the poet ijar excellence. His work is

the free and complete synthesis of the universe.
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We have seeu that from thg beginning Victor Hugo
had allied the warlike heroism of his father with the

profound intellect of his mother, — the Lorraine sap

with the Breton granite. His temperament, at tirst

fragile, soon became so robust as to give him the power

of controlling at will the fever and nervousness that

exist in every creative imagination. From his travels in

Europe during the war period he had gathered a treasure

of picturesque and splendid souvenirs. Did he not return

from Madrid almost a Castilian ? But for the fall of

the Emperor Napoleon and King Joseph, he would prob-

ably have become entirely Castilian. To the ruin of

the great captain we owe the great poet. He made his

entrance, then, into literary life with a precious and

considerable baggage ; namely, sound notions on the past

and on the present, a thorough knowledge of Latin and
Spanish, and an enormous heterogeneous collection of

facts and ideas picked up at random on the highways
and in the libraries of Europe.

For some time Victor Hugo continued to read much.
Having completed his general investigations, he only
read what was necessary or what was outside the beaten
track, digging, as occasion offered, into a whole epoch,

a whole art, a whole science, to draw therefrom some
bright work, and often discovering marvels in some
worm-eaten old book. " I no longer read, " he used to

say, " any books except those which no one else reads.
"

New authors are, however, not unknown to him. But
like Cuvier, a few pages suffice to give him the gist of a

whole volume. He has read only one work of George
Sand, — " La Marquise ;

" and of Flaubert he has read

nothing at all. The journals are carefully examined,

and keep him acquainted with the intellectual move-
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ment. Oil the other hand, according to a narrative

describing his creative method, it was from repeatedly

reading the pages of th# " Confessions, " in which Jean

Jacques appears in livery, that he conceived " Euy
Bias. " He gave the subject to a young man, who could

make nothing of it; he tlien kept it himself for future

use. The Memoirs of the Countess d'Aulnoy furnished

him with the framework for the dramatic idea ; all he

had to do was to copy from them the letter of the

king. " Madame, there is a high wind, and I have

killed six wolves. " He found a Valenzuela and a San-

Lucar there, who served as models for his two chief

characters. The poor young foreign queen and the

terrible camarera-mayor have the same source, with a

touch of high comedy added to them. Entire scenes,

with proper names and all accessories that could deepen

the local colouring, may in fact be traced to this work.

It was such conscientious labours that enabled him to

root in the fruitful soil of history so many immortal

conceptions that were afterwards to expand in the sun-

light. Has he not himself called the " Ldgende des

Sifecles " " historic reality condensed "
?

Victor Hugo's existence is divided into two very

distinct parts, — the period of doubt, protest, and
revolt; the period of faith, resignation, and peace. In

the first, pale with the " poignant universal anguish," he

searches feverishly for the solution of the great prob-

lem. During the second, his beloved son and his

country have been lost ; he discovers, in the depths of

his broken heart, the secret so lonjr sought for in vain.

Exile and death reveal to him the eternal country ; he
is vanquished but triumphant. On the first, he writes

Fatality ; on the second Hope. After an anxious effort

to climb his calvary, he finds serenity at the top, and
the heavens open to him. The spirit of freedom, which
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was his initial force, came to him from a generous feel-

ing of indignation against the absurdity and iniquity

of destiny. " His instinct first applied this spirit of

freedom to art ; then, with the aid of experience, literary

ideas corrected social ideas. " Like Michelet, he might

say, " My book has made me.
"

When Victor Hugo made his first appearance, French

literature was at its lowest ebb, was wearisome and

vulgar. After the rationalistic and classical absolu-

tism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the

national genius had fallen into an exhaustion not less

deplorable than the mystic feverishness of the Middle

Ages. The equilibrium formerly broken by the exces-

sive and morbid development of the nervous system,

then restored by the healthy and productive domination

of the Eenaissance, had been again destroyed by the

abnormal predominance of the intellectual element, by

the tyranny of abstraction. Before, there had been

hypertrophy of the heart; now, there was hypertrophy

of the brain. The return to Nature undertaken by

Eousseau, the poetic renovation attempted by Ch^nier

and Chateaubriand, with help from the old world and the

new, had slackened but not arrested the progress of decay.

It had reached its lowest stage, and decomposition was

setting in. Hollow generalities, insipid commonplaces,

were the order of the day. Literature had neither sub-

stance nor consistency. It had become the ghost of its

former self, without personal character or local colour,

—

a soul without a body, or a body without a soul.

Then " appeared the most extraordinary combination

of artist and poet in one organism that our literature has

ever witnessed. " Victor Hugo had an equal horror of

vileness and of emptiness, of chaos and of nothingness.

That which was without form and colour, without spirit

and order, had no meaning for him. He saw that poetry
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was dying for want of aliment, — liberty and equi-

librium. Walled up, like some vestal who has let the

sacred fire go out, in her little Byzantine temple, narrow

as a funeral vault, the Muse was trying to exist on

imitations and abstractions. Resolutely, he opened the

prison, led out the captive, restored her to Nature and

humanity, gave her back air, light, space, movement,

energy, initiative, and noble daring, and stopped her

long divorce from art. Art without poetry and poetry

without art are equally vain and sterile. It is form

without force, or force without form ; Psyche absent

from Eros, or Eros absent from Psyche. There was

needed a twofold genius, a genius completely and

potently synthetic, to reconcile these two elements of

fecundity, whose union— a union that might be called

sexual— is indispensable for every creation. The recon-

ciliation was accomplished with extraordinary splendour.

That which was decomposed was recompounded. Every

soul again took a body, and every body a soul. Under
the sun and the rain, fresh April buds, swelled with

generous sap, burst into flower everywhere. Nature was
garbed anew with the vivid colouring and rounded con-

tours of health. Harmony was re-established between
the heart, the mind, and the senses. There was a free

opening for all human faculties, thus strengthened and
enlightened. Instead of an ignis fahms expiring in

the darkness of marshes, " a light having the eyes of a

figure " was seen rising in the dawn.
The critics, dazed like birds of night, at first compre-

hended not this superb outburst of the springtime and the

light. Such prodigality seemed to them madness. They
denounced to common-sense the unbridled ardour of the

metaphors and the violence of the contrasts, not seeing

that the image gave material life to the thought, just as

the thought gave intellectual life to the image, — not
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understanding that the so-called mania for antithesis was
in reality the spirit of synthesis and life. But their

labours were as ineffective as their hisses ; they did not

disturb the poet. Every day his ample, rhythmical, and
pacific genius displayed more and more independence,

symmetry, power, and majesty. " To know, to think, to

meditate
!

" This was the secret of his inspiration.

" Meditation must proceed by calculation," he says ;
" the

modern spirit is the genius of Greece borne by the genius

of India, — Alexander on the elephant." The reconcilia-

tion of elements that for all others are irreconcilable is

his peculiar privilege.

Spirit and matter, the exact and the poetic, decorative

art and moral sentiment, the burlesque and the tragical,

the grotesque and the sublime, are all united, harmonized

and balanced by Victor Hugo. He has discovered the

secret of primeval poetry, — " triviality in greatness."

He rises by gradual syntheses to the summit, out-topping

all other heights without fatigue or vertigo. " The ideal

is the culminating point of the logical ; the beautiful is

the pinnacle of the true." From this altitude his thought

swoops over the immense space discovered by him. The
structure, symmetry, and general rhythm of the world

stand out before him in grand, clear, and melodious lines.

No detail escapes him. His piercing eyes discern the

wren in the hedge at the bottom of the valley. Smiling,

he reigns over awful immensities, and controls storms

and revolutions let loose, just as he governs gulfs and
oceans. He tames, marshals, and subjects all the elemen-

tary forces of Nature with sovereign familiarity ; and

docile monsters, winged lions, sea-bulls, hippogriffs, bear

him away with terrible gentleness into central whirl-

winds and suns. His triple genius, physical, intellectual,

and moral, seems the reflection of one God in three

persons,— the Substance, the Word, the Spirit.
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II.

There is in Victor Hugo's work a series of syntheses

to which it is important to call attention. In order that

the image into which the poet breathes his thought

sliould give the absokite illusion and very emotion of

reality, it must, combining all the qualities of substance

and life, manifest itself at the same time to all our

organs. For this purpose, Victor Hugo calls to his aid

all the arts. He summons Apollo and the Muses that

surround him; and when his imagination has incarnated

itself in the living reality evoked by this magical sum-

mons, he conquers the world of forms and colours, of

savours, perfumes, and song. Having kneaded his statue

of clay, he communicates to it magnetically the five

senses, as it were, with the five fingers of the hand. He
pours on it in floods the warmth of the heart and the

light of the brain, every instinct and passion and enthu-

siasm. His work then escapes from him so ardent,

palpitating, and vibrating, with such soaring, supreme

energy, that he is shaken by the very rebound to the

depths of his being. The creation reacts on the creator

with all the force it has received from him. He is moved

and astounded, admires, trembles, loves, abjures, curses,

adores. He is filled with a " sacred horror," sign of all

true and deep poetry. It is this emotion, this holy

faith, which we afterwards find in his book, and which

wins and penetrates us irresistibly. " You ask whence

comes the terror you feel : it comes from the very faith

the author brings to his work."

Beyond his power of literary synthesis, Victor Hugo
possessed innately and instinctively, not only the passive

sensibility which renders us accessible to artistic mani-

festations, but also the reflex and active faculty, the

method, metier, and gift of realization proper to each art.
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No one who has read any of his books can be ignorant

that he is as good a musician as many a grand orchestral

composer. Many of his dramas have been travestied

into operas without his knowledge or consent,— dramas

in which the verse itself gives the just and supreme

music of the thought. Who can ever tire of admiring

the melodious arabesques in " Les Chants du Cr^puscule,"

and " Les Chansons des Paies et des Bois," and his

Spanish guitars, and his Flemish chimes, and the bells of

Notre Dame, and all " that is heard on the mountain " ?

Can it ever be forgotten how he has proved that " music

dates from the sixteenth century," that " music is in

everything " ? Has not he himself indicated the cadence

of the air to be sung in a play for which he also painted

a decoration ? Do we not know of an admirable eulogy

of Beethoven written from his dictation ? "Who under-

stands and makes others understand Palestrina, Mozart,

"Weber, better than he ? " Music," he said recently, " is

the art of the vague; for this very reason, it answers
certain demands of our nature. It satisfies the sentiment

of the infinite, of the ineffable ; it excels in expressing

that which escapes thought and speech ; it begins where
reason ends ; it requires distance, shading, moonlight,

something floating and veiled ; it moves in obscurity, —
it might be termed a blind goddess. Are there not

people who destroy the sight of singing-birds to make
them sing better? And, nevertheless, this queen of

fairyland, this sister of Titania, is a daughter of love, the

airiest perhaps and the most natural. The bird sings to

charm his lover, his mate. Song is more spontaneous,

more instinctive, more subtle than language. "When
persons are alone they do not speak, they sing."

Any one who has visited Hauteville House knows
what a painter, sculptor, and architect the poet is. His
architectural genius is, moreover, revealed in every line
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of his works, where he proceeds reguhirly by the com-

bination of all arts and all brandies of human knowledge,

— making of each thought an edifice, and of each edifice

a thought, in order to embody and symbolize in the

ensemble the great architecture of the universe. Baude-

laire, comparing him to Delacroix, has noted " the magni-

ficent imagination that runs through all his designs, as

mystery runs through the heavens." Gautier draws a

parallel betv/een him and Michael Angelo. Besides the

Souvenirs of an excursion in Germany, the album of M.
Chenay, the album of " Les Travailleurs," and many other

illustrations so picturesque in their originality made for

several of his works, there are various designs, sepias and

water-colours, drawn by the hand of the master and pre-

sented by him to Jules Janin and Paul de Saint-Victor,

to Mesdames Drouet and Lockroy, to MM. Schoelcher,

Burty, Claretie, Allix, and others. The collections of

MM. Vacquerie and Meurice are particularly valuable.

For the sepia entitled " Un Nid de Burgs," Victor Hugo
himself carved and painted a frame with whimsical

arabesques mixed with fantastic wings and .flowers ; he

inscribed on it these words in memory of the hospitality

he had received from j\T. Meurice :
" Siege of Paris, 5th

of September, 1870 ; 2d of February, 1871." Everybody
knows his House of the Flags, his Old City, and his John
Brown. He has also scribbled quite a number of carica-

tures and humorous sketches, of which the oldest,

scratched on a page of a copybook of verses, was entitled

" The follies I committed before I was born," and repre-

sents the embryo of a tragedy under the form of a bird

in an egg. In 1874 he gave his children a series of draw-

ings with the pen, or in red or blue crayon, made for a

story, for which a blank is left, of the condemnation,

torture, and march to the stake of a young sorceress.

The author of " Maitres et Petits Maitres," M. Burty,
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has given an excellent estimate of the poet's merits as a

draughtsman :
" Victor Hugo possesses in an eminent

degree the gift of imprisoning in a contour, of evoking by a

stroke of light, or of immersing in shadows crossed by
reflections, the image of the things that live in his verses.

Burgs set on mountain-peaks, moons that give to the

trees the outlines of phantoms, tempests assailing barks,

still lakes, rivers meandering through wide plains, fairy

palaces, flowers and fabulous birds, heavy gables over-

looking the street, even the motley crowds that roll on

no one knows where, and those whose gait or physiognomy

has an exceptional intensity, are all reproduced with

astonishing sureness. All means come handy to him, —

'

the sediment at the bottom of a cup of coffee spilled on a

sheet of old lead-paper, or a blot of ink on a sheet of

letter-paper, spread out, sponged, dried, and touched up

with a fine or coarse pen, then washed with vermilion

and relieved with blue or gold."

" Without any preliminary sketching, " says the

author of " Victor Hugo chez lui, " " he first draws, with

extraordinary sureness of hand, not the enscmUc, but

some detail or other of the landscape. He will begin

his forest with the branch of a tree, his city with a

gable, his gable with a weather-cock ; and gradually the

entire composition will start from the paper with the

precision, the plainness, of the negative of a photograph.

The result is a drawing utterly unexpected, powerful,

often strange, always personal, which brings to the mind

the etchings of Eembrandt and Piranese. " The seer

manifests himself in this lucidity and intensity of the

inner vision.

Not content with having conquered the mechanism

peculiar to each of the arts, Victor Hugo, the writer,

has, by renewing everything in virtue of his personal

genius, by leaving everywhere the indelible mark of
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that genius, assimilated to himself all the formulas of

the beautiful invented by all the artists and poets of all

ages and countries,— from theVedas to the Eddas, from

Phidias to Eude, from the Bible to the Romancero, from

Orpheus and xEschylus to Dante, Shakespeare, and

Shelley. His work is an ocean, in which converge and

are lost all the rivers of all the poetries of the world,

streaming from all its mountains and rolling with them

their lexicons, their syntaxes, their rhetorics, and their

prosodies. And so varied are its aspects that it makes

us dream of some subterranean labyrinth from which a

Titan has torn up the black remains of the past, in order

to extract therefrom, as it were, the luminous gamut of

the colours that are freed from the essences of the oil,

all the irradiations of heaven, a thousand centuries of

sunlight. Well has Lamennais written, " Beautiful

verses resemble the light at noon. " Without apparent

framework, without sensible interposition, without pos-

sible distinction, all Nature bathes, shines, dreams, and
sings in this vast strophe of azure and gold, as in

the air and brightness of heaven itself. His verse is a

ray, a flame, in which everything is fused, in order to

take an eternal form and an eternal soul. It is the

prophetic Proteus in the service of the god Pan. We
see at each step, as we pass through his flowery idyll,

immensity reflected in some w^ord which sparkles like

a diamond dewdrop, like a mirror which might be a

spirit, like the clear eye of a limpid conscience. Then
a rhyme, pressing some spring of the brain, raises from

some microscopic cell a vision more splendid than the

giant of the Arabian Nights.

This luminous style has such warmth that everything

is quickened and illuminated by it. The point of a

spade becomes " the beak of a black bird. " A cord
" creeps " like a serpent. We feel that now at last the
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unforeseen is rendered with exactness, " the unexpected

in logic is the secret of great writers. " Here the word

is " a living being, " the incarnation, " the beast of the

idea. " And this life, communicated by the word to

the thought, the poet fixes in the verse, balances in the

rhythm, gives to it the consecration of those things that

endure. " It is the style that constitutes tlie duration

of the work ; it is at the same time an ornament and an

armour. The style on the idea is the enamel on the

tooth. " The idea, in its radiant and absolute form, by

its inner cohesion, its tirm condensation, its adamantine

solidity, offers an invulnerable, indestructible totality,

from which nothing can henceforth ever more be taken.

It is by imposing on himself the rule of never neglecting

the smallest of the atoms that can and should enter into

his creation, if it is to attain entire fulness and perfect

harmony, that the poet obtains this result. He always

keeps at his disposal the fitting expression for the true

impression, and never hesitates to use it. He does not

even recoil, in " Les Miserables, " before the miserable

word, if this word necessarily represents the defiance of

despairing heroism, for it is then the fitting word. He
knows how to multiply the value of the term by its posi-

tion, attitude, use, environment, and by the relations he

gives to it. He never fails to put the word that is

wanted ivhere it is wanted and when it is wanted. With
him, rhyme has not only the beauty of a Eull-blown flower

on the double summit of the verse,— it is generous, fruit-

ful, nourishing like the double star on the bosom of the

mother. It has the two wings of the bird. It finds and

reveals the relation of substances and ideas by the rela-

tions of sounds. Alliteration, which is in the order of

consonants what rhyme is in the order of vowels, lends

to that verse, full and sonorous as a metallic fibre, the

fluidity of a wave that the breath of the rhythm moves
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and hurries onward with tumultuous violence. Made
supple by alliteration and accentuated by the energetic

splendour of the rich rhyme, the verse unites all possi-

ble mobility with all possible consistency. The cesura

can, without breaking its unity, transport itself from
either of its syllables. It unites and divides more freely

than the Greek and Latin verse whose measure it has
sought and found; it is better articulated, and accom-
modates itself more easily to the changing aspects of the

thought. In our language, syllables have not a fixed

and absolute quantity ; but in Hugo, the accent gives

them relative quantity. The modern alexandrine, like

the antique hexameter, forms a group of shorts and
longs, the arrangement of which is essentially variable,

while the whole must not vary. It has this advantage

over the hexameter, that it can move in full freedom

;

not being forced to present such and such a succession of

dactyls and spondees, it can modify infinitely its struct-

ure and its range. It offers therefore the most marvellous

instrument of poetry that has ever existed. It possesses

the inexhaustible resources of undulating prose with

superior discipline and absolute harmony. Prose is a

crowd ; verses are an army.

If Victor Hugo has always distrusted neologism, if

he has never invented anything in tliat line except the

adjective " fulgurant, " if he has always confined him-
self to adopting the word born of the operation of the

popular spirit, he has not therefore confined himself to

the renewal and rejuvenescence of forgotten or obsolete

poetic forms. He has moreover created, by the revivify-

ing force peculiar to his genius, an incredible quantity

of new moulds, of new molecular and organic groups,

and new combinations and crystallizations of ideas and
words, of literary forces and substances. Through him
prosody has made more progress than have all the
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chemical and algebraic nomenclatures of the century

;

he has rendered the notation of helles-lettres more elastic

and precise than the notation invented by mathemati-

cians for the exact sciences. Before him, French poetry

resembled the palace of Versailles or the pavilion of

Trianon. Xone entered it except in livery or with a

title, bewigged or powdered ; it had no locksmith except

after the fashion of Louis XVI. , or shepherdess except

after the fashion of Marie-Antoinette. He threw its

doors wide open, enlarged its frames and let in the

ticrs-etat, — the people, all humanity, all Nature.

There he founded democracy on the universal suffrage of

words, fraternizing in liberty and light. It was then

that having accomplished the literary Revolution, he

comprehended all the meaning and all the bearing of

the philosophic and social Eevolution. The fact of

being the organizer of the fictitious world revealed to

him the organization of the real world.

III.

Poetry is perhaps the best preparation for philosophy.

Poetry means creation. In order to penetrate the mys-
terious mechanism of the universe, all the true poet has

to do is to remember the method and evolution of his

inner being. Is not the work he has conceived and

produced the faithful image, the complete generation,

the geometrical reflection of Nature, in virtue of the

vital power it contains ?
" A poet is a world shut up in

a man. " Art delivers to him the key of the temple, of

the starlit dome of the immense sanctuary. He has but

to open his heart to find God there.

If theologians and scholars have never encountered

the solution which the poet thus offers, it is because

they have all lacked those synthetic principles beyond

which there is no salvation for him who would create or
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comprehend creation,— universality, liberty, equilib-

rium, which is also called equity. From fetichism to

atheism, all their systems have crumbled on one another,

because they had placed the centre of gravity of human
existence at a point which only partly controls them

;

because they had disarranged the rhythmic balance of

Nature in banishing from it now the counterpoise of

moral force, now that of material force. The best of them
resemble those princes of the fairy tales to whose cradle

all the fairies are invited, save one. She avenges her-

self by adding one fatal gift, that renders useless all the

good effects of the gifts of her sisters. All, engrossed

in the contemplation of one single side of things, have

invariably, whatever might be their differences, for-

gotten, disdained, misunderstood, denied, proscribed,

oppressed, and suppressed one of the necessary factors of

life, one of the elements in the harmony of the world.

They have invariably renounced one of the modes of

information and control which our organism offers and
imposes ; and they have invariably thereby falsified the

divine symphony. Some resting solely on sensation

and intellect, others resting solely on sensation and
feeling, the result was that every time humanity tried

to stand on their unsteady erection and get glimpses of

a wider horizon it fell to the ground.

By excluding nothing except the spirit of exclusion,

the poet has naturally been more successful. He has at

once verified the fact that humanity is the supreme
effort of Nature to organize itself normally, so as to have
full consciousness of itself under its triple aspect of

substance, force, and harmony, through the triple appar-

atus of the senses, ideas, and affections that open on the

three kingdoms, physical, intellectual, and moral. This

verification made, he has explored each of these three

kingdoms ; then he has united, combined, twisted

together, the results of his three inquiries, and formed
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of these results a thread strong enough, a ray lumin-

ous enough, to guide him at last out of the terrible

labyrinth of absurd and iniquitous fatality. Against

this blind Fatality, against the mystery of evil, all the

assaults (jf faith and science had dashed themselves in

vain. How conciliate reality, love, and justice ? Eeli-

gions and philosophies, in their despair, had found

nothing better than the erection of their contradictions

into laws, of their impotence into a system ; and they

had ended with the haughty proclamation that harmony,
not being able to exist in ideas, could not exist in

things. Faith made out of the shadows that float across

the intellect despotic phantoms, indestructible tyrants,

obscure gods of light, unworthy masters of destiny ; she

had explained iniquity by rendering it divine. Eeason,

declining to explain anything, had justified divinity

only by denying it. The religious idea imposed on the

world a perverse conscience ; the scientific idea refused

it all conscience. The one saw in the universe the

product of a maleficent intelligence, the other the effect

of chance ; the one resolved the incomprehensible by the

unjust, the other the unjust by the incomprehensible.

Neither of these theories evidently could be accepted.

Intelligence and love could not have presided over the

creation of a world of iniquity and eternal woes, but,

on the other hand, they could not, having been revealed

to iuan, be strangers to the direction of his destinies.

It was impossible to believe that the totality could be

inferior to the atom. There was, liowever, this differ-

ence between the spirit of superstition and the spirit of

philosophy, — that while both were equally inadmissi-

ble in theory, in practice the second was infinitely

preferable to the first. The first, proclaiming itself

infallible, consecrated, organized, eternized, intolerance

and injustice. The second, while declaring itself incom-
VOL. XXX. 21
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petent, and creation (such as it is) incompatible with an

original intelligence, admitted, desired, hoped, prepared

with all its might, the advent of justice. Faith, issu-

ing from truth, ended in evil ; reason started from doubt

in order to reach good. Poetry wrought its work of

conciliation by taking the principle of faith and the

objective of reason ; then, these two principles requiring

to be balanced on a solid pivot on the axis of an impar-

tial certitude, it completed their equilibrium by giving

them the idea of the beautiful to be their fixed and

immanent centre of ponderation, their rule, their soul,

their conscience, and their judge.

IV.

Eeason and faith had not been able to produce har-

mony by adopting the true and the good as their measure

and diapason, because the good and the true do not

necessarily contain the beautiful. The poet ought to be

more successful, for he takes the beautiful, in which the

good and the true are necessarily implied, as their arbi-

ter. The basis of his doctrine was this proposition:

man conceives and can conceive the Absolute by the

beautiful alone. In effect, " beauty is the only thing

which does not exist by halves ;
" it is the end, the

summit, of nature as of art. And not only is it the

final goal, but it is the initial principle. Like to

the antique Venus, mother of Love, from it all existence

comes, and to it all existence goes. Truth i.^ always

incomplete, always insufficient. The universe sees itself

there as in a broken mirror, many fragments of which
are tarnished or lost. To beauty nothing is wanting,

nothing should or can be wanting, its condition being

rhythm. It is the necessary form of tlie Absolute ; it is

the Absolute visible, palpable, accessible to the heart,

the senses, the soul. " They who clasp her think they
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are embracing God. " It is being in its simplest and

completest expression ; for the Absolute, we must not

forget, is nothing else tlian the perfect synthesis of the

multiple manifestations of the primary identity. It

may be thus formulated, — unity, diversity, harmony.

Such is the solar ray, which, decomposed by the prism,

is recomposed into white light by the juxtaposition of

the complementary colours.

Thanks to the mere fact of its existence, beauty

reveals to man the potency of the progress which is

obscurely in him. From the perfection contemplated

come to the contemplator the idea of perfectibility and

the desire of modelling himself in conformity with his

vision. Beauty, then, engenders not only the real

but the ideal. As the flame is warmth and light,

beauty is love and poetrj. As love, it renews and per-

petuates life ; as poetry, it purifies and elevates it. By
it and for it alone we aspire to the infhiite, to the

eternal. Its irradiation— for it is from it that light

emanates— shows to us all that which is wanting to

whatever is not it ; and after this we cannot endure a

world it does not fill, witlmut protest or without an

eti'ort towards a better world. Teaching us the condi-

tions of immortality, it at the same time communicates

to us the need, the desire, and the strength to fulfil

them. The ideal is a dream containing the potency of

its own realization. It is the flower from which tlie

fruit will issue. It is a goal and a magnet.

Do not oppose to it tlie organic inability of man to

satisfy all his aspirations here below. What cannot be

realized in this life will certainly be in another. The
contrary of this proposition is impossible. The sole

definitive fatality which exists is the accomplishment

of the ideal. Every other fatality is relative, ephemeral,

will vanish. Evil, with pain (wliich is tlie conscious-
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"Within these limits free will, which has a character

either more or less absolute than evil and pain, is

exercised. Physical suftering may be counterbalanced

by intellectual or moral satisfaction. A scholar who
suffers for science, a lover who suffers for the loved one,

a patriot who dies for his country,— are not they happy
in suffering or in dying ? Is not an acrid perfume
sweet if it evokes a sweet memory ? In fine, does not

science produce antesthesia mechanically ? As to moral
pain, it may be deadened, if not suppressed, by the

heroic sentiment of duty, by an intelligent confidence in

the Supreme Intelligence.

" Vain cries are our lament^ a hollow word
Is evil. I my duty have fuldlled,—
'T is well ; my heart, although by suffering sttrxed.

Is happy, justice all its throbs has stilled.

Do what thou canst, and God 's responsible.

So I march onward ^vithout fear of \vrong.

That Nature never lies I know full well,

And in the heavens I have assurance strong."

Enjoyment, moreover, is not the true object of life

;

happiness is only the means of arriving at the goal,

which is the ideal. Our highest function is to con-
ceive a higher life, in order to realize it. Xo weakness,
let it be remarked, results in irremediable ruin, since
there is neither absolute per\'ersity nor absolute respon-
sibility. The poet suppresses the irreparable, the
incomprehensibility of which all religions have first tried
to explain, and then to turn to their advantage. If evil
cannot be annihilated (and nothing can) it may, like the
poison by whose agency a cure is effected, be transformed
into good. Such a transformation must, in fact, be its end.
The perverse are punished by their own perversity; in
this law consists true morality. But their perversitv
is only ignorance, a burning fever, the blind delirium
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of an ardent thirst for love and for the ideal which they

cannot appease. They have thus a right to commisera-

tion, to redemption. Victor Hugo is the first poet who
has rendered the wicked themselves the objects of sym-

pathy, who has wept and made others weep over Cain

even more than over Abel.

V.

Poetry has, then, become in the hands of Victor

Hugo, by the rhythm it implies, the great free and

open religion, — universal piety. The poet sees in the

universal ascension of the mineral towards the vegetable,

the vegetable towards the animal, the beast towards

man, and man towards God, — that is to say towards
" the evident Invisible, " — the certain ineffable, abso-

lute harmony. As the high priest of humanity, the

prophet of the divine future, his work under the heavens

appears like the temple of Ephesus in the " L^gende des

Sifecles, " —
" I am Art consecrate and radiant, ever standing

Majestic and august. My symmetry commanding
To Virtue sister is. The law-giver am I,

And shrine of Ephesus. The people all descry

The might of order here, persuasive and immortal.

My steps are codes of law ; and vocal is my portal

With wonls that Plato spoke, and thoughts that Thales thought.

My vestibule serene for chosen souls is fraught

With harnumy that lives within the lyre's vibrations.

]\Iy peristyle appears Heaven's precept to the nations.

No luan beholdeth me excei)t a God within

His bosom stirs, all law to rhythm being kin.

M)"^ equipoise austere the rules of justice teaches.

I am Truth, built in stone, whose head to heaven reaches.

O mortals ! Beauty is true image of the True !

Come hither, then, O man ! build up thj' laws anew

Upon my sacred floor. There lay thy heart rejoicing.

There rear thy arches high, thine aspirations voicing."
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The literary and philosophical synthesis has its logi-

cal complement in Victor Hugo in the political and

social synthesis. Society as he conceives it is " Nature

sublimated. " Civilization does not consist in making

the irresistible torrent of natural forces How back towards

their source (this could produce onlv disasters and steril-

ity), but in regulating and directing its course so as to

pacify and enrich the world. The holy law is not a

fratricidal struggle for life ; it is a fraternal struggle for

immortality. Violence taking precedence of right {men-

suraque juris vis erai), war constituting the great

industry of nations unable to renew and multiply

wealth by labour, — such was the element of the sinis-

ter past. The element of the future is peaceful liberty,

— liberty which is " not only the life of man, but the

life of Nature. " The poet would have the frenzy for

destruction prevalent in ancient times succeeded by the

creative idea, giving satisfaction to all needs by the

organization of all faculties. Literature with him

becomes " the government of the human race by the

human spirit. " He makes the right of all who are

weak the duty of all who are strong. After the right

of man, he proclaims the right of w^oman, the right of

the child, the right even of the beast, the plant, of all

Nature, — in a word, the right of the being. Does not

tlie identity of substances and destinies imply universal

solidarity and fraternity ? Pascal said :
" Man is neither

angel nor beast, and whoever wishes to make the angel

makes the beast. " The poet sees and shows the double

man, homo duplex. For him, man is a " mixed being,

with brow sublime and feet impure ; almost an animal

and almost a genius, " he is angel and beast. And the

angel must rule and convert the brute, must leap on his

back and spur him on to the conquest of earth and

heaven.
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It lias been attempted to lower Victor Hugo by calling

him the poet of instincts. But this, in truth, is the

most signal mark of his superiority. Instinct is obscure

nature, blind life ; but it is nature, life, fecundity.

Should this flame be stified ? No ! everything would
die out with it ! It is necessary to liberate it, to give

it the air it lacks, to open to it the heaven to which it

aspires; and then it illumines and purifies everything.

With the spark which may and should be discovered

under the thickest fumes of instinct, the poet lights the

conflagration in which all sliadows-, all baseness, slavery,

ignorance, perversity, and deformity are fused, vola-

tilized, and dissolved in the free dilatation of infinite

expansion. He never forgets that great thoughts come
from the heart. Instinct, he repeats, has its reasons,

which reason must comprehend in order to be total

harmony and supreme reason. And as a consequence,

how naturally his unfortunates, his " Pauvres Gens,

"

attain to sublimity ! How he loves the people, —
that ocean of souls stirred by wliirlwinds of passion!

How easily he succeeds in making of it a Titan of

heroism and the grandest character of the epopee

!

He does not fear to plunge into the lowest depths

of creation, certain of finding, by touching the liottom,

the strength to reascend to the zenith. His most
moving pages are those in which he shows what sacred

deposits remain at the bottom of the most crawling

and venomous depravities of life. It is in woman,
the supremely instinctive being, that he particularly

delights to point out this heavenly truth ; it is on her

fair brow that he wishes to set this star. His lovers,

his mothers, by the mere power of instinct, leap at a

bound from the most sombre depths to the most radiant

heights. They exercise their function, which is to be

beantifnl and prolific, with the imperturbable serenity
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of an element. Marion and Tisb^ prostitute themselves

thnjugh love ; Fantine, La Chantetleurie, and Fldcharde,

tliruugh maternal love ; and love and maternal love

cover everything. " The maternal instinct is divinely

animal. For this reason there is in the mother something

inferior and something superior to mere reason. The
immense dark will of creation is in her and leads her.

"

It is the same with the woman who loves. " After

having loved, souls are sacred !
" exclaims the poet

;

and he continues :
" Women after all are perhaps

dreams. " And he only asks of women that they be

beautiful dreams. In the " Ldgende des Sifecles,

"

Sophocles demands but one thing of the gods before

facing death at Salamis, — "a beautiful girl with sweet

eyes, " —
" Whose learning shall be but of laughter,

Which her innocent thoughts will disclose,

And in looking a goddess thereafter,

For her nude breasts are tipped with the rose."

The poet contrasts most powerfully and completes

these heroines of conscienceless beauty by heroes of

thought and devotion, who are their conscience, but to

whom they prefer almost always, from lack of the moral

and intellectual sense, a Captain Phoebus or a King

Francis, the lancer Th^odule or the shepherd Ebenezer.

It is very interesting and very instructive to follow the

gradual development of the subjective and objective

personality of the poet in the books which successively

reflect it. There we find "the fatal young man," —
by turns Didier, Hernani, Ruy Bias, Marius. What
revolts against destiny, what towering flights towards

the ideal, in these plebeian cavaliers I How well they

render the new genius of our country, tempered and

rejuvenated in the revolutionary renascence! But the
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years pass, the hero ripens, the lover becomes the father,

the child appears ; the sentiment of protective force is

extended and accentuated in paternity. Then the hero

grows gray ; we have the sceptical and generous Gallus

;

we have Eviradnus, the intrepid and tender champion
of Alsace. At last, his head becomes snowy as an Alp

;

and we have the grand old Justiciary, the castellan of

Osbor, Count Fdlibien. " After eighty years, his soul

is entirely white.
"

VI.

From the culminating point which we have reached

in the poet's company, we perceive clearly and com-
pletely the ensemble and the plan of his existence reflected

by his dream. Nothing is more pregnant with example

than the spectacle of " that slow and rude elevation,

which out of the life of a man and tlie development of

a conscience forms the symbol of human progress.

"

It is humanity itself, evoking the ideal by the con-

templation of beauty, giving it precision by tlie labour

of thought, and giving it reality by action, struggle,

and sacrifice. In his presence, we recall the verse of

Lucan :
—

" Nee sibi sed toti genitum se credere mundo."

Led by the emancipation of forms to the emancipation

of ideas, then to the emancipation of beings, Victor

Hugo has been the supreme reconciler, — reconciling

order and liberty first, in order to reconcile life and
death, death and immortality, at last. He contains

modern France, which contains the future of the world.

Like her and through her and in her, he unites with

the lucidity of mind necessary for discovering truth

the warmth of heart and the material force necessary

for fnictifying the discovery. Is not France the uni-
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versal and living synthesis of all centuries and of all

countries ?
" Tlie property of France, " says Michelet, " is

to receive everything and appropriate everything, — to

be France and to be the world. It is the nationality

the least exclusively national and tlie most human.

The national basis has been several times submerged by

foreign alluvia. All the poetries of the world have

flowed amongst us in streams and in torrents. " Besides,

France, being the nation that has accomplished the

grandest things of the new humanity, being the most

heroic nation, is naturally also the most poetic nation.

She is always, as Shakespeare called her, the soldier of

God. But God is no longer outside the universe ; God

is the universe itself, — the universe rising by virtue of

its own proper ideal, from the true to the just, and from

the just to the beautiful.

The great pantheist poet would naturally be the organ

of the great democratic country. Pantheism is democ-

racy in religion ; it proclaims the divine solidarity of all,

as democracy proclaims the fraternal sovereignty of all.

Universality, the very essence of the genius of France

and of Victor Hugo, has perhaps its most powerful

expression in " Le Satyre, " that transfiguration of the

god Pan by the flame of Prometheus. In it the soul of

Rabelais seems to meet the heroism and the rhythm of

Homer. It is Greece completed by Gaul, Athens in

Paris. It is the vanishing of all the Olympuses, of all

the fatalities, of all the spectres of shadow, into the

warm and vibrating light, nevermore to return. It is

the consecration of Xature, the apotheosis of the

universe.

It has been asked how the work of Victor Hugo is

likely to be appreciated by posterity. The poet seems,

in the verses of " Le Cid exild, " in which the Pic du

Midi appears, to have foreseen and prophesied the effect
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he will produce on the future. The giant mountain

when the traveller is close to it is concealed by the

lower summits, the spires and turrets that surround it

;

but in proportion to his distance from it, it stands out

;

everything about it gradually assumes its just propor-

tions ; the hills look as if they were sinking down, and

the sublime Pic, lengthening its enormous base in the

undulating soil, supporting on its dizzy pinnacle the

floating clouds of heaven, rises above the horizon in all

its glorious height. Waiting until the necessary per-

spective shall reveal his work in the plenitude of its

harmony, the time-honoured poet does not cease to put

forth green shoots from under his crown of snow. Like

the rose-tree of Hildesheim, — the marvellous rose-tree

planted by Charlemagne, which for a thousand years

has been crowned every April with leaves and roses, —
the great paternal poet lavishes on us with each renewal

of the spring, and will continue to lavish for a long

time still, the immortal flowers which are the consola-

tion, the ornament, and the honour of the country.



THE F£TE of FEBRUARY 27, 1881.

ON the 31st of January, 1<S81, M. Louis Jeannin
published in the " Beaumarchais " the following

letter which was addressed to him :
—

My dear friexd, — BesanQon in rendering homage to

her most illustrious son has set an example for Paris. We
have long been in the habit of organizing /e^'fs in honour of

our famous dead, of erecting monuments to them in bronze

destined to adorn our public scjuares. To venerate the living

Avho are the glories of the country would seem to me to be

better. . . .

AVhat BesauQon has done, I would wish Paris to do. In

three weeks, on the 2Gth of February, Victor Hugo will

enter on his eightieth year. Why should we not all desire

to fete him on the occasion? None have sung Paris with

more love and emotion. Besaneon was his cradle; Paris is

his city. It is from Paris that his name lias taken its

llight to astonish the world. We are to some extent the

grandchildren of the good and great old man. Every time

that our liberties have been threatened, he has raised his

voice to defend us. Twice, for having been the inspired

advocate of our cause, has he been forced to follow the sor-

rowful path of exile; and whenever he has spoken of the

capital of France, he has communicated to it some new
splendour. His poems, his romances, his discourses are all

full of Paris, as his heart is also.

Do 3'ou not think it would be a moving sight to see this

very unassuming poet surrounded by an immense multitude

at once affectionate and grateful? No official pomp; fire-
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works and the roar of artillery could be dispensed with. In
my programme, if tlie president of the Republic, his minis-

ters and ambassadors, should desire to take part in our

manifestation, they would be permitted to do so, but not

more than other citizens. I am thinking of a manifestation,

— a family manifestation, — by two millions of souls! . . .

Are you not of my opinion, my dear Jeannin? And
do you not judge it right to seize the opportunity of proving

that there is amongst us a gigantic intellect, which the

Avorld— the entire world— acclaims, admires, and loves?

Edmond Bazire.

The " Beaumarchais " at once set to work to realize

this fine idea. " We appeal to all without distinction,

"

wrote M. Louis Jeannin. " We willingly efface our

personality in view of the end to be attained. Let our

confreres spread the idea ; let them associate themselves

with our initiative ; and on the Sunday of tlie 27tli of

February more than a hundred thousand Prenchmen
will assemble on the Place de la Concorde to bear to our

great national poet the testimony of their admiration

and sympathy. "

Adhesions came in quickly. M. Jourde, manager of

the " Si^cle, " and syndic of the Parisian press, associ-

ated himself with MM. Bazire and Jeannin, and all the

journals warmly approved the project. " Let us raise

before the door of the poet, " exclaimed M. Ernest
d'Hervilly, " a barricade of flowers, which death will

long liesitate to cross !
" MM. Anatole de la Forge,

Spoil, and Strauss congratulated the " Beaumarchais "

on its happy inspiration. M. Sarcey approved what he
called a " centenary by anticipation. " M.Paul Toucher
exhorted Paris U^) feU worthily " the Pope of toleration.

"

M. Barbou, the author of an excellent book entitled
" Victor Hugo et son siecle, " recalled the homage ren-

dered to Camoens and Voltaire. " To work, lovers of
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form and colour !
" added M. Paul Arene ;

" load fifty

wagons with flowers ! From Nice to Paris, let all

France be odorous witli tlowers
!

"

A numerous assembly of men of letters and artists,

summoned by M. Louis Jeannin, met at the Grand-

Orient under the presidency of Louis Blanc and Anatole

de la Forge. A committee was formed with full powers

to organize the celebration ; it was composed of MM.
Bazire, Barbou, Bldmont, Delarue, Alfred Eti^vant, Ch.

Flor 'Square, Paul Foucher, Gassier, d'Hervilly,

Jeannin, Lemarquand, E. Mayer, Mendfes, Millanvoye,

Montet, Pelleport, Fdlix Ptdgamey, Eivet, A. Simon,

Spoil, Strauss, Talmeyr, and Troimaux. The committee

entered on its functions the following Monday. It

elected M. Jeannin, president ; MM. Etievant, Troi-

maux, and Barbou, secretaries. It sat every day up to

the 27th of February. It appointed an honorary com-

mittee containing the most illustrious representatives of

the modern spirit in France and abroad, as well as the

presidents of our great political, literary, and artistic

bodies. At its head was inscribed the name of the

President of the Eepublic.

(^n the evening of the 25th of February, M. Jules

Ferry, President of the Council, Minister of Public

Instruction and the Fine Arts, proceeded to the home of

Victor Hugo, and oU'ered him a Sevres vase enriched

with cameos and ornamented with paintings ; it bore

this inscription :
—

'*TiiE Government of the Republic to Victor Hih;o,

27th of February, 1881."

"Dear Master," M. Ferry said, "the Government of

the Eepublic wished to be the first to fete your glorious

anniversary. I am happy to offer you the most beauti-

ful product of our national manufactory that we could
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find. It was instituted to offer presents to sovereigns

;

and to-day the Republic offers this Sfevres vase to a

sovereign of the intellect.

"

The poet having cordially embraced him, M. Ferry

continued :
—

" You have all your life been the apostle of clemency

;

I have, therefore, in honour of your anniversary, granted

a general release from punishment in all the lyceums,

colleges, and schools of France.

"

Personally, the President of the Ptepublic had sent

the poet a splendid bouquet.

At three o'clock on the next day, MM. Ulbach, Torres

Caicedo, and Chodzkiewic, presidents of the Inter-

national Literary Association, handed to Victor Hugo
two bulky volumes containing more than ten thousand

addresses or signatures, arrived from all parts of the globe

on the flying sheets distributed by M. Lermia, secre-

tary of the Association. " Dear Master, " began the first

page, " the International Literary Association, of which

you are the honorary president, brings to you the tribute

of the homage and sympathy of the universal Federation

of letters. " On the same day, a crown of roses and

lilies came to the master with this address embroidered

in gold on red silk :
" To Victor Hugo, la Com^die-

Francaise, 26 Fdvrier, 1881. " On the fringes of scar-

let satin were the following titles :
" Hernani

;

"
" Le

Roi s 'amuse ;

" " Angolo ;

" " Les Burgraves ;
" " Marion

Delorme ;
" " Euy Bias.

"

Among the letters of adhesion which the members of

the Honorary Committee sent to the Committee of initi-

ation, the letter of Garibaldi is worth quoting :
—

" Alassio, 16th of February, 1881.

''Tell the immortal great man of humanity that I am
proud to be eiu-ollfMl iu the Legion that will celebrate the

anniversary of his glorious eightieth year."
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M. Eenan wrote :
" How well you have interpreted

my desire by placing me amongst those who consider the

day that gave us our great master one of the days that

France ought to celebrate. " M. Ivan Turgdnieff, wrote :

" I leave my bed, to which I have been confined by the

gout for the last eight days, in order to thank you for

the honour you have done me. As a member of the

Committee, I would have liked to take a more active

part in the fete of the great poet, who may most assuredly

be styled, without any flattery, the chief of European

contemporary literature. " Mr. Algernon Swinburne, the

poet of the British democracy and the author of so many
noble verses addressed to Victor Hugo, expressed the

pride and happiness he should always feel in having his

name associated with the fete of one who will give to

our age the name of the Age of Victor Hugo ! M.
Nordenskiold wrote :

" The warmest thanks for your

invitation. Unfortunately, it is impossible for me to

arrive in time. Present my cordial and respectful con-

gratulations to the greatest explorer of the ideas of

humanity.

"

An appeal was made to the youth of France. Com-
missaries were appointed for the purpose of taking

charge of the literary matinde at the Trocadero and the

popular procession in front of the house of the poet.

On the proposal of M. Mend^s, they received as badges
a rose and a cornflower tied with a blue and red ribbon,

bearing this inscription :
" Les bleuets sont bleus, les

roses sont roses. " Every liberty was left, as to the

details of the manifestation, to the initiative of those

taking part in it. The Committee contented itself

with fixing the different starting-points for the ditier-

ent delegations, in order to prevent confusion and
crowding.

In spite of the cold and damp weather, all expecta-

VOL ixx. — 22
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tions were surpassed. There was a triumphal revival

of " Lucrece Borgia " at the Gaitd on Saturday evening.

It was a worthy prelude to the celebration. On Sunday

morning the delegations formed in good order, along the

quays, at the Tuileries, on the Place de la Concorde, at

the Champs-Elysdes, from the Louvre and the Institut

to the Arc-de-Triomphe. There was already a great

multitude in the Avenue d'Eylau, which was decorated,

when about eleven o'clock a deputation of children from

all the schools presented itself to the master, preceded

by little girls conducted by their parents and by several

members of the organizing Committee, amongst the

latter being MM. Foucher, Cladel, Eivet, and Etidvant.

The master kissed the youngest of these charming little

ambassadors on both cheeks, and then Mademoiselle

Hdlfene Etidvant, who carried the banner of rose and

blue silk on which " L'Art d'etre Grand-Pfere " was

wrought in letters of gold, repeated those verses of

Catulle Mendfes witli bewitching grace :
—

" We are little linnets and larks
;

We are arch and care not for rules legal.

We come to sing songs, if he harks,

To the Eagle.

" He 's awful I — l)ut gentle and fair ;

He will not fire up and be raging

If we rumple his laurel-crowned hair,

But engaging.

"We are but little buds for the while.

The flowers of the dawn that is looming ;

Now the oak's golden moss with a smile

We 're perfuming.

" The tempest that howls like a wolf
He braves j'et on brink of abysses,

The flowers at the edge of the gulf

Greets with kisses.
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"We are little chiUiren gay,

And we 're ba[)py and proud for we gather

With laughter to fete the birthday

Of our Father.

" Should Jeanne and Georges jealously show
Of our ancestor's love, sad the case is !

We care not ! And now please stoop low
And embrace us."

Victor Hugo had hardly time to breakfast, when,
about noon, the great manifestation commenced. The
Avenue d'Eylau had been sanded and decorated from

end to end by the gardeners and decorators employed by
the city of Paris, under the direction of M. Alphand.

At the entrance to the avenue, close to the Place de

I'Etoile, were erected groups of fir and palm trees, two
gigantic Venetian masts, from the top of which gleamed
the cipher " K. F. " above tricolour Hags, pennants, rose

and blue streamers, garlands of flowers, and escutcheons

bearing the titles of the poet's works. From mast to

mast floated a rose drapery fringed with gold, on which
was embroidered :

" Victor Hugo. Fdvrier, 1802-1881. "

Before the house of the master, to the right and left of

the entrance, rose two platforms with steps, covered

with rose and blue hangings draped after the antique,

on which were arranged green plants, flowers, crowns,

emblems, and trophies. Between the two platforms,

under an immense natural laurel entirely gilt, which
grows to-day in the garden of Victor Hugo, stood the

bust of the Republic by Francia in gold and silver.

The whole was protected from the crowd by a simple

tricolour ribbon stretched across the wide side-path and
indicating a reserved space, in which were members of

the Committee of organization, commissaries of X\iQ fete,

and a guard of honour composed of old soldiers of the

National Defence. The street was blocked up by an
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immense crowd. Photographers had installed their

apparatus here and there. Pedlars were selling biogra-

phies, busts, and portraits of the poet. Suddenly there

was a prolonged murmur, and music was heard in the

distance. It was the Marseillaise entoned around the

Arc-de-Triomphe by a hundred and four instrumental

or vocal societies of Paris and the Seine, forming a

total of more than five thousand performers under the

direction of M. Abel Simon. The head of the column

entered the Avenue, and the procession began.

When Victor Hugo, bareheaded, his face rosy under

his white hair, appeared at his window, standing

between Jeanne and Georges, grave and radiant, smil-

ing and moved, an immense acclamation rose towards

him from all sides, " Vive Victor Hugo !
" Then his

heart swelled within him; he could not keep back the

tears, and every eye was wet as well as his own. It

was a moment of deep and sublime emotion, a solemn

and affecting moment, never to be forgotten. Each felt

the very soul of heroic France throbbing in himself, —
the soul of the beautiful and generous country, mother
of men and nations, pale still, but already recovered

from her cruel agonies through her wonderful recupera-

tive power. Between the two lines of houses, under
the windows filled with spectators and flags, the long

avenue, covered with crowds until it was lost in the

distance, seemed, with its masses of splendid banners

against the background of the multitude, one of those

roads " that walk," of which Pascal speaks, — a human
river, a tonent of souls. At the head of the cortege,

with a goodly number of senators and deputies, came
the Bureau of the Municipal Council of Paris, preceded

by its two ushers in official livery. It was delegated

to render homage to the great patriot. The members of

the delegation halted and uncovered, and Victor Hugo
addressed these words to them :

—
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"I salute Paris. T salute the iinnienso city ! T salute

it, not in my own name, for I am nothing, but in the name
of all that lives, reasons, thinks, and hopes here below.

''Cities are blessed places; they are the workshops of

divine labour. Divine labour is human labour. It remains

human as long as it is individual ; as soon as it is collective,

as soon as the aim is greater than the workman, it becomes

divine. The labour of the fields is human ; the labour of

the cities is divine. From time to time, history puts a sign

on a city. This sign is unique. History, in four thousand

years, has thus marked three cities, which sum up all the

effort of civilization. What Athens has been for Greek

antiquity, what Rome has been for Roman antiquity, Paris

is to-day for Europe, for America, for the civilized universe.

It is the city : it is the world. He who speaks to Paris

speaks to the civilized world. Urhi et orhi.

"Therefore, in the name of all cities, — in the name of

the cities of Europe, America, and the civilized world, from

Athens to New York, from London to Moscow, — in thy

name, Rome ! in thy name, Berlin ! do I, the humble way-

farer, who have only my share of right in the right of you all,

glorify with love and salute the sacred city Paris !

"

After the P)ureaii of the Municipal Council defiled the

numberless delegations from Paris, France, and the

world, bringing crowns, flowers, standards, homages,

in prose and verse, all which were laid down in turn on

the steps of the platform, at the foot of the laurel of

gold, before the bust of the Piepublic, in twenty baskets

placed at intervals, or against the facade of tlie house.

Oil this occasion there were represented in succession

the Soci^td des gens de lettres ; the Ecole Normale ; the

Union Franqaise de la Jeunesse (five hundred delegates)

;

the lyceums Louis le Grand, Henri IV., Saint-Louis,

Fontanes ; the Institution Sainte-Barbe ; the Ecole d'Arts

et Mt^tiers ; the Bibliuthbques Populaires (two hundred
delegates) ; the Society of elementary instruction ; the

democratic Union of anti-clerical propaganda ; the phi-
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lotechnique societies ; the clubs and societies of Free

Thought ; the practical school of astronomy in the

Trocad^ro ; societies of reading and recitation ; the

Academy of poets; the Socidt^ d 'Alliance Latine

;

the Alovetto; the lodges of the Parisian Free Masons;

the pupils of the Grand-Orient ; the journals of Paris,

among others the " Lanterne, " noticeable for its trophy

of white lilies and red camelias ; the rifle-practice

societies of France and Algiers ; twenty gymnastic

societies in costume, having medals with silver palms

specially struck for the day.

The Union of workingmen's syndical Chambers had

appealed to all its members, and all had come with

their banners,— tailors, tailoresses, stokers, clog-makers,

chimney-builders, packingcase-makers, trunk-makers,

paper- makers, bakers in three associations, carriage-

builders, hatters, joiners, confectioners, metal-gilders,

plumbers, glove-makers, watch-makers, printers, garden-

ers, carpenters, pastry-cooks, pottery-painters, tinsmiths,

stone-cutters, marble-cutters, saddlers, locksmiths, dyers,

coopers, jewellers, floor-joiners, iron-workers, book-

keepers, etc. The car that was gotten up by the

compositors had a bust of the Kepublic, a portrait of

the poet, and an old press which was said to have

printed his first verses. Then succeeded the Toilers

and Friends of Peace, the Employees of Commerce and

Manufactures with the red and blue banner of the

drapers of the fifteenth century, commercial travellers,

book-keepers of the Seine, the Dames du Halle, the

Association of the Industries of Paris, the Commission

of the Fifth Workingmen's Congress, the Employees of

the Postoffices and Telegraph offices, Insurance Agents,

shop-boys, and many other groups and many other

public bodies. Musical and singing societies alternated

with the delegations, and gave voice in their different
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places to our patriotic hymns : there were choral and

instrumental Unions, Orphdons and Harmonies from all

the arrondissements of Paris and from the suburbs.

After the Epicureans, the Enfants de Marceau, and the

Oai-Parisians came the Lice-Chansonnifere bearing a

superb crown of gold laurel. "When the Choral of

Alsace-Lorraine passed with its black banner sur-

mounted by a silver crown, singing " Dieu protege la

France !
" Victor Hugo hid his face in his hands to

conceal the violence of his emotion.

All the railroads had arranged for special trains at

reduced rates, and all the departments furnished their

contingents for the celebration, — municipal councillors

from Le Mans, Honfleur, Perpignan, Saint-Vast, Dra-

guignan, Avignon, Caen, Epinal, Compifegne ; lyc^ens

from Versailles and Valenciennes ; deputations from
Rodez, Toulon, Roussillon, Algiers ; the Norman society

La Pomme, the Frenche-Comtt^ society La Pr^voyance

;

masonic lodges from Btiziers, Maule, Lisieux ; the cercle

de la Bourse de Nimes, the Republican Committee of

Milly, etc. The F^libres Parisiens of the Cigale Society,

with their blue banner faced with yellow, were led by

M. Oscar Comettant and M. Lisbonne, deputy of the

Hdrault ; they read an address and some verses written

by M. Henri de Bornier. The journal " Le Progres de

Montreuil " presented a gold crown crossed by a large

silver pen. On the crown borne by the delegation from
Rodez might be read, " Au pofete, an citoyen !

" Other
crowns were offered by the Republican club of Saint-

Quentin, and by the Marseillais clubs of the Aurore

and the Fdddration. An enormous bouquet adorned with
ribbons had this inscription :

" To the poet, the histo-

rian, the thinker, the pliilosopher, the emancipator of

the peoples, — to Victor Hugo ! The members of the

Southern AthenEeum of Marseilles.

"
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Not only Paris and France, but all the countries of

the Old and New World were present among this enthu-

siastic crowd, over which the banner of the international

League for Peace and Liberty floated ; it had on it a hive

and a rainbow, and these words borrowed from the

poet :
" United States of Europe. " In the morning,

M. Dommartin had handed to the master the addresses of

the Belgian press, of the Enfants de la Belgique and the

Concordia, a literary society of Vienna, Austria. The
Czech-Slave Society of Bohemia brought him the trans-

lation of the " L^sende des Siecles " in their language.

The Eoyal Academy of Sciences and the Association

of writers and journalists of Lisbon, the Euskarian-

Spanish Laurat-Bat, the Society of Popular Sciences of

Naples, and the Philotechnique Society of Latin Amer-
ica, presided over by Senor Antich, participated in the

fete. The Koman students deposited on the threshold of

the master a national silk flag embroidered in gold.

Admiral Max, Messrs. Parnell and 'Kelly, came from

England and Ireland. There were journalists from New
York, San Francisco, and Eio Janeiro. There were

Musulmans, Chinese, and Japanese.

This enormous assemblage of thinkers and workers

presented a magic spectacle. They uncovered as they

passed in succession, and each man raised an arm towards

the grand old man, towards the Father. National marches,

songs, and acclamations were the order of the day. There

were people of all countries, in all costumes, — black

coats and seedy, furred overcoats and blue blouses ; offi-

cers, soldiers, invalids, children sending kisses. " Look
at him well, " a father would say to his son, lifting him
in his arms above the crowd, — " That 's he !

" Besides

palms of gold and flowers of Nice, two-sous bunches of

violets were deposited, with the compliments written in

big letters of poor little scholars. A pastry-cook's boy
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brought a piece of pastry surmounted by the figure of

the Kepublic, and bearing the titles of the poet's works
;

a fencing-master brought some fencing swords. And
then, amid a flourish of brass instruments, an old flas: of

1792 arose with a Phrygian bonnet on the top of the

staif. The procession did not stop until nightfall.

There were more than half a million persons in it.

" There was an extraordinary ending to the day, " says

the " Temps. " " When the last delegation had deiiled,

preceded by two little girls in white robes and tricolour

scarfs, the crowd, until then, packed in the two neigh-

bouring streets and on the sidewalks of the avenue,

broke loose by a gigantic movement that resembled the

rush of some colossal wave. All this human ocean

surged under the window of the poet, and then from its

thousand breasts arose, as if electrically, one immense
cry :

' Vive Victor Hugo !
' The spectacle was stupefy-

ing ! Over this mass of bare heads fell the twilight of

the grey, snowy sky, here and there broken by the jets

of the gaslights. Through the branches of the trees

only an indistinct jumble of dull spots could be seen;

these were human heads turned towards the poet.

"

The Matinee at the Trocadero.

This had the same character of grand homeliness.

The enormous hall was packed with innumerable spec-

tators. The bust of Victor Hugo was placed on the

platform, surrounded by the members of the Honorary

t'onimittee and the Committee of Initiative. Louis

Blanc presided, flanked by Senor Nicolas Salmeron,

Ex-president of the Spanish Eepublic, and M. Alfred

Naquet, deputy. After the Marseillaise had been

played by the band of the Kepublican (ruard, the presi-

dent opened the solemnity with this discourse:—
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''It has been privon to few great men to enter into immor-

tality while still alive. Voltaire had this good fortune in

the eighteenth century; Victor Hugo in tiie nineteenth. And
both have deserved to enjoy it, — the one, for having dealt

deadly blows to religious intolerance; the other, for having

served humanity with incomparable splendour. AVhat will

be the character of the fete of Victor Hugo ? The members

of the Committee of organization seem to me to have well

understood what it ought to be, when they have called on

men not only to concur in it, but to figure in it, who profess

different opinions and belong to different parties. That the

practice of public life should give birth to profound divisions

should not excite astonishment or comj^laint
;

justice and

truth have more to gain than to lose thereby. But it is the

power of genius to unite in the same sentiment of grateful

admiration the men who under other relations would have

the most difficulty in uniting, and nothing is more fitting to

place in relief this power than solemnities like the one we are

preparing. The idea of union is, in effect, inseparable from

every great celebration. It is this idea which was expressed

in ancient Greece by the festivals of Minerva, Ceres, and

Bacchus; by the Isthmian games, the Pythian games, and

the Olympic games, — those famous games which the Greeks

made the token of a truce, called the Olympic truce, and
which were considered almost as strong a bond as race and

language. It is this idea of union which rendered so

touching the most memorable of the festivals of the French

Revolution, — the Federation. Enough days in the year

are given to that which separates men: it is good that some

hours be given to that which draws them together. And
what finer occasion for this can there be than the festival of

him who is the first of poets and the most eloquent of the

apostles of human fraternity !

"

M. Coquelin declaimed the fine stanzas of Theodore

de Banville to Victor Hugo. Then Mmes. Baretta,

Bartet, Croizette, Defresne, Dudlay, Krauss, and MM.
Boudouresque, Faure, Febvre, Lafontaine, Albert Lam-
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bert, Maubnn, Melcliissddec, Mounet SrJly, Pnrel,Taskin,

Villaret, Worms, from the Opdra ComdcHe-FranQaise,

Opdra comique, and the Odc^on, recited or sang some

piece selected by each from tlie work of the master.

Never had Victor Hugo been so splendidly interpreted,

never had he been listened to so piously.

Paris was illuminated in the evening. The orchestra

of M. Pasdeloup rendered a musical programme at the

Conservatoire, in which not only Victor Hugo, but the

greatest poets and the best musicians were represented,

— Shakespeare, Tasso, Schiller, Goethe, Byron, Chateau-

l)riand, Lamartine, Musset, Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer,

Schumann, Gounod, Litullf, Massanet and Saint-Saeus.

Almost all the theatres and concerts took part in the

celebration. The Comddie-Francaise played " Hernani.
"

At the Oddon, M. Paul Mounet recited some verses of

M. Ernest d'Hervilly, — " Aux Femmes. " At the

Vaudeville, M. Pierre Berton spoke the stanzas written

by Emile Bldmont. The verses at the Theatre des

Nations, entitled " Gavroche, " were from M. Bertrand

Millanvoye ; the strophes at the Theatre de la Porte

Saint-Martin were from M. Paul Foucher, and those at

the Theatre du Chatelet from M. Gustave Eivet. In

several reunions, the verses to Victor Hugo which M.
Charles Hugues had just published in pamphlet form

were repeated.

There was a reception at the home of the master after

the family dinner. All the visitors were amazed at the

heaps of flowers and piles of crowns on the veranda.

The oak and laurel of gold had been offered by the lyric

societies of the Union Francaise and of the Family, the

Association of Paris industries, the typographical Union,

the syndical Chambers of the Employees of Commerce
and Manufactures, and of the workmen floor-joiners, the
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Chamber of Liberty of Carcassonne, and the Democracy of

Roussillon. The little town of Somain sent three crowns.

From Montpellier came fifteen gold crowns, addresses

from the Municipal Council, the students of the Facul-

ties of Law, Letters, and Science ; from the students

in pharmacy ; from the Masonic Lodge No. 208 ; from
the Committee of Montpellier, the Clubs of the Muse
Artistique Jeu-de-Paume and Montague ; from the choral

society, the Saint Cecilia society, and from the Polisli

Colony. There was also a great lyre of gold garlanded

with roses and cornflowers
;
gold laurel branches from

the press of Toulouse and the commercial travellers of

Nantes. On one of the larger bouquets was this inscrip-

tion in myosotis, " A Victor Hugo ;
" and this other in

orange flowers, " Les femmes, les mferes.

"

The following week a deputation from the Socidtd de

laCigale, consisting of MM. Baudouin, Didier, Lisbonne,

Maurice Faure, and Emmanuel Ducros, offered to the

master a grasshopper in bronze, moulded after nature

by Barbedienne ; and Jean Aicard read to him some
strophes entitled " La Cigale a Victor Hugo. "

The glorious anniversary was celebrated in all parts

of France with as much enthusiasm as at Paris. In

several cities the solemnity was marked by extraordinary

splendour. The fete at Lille was admirably organized

by the mayoralty with the aid of three republican jour-

nals. At half-past ten, a procession consisting of the

Municipal Council, the staffs of the Faculties, acade-

mies, museums, libraries, lyceums, and schools, the

syndical chambers, science and art associations, popular

clubs, all marched from the Hotel de Ville, with the

bands of the sappers and cannoniers at their head, to

the Palais Rameau, where an audience of eight thou-

sand, after piously listening to the fine eulogy of M.

Manso, to " Stella, " " Patria, " the " Hymn to France,

"
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and the Marseillaise, broke out into acclamation as the

mayor of Lille, M. Gdry Legrand, crowned the bust of

Victor Hugo. There was almost as large an audience

at the Grand-Thdatre, which applauded the eloquent

discourses of MM. Anatole de la Forge and Dide. The
subscription started by the " Petit Nord " was at once

completed ; and M. Gustave Simon was delegated to

offer to the master one of the finest bronzes of Barbe-

diene, the David of Mercid. The Liberal Club of the

Nord thus addressed him :
" Citizen ! you are not a poet

;

you are the Poet, not only of this century, but of all

times ; not only of France, but of humanity. He
whom we hail is ' The angel Freedom and the giant

Light. '

"

Montpellier did not remain behind Lille. At the

Grand-Thdatre, " Le Koi s 'amuse " was played, " Gloire

a la France " was sung, the verses of M. Gariel were

read, and " the sublimest of our poets and the greatest of

our patriots " was crowned. The three departments of

Public Instruction— higher, intermediate, and primary
— had addressed him a magnificent album covered with
signatures :

" To the master who will have for scholars

the men of all times.

"

Toulouse illuminated and decorated her streets. On
her capitol were these letters of fire :

" A Victor Hugo !

1802. Les Chatiments. " There was a crowning and an

ovation on the stages of several theatres : at the Theatre

Francais, " Lucrfece Borgia " and verses by M. Jean
Bernard; at the Theatre du Capitole, recitations from
the works of the poet and a poem by M. Lomon ; at the

Theatre des Varidtds, verses by M. Louis Brand.

At Nimes, " Euy Bias " was given ; there were deco-

rations, illuminations, and the bust of the poet was
crowned. The " Journal de Caen " presented to Jeanne
Hugo a casket of the age of Louis XV. , containing
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bonbons and four pieces of lace. The students of the

Faculty sent their " enthusiastic good wishes.

"

At Beziers, Cette, Perpignan, Alais, Agen, Mon-
tauban, Saint-Vivien-Mddoc, Maraussan, Nissan, Millau,

Salles-des-Gardons, Toulon, Troyes, Vigau, Barres,

Blanc, and Limoges, there were extraordinary represen-

tations, conferences, concerts, torchlight processions,

etc. An oak was planted at Noves and baptized " Vic-

tor Hugo. " Douai, Gusset, and several other villages

gave his name to one of their streets or public squares.

The Council of Bonneville (Savoy) said, when trans-

mitting their crown of gold :
" We will fire a salute of

as many cannon as the incomparable poet has years.
"

In Algiers, men came a hundred leagues, from the con-

fines of the desert, to be present at the literary matinee

of the Socidtd des Beaux-Arts.

Almost all the journals of France and Algeria cele-

brated Victor Hugo in prose and verse ; more than

thirty gave his portrait, — some appearing in letters of

gold, with the portrait gilt. The illustrated sheets

were filled with the incidents of the fete ; several edi-

tors offered as a prize the photograph and verses of

Etienne Carjat. The " Beaumarchais " had an issue in

honour of the occasion, in which there was a fine

engraving of this photograph, the fac-simile of Victor

Hugo's birth certificate, the poems recited in the Troca-

d^ro and theatres of Paris, and verses by Adolphe
Pelleport, Armand Silvestre, Henri de Bornier, and
others. It also published a series of articles signed by

the greatest names in literature and politics.

Louis Blanc wrote :
" However great may be the

genius of Victor Hugo, I know something greater still,

•— the use he has made of it. . . . Is there a noble idea

he has not followed, a just cause he has not espoused,

a groat injustice he has not tried to remedy, an act of
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cruelty against which he lias not raised his voice, an

oppressed people he has not defended ? . . . The unity

of his life consists in his uninterrupted march towards

the good, in the continual ascension of his mind towards

the light.
"

Ars^ne Houssaye wrote a humorous article :
" When

Victor Hugo is a hundred years old !
" He relates a

conversation between the poet and four atheists. " To
believe in God is to believe in nothing !

" said one of

the latter. " To believe in God is to believe in every-

thing !
" replied A^ictor Hugo. " You say that the soul

is only the expression of corporal forces. Why, then,

is my soul more luminous at the very time the corporal

forces are abandoning it? I feel a new life, a whole

future within me. The nearer I approach my end, the

clearer I hear the immortal symphonies of the worlds

which are calling me.
"

Alphonse Daudet wrote of " Victor Hugo et le Peuple :

"

" Victor Hugo has the singular fortune of being almost

outside of humanity, although alive. He was for us,

when at college, more than a man. A poet and an

exile, he appeared to our imaginations of fifteen years a

gigantic figure on tliat island of his. How often have

we kept awake until dawn to read Victor Hugo, lying

on our little couch, with the taper shaded by coarse

paper, for fear the light would betray us ! The people,

on the other hand, was captivated by the human and

sensible side of his books. The little needlewoman in

her cotton gown took two sous from the amount required

for her meagre breakfast, in order to purchase the last

number of ' Les Misdrables ' that had appeared. And
over the mantelpiece of the workmen in the faubourgs,

the image of the poet had replaced that of Xapoleon

since December. It was, then, a day of emotion for us

all, when amidst the first excitement of the invasion we
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learned that Victor Hugo was come. He arrived at the

moment when the circle of investment was closing in,

— arrived with the last train, the last mouthful of free

air. He had come to fight for Paris ! He was at the

Northern station. What an ovation he received from

that tumultuous, revolutionary people, ever ready for

great things, and more elated by regaining its liberty

than depressed by the cannon that was roaring against its

ramparts ! We shall always see that carriage descend-

ing the Eue Lafayette, and the poet standing, with wet

eyes, in the midst of the crowd.
"

Jules Claretie told the story of the return to France

:

" I shall never forget the deep and sublime impression

the sight of the first French soldier, seen from the train,

excited in this man. He was now sixty-eight. His

head was whitened by years of exile. This occurred at

Landrecies. Some companies of Vinoy's corps, which

was retreating from Mdziferes on Paris, were seated or

lying along the road, dusty and muddy, wan and dis-

couraged. They were Hying, and the Uhlans were close

behind them. They must reach the great city if they

would not be ingulfed in the disaster which had just

made the last French army at Sedan a prey for Prussian

citadels. You read defeat in their faces, demoraliza-

tion in their attitude. They were dejected and dirty,

rolled along like pebbles driven by a hurricane. But
what did it matter ? They were soldiers of France.

They had on the beloved uniform, — the blue tunic, the

red trousers ! They were carrying their tricolour flags

back with them saved from the wreck ! Big tears

welled suddenly in Victor Hugo's saddened eyes, and
leaning from the carriage window, he cried in a thrill-

ing voice: ' Vive la France! vive I'armee, vive I'armde

Fran(^aise ! vive la patrie !
' The soldiers, exhausted

with fatigue, looked up bewildered, as if they did not
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compreheud. He continued to utter words of encour-

agement and hurrahs that were like the drum-beats of

a battle charge :
' No, no ! it is not your fault

;
you

have done your duty
!

' And when the train started,

tears fell slowly on his cheeks and were lost in his

snowy beard. He had lived till now in the proud illu-

sion that France was invincible. He was a soldier's

son, and had believed that the soldiers of his country

were eternally pledged to victory. He was a patriot,

and had marked out for his country the most perilous

and the noblest post, — the first place, the vanguard.

And now all his hopes had crumbled ! We heard him
murmur hoarsely, with the profoundest accent of convic-

tion and suffering :
' Would to God that I had never

seen France again, if I am to see her dismembered
and reduced to the condition she was in in the times

of Louis XIII!'"

It is very difficult to make a choice among the innu-

merable letters and addresses of congratulation sent to

Victor Hugo from Paris, the Departments, and foreign

lands. The artless and the elaborate would equally

deserve recognition. From Marseilles, Aix, Aries, Nice,

Narbonne, Chamberry, Tours, and many other French
cities and towns came eulogies signed by thousands, and
mostly emanating from municipalities. In them was
glorified " the greatest citizen of humanity ; the defender

of all kinds of progress ; the great thinker ; the great

sower ; the father of Democracy ; the consoler of all the

disinherited. " An address from Clermont-Ferrand is

expressed as follows :
" The rector, surrounded by the

professors and students of the Faculties, the Lyceum,
and the Normal School of Teachers, after listening to

the reading of some of the finest songs of the master,

send to the national poet— the poet of pardon and
VOL. XXX. — 23
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peace ; the admirable grandfather— the expression of

the enthusiastic affection of the family of the univer-

sity. " The masonic lodge, Le Travail of Cognac said:
" You have created a new literature. Your work shall

remain the highest expression of French poetry; it has

raised the level of the human conscience. Citizen, you
have all the glories !

" Besanc^'on is proud " of the

greatest of her children. " The Municipal Council of

Laval wrote :
" It is the festival of the human race

itself !

"

In the heaps of letters from individuals are found the

signatures of many senators, members of the Institute,

chiefs of public departments, an invitation from Mile.

Ida Ldvy to visit her at Algiers, and an offering from

the young girls of Baumes-les-Dames, " First flowers of

our woods, gathered yesterday.
"

Among the poems in the master's honour, the most

remarkable were signed Jean Aicard, Emmanuel Enjol-

ras, Fabre des Essarts, Georges Meurice, and Paul Pujol.

Others are signed " A Lorraine traveller, " prompter at

the Theatre of Nancy, by Auguste Eousseau, the cobbler

poet of Anjou. In the provenc^al language there are

verses of Aubanel, Mistral, Eoumieux, etc. ; in Gas-

con, a poem by M. Charles Fabre, a shoemaker at

Montpellier ; in Breton, verses by M. Visant-Coat ; in

Hebrew, by M. Dobrouskiu.

Frenchmen residing abroad were specially enthusiastic

in their congratulations to the poet. These were sent

from London, Brussels, Vienna, St. Petersburg, Moscow,

San Francisco, and Saint Louis. In Cincinnati, Madame
Fredin organized a literary and musical celebration

;

the programme entirely consisted of prose and poetry

taken from the master; the drawing-rooms were deco-

rated with French and American flags, and a portrait of

Victor Hugo was placed between photographs of Notre
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Dame de Paris and the Arc de I'Etoile. The addresses

from Alsace were perhaps the most touching of all.

The " Presse Alsace-Lorraine " telegraphed, " Alsace

celebrates with France the great apostle of Justice and
Eight.

"

The journals of the (German Empire acknowledged the

success of the anniversary. The " Berliner Tagblatt,

"

which has the largest circulation in Berlin, declared

that more than half a million of persons defiled before

the poet's house. The President of the Literary Society

of Leipsic, M. Friedrich, wrote verses which may be

thus translated :
" A great genius no more belongs to

one people than he belongs to one age. All those whom
he has inspired with his soul have the right to call him
theirs. " M. Ernest Eckstein wrote :

" Sacred art throws

a bridge across abysses. " The address of the German
committee of the International Literary Society may
also be mentioned. Let us now glance at the addresses

from other nations.

England. — Addresses from the Democratic League of

Great Britain and Ireland ; from the professors and
students of Durham ; from the English committee of

the International Literary Society, presided over by
Mr. Blanchard Jerrold ; from Mr. Buxton Forman, the

editor of Shelley ; from the Eabelais Club of London.

English verses from Mr. Irving O'Neddy; twenty sig-

natures from Australia ; French stanzas from John
Sullivan, notary royal at Jersey, in the name of the

citizens of the Norman Archipelago.

Austria. — An address from the society of journalists

and writers of Vienna, President M. Johannes Nord-

mann,— an address on parchment in a large, rich portfolio

framed in chiselled bronze, enamelled at the corners-

with gold and silver. Addresses from the actors of

Vienna, after playing " Marion Delorme " and " Hernani
"
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at the Stadt Theatre and Burg Theatre. Letters from

A. Fortesheim and Karl Lerche ; sonnet in Czech by

YorasLav Urchlicky.

Hungary. — Addresses from the Hungarian Academy,
the Inspector of the Museums and Libraries, the Philo-

logical Society of Budapest, and several other societies

;

besides several poems.

Belgium.—-Addresses from the Enfants de la Belgique

(a hundred and eight signatures) ; from the " Tri-

bune Lidgoise, " which gave an unpublished telegram

of Victor Hugo in verse; from the students' society of

Lidge ; from Augustine Peters of Antwerp, and Emile

de Laveleye.

Spain. — Verses of M. Manuel Peralta ; congratula-

tions from Jos^ Echegaray, Fonseca Benevides ; addresses

from Conception Jimena de Flaquez, Carlos Vilar, Alberto

Araus, Caspar Nunez de Arce, and others ; from the

Society of Spanish writers and artists and the Athenaeum

of Valencia. A tine literary portrait of Hugo by Cas-

telar was reproduced in several journals. The " II

Mercantil Valenciano " published a very remarkable

article :
" For sixty years, Victor Hugo's voice has been

the most potent voice of humanity ; it has filled the

universe, giving immortal form to the ideas, the senti-

ments, and the emotions through which the soul of the

modern world has passed. Thanks to the poet, the

admirable French language expresses better than all

others the great thoughts of justice and liberty, the

noblest of human passions.
"

Italy. — Address to " the Apostle of the Ideal, " signed

by Garibaldi, Campanello, Zupetta, Lemmi, and others.

Addresses from the Italian Democratic Society ; from

General Canzio, Aurelio Generi, the " Secolo, " in the

name of Genoa, Bologna, and Piome ; from Eepublican

Clubs of Florence, Leghorn, Coma, Pisa ; from Masonic
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Lodges of Eome and Bari ; from many schools, colleges,

and institutions ; from the Syndico of Florence, Cantu

the historian, Terenzio Mamiami, Pietro Siciliani ; the
" Teuilles d'Automne " in Italian from Giulio Miner-

vini ; verses from Senator Andrea Maffei, Isabella Kossi,

and others ; a fine poem by Carducci, translated into

French verse by Alexandro Parodi ; a sonnet in Hebrew
by Aron Romanini, translated by Caliman Maspnrgo ; a

letter from the poet J. Cavallotti :
" The congratulations

I send the master are the faithful echo of every Italian

heart which beats for the beautiful and the great.

"

Three Latin words signed Cesario Testa, and dated Eome :

" Videbis annos Titiani. " A multitude of felicitations,

among them one from Giulio Manzoni, grandson of the

famous author.

Holland. — Addresses and articles in the journals of

Amsterdam and other cities ; address from the Fraternal

Friendship of Zwolle. Teresa Schwarte, the painter,

writes :
" Tibi ut nemini. " The pastor Lakerveld :

" To
the apologist of free and pure religion !

" A. Versheim :

" To the Frenchman par excellence, the cosmopolitan

poet, the ardent apostle of human freedom. " M. Van-

d'huyl sent two hundred francs to the " Rappel " for

flowers for the master.

Poland.— In the volumes of the International Literary

Association this address is found, followed by numerous

signatures :
" To the defender of the oppressed, the

Poles
!

" Then follow addresses from the dramatic

authors, the Italian and Polish opera-houses, and the

actors of Warsaw; also congratulations from the edi-

tors of the " Echo " and other journals ; this verse of

Dante, signed by J. B. Krasewski :
" Quorate Taltissimo

poeta !

"

Portugal. — Numerous telegrams from Lisbon and

Oporto from journals and public bodies ; letters from
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the Academician J. de Vilheno Barbosa and Aug. de

Carvalho, Minister of Public Works.

Roumania. — Addresses from the printers of the

National Printing-Press ; from the Pioumanian-Macedo-

nian Society of Bucharest ; from the journal " Telegra-

phul ;
" from Senator Schendrd and several deputies. The

deputy Pantagi Ghika wrote :
" I cannot wish a better

gift to every nation than to have a Victor Hugo every

century for the benefit of the entire human race.
"

Russia. —^ Address from the Deputation of Eussian

exiles :
" We keep in our hearts the words written to

the President of the Piepublic on behalf of our brethren,
—

' No, you shall not surrender that man !
' " Letters

and telegrams ; this cry from Eiga, signed Alfred de

Koukiel and Victor Andreianoff :
" Vive la France ! vive

Victor Hugo !

"

Simdcn. — Address from the Academy of the Fine

Arts in Stockholm ; address signed Carla Serena.

Norway. — Verses from Gustavus Pedersen and

Johanna Schrader, addresses from Ibsen and others.

The Eepublican Club of Christiania said :
" The Eepub-

licans of Norway scatter floAvers before your door, and

wish you a long and happy old age.
"

Denmark. — Various addresses from the Eoyal Acad-

emy and other bodies ; from the sculptor Eavnkild and

the painter Elisabeth Jerichau ; from the Scandinavian

colonies in Paris and La Eochelle.

Sivitzerland. — Articles and congratulations from

numerous journals ; addresses from Neufchatel, Cormon-

dreche, Saint Etienne, and others, and from Professor

Scheler of Geneva in the name of the audience assem-

bled at the Cirque to celebrate the anniversary. Felici-

tations of the Genevese Institute represented by MM.
Frederick Amiel, president of the Section of Literature

;

Silvestre, president of the Section of the Fine Arts ; and
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Heimstop, vice-president of the section of Moral and
Political Sciences.

Turkey. — Letter from General Saint-Clair, in the

name of the Mussulmans of Circassia and Macedonia. A
sonnet from Paul Musurus-Bey, of the Ottoman embassy
at London, entitled " Mont Blanc to Victor Hugo.

"

O ALTITUDO !

When thou didst sing me, thou thyself didat sing
;

We are the loftiest peaks the world around !

And they who see us with such sap abound

Might say :
" The endless summers to them bring

Unfading wreaths to deck their brows, sun-crowned,"

On our calm faces wrinkles are not found.

Our opulent gifts upon the earth we fling :

I pour my streams ; the wretched to thee cling.

Our homes are on ideal, ethereal zones
;

Heaven's piu'est breezes blow upon our thrones.

Ours is the youth of gods, which death defies 1

'T is not the fleeting years, bard divine 1

That as they pass make white my head and thine :

It is our nearness to the azure skies I

India. — A very curious letter of ten pages, in

English, from Uttarpara, near Calcutta, and signed Sir

Narayain Mukhayo :
" A great man is the nucleus

around which the thoughts of a century concentrate ; he

opens the eternal fountain at which the eternal gene-

rations of all times and countries come to drink.

"

Africa : Port-Said. — Addresses from Signer Oldrini,

" One of the conquered at Mentana ;
" from the free lay-

school ; and from the Consul of Liberia at Paris.

United States of America. — Congratulations from

George Walker, United States' Consul-General at Paris.

Verses from California, signed Mary Hart. Addresses

.from numerous journals. Several letters and requests

for Victor Hugo's portrait and autograph.
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Canada. — Flowers, with congratulations of French
Canadians, through Josephine Gosselin of Quebec. Fine
article from the " Morning Chronicle " of Quebec, call-

ing Victor Hugo " a leader of men.

"

Latin America. — Congratulations of Benito Juarez,

son of the Ex-President of the Mexican Republic.

Address from the President of the Dominican Republic,

A. de Mermo :
" For the honour of humanity, long life to

Victor Hugo, the glory of the nineteenth century !

"

Addresses from the Ministers and Consuls of Costa Rica
and Uruguay at Paris and Bordeaux. Numerous letters

from Brazil. Congratulations from Senor Torres-Caicedo,

minister-plenipotentiary of the Republic of San Salvador

and President of the International Literary Society

:

" To Victor Hugo, the apostle of every idea of liberty

and progress !

"

As an epilogue to the celebration, we extract from

the " Journal Oflficial " an account of what took place

in the Senate on the 4th of March.

''M. Victor Hugo entered the chamber. The entire Left

rose and applauded.
" M. Victor Hugo. — This action of the Senate was quite

unexpected by me. I cannot tell you how much I am
touched by it. The very emotion I show is in itself an

expression of my thankfulness. I offer it to the Senate,

and thank all its members for this mark of esteem and effec-

tion. {Fresh ap2olause.)

''The President. — Genius has had its sitting. The
Senate has applauded, and now resumes the course of its

deliberations."

The celebration of the 27th of February left a sacred

memory in all hearts forever. M. Camille Pelletan in
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'' La Justice " expressed himself in these terms :
" What

triumph has ever been so great as this ? In the cortege

marched, instead of captives, Frenchmen delivered from

the captivity of monarchy. From the triumphal arch

the names of masterpieces shone, instead of the names of

sacked cities. Eome had her festivals of force ; to Paris

belongs the festival of ideas. . . . What a lesson for a

nation was such a spectacle as this ! What teaching for

the children who were carrying flowers ! They have

witnessed, assuredly, the greatest honour that a man can

dream of. And how has this honour been won ? By
thought, first of all ; by that noblest and greatest of

things, poetry. It is to the brilliant genius who beyond
all others has best translated human passions, emotions,

and sorrows ; who has cast into the rhythm of verse all

the immensity of Nature ; who has made his masterpieces

throb with all that is deepest in pity, — it is to this

great genius that the people render a homage which
Caesars might envy. But this is not all. He was
hailed as the victim of evil days, the proscribed of

despotism, the denouncer of massacre. The fete of

Victor Hugo is the religion of true glory confounding

the base idolatry of success.

"

Victor Hugo not having been able to thank the

innumerable friends who congratulated him on his

anniversary, thanked the whole world collectively,
" Frenchmen and his fellow-countrymen of all lands,

"

through the journals. " But, " said he, " what expres-

sion of thanks would not be inferior to my feelings on

that day, which will be the best day of my life, and for

which I shall cherish till my last hour a gratitude

human words cannot express 1

"

The returns from the literary matinee of the 27th of

February, at the Trocaddro, amounted to a sum which
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served for the foundation of an annual gift of two depos-

its in the Savings Bank, of one hundred francs each, for

the most deserving of the " children morally abandoned,

"

•— a work organized in 1880 by M. Charles Quentin,

director of the Assistance Publique.

TO VICTOR HUGO.

BY THEODORE DE BANVILLE.

Poem recited by M. Coqueliu, of tlie Coinedie-Fran^aise, at the Troca-

de'ro, ou the 26th of February, 1881.

Father ! to sorrow and to suffering tender !

Come with the laurels which thy brows adorn,

And feel the kiss of France upon thy fingers,

Happy to greet the day that saw thee born !

Hugo I thou didst wake the stifled accents

That slumbered in the lyre, our woes to tell

;

And thou hast known, like Orpheus, thy precursor,

Harsh exile, and hast charmed the woes of hell.

But now thou dwellest in thy tranquil glory,

Serene and calm. The heavens above thee bent

Smile on that ivory throne from which, like Homer,
Thou gazest radiant on the Orient.

And at thy feet thou seest the child of Pindar, —
The Ode, who wings her flight through pathless skies;

The Epic, with her barbarous glaive bright-gleaming
;

And Satire, who her scourges sternly plies.

The Drama, charmer of the pensive spirit,

"Who stirs and calms the ]ieo])le's mighty waves,

And pours on pariahs, as a living water,

The bitter sobs and tears that misery craves.
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But thou, of all tile wretched the consoler,

Dost turn away those vengeful eyes of tlaine

From Crime Chastised ! so that thou mayest see ouly

The angel men and angels Pity name 1

O Father ! that sublime and awful genius,

Thy rapturous thought, on that winged steed of thine,

Has soared through worlds, through spheres of boundless radiance,

And reached the heart of mysteries divine

;

Has seen the Past, seen History's grisly charnels.

The Sages hastening to the goal on high,

The Demons forging in their caverns gloomy
The fires of dawn, the sapphires of the sky.

It has seen struggles, horrors, and disasters
;

The exiled, who their vanished Edens weep ;

The whips that lash the stars before them madly.

And when, returned from these abysses deep,

We cry unto it :
" Tell us what is needful

!

Point out the path ! Is there light from above ?

Should we stand still, or wrestle for salvation ?

"

It answers us :
" The enigma's key is Love !

"

" Love one another !
" Words that changed creation

And vanquished Evil in its rebel hold,—
Spoken again in thy deep voice, O Master !

They will move rocks, and vanquish lions bold.

Oh, speak ! and let thy songs ring out sonorous I

Tell us the story of some Roland brave.

Who, armed for justice, without pity slaughters

A horde of kings, an iimocent child to save.

Master loved ! who ever risest higher,

On thee her homage well may France bestow,

And bless that brow which hopes and visions gamer,

Those locks which shame the lily's stainless snow 1
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Thy work, unveiled by Time, has rested never,

Like jewels dropped from caskets one by one.

Our eyes see myriad stars the darkness lighting

:

We know behind them sun shines after sun.

Oh, speak ! enchant us ! sing once more, Poet .!

Make us awhile forget the griefs that now
Press on our hearts, and let ns have the triumph

Of seeing flower the germs within thy brow.

THE END.
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